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I am happy to extend greetings to Illini over the world. By the time this reaches you, many of you will be completely involved in the new defense effort. The short years of prosperity and peace have been transformed into a period of urgency. Our nation—and all nations that believe in security through freedom—can ward off the growing danger only through extraordinary united effort.

This does not mean that the University of Illinois will cease to be a going concern. Quite the reverse. It is true that there will be some shifts in the program. Inevitably graduates in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and nursing will be acutely in short supply. We shall, therefore, redouble our efforts to secure the new building on the Chicago Campus. This addition will enable us to increase our student body there by 500.

Similarly on the campus at Urbana-Champaign we shall try to secure the Life Sciences Building. In this great structure will be housed laboratories and classrooms affecting a dozen different departments in the general biological area. The new facilities will be a tremendous aid also to students and faculty in agriculture and medicine because of their dependence upon the basic biological sciences.

Various research and instructional programs related to security measures will be stepped up. Both in Chicago and Urbana-Champaign we need additional housing for students, and strenuous efforts will be made to secure it.

Very likely the University in the next few years will be smaller in size. The slack should be taken up rapidly after three years. Should all young men be inducted for military service for a period of 24-30 months, we may assume that they will start college work, or return to it, with increased zest. This was our experience with the G.I.’s returning from World War II. At the same time, the increase in births which has thus far affected the elementary and secondary schools by 1954 will affect college populations.

More important than either of the factors mentioned above is the growing conviction among civil and military leaders that our nation cannot reach full strength without the optimum education of all its young people. The United States cannot depend upon massive group force, either for internal development or for safety against external enemies. There are not enough of us to go around. If there is to be peace we as Americans must achieve it through integrity and the power of invention and organization. If there is to be war we can win it only by a devotion to such aims. Ourselves and our allies do not constitute the most massive political or national group, but we are again the hope of the world—at least the hope of that portion of the world that believes in decency and liberty.

Illini everywhere have played a glorious role in peace and in war. On the campus or off, we have come to expect no less of everyone associated with our great and beloved University.

George D. Stoddard
President
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A great university is a collection of colleges, schools, divisions, institutes, bureaus, services, and experiment stations. In some respects each is autonomous, yet they must work together, and certain services must provide for all. To tie this organization together and make it function as a unit, and at the same time to look ahead and plan for the future, is the task of the University's administration.

Since the war the University of Illinois has doubled in student enrollment and has grown similarly in its research and service activities. With this growth in size has come a growth in administration.

A great university's operation is as complex as a great industry. Functioning in the interest of the citizens and financed largely by tax funds from them, the University must seek efficiency, yet must never lose sight of its purpose in education, research, and service. It must be flexible to meet immediate problems, yet keep focused on long-range values.

The University's work is carried on not only in classroom, laboratory, and library, but also through extension,
demonstrations, publications, motion pictures, and radio. From its researches the University develops much new knowledge and gathers information from all over the world. These new facts, added to the old, go not only into teaching, but are made available to citizens everywhere. The University touches almost every field of human interest and activity from archeology and classics to the arts, government, health, agriculture, business, engineering, and science.

Carrying out these policies and directly administering the University is the task of the President. Assisting him are the Provost, the Vice President in charge of the Chicago Division, the Deans and Directors of the various units at Champaign-Urbana, the Comptroller, the Director of the Physical Plant, the Dean of Students, and others, each with special responsibilities and duties.

The Trustees of the University, nine elected directly by the people of the state and two ex-officio by reasons of their positions in the state government, select the President of the University and direct the general policies of administration.
Earl P. Strong, director of Business Management Service; Charles W. Sanford, coordinator of Teacher Education Council; William M. Gilbert, director of Student Counseling Bureau.

Irene Pierson, social director of Illini Union; Marietta Stevenson, director of Social Welfare Administration; Homer L. Lawder, head of the Department of Health Service, and acting University Health officer.

Donald E. Dickason, director of nonacademic personnel; George P. Tuttle, director of admissions and records; Edward F. Potthoff, director of the Bureau of Institutional Research.
Established in 1935, the University of Illinois Foundation is a non-profit corporation organized under the laws of Illinois. Its chief function is to encourage gifts, from both individuals and corporations, for the purpose of assisting the general educational and research program of the University.

One phase of this activity is the Illini Achievement Fund, organized in December, 1948, as a permanent annual-gift program in the interests of the University. In 1949 the Achievement Fund set a new record among Big Ten schools, and among all midwestern state universities, for the number of gifts to such a program during its first year. Contributions from 5,071 Illini and other friends of the University of Illinois totalled $52,131. Fund contributions in 1950 amounted to $74,042—an increase of 42 per cent over the 1949 figure.

Another function of the Foundation is the development of patents assigned to it by the University. Acting in this capacity, the Foundation has acquired patent rights on several inventions, notably a smokeless furnace and an ammoniated dentifrice that helps to combat tooth decay.

The Foundation has a membership of one hundred persons, most of whom are alumni of the University. The present Board of Directors, consisting of nine members, is made up of John H. Armstrong, president of the Foundation, Champaign; H. F. Glair, vice president, Chicago; President George D. Stoddard of the University of Illinois; H. B. Megran, Harvard; Kenney E. Williamson, Peoria; George Donoghue, Chicago; Amos Watts, Chicago; Fred H. Ebersold, Chicago; and Eugene D. Funk, Jr., Bloomington.
The University of Illinois Alumni Association

The Alumni Association is the official bond between the University and Illini in all parts of the world.

The Association publishes *Illinois Alumni News* and sends it to nearly 70,000 Illini. It helps with alumni placement, assists officers with the work of an increasingly large number of Illini clubs, helps maintain the Illini Center in Chicago's LaSalle hotel, and performs hundreds of personal services for alumni.

It has a large staff gathering and recording the new addresses of nearly 90,000 Illini. Some 7,000 address changes are made every month.

Most recently it led the movement for the production of sound films on the campus—a work which makes it possible for Illini in many places to see and hear these games and which undoubtedly will film other campus events with sound. This fall it began sponsoring Coach Ray Elior's Football Letter, which is sent to all members of the Alumni Association and which has won wide acclaim.

Membership in the Association has grown until now it is one of the largest in the United States. Fred H. Ebersold of Chicago is president and C. E. Bowen of Champaign is executive director. William H. Rice is field director; Russel W. Steger is assistant field director; James C. Colvin is editor of the *Alumni News*. 
The University of Illinois recognizes its responsibility for students living in the academic community and attempts to provide the most favorable conditions for them. Under Dean of Students Fred H. Turner, who is the unifying and coordinating official, are Associate Dean Harold S. Dawson, director of placement, and Assistant Dean Arthur Hamilton, in charge of foreign students.
Miriam A. Shelden, who has been on active duty in the United States Navy, has resumed her duties as dean of women during 1950-1951. Her assistants are Miss Agnes Tandberg, assistant dean of freshmen; Mrs. Florence Inghram, residence hall counselor; Miss Inez Tate, advisor to independent women and the Women's Group System; and Miss Mary Jane Klein, advisor to sorority women and Panhellenic Council.

The staff of the Dean of Men, Edward E. Stafford includes Mr. Gerald W. Peck, assistant dean of men and director of Placement Bureau; Mr. V. J. Hampton, assistant dean of student activities; Mr. George H. Bargh, assistant dean of fraternity men; and Mr. Richard E. Hulet, assistant dean of independent men.
Under the able guidance of Dean Rusk, the students of the College of Agriculture continue to study the land and its products and to work for better farm family living.

The College of Agriculture is a direct outgrowth of the Morrill Act of 1862. The legislation became popularly known as the Land-grant College Act, since it provided federal support for state educational institutions in a form available to each state. There are sixty-nine land-grant institutions in the United States today, and they provide training for approximately one-fourth of the students enrolled in the four year colleges and universities.

Students in agriculture and home economics find the horizons of their study much wider than they once were. They may now encounter such varied studies as the development of antibiotics, dietary problems of older people, the use of radio-active elements, and other studies as modern as tomorrow's newspaper.

The threefold job of the College of Agriculture — undergraduate and graduate teaching, research, and off-campus teaching through the extension service in agriculture and home economics — has moved forward with time.
The College of Commerce and Business Administration is organized under two departments — the Department of Business Organization and Operation which includes Accountancy, Business Law, Management, Marketing, and Secretarial Training; and the Department of Economics. After his first two years, an undergraduate specializes in one of these areas.

The research function of the College is served by the Bureau of Economics and Business Research which conducts research in marketing, banking and private finance, public finance, taxation, insurance, governmental accounting, and related fields. The Bureau publishes two periodicals, the Illinois Business Review and the Current Economic Comment.

Through the Business Management Service the College of Commerce and Business Administration provides educational and technical service to business communities in the state. This affords direct contact for both students and faculty including relationships with real businessmen and business problems.

The commerce staff members co-operate with the placement bureau in trying to obtain for all graduates positions which will harmonize with their college preparation.

David Kinley Hall

Dean Howard Bowen
The College of Education prepares students for careers in teaching, special educational services, and school administration. Special undergraduate programs are offered in industrial, agricultural, home economics, and elementary curricula. Students have the opportunity of teaching under special supervisors in schools cooperating with the College of Education. The University High School, which serves as a laboratory for the college, affords opportunities for experimentation under controlled conditions.

The Bureau of Research and Service makes investigations which take the form of directing school surveys.

The College sponsors a number of annual conferences designed to meet specific problems of educators and other persons interested in improving the schools. Largest of these meetings is the Illinois Summer Education Conference held on the campus each June in connection with the regular summer session for teachers from all parts of the country. Another contact with Illinois schools is made through the office of teacher placement which provides a free service to students, alumni, and employers.
With the new Mechanical and Electrical Engineering buildings and the Physics Research building becoming an accepted part of the campus, both the faculty and students of the engineering school have been able to devote unhindered effort to the principal business of education under the direction of Dean William Everitt.

Collectively the College has been and is now continuing the study of many teaching and educational methods. Subcommittees of the College executive committee are investigating such problems as the engineering students' needs in rhetoric and speech.

The College of Engineering has always stressed extracurricular activities as an important part of education. Several honorary fraternities are organized to recognize and promote scholarship. The Illinois Technograph, an engineering magazine published and managed by engineering students, offers a variety of opportunities for engineers.

An important extracurricular role is also played by the student Engineering Council. This council serves to coordinate the numerous functions of the member professional societies and sponsors many College-wide activities.
The College of Fine and Applied Arts consists of the Departments of Architecture, Art, Landscape Architecture, the School of Music, the Bureau of Community Planning, and the University Bands. There are twelve curricula leading to degrees in various of the Fine Arts offered to undergraduate students, and graduate instruction is provided in each of these divisions. In addition to its more formal program of instruction, the College offers annually many admission-free lectures, concerts, recitals, and a series of art exhibits displayed in the Architecture Building. In cooperation with other departments the College sponsors a Festival of Contemporary Arts. Many students from other colleges of the University elect various cultural courses offered by the College. With an annual enrollment in excess of 1,300 students, the College has a teaching faculty of 155 full-time members.

Rexford Newcomb, Dean of the College of Fine and Applied Arts, is now completing a third of a century of service to the University of Illinois and nineteen years as a dean. He is also a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects and is a member of various honorary and professional societies.
Graduate College

The University of Illinois Graduate College is known internationally as a center of research in many subjects. The departments of physics and chemistry have been especially prominent in research projects recently.

The magnitude of the graduate program is now reaching a peak after a rapid increase during postwar years. More than three times the number of students registered in the Graduate College in the last prewar year are now enrolled. Scholarships and fellowships established by the University Board of Trustees are open to graduate students of exceptional ability and promise. Funds are available from several special sources to contribute to this extension and diffusion of knowledge.

Postgraduate study is primarily a program of personal initiative. The graduate student is expected not only to become acquainted with the previously accumulated knowledge in his field, but also to broaden the range of material available. Many students in the Graduate College hold positions as instructors in undergraduate divisions of their specialized courses.
School of Journalism and Communications

Originally the journalism program at the University included only courses in news writing and editing. Today the School has a journalism division, including news-editorial work and publication management, an advertising division, and a radio division. In 1950 the name of the School of Journalism was changed to School of Journalism and Communications to describe more accurately its present functions. Directed by Professor Frederick Siebert, the School of Journalism and Communications is located in the modern Gregory Hall.

The journalism and communications program at the University of Illinois is based on the conviction that the student can profit best from a course of study that permits him to integrate professional subjects with general subjects.

The School also attempts through its faculty to provide services for the communications industry in the state. It works in close cooperation with the Illinois Press Association, the Illinois College Press Association, and the Illinois State High School Press Association. In addition, the School sponsors clinics and short courses for photographers, radio and advertising personnel, and publication editors.
The College of Law was established in 1897. The primary purpose of the College is to train men and women for the practice of law. This training, however, is also beneficial to those who will become business executives and government administrators. On a different plane from its vocational aspects, law training is of value to leaders in public thought and in community service.

At this time, when the concepts of "freedom," "democracy," and "justice" are uppermost in the minds of men, the College of Law conceives as its highest responsibility the task of impressing upon its students the fact that democracy is justice and that freedom is rooted in the law.

The College is approved by the two accrediting agencies for law schools in the country. It is a charter member of the Association of American Law Schools, and was on the first list of schools approved by the American Bar Association. The standards of the College have not only reached the minima stated by these agencies but have always exceeded them. The College takes pride in the fact that it has been a pioneer for higher standards among the law schools of the nation.
Our University was incorporated in 1867 as the Illinois Industrial University. When instruction began in 1868, typical liberal arts courses were offered. Then, as now, these courses were looked upon as basic to general education. The present organization of the College came in 1913 as the result of a merger of the College of Literature and Arts with the College of Science. The College became the largest and most complex division of the University. It is the bearer of the old tradition of liberal education provided for in the General Curriculum and also in the Division of General Studies. The General Curriculum leads to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, depending upon the field of concentration. The College also functions as a service unit for other colleges, offering fixed curricula in pre-professional training for medicine, dentistry, nursing, veterinary medicine, law, and journalism.

In cooperation with the College of Medicine, the College offers a professional course in Occupational Therapy leading to a degree in the College of Medicine.
Library School

The University of Illinois Library School, established in 1893, is the oldest library school west of the Alleghanies. This school was located at the Armour Institute of Technology in Chicago until the summer of 1897 when it was moved to the University of Illinois in Urbana, where it is now situated on the third floor of the library.

The purpose of the Library School is to prepare administrators and assistants for service in libraries of public schools, colleges and universities, and specialized types such as hospital, newspaper, business, art, and music libraries.

Programs of study on both the undergraduate and graduate level may be followed. The group of undergraduate courses for which the B.S. in L.S. is awarded is considered basic preparation for advanced professional studies. The fifth year’s work, for the M.S. in L.S. degree, is the minimum academic preparation; professional librarians of marked ability may go on for the degree of Doctor of Library Science.

At present the library school is rated by the American Library Association as one of the five leading schools in the field.

Reference Room at University Library
School of Physical Education

The School of Physical Education at the University of Illinois was established in 1933. Dr. Seward Charles Staley has held the position of Director of Physical Education for fourteen years.

Professional training work provided by this school includes divisions in general physical education and health education for men, physical education for women, health education, recreation, and dance.

The School also offers a wide variety of special conditioning courses to the general student body. All undergraduates are required by University regulations to obtain credit in four semesters of these courses, which include basic physical conditioning, correction of physical handicaps, recreation, and athletics.

One of the more unique features of the School is its program of research in physical fitness. This program, carried on in a special laboratory, is pointed at making basic studies of the complicated problem of physical fitness. The present unsettled conditions in the world have encouraged a greatly increased emphasis on physical fitness programs.
Division of Special Services for War Veterans

The Division of Special Services for War Veterans has been established to give the greatest service to veterans who wish to come to the University of Illinois. It is a pioneering educational venture, breaking traditional educational policies and allowing for an educational freedom which will best serve the needs of individual students.

The Division offers veterans an opportunity to reorient themselves academically through refresher work, reduced programs, and selection of courses, to move directly toward an educational objective by adding appropriate subjects to previously acquired credits; to attain an educational objective which involves subject matter offered in several colleges. The Division administers the educational programs of veterans whose special needs are not met by existing matter offered in several colleges. The Division administers the educational programs of veterans whose special needs are not met by existing curricula, and can certify such students for the Bachelor of Science degree. In addition, the Division studies the needs of returning veterans and informs the veterans of all the various services of the University.
The Division of University Extension is the agency of the University responsible for the educational program addressed to the people of the state who are not enrolled as students in residence on any of its campuses. The larger part of the Extension offerings are made through extramural classes and correspondence courses; others yield no credit toward a degree.

Most of the Extension programs result from requests to the Division coming from individuals, business and industrial organizations, associations, state and local government agencies, and labor groups. The Division is able to respond to fewer than half the demands that it receives each year.

Last fall 54 credit and non-credit courses were scheduled with approximately 4,200 enrolled. Besides this, one hundred seven correspondence courses at college level were available for those whose circumstances compelled them to home study. With the aid of other colleges of the University, the Division conducts a large number of short courses.
The College of Veterinary Medicine trains veterinarians in the prevention and control of animal diseases to protect the livestock industry and also to protect the public health through suppression of animal diseases.

Established in June, 1944, by the Board of Trustees, the College initiated a two-year pre-veterinary program in September of 1945 and a four-year professional program in September of 1948, which is taken in addition to the two-year curricula. At the end of the second professional year veterinary students may qualify for the bachelor's degree, and they receive the degree of doctor of veterinary medicine upon completion of the fourth professional year.

To aid its teaching, the College maintains a diagnostic service and clinics for large and small animals. Veterinary research is conducted in the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.

A new four-story Veterinary Medicine building for instruction of first and second year students and for research will be completed in 1951. The funds were appropriated by the 1944 General Assembly to construct this basic science unit.
The University of Illinois Corps of Cadets was established in 1868 under the provisions of the Morrill Land Grant Act. By that act the states received public land for the endowment, maintenance, and support of colleges which offered courses in the agricultural fields and in mechanical arts on the condition that military science be made a required course. Under present federal and state laws, able-bodied male students, with only a few exceptions, must complete satisfactorily a minimum of two years training in the Army, Navy, or Air Force ROTC programs.

The Army offers courses in Infantry, Armored Cavalry, Antiaircraft, Artillery, Corps of Engineers, Signal Corps, Ordnance, Quartermaster Corps, Transportation, and Security. The Army unit at Champaign is organized as a brigade, including 27 companies. Students at Navy Pier may take the basic work in antiaircraft, artillery or military engineering. The Chicago professional colleges include a medical and a dental ROTC unit.

The Navy unit was established in 1947. Regular NROTC students are annually selected as a result of nation-wide competitive examinations.
They are subsidized in much the same manner as the veterans enrolled in the university under the “G.I. Bill.” Contract NROTC students are selected within prescribed quotas from among the students as freshmen in the university. They are not subsidized; but, in common with Army and Air Force students, are paid a ration allowance during the third and fourth years. A third classification is the Naval Science student who is not subsidized and is not a member of NROTC but takes naval science as a regular academic subject. The strength of the NROTC unit is 206 men.

With the creation of the United States Air Force as a separate branch in the Department of Defense, the Air ROTC was organized at the University of Illinois in 1949. Specialized courses are given in aircraft maintenance and engineering. These and the Army courses in engineering, signal, and ordnance are generally restricted to students in the College of Engineering. The current Air ROTC strength is 850 men.

Graduates who complete four years of satisfactory work in the armed forces programs are commissioned into the reserves. Certain selected graduates are commissioned directly into the regular armed forces where the need for qualified officers has increased greatly. Quotas for deferment from Selective Service have been provided to enable qualified students to complete their college and ROTC courses.
ROY AARON .........................Perr
civil engineering
A.S.C.E.
LiSalle-Peoria-Ogleby Junior College

DONN HARDING ABBOTT ..................Chicago
electrical engineering
A.I.E.E.I.R.E.
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RALPH EUGENE ABBOTT .................Elwood Park
commerce
accountancy
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAN WALLACE ABERNATHIE .............Champaign
agriculture
floriculture
Freshman Varsity Gymnastics Squad; Dolphins (1, 4); Floriculture Club

BETTY CHARLENE ABRAHAM ............Wabash
fine and applied arts
marine education
Gamma House
Alpha Omicron; Alpha Lambda Delta; Sigma Alpha Iota; Star Course Manager (2); Women's Glee Club (3); Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

FRED WILLIAM ABRAHAM ................Chicago
electrical engineering
Landgren House
A.I.E.E.I.R.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PHILIP ANDREW ABRAMSCHI, Jr. ..........East St. Louis
division of special services
journalism

WILLIAM OTTO ACKERMANN, Jr. ..........Sibley
engineering
aeronautical engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Gamma Alpha Rho; I.A.S.; Illini Forensic Association
Honors Day (1)
Bradley University

RICHARD IREY ACKMAN ...................Maclege
law
Phi Alpha Delta; Junior Bar Association
Saint Thomas College; Iowa State; University of Kansas

ARTHUR FREDERICK ADAMS, Jr. ...........Chicago
mechanical engineering
Wright Junior College; Loyola University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CHARLES LYNN ADAMS .................Omaha
division of special services
history
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES HERBERT ADAMS .................Mr. Sterling
aeronautical engineering
American Legion Post No. 509; Bait and Fly Cating Club; I.A.S.; Franklin and Marshall College; Western Illinois State Teachers College

ROBERT EVAN ADAMS .................Rockford
law
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Galesburg Alumni Association; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (1)
University of Iowa; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

SEYMOUR ADLAMAN .................Chicago
journalism
Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (2)

OAKLEIGH RANDLE AINSWORTH, Jr. .......Champaign
management and marketing
Phi Delta Theta
Freshman Varsity Football Squad; Freshman Varsity Wrestling Squad; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

RICHARD WILSON AINSWORTH ..........Kansas
journalism
aeronautical engineering
Sigma Tau; Pi Tau Sigma
Honors Day (1)
Hanahall-LaGrange Junior College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

BETTY ADLER II ......................Davenport, Iowa
journalism
edueal
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Theta Sigma Pi; The Daily Illini (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Monticello College

JEAN RAY ADEANOFF .................Sioux City, Iowa
education
languages and arts
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Shi-Ai; Alpha Lambda Delta; The Illini (2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3); House President (3); Freshman Frosh Committee
Honors Day (2)
ARTHUR PAUL AMRENT........Chicago Heights Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Moore Hall
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; House President (3); A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

DOLORES PAY AIKENS..........Kankakee Education General Science
Evans Hall
Alpha Lambda Delta; W.A.A. Board (3); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); House President (4)
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

KENNETH RALPH AIKENS........St. Anne Physical Education Physical Education
Varsity Baseball Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Squad

HELEN ELIZABETH AINSWORTH..Lawrenceville Liberal Arts and Sciences Spanish
Delta Zeta
Campus Chest (2, 3); W.A.A. (3); Spanish Club
MacMurray College

ETHEL MARY ALAVY.............Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology
Bussey Hall
Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); W.A.A. (1, 2, 4) W.G.S. Executive Council (2)

PAUL ALBAUM ..............Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology
Lundgren House
Illini Veteran; Intercollegiate Zionist Federation; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Michigan College of Mining Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

SHELDON ANN ALEXANDER.......Oak Lawn Liberal Arts and Sciences Mathematics
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Lambda Delta; Pi Mu Epsilon; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4)
Navy Pier Activities: Student Congress
Honors Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT SEYMOUR ALEXANDER..Pittsburgh, Pa. Fine and Applied Arts Painting
Illustrators; McKinley Foundation Student Council (4); Fine and Applied Arts Society
Shenango American University, Carnegie Institute of Technology

HELEN BARBARA ALLAWAY....Downers Grove Liberal Arts and Sciences Spanish
Bussey Hall
Seabury Foundation Student Council (2, 3)
North Central College

Marilyn Rae Allen.............Oak Park Fine and Applied Arts Advertising Design
Alpha Delta Pi

PAUL SAMUEL ALLEN...........Maywood Division of Special Services Physics Science
Exmoor Hall
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES WIGER ALLISON.........Flat Rock Agriculture Agriculture Science
Moore Hall
Agricultural Education Club

JOHN MCKOWN ALLISON........Flat Rock Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology
Moore Hall
First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets

JOHN WENLEY ALLUMBERG........Albion Agriculture General Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Associate Business Manager, Illini; Marine Da; Star and Scroll; The Illio (1, 2, 3, 4; Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 4); Varsity Wrestling Squad (2, 3, 4); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club

HOWARD ALSEP.................Chicago Journalism Advertising
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Assistant Editor, The Daily Illini; Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3); Illini Union Committee (2); Second Regimental Band (1, 2)

JOHN FRANKLIN ALSEP.........Ogden Agriculture General Agriculture
Honors Day (2)
Yale University

JAMES FRANCIS ALTSHOFF......Effingham Commerce Accountancy
Newman Hall
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Kappa Pi; Illini Union Board (4); Campus Chest (4); Accounting Club
Honors Day (1)

BURT EDGUM ALTSHAN.........Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Education
Newman Hall
Student Senate (3); Teachers-in-Training Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
Seymour Altman ........................ Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
Geneva: The Daily Illini (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); A.I.A.; Illini Panhellenic Council; Student Senate; Honors Day (2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

David Edgar Amado... Panama City, Panama
Liberal Arts and Sciences
International Affairs
Cosmopolitan
Accountancy Club; French Club; Ibero-American Association; Marketing Club

James Luther Ambrose............ Scottville
Commerse
Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Warren Anderson.......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Sigma Nu

James Edward Arnes............. Union City, Tenn.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Phi Kappa Phi
University of Tennessee

Paul Henry Anderson ............... Freeport
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Kings Row
House President (3)

Aubrey Ferdinand Anderson....... Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Newman Hall
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Barbara Ann Anderson ............... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Kirkwood
Wright Junior College; Northwestern University; Roosevelt College; Michigan State College

Claude Van Anderson .............. Sullivan
Commerce
Accountancy
Alpha Tau Omega
Toledo Business (2, 3, 4); Varsity Basketball Squad (1, 2, 3, 4), Letter (2, 3, 4); Accountancy Club

Dorothy Irene Anderson ............. Peoria
Fine and Applied Arts
Art Education
Beta House
Honors Day (2)

Earl Bernard Anderson ........................ Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Landgren House
House President (4); A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Estella Gloria Anderson ......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Alpha Phi
Shorter Board; Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); Panhellenic Executive Council (3, 4); Student Senate (4); Coordination Committee (4); WILL (1, 2) Honors Day (3)

Harlan Eugene Anderson ............ Freeport
Engineering
Engineering Physics
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Mu Epsilon; Y.M.C.A. Committee (4, 2); Football Marching Band (4, 2); First Regimental Band (3, 4); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); A.S.M.E.; Activities: Student Senate (3, 4), Student Senate (3, 4); A.I.A. Scholarship Key (3)

John Carl Anderson ............. Champaign
Engineering
General Engineering

Lorenz Jane Anderson ............... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Micro-Tech Club
Wright Junior College

Lois Jean Anderson ............. Freeport
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Delta Zeta
Morton Board (N.U.)
Northwestern University

Ralph Edward Anderson ............. Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.

Robert Brey Anderson ............. Osceola
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; A.S.A.E.
University of Iowa; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
ROBERT HOWARD ARNOLD..............Danville
Division of Special Services
Accountancy
Accountancy Club
James Millikin University

CATHARINE LOUISE ARONDELLI...........Christopher
Agriculture
Retailing
Alpha Omicron Pi
The Daily Illini (2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Sophomore Cotillon Committee; Home Economics Club

PAUL JULES ARONSON......................Great Neck, N.Y.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Tau Epsilon Phi
The Daily Illini (1); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Interfraternity Council (2); Freshman Phi Flock Committee; Illini Insurance Society

WILLIAM HURST ARTHUR.....................Streator
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Phi Eta Sigma; Galesburg Alumni Association; German Club
Honors Day (1, 2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

HARRY ROBERT AYMAN.........................Rockford
Access Engineering
Honors Day (2)

WILLIAM FREDERICK ASCHBRENNER..........Harvey
Access Management
Delta Tau Delta
Thornton Junior College

GLENN IRWIN ASH.........................Harrisburg
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Agriculture
Epsilon Sigma Nu; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
James Millikin University

HOMER LEE ASH..........................Huntington, W. Va.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Kappa Sigma
Sachem; Illini Union Committee (1, 3); Tribe of Illini; Varsity Swimming Squad (3, 4, 5); Letter (3, 4); Dolphins (3, 4); Athletic Council (4); Lieutenant, Battalion of Midshipmen; Phalax; German Club

GEORGE NICK ASHMOULOS.............Chicago
Access Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy Club; Epsilon Phi Sigma
North Park Junior College

RONALD FRANK ASSELL.............Aurora
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; American Legion Post No. 84
Saint Procopius College

DONOVAN LEE ATTEN..................Macomb
Fine and Applied Arts
Landscape Architecture
Phi Sigma Epilson
Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society; Landscape Architecture Society; Western Illinois State College

GEORGE DWAIN AVERY.....................Atlanta
Access
Teach Training in Agriculture
Top-O-One Club
Alpha Tau Alpha
Illinois State Normal University

CHARLES EDWARD AUDERT...........Chicago
Access
Aeronautical Engineering
Oregon House
I.A.S., S.A.E.
Wright Junior College; Navy Pilot Extension of the University of Illinois

LOUIS DELBERT AUDIT....................Bendel
Access Commerce
Accountancy
Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi Eta Sigma; Commerce Council (1); Cadet Major, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Premier Rifles; Zeta Sigma Alpha; Accountancy Club
Honors Day (1, 3, 5); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

MARTHA JOAN AUGSBERGER.........Lincoln
Access
Home Economics Education
Alpha Xi Delta
Slooter Board; Torch; Shi-Al; Phi Epilson Omicron; The Daily Illini (1); Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Illinois Agriculture (1); Orchids (1); Welby Foundation Student Council (3); Plow Boy Prom Committee (1); Home Economics Club

ALLISON LEYBRETT AUGER.................Koulworth
Access
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Chemistry
Delta Phi
Star and Scroll; Football Marching Band (2); First Regimental Band (2); Second Regimental Band (1)

IRWIN AUGUST.................Chicago
Access
Physical Education
Tau Delta Phi
Delta Theta Epilson; Phi Epilson Kappa; Varsity Football Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Football Squad; Halil Foundation Student Council (3); Physical Education Majors Club; Teachers-in-Training Club; University of Illinois Recreation Society
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

RICHARD JOHN AUGUSTINE.................Missionab
Access Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
John Clark
Aurora, Ill. Liberal Arts and Sciences Pre-Law
Phi Gamma Delta
Ski Club and Crest; Phi Eta Sigma; House President (4); Class President (1); Freshman Council
Honors Day (1)

Spencer Ernest Ayres
Mount Morris, Ill. Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.; I.R.E.
Montmouth College

Marvin Ben Axelson
Pawtucket, R.I. Commerce
Accountancy
Clark House
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3, 4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Spanish Club

Jack Gilbert Ayotte
Platt Park, Ill. Commerce
Marketing
Butchille
Marketing Club
New Mexico College of A. and M.; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Clifford Leon Babcock
Flora, Ill. Commerce
Business Management
Society for the Advancement of Management

Wolfgang Albert Bachem
Chicago, Ill. Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Delta Chi
Varsity Swimming Squad (3); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dan Hess Baer
Chicago, Ill. Journalism
Editorial
Zeta Beta Tau
Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1)

Anita Jeanne Bagott
Cohocton, N.Y. Commerce
Commercial Teaching
University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Kenneth Wayne Bailey
Pekin, Ill. Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology
Lambda Chi Alpha
Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Campus Chest (4)

James Ross Baer, Jr.
Willowfield, Ill. Agriculture
General Agriculture

Dorothy Grace Batty
Flora, Ill. Agriculture
Home Economics Education
Fehner House
House President (3); All Ag Field Day Committee (2, 3, 4); Pow Boy Pom Committee (3); Home Economics Club; Rurale Life Club

Lorretta Helen Bak
Chicago, Ill. Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Charles Lewis Baker
Chicago, Ill. Education
Industrial Education
Delta Phi; Interfraternity Council (4); Industrial Education Society

Harold Albert Baker
New York, N.Y. Liberal Arts and Sciences Political Science
Pi Kappa Alpha

Harold Griffith Baker, Jr.
Belleville, Ill. Law
Law
Sigma Chi
Phi Delta Phi; Football Manager (3); Cadet Lieutenant Colonel, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (3)
United States Military Academy

Marilyn Louise Baker
Kansas City, Mo. Education
Elementary Education
Sigma Delta Tau
Illini Union Committee (3)
University of Colorado

Patricia Marion Baker
Kankakee, Ill. Liberal Arts and Sciences Political Science
Alpha Xi Delta
Mask and Bauble; Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2); House President (4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Board (1); American Society for Public Administration
Honors Day (1, 3)

Roger Morse Baker
Greene, N.Y. Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.; Society of the Advancement of Management
BERNICE LILLIAN BAHMANN........ Forrest Agriculture Home Economics Home Economics Club Illinois State Normal University

DERWOOD EUGENE BAHMANN........ Forrest Agriculture Vocational Agriculture Alpha Tau Alpha; Men's Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow Illinois State Normal University

MARTIN ALBERT BARG............. Bellefonte, N.Y. Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology Zeta Phi Dolphins (3, 4) Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LEE BASKETT............. Macomb Fine and Applied Arts Music Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia; Concert Band (3, 4); Football Marching Band (3, 4); University Sinfonietta (3, 4); University Orchestra (3, 4); A Cappella Choir (3) Western Illinois State College

EDWARD GILBERT BANKS............. Chicago Commerce Marketing Phi Kappa Tau Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2); Campus Chest (3); Interfraternity Council (3); Marketing Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce

JOSEPH BRAUN BANNON............. Joliet Agriculture Floriculture Route Armes House President (4); Floriculture Club; Marketing Club Joliet Junior College

STUART FERNALD BAPTISTA........... Mexico, D.F., Mexico Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology Phi Chi; Philosophy Discussion Club Mexico City College

PATRICIA BARRETT............. Streator Physical Education Physical Education Gamma Phi Beta The Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Campus Chest (3); W.A.A. (4); Orcheis (1, 2); Physical Education Majors Club

EUGENE STANLEY BARNHOLTZ........ Greenville Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology Zeta Beta Tau

ALFRED WALDO BARKER............. Urbana Division of Special Services Industrial Administration Phi Gamma Delta Sachem; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2)

MITCHELL LAWRENCE BARNETT........ Chicago Engineering Aeronautical Engineering I.A.S. Economics Management and Marketing Newman Hall Y.M.C.A. Committee (4); Accounting Club; Marketing Club LaSalle-Peru-Oglesby College

DONALD CARL BARETT............. Aurora Agriculture Teacher Training in Vocational Agriculture Agriculture Education Club Northern State Teachers College; Western Illinois State College

SHELDON LEE BARTLETT............ New Douglas Commerce Marketing Phi Mu Phi Chi Theta; Marketing Club St. Louis University

HOWARD DONALD BARTLETT.......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology La Coterie Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL FRANKLIN BARTHEL............ Millardgereville Mathematics Teachers-in-Training Club
NORMAL WOLF BARNETT: Champaign
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Delta Sigma; Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ROBERT FRANK BARTIN: Chicago
Commerce
Statistical Economics
Phi Eta Sigma; Marketing Club; Honors Day (1, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

FRANK MICHAEL BARTKOWIEZ: Chicago
Division of Special Services
A.S.M.E.; United World Federalists
Illinois Institute of Technology

ALVIN EDWARD BARWIG: Rockford
Commerce
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
University of Wisconsin

STEPHEN ANTHONY BASCHINOSGA: Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
German
German Club
Wright Junior College

PATRICIA ANN BAST: Tallula
Agriculture
Home Economics
McKinley Hall
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); Home Economics Club; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

RICHARD DALE BAST: Tallula
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Illinois Agricultural (4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

JAMES REID BATMAN: Glascow
Engineering
A.S.A.E.
Illinois State Normal University; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

MARION DALE BATMAN: Mansfield
Veterinary Medicine
University of Illinois

JAMES MANUEL BAYNE: Centralia
Fine and Applied Arts
Agricultural Engineering
Pi Kappa Phi
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4); Y.M.C.A. Committee (4); House President (4); Freshman Varsity Track Squad
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

THEODORE CHARLES BEACH: Champaign
Agriculture
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta
Sorority House; Kappa Sigma; Y.M.C.A. Committee (4); Kappa Sigma; varsity Basketball Team (2, 3, 4); Letter (4, 4); Freshman Varsity Squad (4)
Honors Day (1, 2)

BLOOMINGTON

ROBERT EDWARD REED: Baileyville
Agriculture
Chemical Engineering
Alumni Association
Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
WILLIAM ROBERT BEARD ............ Maywood
Commerce
Management
Marketing Club; Senior; Honors Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LYNN BEARDSMORE........ Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Illini Union Committee (4); A.S.M.E.; Christian Science Organization; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

FREDA ELLEN BEATTY............. Taylorville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Burr Hall
Mask and Bauble; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Spanish Club

HAYNES MARVIN BEBOT........... Eastville, Ill.
Division of Special Services
Marketing and Management
Delta Chi
Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4)

MARTYN JEAN BEEC.............. Hollywood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French
Cagle Hall
House President (4); French Club; Galesburg Alumni Association
Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LEOPOLD BECK............. Chicago
Engineering
Marketing and Management
Clark House
House President (4); Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Praktorians
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM HENRY BECK............. Ottawa
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mechanical Engineering
Delta Tau Delta
Skiil and Crescent; Phi Eta Sigma; Cheerleader (2); Varsity Gymnastics Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Gymnastics Squad
A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1)

BEVERLY JOAN BECKE............. Evansville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); Navy Pier Alumni Association
University of Wisconsin; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES BERNARD BECKER......... Evansville
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Southern Illinois University

ROBERT MILTON BECKWITH....... Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (4); Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Men’s Glee Club (4); Marketing Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

THERON RONALD BESSON........ Paris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Phi Kappa Sigma
Major; Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta

WILLIAM J. BENSON.............. Paris
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Phi Kappa Sigma
Skull and Crescent; Slow Course Manager (2, 3); House President (4); Intramural Manager (1); Anthropology Club; Spanish Club
Walsh College

RONALD WILLIAM BOHM......... Antigo, Wis.
Mining Engineering
M.I.S.
Wisconsin Institute of Technology

SHELDON PAUL BERIN............ Chicago
Engineering
General Engineering
Royal Towers
A.S.M.E.
Illinois Institute of Technology; Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DAVID CLIFFORD BERKES........ Decatur
Engineering
Banking and Finance
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Illini Union Committee (5); Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
James Millikin University

RICHARD WALTER BEILE........... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
North Park Junior College

ELIZABETH MARIAN BEILING....... Malone
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Evans Hall
Alpha Alpha Gamma; Alpha Pi Delta; Wesley Foundation Student Council (5); A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society

EDWARD FRANCIS BEIL............ Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
Mandel M. M. Berg ..................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Marilyn Mae Berger ..................Chicago
Journalism
Radio
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (2); Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Illini Theater Guild Production Staff (1, 2); Cheerleader; WIEL (3, 4)
Honors Day (3)

Samuel Berger ..................Chicago
Journalism
Advertising
Phi Sigma Delta
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (2, 4)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Thomas Rockwell Berg ..................Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.

Kenneth Burnell Berquist ..................Rockford
General Agriculture
Alpha Chi Rho
Alpha Zeta; Illinois Agricultural (1); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Pershing Rifles; Phi Chi Eta; Agriculture Club; Daily Production Club; Hood and Horn Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Donald Hill Bertram ..................Highland Park
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
University Chorus (3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Erick Lee Bernstein ..................Chicago
Civil Engineering

Emily Eleanor Berkov ..................Clerk
Agriculture
Home Economics
Cagle Hall
Illini Union Committee (2); Epsilon Phi Sigma; Home Economics Club
Morton Junior College

Lawrence Ivan Berkov ..................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Flagg House
The Daily Illini (3, 4); Student Religious Council (3); Students for Democratic Action
Navy Pier Activities: Pier Illini; Montana State University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lester Harold Berkson ..................Chicago
Commerce
Royal Towers
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ransom Pearl Bernhard ..................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Hill;
Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3); Campus Club Allocations Board (2); Intercollegiate Zionist Federation

William Edward Bernardi ..................Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Noble House
Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club; Society for Advancement of Management
Wright Junior College

Fred Berne ..................Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
Scrab; Illini Theater Guild Production Staff (4); A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association

Leonore Ruth Bernstein ..................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Laurel House
Pi Kappa Phi; Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Chi
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Ronald Allan Bernstein ..................Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Advertising Design
Lundgren House
Alpha Phi Omega; Illustrators; Fine and Applied Arts Society; United World Federalists

Martin George Berrett ..................Build
Commerce
Marketing
Delta Sigma Phi
The Daily Illini (3, 4)
Honors Day (3)
St. Louis University

Stella Bezansky ..................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Evans Hall
Alpha Lambda Delta; Alpha Kappa Delta; Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); WIEL (4)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

Rosaline Thelma Benson ..................Chicago
Journalism
Radio
Westsaga
Gamma Alpha Chi; Illini Theater Guild Cast (3); WIEL (3, 4); Newman Foundation Student Council (3, 4)
University of Chicago
THOMAS J. BICKEL.....Clinton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Biological Science
Colonial Manor
Football Marching Band (3); First Regimental Band (3)
James Millikin University

IGNATIUS MARION BIELAS......Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Pi Tau Sigma; Engineering Council (3); A.S.M.E.; Junior Chamber of Commerce
Honors Day (3)
University of Notre Dame; Illinois Institute of Technology; Wilson Junior College

JOHN WILLIAM BIEDEMAN.....Crystal Lake
Division of Special Services
Education
Football Marching Band (1, 2, 3); Second Regimental Band (1, 3, 3); Student Religious Council (2); Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4); Seabury Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society

ROBERT SEAMY BILES.........LaGrange
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Chi
Tennis Manager (2); Lieutenant Junior Grade, Battalion of Midshipmen; S.A.E.

JOHN HOWARD BINGHAM.....East Peoria
Agriculture
Dairy Technology
Farm House
Star and Scroll; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); House President (3, 4); Illinois Agriculturist (1, 2, 3); Agricultural Council (3, 4); Ill. Ag. Field Day Committee (3); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (1)
University of Wisconsin

RALPH NORBERT BINGHAM.....Carroll
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; I.A.S.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM EDWARD BINGHAM.....Carnall
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Fireside
Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

WILLIAM HOWARD BIRKITT.....Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Mathematics
Missouri Valley College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT CHARLES BISCH....Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.

CRAIG LEIGHTON BISHOP, JR.....Chicago
Division of Special Services
Commerce
Phi Kappa Tau
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

ANGELO JOSEPH BRISCELLA.....Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
American Legion Post No. 909; A.S.M.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LESLIE RALPH BISHOP.....Chicago
Law
Commercial and Law
Phi Kappa Tau
Star and Scroll; Interfraternity Council (4); Accountancy Club; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (3)
Wilson Junior College

MAHLON LEE BISHOP.....Peoria
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Chi Phi
Alpha Phi Omega; Interfraternity Council; Varsity Tennis Squad (1, 3, 4), Letter (41); Freshman Varsity Squad

JOY MARTHA BISMA.....Niles
Agriculture
Home Economics
Alpha Phi
W.A.A. Board (3, 4), Major I (3); W.A.A. Numerals (2), W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Senate (4); A Cappella Choir (3); Spanish Club

HERBERT SAMUEL BITTRETT.....Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Barton House
A.S.M.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ARNOLD ARTHUR BITTERMAN.....Chicago
Engineering
Fine and Applied Arts
Aeronautical Engineering
Phi Kappa
Platoon Commander, Battalion of Midshipmen; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.

MARTIN MORRIS BLECHMAN.....Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Herzl Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ELIZABET BLACK.....Cincinnati, Ohio
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Delta Zeta
Women's Glee Club (1); Spanish Club
Washington College

Class of 1951
ROBERT ALAN BLACK.................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Interfraternity Council (1); House President (4)

JOSEPH HENRY BLACKWELL........Centralia
Commerce
Centralia 
Chi Rho Sigma; Kappa Eta 
Interfraternity Council (3); House President (4); Accountancy Club 
Honors Day (1)

ELI WILLIAM BLAIR.................Collinsville
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Chemistry 
A.C.S.; German Club

LESLIE JAMES BLAIR.................Evanston
Agriculture 
General Agriculture 
Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Field and Farrow; Hunt and Horn Club

ELBERT MORTON BLAIRDELL........Danville
Commerce 
Accountancy 
Phi Eta Sigma; Accountancy Club 
Honors Day (1, 2, 3) 
Utterback Business College

FRANK EDWARD BLAIR, JR...........Springfield
Engineering
Civil Engineering 
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.; Mu Sigma 
Honors Day (2, 3, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

NANCY LOIS BLEER..................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sociology 
Alpha Delta Pi 
The Daily Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (2)

CARL GENE BLANTER .................Mt. Olive
Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi 
Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; Pi Mu Epsilon; Illinois Technograph (2, 3, 4); Engineering Council (4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Sigma Pi Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ROBERT HERMAN BLUM................Forest Park
Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E. 
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN HENRY BLESSMAN..............Waukegan
Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
Theta Xi 
A.S.C.E. 
Newberry College; Colgate University; University of North Carolina

THOMAS FRANK BLOCH..............Waukegan
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
Theta Xi 
Star and Scroll; Illini Union Committee (2); A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.

RICHARD HENRY BLOOMBA...........Harvard
Commerce 
Accountancy 
Ruste Ames 
Alpha Kappa Pi; Illini Union Committee (1); Theta Xi; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Spanish Club

YEONG BLOOMQUIST.................Chicago
Engineering 
Civil Engineering 
A.S.C.E. 
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

SAMUEL FRANCIS BUCH.............New York, N.Y.
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architecture 
Tau Delta Phi 
A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society; Illini Veterans 
Honors Day (1) 
Columbia University

CECIL PERRY BOZZ, JR..............Vandals
Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. 
Honors Day (1) 
Regis College

CARL JOHN BOHME.................Chicago
Commerce 
Accountancy; Illini Union Committee; Marketing Club

MAURICE BOSS.......................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
German 
Alpha Delta Pi 
German Club; Spanish Club 
MacMurray College

LEO N. BOZILLA......................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Psychology 
Iota 
Phi Chi; French Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Navy Pier Alumni Association 
Honors Day (1, 2) 
Roosevelt College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
Scott Edward Borowski, Decatur
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Phi Eta Sigma; Mask and Beulé; Piirres; The Daily Illini (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1); Interfraternity Council (3); Illini Theatre Guild Board (1); Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Nikodemus Ely Bojanski, Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Newman Foundation Student Council (4)
George Augustus University

Doris Elaine Bolatto, Decatur
Secretary Training
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Phi Chi Theta; W.A.A.; Accountancy Club; Galesburg Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Joseph Sylvester Bomka, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Newman Hall
Omega Beta Pi; House President (4); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dorothy Elizabeth Bond, Urbana
Agriculture
Home Economics
Iota Sigma Pi; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Home Economics Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

Delmer Houston Bone, Jr., Mattoon
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Delta Upsilon
I.A.S.
Eastern Illinois State College

Helene Brown, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Bauer Hall
Galesburg Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

George Norman Bookwalter, Springfield
Agriculture
Food Technology
Moore Hall
Food Technology Association

Richard Malcom Borough, Le Grange
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.A.E., A.S.M.E.
Lynx Township Junior College

Ralph Francis Borgaftell, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
Newman Hall
American Legion Post No. 599
Weight Junior College

Bruno Albert Borowski, Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Newman Hall
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Gwendolyn Ann Born, Rossville
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
Palmar
Y.W.C.A. Committee (4); Campus Chest (4); University Chorus (3); Women's Glee Club (3)
Illinois Wesleyan University

Jose Noel Borromeo
Cebu City, Philippine Islands
Commerce
Accountancy
Newman Hall
Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

Frank Walter Botta, Chicago
Division of Special Services
Advertising Art
Dolphins (3)
Escuela Universitaria De Bellas; American Academy of Art

Otto Boul, Jr., Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Pi Kappa Phi
Manager Construction, Illini Theatre Guild; Chi Gamma Iota; Omega Beta Pi; Psi Chi; Illini Union Committee (4); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (4); V.M.C.A. Committee (4); Second Regimental Band (2, 3); German Club
Honors Day (3)
Wilson Junior College

Richard James Boudreuil, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Sharnee
Men's Glee Club (1); A.I.C.H.E.; French Club
Honors Day (3)
University of Chicago; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

James Baynard Boulton, Carbondale
Civil Engineering
Geological Engineering
Phi Kappa Sigma
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Star Course Manager (2); Varsity Track Squad (3); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Tau Nu Tau (3, 4); A.S.C.E.
Southern Illinois University

Ernest Arthur Boulding, Jr., Buffalo, N.Y.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Blind House
Chi Gamma Iota; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)
University of Buffalo
Ralph Eugene Boldman
Agriculture
General Agriculture
La Coterie
Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow

Wayne Allen Boulog
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Agriculture Club; Hoot and Horn Club

Robert Paul Boyte
Chicago
Engineering
General Engineering
Clark House
A.S.M.E.
Wright Junior College

Robert Erick Boyse
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
International Affairs
Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Willa Catherine Bowen
Delphi, Ind.
Fine and Applied Arts
Art Education
Alpha Phi
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Women’s Glee Club (1, 2); Fine and Applied Arts Society; French Club; Teachers-in-Training Club
Indiana University

Richard John Bowes
Oak Park
Commerce
Marketing
Delta Chi
Varsity Tennis Squad (2)

James Richard Bowse
Chicago
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Campus Chest (1, 2); Accountancy Club; A.S.M.E.

Louis Bowman, Jr.
Ottawa
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Northern Illinois State Teachers College

Austin Joseph Boyle
Cocoa
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Graham Lodge
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association

James Thomas Bredben
Peters
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
College Hall
A.S.M.E.
James Millikin University

Sidney Harrington Bradb...Beardstown
Fire and Applied Arts
Industrial Design
Alpha Rho Chi
Illustrators, Illini Union Committee (3, 4)
Honors Day (2)

Donald Eugene Bredisch
Grafton
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.; Illinois Blackburn Club; I.T.E.
Blackburn University

Edwin Bennett Bradley, Jr.
Decatur
Education
Marketing
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Intramural Senior Manager; Ma-Wan-Da; Tribe of Illini (4); Varsity Tennis Squad (3, 4); Letter (3, 4); Freshman Tennis Squad (2); Intramural Manager (2, 3, 4); Athletic Council (4)
Presbyterian College

Jean Carolyn Bradshaw
Chicago
Education
English
Chi Omega
The Illio (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. committee (1)

Donald Lloyd Brakensiek
Quincy
Agriculture and Engineering
General Agriculture and Agricultural Engineering
Bouzah
McKinley Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Agriculture Club; A.S.A.E.
Honors Day (1, 2)

Daniel Miller Brangan
Santa Monica, Calif.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Interfraternity Council (3, 4); Sophomore Cotillion Committee; Lieutenant, Battalion of Military Council; A.I.A.

Donald Milton Braght
Chicago
Engineering
General Engineering
Newman Hall
A.S.M.E.
Wright Junior College

Gustav Braun
Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Gargoyle; First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (2)
University of Detroit; Lewis College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
DAVID HAROLD BRATSONTON........ BLOOMINGTON AGRICULTURE
Agriculture
Oregon House
Capt. Air Force
Wing; Military Council; Arnold Society
of Air Cadets; Fencing Rifles; Scabbard and
Blade; Dairy Technology Society; I.A.S.;
Rifle and Pistol Club
Illinois State Normal University

EDWIN RAY BREED........ TROY, N.Y.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Colonial Mason
First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi-
Delta; A.S.C.E.
Shenborn American University

JAMES JOSEPH BRENN, JR........ PELHAM, N.Y.
Comerce
Marketing
Delta Sigma Phi
House President (4)
Loyola University

EDWIN RAY BREED........ TROY, N.Y.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Colonial Mason
First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Pha-
Omicron; A.S.C.E.
Shenborn American University

JAMES JOSEPH BRENN, JR........ PELHAM, N.Y.
Comerce
Marketing
Delta Sigma Phi
House President (4)
Loyola University

LLOYD JEROME BRENNAN........... CHICAGO
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 2)

RICHARD LEE BRENNAN.......... ERIE
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Delta Sigma Phi
Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); Y.M.C.A.
Committee (1, 2); Templo (3)

NATHAN GEORGE BRENNER, JR........ OAK PARK
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Illini Union Committee (3); Interfraternity
Council (2); University Chorus (2); Men's
Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); A Cappella Choir
(1); Illinois Technograph (3); A.L.E.E.
I.R.E.; A.S.C.E.

JEANNE BRENT........ CHAMPAIGN
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Pi Beta Phi
Illini Union Committee (2); Sophomore Col-
illion Committee
Honors Day (2, 3)
Pomona College

JOYCE ANN BRENT........ CHAMPAIGN
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Pi Beta Phi
Manager of Painting, Illini Theatre Guild;
Shooter Board; Torch; Mask and Mushe; Na-
tional Collegiate Players; Zeta Phi Beta; Illini
Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3, 4); Illini
Theatre Guild Manager (1, 2, 3, 4); N.S.E.
Senate Subcommitte (1); ILL (1, 2, 3, 4)
Honors Day (3)

NEAL SULV BRESKIN........ CHICAGO
Law
Law
Lundgren House
Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi Beta Sigma; Nu Beta
Epsilon; House President (3); Student Senate
(3); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment;
Transportation Corps Club; Accountancy Club;
Illini Insurance Society; Junior Bar Associa-
tion; Praelatians
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

JANICE TIBITHA BRETHROST........... JOLIET
Education
Elementary
Women's Glee Club (3, 4)
Joliet Junior College

GORDON ERNEST BRIGGS........ LIVINGSTON
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Iowa State College; James Millikin University

JAMES BREERT........ PARIS
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Chi Sigma
Sigma Tau; Football Marching Band (2, 3,
4); First Regimental Band (1, 2, 3, 4);
I.A.C.;
Honors Day (1, 3)

WILLIAM FINNEY BRENNY........ CHICAGO
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Wright Junior College

GEORGE EARL BRENNERHOFF........ PARIS
Engineering
Ceramics

DONALD FRANK BROOKERGROE..... CRYSTAL LAKE
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Lax Mandi
A.S.C.E.; Galesburg Alumni Association;
I.T.E.
Galesburg Extension of the University of
Illinois

ALBERT JAY BRODY........ CHICAGO
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Phi Epsilon Pi
DePaul University; Roosevelt College; Uni-
vity of Miami; Navy Pier Extension of the
University of Illinois

GLEN EARL BROGLANDER........ ROCKFORD
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Phi Gamma Delta
Alpha Kappa Psi; Alpha Phi Omega; Illini
Union Committee (3); Y.M.C.A. Cabinet
(4); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); Stu-
dent Senate (3); Lutheran Foundation Student
Council (2, 3); Convocations Committee
(2, 3, 4); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC
Regiment; Phi Chi Eta; Scabbard and Blade

ARTHUR BROOKLEY............ CHICAGO
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.L.A.; A.S.C.E.
Wright Junior College
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Russell Theodore Brown .................................. Elwood Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
American Society for Public Administration
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Scott Wheeler Brown ......................................... Omergo
Commerce
Commercial Teaching
Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Thomas Kester Brown ........................................ Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; The Illio (1, 2, 3); Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); Junior Prom Committee; Senior Ball Committee; First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; A.S.M.E. Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Truman Avery Brown ......................................... Minneapolis, Minn.
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Walther Junior College; University of Minnesota

Nancy Ann Brue .............................................. Pontiac
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Alpha Gamma Delta
Zeta Phi Eta; Illini Union Committee (3); W.A.A. (1, 2); House President (4); Junior Prom Committee
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Marie Bruegge ................................. Alliswalkee, Wis.
Commerce
Marketing
Evans Hall
Trader (3, 4); Marketing Club
University of Wisconsin

Alan Gene Bruick ........................................... Mendon
Education
Mathematics
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theatre Guild Production Staff (3)
Culver-Stockton College

Milton Frederick Brunner .................................. Etna
Engineering
General Engineering
Brewery
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

Nona Jean Brun .............................................. River Forest
Fine and Applied Arts
Music
Theta Upsilon
Sigma Alpha Iota; Fine and Applied Arts Society

Adolph Ferdinand Bruin .................................. Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
House President (4); Engineering Council (3, 4); A.S.M.E.; Glider Club; S.A.E.
Honors Day (2)
University of Chicago; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Thomas Buck ....................................................... Polo
Commerce
Accountancy
Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi Eta Sigma; Beta Alpha Phi; Accountancy Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Maurice Rake Buremeyer ................................... Langview
Commerce
Personnel Management
Second Regimental Band (2); Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

Emmanuel Charles Burris .................................. Hillside
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Scrab
University of Minnesota; University of Colorado

Mary Evonne Butschler ...................................... Oak Park
Agriculture
Home Economics
Zeta Tau Alpha
The Daily Illini (1); Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); W.A.A. Board (2); W.A.A. (2, 3, 4)

Richard Hartline Buford .................................. Mr. Vernon
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English

Alice Jane Bull .................................................. Metropolis
Agriculture
Home Economics
Evans Hall
Home Economics Club
Monticello College

Patrick William Bullard ................................... Winnetka
Commerce
Marketing
Galesburg Alumni Association; Illini Masonic Club; Marketing Club
Galesburg Activities: Student Congress
Honors Day (1)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Dorothy Mae Bullock ......................................... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Biology
Morgan Park Junior College

Class of 1957
NAOMI RUTH BUNDGARD....... Washkagon
Journalism
Advertising

Palmar
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (3); Illini Union Committee (4); Honors Day (2, 3)
Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

BARBARA JEAN BUNN.............. Springfield
Journalism
Editorial

Concordia
Torch; Alpha Chronic; Alpha Lambda Delta; Theta Sigma Phi; The Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); University Chorus (3, 4); Oratorio Society (4); WILL (3); Gamma Delta
Honors Day (1, 2)

JERRY PAUL BURCH.................. Dalton
Commerce
Marketing

Shawnee Club
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3, 4); Intramural Manager (3); Accountancy Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club; Spanish Club

NANCY CAROL BENNETT............. Barrington
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish

Gamma Phi Beta
Sigma Delta Pi; The Illini (2); University Chorus (21); LAS Council (3, 4); Spanish Club
Honors Day (3)
Rollins College

GLORIA JEAN BURNS.................. Villa Park
Education
Elementary Education

Theta Upsilon
Y.W.C.A. Committee (2)

Marilyn Gutz Burns................. Traverse City
Agriculture
Home Economics

Lenox Manor
Home Economics Club; Teachers-in-Training Club
Illinois State Normal University

MARY FRANCES BURR................ Ottawa
Agriculture

Teacher Training in Mathematics
Alpha Xi Delta
The Daily Illini (3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3)
LaSalle-Peru-Ogleby Junior College

MARGARET JEAN BURRIDGE......... Libertyville
Home Economics

Franz Hall
Home Economics Club; Marketing Club

LEONARD WILLIAM BURT............. Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education

Sigma Delta Pi; Physical Education Majors Club
Wilson Junior College

PATRICIA MAE BURT................. Waukegan, Ill.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Kappa Delta
University of Wisconsin

WILLIAM CHARLES BURT........... Streator
Commerce
Marketing

Theta Chi
Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Freshman Variety Fencing Squad; German Club; Marketing Club

CHARLES WARREN BURBET........... Chicago
Commerce
Marketing

Phi Kappa Sigma
First Lieutenant, Army ROTC; Phi Chi Eta
Morgan Park Junior College

GEORGE PAUL BURKEKOS............ Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies

EDWIN JAY BUSH..................... Milwaukee
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

VIRGINIA MAE BUSH............... Champaign
Fine and Applied Arts

Art Education
Alpha Kappa Alpha

GEORGE FRANCES BUSHNELL........... Rockville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Illini Union Director; Mortar Board; Torch; Ski-At; Mask and Bubble; Zeta Phi Beta; The Illini (1); Illini Union Board (3); Illini Union Council (1); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1, 2); Panhellenic Executive Council (3); Fords Regimental Band (2); Frensis Fringe; Committee; Sophomore Coffin Committee

EUGENE MAXWELL BUSHONG.......... Hoopeston
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture

Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (3, 4); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club

CAROL JUNE BUTLER................. Stator
Agriculture

Home Economics

Beez Hall
Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College
Virgil Atchison Butler.............. Orland Park
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Tara Hall
Alpha Phi Omega; Alpha Tau Alpha; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); House President (4); Agriculture Education Club; Agriculture Club; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

Charles Edwar Buttefield, Jr.,............ Norwalk, Conn.
Division of Special Services
Phi Chi; American Legion Post No. 909

Gene James Bowick.................. Chicago
Education
Elementary Administration
Phi Kappa Sigma
Skull and Crescent; Kappa Delta Pi; Tribe of Illini (2, 3, 4); Varsity Tennis Squad (2, 3, 4), Letter (2, 3, 4)

Rothell Dean Buzzard............... Allsou M
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agriculture Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (3)

Leo Edward Cahill.................... Utica
Physical Education
Physical Education
Newman Hall
Tomahawk; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (4), Letter (3)

Donald Edwin Cain.................... Kansas
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
S.A.E.
University of Florida

James Richard Cain.................... Oak Park
Commerce
Accountancy
Tau Kappa Epsilon

John Douglas Cain.................... Springfield
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Four Columns Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

Robert Warren Cain.................... Springfield
Commerce
Industrial Management
Illinois College

Anthony Lewis Calcaterra.............. Herrin
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.

Perry Callas......................... Chicago
Law
Phi Alpha Delta; Epsilon Phi Sigma; Junior Bar Association

Bruce Alexandra Campbell............ Nashville
Journalism
Editorial
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Skull and Crescent; The Daily Illini (1, 2); The Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Interfraternity Council (2, 3); House President (4); Student Senate (3); Class President (3); Freshman Frolic Committee

Norman Marshall Campbell............ Los Angeles, Calif.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

Patricia Ann Campbell................. Ashland
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Sigma Kappa
Calvin Stockton College

Rosemary Jean Campbell.............. Decatur
Journalism
Advertising
Beta House
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi James Millikin University

Stanley Frey Campbell............... Urbana
Physical Education
Physical Education

James Camporello...................... Rockford
Agriculture
Floriculture
Floriculture Club

Angelo Cangiamila.................... Malden, Mass.
Fine and Applied Arts
Illustrators
MORRIS CLINTON CANNON .......... Paston 
Commerce 
Acacia 
Chi Gamma Iota; Alpha Kappa Pi; Alpha 
Phi Omega; Sigma Iota Epilson; Illin Union 
Committee (1); Y.M.C.A., Committee (1); 
Commerce Council (1, 4); Cadet Colonel; 
Army ROTC, Regiment; Military Council; 
Presging Rifles; Phi Chi Eta, Schabbard and 
Bro. American Legion Post, No. 995; Illin 
Masonic Club; Marketing Club; Society for 
the Advancement of Management; Junior 
Chamber of Commerce 
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois 
Scholarship Key 
University of Wisconsin; Cornell University

MARTIN JACK CANTOR ......... Bronx, N. Y. 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.A.; Fine and Applied 
Arts Society 
Honors Day (1)

Delford Rosco Cantrell ......... Champaign 
Division of Special Services 
Marketing 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Freshman Varsity Basketball Squad; Market-
ing Club 

Bruce Woodburn Capek .......... Riverside 
Engineering 
Metallurgical Engineering 
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Sigma Mu; M.I.S. 
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois 
Scholarship Key

Ann Capen ............. Bloomington 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Spanish 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
Y.W.C.A. (3, 4); Panhellenic Executive 
Council (1, 4); Home President (3, 4); 
Terrapin (2) 
University of Colorado

Daniel Caryy ............. Springfield 
Commerce 
Marketing and Management 
Newman Hall 
Alpha Phi Omega; Marketing Club 
Springfield Junior College

James Page Cary ............. Chicago 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Landscape Architecture 
Landscape Architecture Society 
Northern Illinois State Teachers' College; 
Drake University

Cameron Cary ............. Chicago 
Commerce 
Management 
Flagg House 
The Illio (1); Illin Union Committee (1); 
Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alummi Assoca-
tion; Junior Chamber of Commerce 
Honors Day (4) 
Navy Pier Extension of the University of 
Illinois

Roy Walter Carlson .......... Chicago 
Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Beta Theta Pi 
A.S.M.E. 
Navy Pier Extension of the University of 
Illinois

Elwin L. Major Carlson ... St. Siemens 
Engineering 
Agricultural Engineering 
Beverly House 
Captain, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of 
Air Cadets; Pershing Rifles; A.S.A.E. 
Honors Day (3)

William Carlson ............. Evansville 
Division of Special Services 
Psychology 
Galesburg Alumni Association 
Galesburg Extension of the University of 
Illinois

William Lee Carnahan ......... Rockwell 
Division of Special Services 
Marketing and Advertising 
Student Senate (2, 3); N.S.A. Senate Sub-
committee (1, 3); Baseball Manager (2); 
Marketing Club; Moingwena

Othert Charles Carpenter ... Mt. Vernon 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Chemistry 
Lindenwood House 
Concert Band (2, 3, 4); Football Marching 
Band (2, 3, 4) 
Shurtleff College

Elaine Carr ............. O'Fallon 
Education 
Elementary Education 
Evans Hall 
Illinois Blackburn Club 
Blackburn College

Wallace Lyle Carr ............. Waterloo 
Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Brentwood 
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

Robert Louis Carrier ........ East St. Louis 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
A.I.A.; A.I.Ch.E.; A.S.C.E. 
Honors Day (5)

Norman Edward Carruthers .......... Ladd 
Engineering 
General Engineering 
Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Pershing 
Rifles; Phalanx; Transportation Corps Club 
Honors Day (5)

Kathryn Ann Carson .......... Clarence 
Education 
Elementary Education 
McKinley Hall 
The Illio (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); 
W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); House President (4); 
Spanish Club 
Honors Day (1, 2)
DOLORES LITSCHE
Litchfield
Education
Elementary Education
Zeta Tau Alpha
Shi-Ai; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); House President (4); Freshman Frolic Committee; Sophomore Cotillion Committee
Honors Day (1)

NELSON HUGH CARTER
Springfield
Commerce
Marketing
Marketing Club
Springfield Junior College

MARY FRANCES CARTER
Elkhart
Fine and Applied Arts
Art Education
Zeta Tau Alpha
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2); University Chorist (2)
MacMurray College

Virginia Lee Carter
Springfield
Education
Elementary Education
Stratford House
House President (4); Baptist Foundation Student Council
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Betty Lou Carter
Bellewood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoolgy
Alpha Xi Delta
Shi-Ai; The Illis (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Women’s Glee Club (2)

David Elmer Cash
Harvard
Agriculture and Engineering
General Agriculture and Agricultural Engineering
Pi Kappa Phi
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); Illinois Technograph (4); Student Religious Council (4); McKinley Foundation Student Council (3, 4); A.F.S.; Agriculture Club; A.S.A.E.
Honors Day (3)

James Lindsey Cashman
Chicago
Division of Special Services
Social Science
Delta Tau Delta
Navy Pier Alumni Association; Campus Chest (4)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Jere George Carter
Maywood
Agricultural Engineering
Club Glee
House President (4); A.F.S.; A.S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Angelo Cataldo
North Wyomissing, Mass.
Journalism

Charles Sexton Catlin
Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Dormouth
Scrab; A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
Wright Junior College; North Park College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Charles Donald Caughey
Aurora
Commerce
Accountancy
Phi Gamma Delta
Skull and Crescent; Football Manager (1, 2); Moingwena

Patricia Marion Cavan
Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Basey Hall
W.A.A. (3); University Chorus (3, 4); Trader (4); Marketing Club
Wright Junior College

William Lawrence Cavanaugh
Rockford
Commerce
Personnel Management
Kappa Delta Rho
Varsity Baseball Squad (3, 4); Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad; Illini Figure Skating Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Michigan State College

Robert Anton Cechner
Cicero
Commerce Management
Morton Junior College, DePaul University

Edward Martin Cerny
Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Newman Hall
A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Irwin Charbone
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega; Omega Beta Pi; M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4)
Honors Day (1)

Frank Ernest Chehde
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Honors Day (3)
Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
JAMES VINCENT CHAMBERS .......... Chicago Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Wright Junior College

JOSEPH MAN GET CHANG, Honolulu, Hawaii Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Honors Day (2)
Xavier University

RODDY KAM JAN CHANG, Honolulu, Hawaii Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Gregory; Phi Beta Kappa; Tau Beta Pi; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Chinese Students Club University of Hawaii

STANT ALLICE CHANNOCK, Jr. .... Mt. Vernon Division of Special Services Geography
Alpha Sigma Phi Skull and Crescent; Argonaut Club Honors Day (1)

EDISON RAY CHAPMAN .......... Mt. Carmel Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Luk Merdi Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hood and Horn Club Honors Day (1)

WILLIAM PERCY CHAPMAN, Jr. Sanford, Fla. Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Lambda Chi Alpha
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Synton Florida Southern College

JAMES HAYDEN CHAPPLE .......... Granite City General Engineering
Engineering
309 Club
A.S.C.E.; Illini Masonic Club

HUMPH CHAPMAN .......... Chicago Commerce Economics
The Daily Illini (4); Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DON LELAND CHENOWETH .......... Urbana Journalism
Radio
Sigma Delta Chi

ELMIRA ANN CHERNER ........... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Theta Phi Alpha House President (3); Student Religious Council (2) College of St. Teresa; University of Chicago

EUGENE JOSEPH CHERNYNSKY .......... Cicero Commerce Accountancy

LEONARD CHELLIN .......... Chicago Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

GORDON EDWARD CHENG ....... Chicago Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E. Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ROBERT BRADLEY CHIN .......... Chicago Engineering
Electrical Engineering

RUBY CHIN .......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Botany
Evans Hall Chinese Students Club Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOSEPH FRANK CHLUP .......... Cicero Commerce Industrial Administration Theta Xi Interfraternity Council (2); Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

CHARLES ROBERT CHOJKO .......... Benwyn Commerce Accounting
McKinley Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Accountancy Club; Illini Forensic Association; Marketing Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce Morton Junior College

RICHARD CHOJONZI .......... Chicago Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta Associate Editor, The Illinois Technograph; Illinois Technograph (1, 2, 3, 4); Engineering Council (2); A.S.M.E.; S.A.E. Honors Day (1, 2) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
WALTER ARNOLD CHRISTENSEN ..........Elmwood Park Commerce Marketing WILL (3); Gamma Delta; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Society for the Advancement of Management; Junior Chamber of Commerce Honors Day (1); Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT CHARLES CHRISTIANSON ..........Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering Newman Hall A.C.S.; A.I.Ch.E.; Navy Pier Activities: Varsity Tennis Squad (2); Letter (2) Honors Day (3); Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

THOMAS MICHAEL CHRISTIE ..........Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences Pre-dentistry

DONALD BRUCE CHRISTMAN ..........Kaukauna Engineering Electrical Engineering Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. Honors Day (2, 3); University of Wisconsin

BARBARA JEAN CHERYLER ..........Chicago Advertising Journalism Busey Hall Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; University Chorus (3); Oratorio Society (4) Honors Day (1, 2)


DAVID FREDERICK CIPOLLE ..........Joliet Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Social Studies Joliet Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HERBERT RONALD CIRKELK ..........Chicago Commerce Industrial Administration Cosmopolitan Society for the Advancement of Management

KARIN MARGARET CLAFFORD ..........Park Ridge Fine and Applied Arts Music Education Delta Zeta Women’s 8th Club (4); A Cappella Choir (2); WILL (2)

JOHN CLAPP ..........Champaign Engineering Electrical Engineering Alpha Tau Omega Freshman Varsity Gymnastics Squad; Journalism Council; Second Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

EDWARD EUGENE CLARK, JR. ..........Brentwood, Mo. Journalism Advertising Sigma Phi Epitome Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (3) Westminster College; Washington University

GRAYDON CLARK ..........Hanover, Ky. Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering Baptist Student Union Student Council (3, 4); A.I.A.; A.S.C.E. Honors Day (3); Pennsylvania State College; University of Kentucky

KATHRYN BOZARTH CLARK ..........Carbondale Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in English Gamma Phi Beta Co-Senior Manager, Star Course; Mentor Board; Torch; Shiu-Ai; The Illio (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Star Course Manager (2, 3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Peninsular Executive Council (3) Honors Day (3)

SEWANNE LOUISE CLARK ..........Selbyville Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Spanish Alpha Phi Sorority Board; Sigma Delta Pi; The Daily Illini (2, 3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Spanish Club

WALCOM Arthur CLARK ..........Homer Agriculture Agricultural Economics Alpha Gamma Rho Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club

WILLIAM LEE CLARK ..........Champaign Commerce Accountancy Accountancy Club Honors Day (2)

WALTER HENRY CLARK ..........Highland Park Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology Delta Sigma Phi Albion College

ANDREW JOHN CLAUSEN ..........Rockford Journalism Editorial Newman Hall Kappa Tau Alpha; Phi Eta Sigma; Sigma Delta Chi; Illini Masonic Club
Cullen Clarence Clauer · Owingsburg, Pa.
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
Sigma Nu
Alpha Phi Omega; Illini Union Committee (2, 3, 4); Board of Fraternity Affairs (3, 4); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); University Chorus (3, 4); Interfraternity Executive Council (3, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society
De Paul University; Rochester University

ForreY Balch Clay · Galesburg
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Chi Gamma Iota; Alpha Tau Alpha; Illinois Agriculturist (1, 2); Agricultural Economics Club; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; American Legion Post No. 999; Dairy Production Club; Field and Farrow
Honors Day (1, 2)

James Edwin Clayton · Johnston City
Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi; Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Aerie
Honors Day (2, 3)

Ralph William Clayton, Jr. · Akron, Ohio
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
University of Akron; Heidelberg University; Bradley University

Jack Edward Clinton · Danville
Education
Spanish
Sigma Delta Pi; Spanish Club

Richard Mitchell Clooney · Chicago
Division of Special Services
Journalism
The Daily Illini (4, 41); The Illio (3); WILL (3); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC; German Club
Shrivenham American University, England; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Donald Howe Clooney · St. Louis, Mo.
Commerce
Accountancy
Kappa Sigma
Varsity Swimming Captain (1); Tribe of Illini (2, 3, 41); Varsity Swimming Squad (2, 3, 41); Letter (2, 3, 4); Freshman Varsity Squad; Dolphins (2, 3, 4)

Raymond Eugene Clother · Manchester, N. H.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French
University of New Hampshire

John LeRoy Clove · Rock Island
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Tau Beta Pi; Gamma Alpha Rho; I.A.S.

Willa LaVerne Clover · Champaign, Ill.
Home Economics
Agriculture
Lincoln Avenue Residence
Home Economics Club
MacMurray College

Stanley Gordon Coates · Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Biological Science
Bat and Fly Casting Club

Robert Clayton Corderly · Juliet
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Phi Eta Sigma
Galesburg Activities: Varsity Letterman’s Club
Honors Day (1, 3)
Juliet Junior College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Benny Lee Cockran · Lawrenceville
Engineering
A.S.C.E.

Barbara Jean Collins · Wood River
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
McKinley Hall
Illini Union Committee (3); Cyclotron Club

Carolyn Ruth Cohen · Kansas City, Mo.
Journalism
Advertising
Sigma Delta Tau
Torch; Shi-Ai; The Daily Illini (4); The Illio (1, 2); Illini Union Council (1); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3, 4)

Daniel Philip Cohen · Highland Park
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Alpha Epilson Pi
Phi Eta Sigma; Interfraternity Council (3); Freshman Varsity Track Squad; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1)

Francis Gibra Cohen · Chicago
Commerce
Commercial Training
Host House
W.G.S. President (4); Shorter Board; Torch; Alpha Chion; Phi Chi Theta; Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); W.G.S. Executive Council (3, 4); House President (2, 3, 4); Student Senate (4); Committee on Student Affairs (4); Coordination Committee (4); Accountancy Club

Rosalyn Lillian Cohen · Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
The Daily Illini (2); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1)
JEAN DELORES COLE ................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Buny Hall
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MORTON SYLVAN COLE ................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Barton House
Navy Pier Alumni Association (4)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LEWIS COLLE.............. Springfield
Commerce
Commerce and Law
Beta Theta Pi
Skiil and Crescent; The Illin (1); Star Course Manager (1, 2); House President (3); Student Senate (3, 4); Coordination Committee (4); Concert and Entertainment Board (3, 4); Illini Board of Control (3, 4)
Honors Day (2, 3)

BETSY JOY COLLINS ............... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Hall
W.A.A. (3,4); French Club
Roosevelt College

CYRUS CASS COLLINS ........... River Forest
Marketing and Management
Sigma Chi
Marketing Club
Hanover College

ERLENE LOUISE COLLINS ........ Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Shi-Ai; Illini Union Committee (3); House President (4)

HUBERT COLLINS ................. Petersburg
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Zeta Psi

LOUIS FREDERICK COMPER ....... Centralia
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
A.I.Ch.E.
Centralia Junior College

RICHARD CHARLES CONKLIN .... Riverside
Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
John Franklin Cooney | Urbana 
Journalism 
Editorial 
Graham Lodge 
Phi Eta Sigma; Sigma Delta Chi; First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta; Rolf and Pistol Club 
Honors Day (1, 3)

Martha Jane Connell | Champaign 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Music Education 
Alcestis 
Illini Union Committee (2) 
Honors Day (1, 2)

Joanne Theresa Connell | Mounds 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Psychology 
Phi Mu 
The Illio (1); WILL (5); Newman Foundation Student Council (1)

Patricia Marie Connell | Blue Island 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Illini Union Committee (3) 
Stephens College

Emmund Joseph Connell | Streator 
Commerce 
Management 
Newman Hall 
Honors Day (1, 2) 
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Constance John Connolly | Taylorville 
Education 
Elementary Education 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Illinois Wesleyan University

Francis Herbert Conrad | Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Chemical Engineering 
Newman Hall 
A.I.Ch.E.; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association 
Honors Day (1) 
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Rachel Mae Converse | Joliet 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sociology 
Women's Annex 
University of Chicago; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Edward Dominic Cook, Jr. | Sycamore 
Commerce 
Accountancy 
Accountancy Club 
Galesburg and Navy Pier Extensions of the University of Illinois

George Robert Cook | Rock Rapids, Iowa 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
Langdon House 
Gargoyle; Phi Eta Sigma; Lieutenant Colonel, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Prancing Ribles; Paladin; Tau Nu Tau 
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Robert Franklin Cook | Bexilton 
Engineering 
Aeronautical Engineering 
I.A.S. 
Eastern Illinois State College

Stephen Miller Cook | Evanston 
Engineering 
Electrical Engineering

Arthur Allan Cooksey | Chicago 
Accountancy 
Alpha Kappa Psi; Beta Alpha Psi; Commerce Council (4); Accountancy Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association 
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key 
Galesburg and Navy Pier Extensions of the University of Illinois

Haverty Jane Cook | Herena 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Spanish 
Bussey Hall

Donald Charles Cooper | Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Chemical Engineering 
A.I.Ch.E. 
Northwestern University; Wabash Junior College

John Edgar Cooper | Patux, Penn., 
Accountancy 
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club 
Honors Day (1)

Raymond David Cooper | Overland Park, Kan. 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Physics 
Glider Club 
University of Kansas

Margaret Louise Copenhaver | Springfield 
Commercial Teaching 
Commercial Teaching 
Illini Insurance Society
DEAN LEE COPPENOUR........... Stockton
Agriculture
Dairy Science
Alpha Zeta; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Hoof and Horn Club.
Bradley University

MARIA JEAN CORRETT......... Wichita, Kans.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Pi Beta Phi
University of Wichita

LEROY RICHARD COREY......... Woodstock
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.

HARLAN KNOWLTON CORRIE..... Urbana
Fine and Applied Arts
Act Education
Delta Phi

DEAN FRANCIS CORBRIGHT..... Sandwich
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Biology
Black Hawk
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES MILTON CORWIN......... Compton
Commerce
Banking and Finance
Sigma Chi
Skull and Crescent; Varsity Track Squad (2); Football Manager (2); Commerce Council (4); Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

WILLIAM LLOYD CORZINE...... Assumption
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Skull and Scroll; Alpha Zeta; Y.M.C.A.
Board of Directors (3, 4); Interfraternity Council (2); Men's Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Wesley Foundation Student Council (2, 3); Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow

MICHAEL FRANCIS COUGRO....... Brookfield
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT JOSPEH COUGRO........ Brookfield
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

THOMAS PAUL COUGRO........ Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Lundgreen House
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

GEORGE WILLIAM COTTRELL..... West Frankfort
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Syden
Southern Illinois University; Rolla School of Mines; Eastern Illinois State College

JAMES DOUGLAS COTTRELL..... Champaign
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Alpha Tau Omega
Skull and Crescent; Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma; Varsity Basketball Squad (2, 3); Freshman Varsity Basketball Squad; Varsity Baseball Squad (2, 3, 4); Freshman Varsity Basketball Squad
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

KENNETH JOHN COUGHLIN....... La Salle
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1)
La Salle-Peoria-Oglesby Junior College

PATRICIA ANNE COULTER....... Robinson
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Accountancy Club

DARIO RICARDO COVA........ Benld
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Chi Sigma
Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Lambda Upsilon; Second Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; A.I.E.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)

CARMEN MARIE COVEY......... Jacksonville
Fine and Applied Arts
Music
Busby Hall
University Chorus (4); Illini Christian Fellowship (4)
MacMurray College

ROBERT JAMES COWLING....... Mount Carmel
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Alpha Tau Omega
Gamgale; Sigma Tau; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (1)
DePauw University

JOANNE THERESA COONELL..... Mounds
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Phi Mu
The Illin (1); WILL (1); Newman Foundation Student Council (1)
KATHRYN CARLE CRAFTON—Champaign
  Physical Education
  Physical Education
  Delta Gamma
  W.A.A. (3, 4); W.A.A. Board (4); Basketball Manager (3); Physical Education Majors Club
  Pine Manor Junior College

JEAN MACRAE CREANE—Shelbyville
  Education
  Commerce
  Illinois Western University

JOSE ELOISE CRAWFORD—New Windsor
  Agriculture
  Hospital Districts
  4-H House
  Omicron Nu; Phi Upsilon Omicron; McKinley Foundation Student Council (4); Home Economics Club; Illinois Blackburn Club
  Honors Day (3)
  Blackburn College

ROGER ALLEN CRAWFORD—Belvidere
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  Chemistry
  Delta Chi
  Galesburg Alumni Association
  Honors Day (1)
  Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

BARBARA CRAYS—Champaign
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  English
  Alpha Gamma Delta
  Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1)

Marilyn Jean Creath—Mt. Carroll
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  Speech Correction
  McKinley Hall
  Torch; Alpha Sigma Nu; Zeta Phi Eta; The Illio (2); W.A.A., Numerals; W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Terrapin (1, 2)

CHARLES ROBERT CRICKS—Chicago
  Commerce
  Marketing
  Trader (4); Commerce Council (4); Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
  Wilson Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ARCHIE NORRIS CRIST—River Falls, Wis.
  Journalism
  Advertising
  Beta Theta Pi
  McWan-Da; Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (3, 4)
  River Falls State Teachers College

ROBERT BLAIR CROCKER—Quincy
  Division of Special Services
  Civil Engineering
  Quincy College

Iris Jean Cox
  Agriculture
  Hospital Districts
  University Chorus (2, 3); Choristers (2); Illinois Agriculturist (2, 3, 4); Plow B-n-y Prom Committee (2, 3); Home Economics Club

John Francis Cox—Mt. Sterling
  Journalism
  Editorial
  Galesburg Alumni Association
  Galesburg Activities; Galesburg Illinois State University; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Lou Cox—Wood River
  Division of Special Services
  Engineering
  Delta Upsilon Engineering Council (4); I.T.E.; St. Pat’s Bull, Co-Chairman (4)

Shirley Mae Cox—Louisville
  Home Economics Education
  McKinley Hall
  Y.W.C.A. Committee (2, 3); Illinois Agriculturist (3); Home Economics Club

Glenn Albert Combs—Rockford
  Education
  Physics

Richard Crady—Berwyn
  Journalism
  Advertising
  Lambda Chi Alpha
  Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4); Illini Union Committee (3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2, 4); Campus Cere; Men’s Glee Club (2, 3, 4); A Capella Choir (3); WILL (3)
  University of Arizona

Garland Weston Craft—Streator
  Commerce
  Management
  Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

Stanley Robert Crain—Chicago
  Liberal Arts and Sciences
  Political Science
  Lundgren House
  Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); M.I.A. Executive Council (4); University Chorus; Illini Insurance Society; Navy Pier Alumni Association; United World Federalists; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Cramer—Maywood
  Engineering
  Civil Engineering
  A.S.C.E.
Fred Lee Crockett
Division of Special Services
Zoology
Kappa Alpha Psi
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); House President (4); First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Scabbard and Blade; Glider Club

Gerald Philip Crown
Division of Special Services
Management
Noble House
Omega Beta Pi; Illini Insurance Society; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4); Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Wilson Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Clarence Vernon Crow
Lawrenceville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology

Patricia Ann Crowley
Davenport, Iowa
Agriculture
Sigma Kappa
Home Economics
Marycrest College

Webster Randall Crowly, Jr.
Chicago
Agriculture
Agricultural Science
Theta Delta Chi
Varsity 150 Pound Football Squad (2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Brian John Curnish
Lakewood
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Alpha Rho Chi
Star and Scroll; First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Caisson Club; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts Society

Phyllis Joanne Cuthers
Champaign
Education
Education of Mentally Handicapped
Alectis
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4); W.A.A. Board (3, 4); W.G.S. Executive Council (4); W.G.S. Ball Committee (4)

HUBER DALE CUNNINGHAM
Roverville
Division of Special Services
Advertising
The Daily Illini (1, 2)

Vincent Norbert Cupido
Chicago
Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
A.C.S.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Glenn Walter Curl
Montana
Agriculture
Agriculture Education
Football Marching Band (1); Agricultural Council (4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Horticulture Club; Poultry Science Club

Carl Franklin Curtis
Belleville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Sons Home
Alpha Tau Alpha
Illinois State Normal University

Charles William Curtis, Jr.
Cairo
Physical Education
Recreation

Donald Ira Cutler
Chicago
Education
Mathematics
La Coterie
Phi Eta Sigma
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Walter Sylvester Czebnik
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Delta Sigma Phi
Chi Gamma Iota; Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Scabbard and Blade; Zeta Sigma Alpha

Russell Carl Dahl
Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Lundgren House
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Thomas Clayton Dahl
Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.; I.R.E.
Illinois Institute of Technology; Morgan Park Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
EDWARD LLOYD DAY ................. Springfield
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Triangle
A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1)

JOHN LEONARD DAY .................. Evanston
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Sigma Nu
Galesburg Alumni Association; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Galesburg Activities: Galesburg Illinois Navy Pier and Galesburg Extensions of the University of Illinois

MARY LOUISE DAY .................... Carbondale
Fine and Applied Arts
Music
Presbyterian Hall
Sigma Alpha Iota; University Chorus (1); Women's Glee Club (3); McKinley Foundation Student Council (2, 3, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society
Honors Day (1, 2, 5); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

RUTH AGNES DERING .................. Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Pi Beta Phi
Illini Union Committee (3); Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Freshman Frolic Committee; Sophomore Tollison Committee
Honors Day (3)

JOAN ELIZABETH DEBERRY ............ St. Louis, Mo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Newman Foundation Student Council (4)

JOHN WILLIAM DECKER, Jr ............ Hopeston
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

LOREN DECKER ......................... Nashville
Education
Elementary Education
Washington University

PAUL McKNIGHT DEELEY, Jr ......... Maywood
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Chi Rho
Second Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Phalanx;
A.I.A.

JAMES CALVIN DEETJEN .............. Chicago
Commerce
Management
Society for the Advancement of Management
Wright Junior College, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

BARBARA JANE DEELEY .............. Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English

FRED HERMAN DEINDOERFER ........... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Newman Hall
A.C.S.; A.I.Ch.E.; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JERALD DEAN DENBO ............... Forrest
Fine and Applied Arts
Advertising Design
Indiana Central College; University of Colorado

NEIL MARTIN DENBO ............... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; Illini Railroad Club
North Park College; Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD THOMAS DENNIS .......... Deerfield
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Rho Chi
A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
Lake Forrest College

SAMUEL BEXTON DENNY ............. Waukegan
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Chi Phi
Phi Eta Sigma; Scarab; A.I.A.
Honors Day (1, 2)

WALTER JOSEPH DEERO ............. Moline
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.A.E.; A.S.M.E.
St. Ambrose College

RALPH ANGELO DEROE .............. Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Theta Kappa Phi
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
PHYLLIS JEAN DERRER............. Mt. Carroll Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Spanish
Phi Mu
Shi-Ai; Alpha Lambda Delta; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1, 2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Spanish Club Honors Day (1, 3)

FRANK JAMES DESIMONE............. Chicago Engineering Electrical Engineering Delta Phi
Campus Chest (3); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ELAINE GLADYS DESORT............. Palatine Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology Phi Mu
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4) Honors Day (5)
University of Colorado

OTTIS DAVE DESBOWER............. Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences History
Wright Junior College

RICHARD CHARLES DETRICH............. Chicago Division of Special Services Industrial Design Illustrators
Wright Junior College

WALTER EDWARD DICKLER, JR............. Aurora Engineering General Engineering Alpha Kappa Lambda Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Star Course Manager (2); Pershing Rifles; Bait and Fly Casting Club; Rifle and Pistol Club Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

BERNICE DEVAK............. Brooklyn, N. Y. Journalism Editorial Phi Sigma Sigma Theta Sigma Phi; WILL (3)
Bradley University; Ohio University

JOHN CARNegie DEVORE................ Chicago Engineering Electrical Engineering Newman Hall A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. ; Illuminating Engineering Society University of Kansas; St. Ambrose College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LEVENT DEWARGA............. Budapest, Hungary Mechanical Engineering Metropolitans Seabury Foundation Student Council (3); A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Royal Hungarian Technical University, Budapest, Hungary

RICHARD STANLEY DEWITT............. Rockford Division of Special Services Marketing
Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM WELDON DEWITT............. Visalia, Okla. Liberal Arts and Sciences History
PhI Delta Theta Senior Baseball Manager; Ma-Wan-Da; Sachem; Interfraternity Council (2, 3); Tribe of Illini (4); Baseball Manager (2, 3); Moingwena

CLARK ELLIOTT DEXTER............. Bloomington Commerce Marketing
Delta Upsilon Skull and Crescent; Alpha Kappa Psi Honors Day (1)

EVELYN DEXTER............. Wilmette Liberal Arts and Sciences English Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Campus Chest; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ULIBRACO ARTURO DIAZ............. Barranquilla, Colombia. S. A. Agriculture Agricultural Science Rosal; Ibero-American Association

PHYLLIS HOPE DICKER............. Brooklyn, N. Y. Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology Keeler Club
The Daily Illini (2, 3); Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4); Campus Chest (3); House President (4); WILL (3, 4)
University of Wisconsin

GUY EDWARD DICKER............. Paxton Engineering Aeronautical Engineering Captain, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Scabbard and Blade; I.A.S.

ORVILLE WALLACE DICKHAUT............. Marblehead General Agriculture Alpha Zeta; Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); Illinois Agricultural (4); Lutheran Foundation, Student Council (3, 4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Further; Gamma Delta Honors Day (2, 3)

IRWIN LLOYD DICKSTEIN............. Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Bacteriology Snaggy Inn
Omega Beta Pi; German Club; Micro-Tech Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
Richard John Didier
Rockford
Engineering
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1, 3)

Thomas Channing Dietzenracher
Havana
Commerce
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Mary Helen Anne Dietrich
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Summit
House President (4)
Honors Day (3)
Mundelein College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

William Edward Dillman
Champaign
Agriculture
Advertising and Agriculture
Alpha Sigma Phi
Dairy Technology Society

John William Dimmich
Williamsport, Ind.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Scrab
Honors Day (1)
Butler University; Jordan Conservatory of Music

William Ellis Demond
Lawrence
General Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Zeta; All Ag Field Day Committee (5, 4); Plow Boy Prom Committee (2, 3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

Kenneth Leroy Dettmer
Trenton
Commerce
Marketing
Phi Kappa Psi
Alpha Delta Sigma; Interfraternity Council (6); I.A.S.; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

Wilma May Divine
Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English

Ralph Herman Dixon
Quincy
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clark House
Chi Epicon; A.S.C.E.
Quincy College

Khalil Husain Dizdi
Arbil, Iraq
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Baghdad Teacher Training College

Parker Lincoln Doan
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
A.I.Ch.E.
Honors Day (2)
Purdue University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Charles David Dobson
Skokie
Engineering
Mining Engineering
Tau Kappa Epsilon
M.I.S.

Joseph Sylvester Dock
Chicago
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
I.A.S.
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert William Doehler
Mt. Olive
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology
Phi Kappa Psi
Basketball Manager (2, 3)
Blackburn College

John William Doering
Maywood
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Council (1); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Patrick Domherty
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
German Club
University of California at Los Angeles

Francis Joseph Dolan
St. Louis, Mo.
Physical Education
Recreation
Varsity Captain, Gymnastics team; Ma-Wan-Da; Sachem; Phi Kappa Kappa; Tribe of Illini (2, 3, 4); Gymnastics Varsity Squad; Dolphins (3, 4); University of Illinois Recreation Society

Donn Dolby
Elgin
Agriculture
Floriculture
Alpha Zeta; Pi Alpha Xi; All Ag Field Day Committee; Agriculture Club; Floriculture Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
DONALD WILLIAM DOLE ......... Mattoon Agriculture General Agriculture Eastern Illinois State College

RICHARD JAMES DOMENNETA ......... Amboy Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering Acaia Interfraternity Council (2); Chairman, Military Ball (3); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Phalanx; Pi Tau Pi Sigma; A.I.Ch.E.

CHARLES JAMES DONNELLY ......... Kankakee Engineering Chemical Engineering Sigma Pi Skull and Crescent; Interfraternity Council (2, 3, 4); House President (4); Freshman Varsity Football Squad; A.S.M.E.

SEYMOUR MORTON DORBICK ......... Chicago Journalism Advertising Sigma Alpha Mu Alpha Delta Sigma

DOROTHY LEE DORMIRE ......... Mt. Sterling Agriculture Home Economics Education McKinley Hall Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); All-Ag Field Day Committee (1, 3); Home Economics Club; Rural Life Club; Teachers-in-Training Club Honors Day (3)

EUGENE GERALD DORN ......... Belvidere Liberal Arts and Sciences Geology Delta Sigma Phi Cyclotron Club University of New Mexico

ROBERT MARSHALL DOUNG ......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Blackhawk

RANDALL EARL DOTY ......... Benton Agriculture General Agriculture Theta Chi Intramural Manager (3); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club Southern Illinois University

FRANCES CONNELL DOUGHERTY .... Springfield Liberal Arts and Sciences Speech Correction Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Forensic Association Springfield Junior College

PAUL WARREN DOUGLAS ......... St. Louis, Mo. Journalism Advertising Sigma Chi Skull and Crescent; Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4); Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (2, 3, 4); WILL (4)

JOSEPH HOWARD Dow ......... Danville Commerce Accountancy First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Scabbard and Blade; Accountancy Club Bradley University

PATRICK JANE DOWLING ......... Urbana Education Elementary Education 4-H House Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1, 2); Newman Foundation Student Council (4); French Club; German Club

ABBREY ROSALIA DOWLING ......... Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology Alpha Kappa Alpha Pi Chi

BENNY ANTONIO DOWNS ......... Urbana Fine and Applied Arts Advertising Design Pi Beta Phi Terpsin (1, 2)

HAROLD IVAN DOWNS ......... Memphis, Tenn. Engineering Electrical Engineering A.I.E.E., I.R.E.; Syton Memphis State College; University of the South

JAMES DOWNS ......... East St. Louis Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Chie! Illiniwek (2, 3, 4)

ROBERT CLAYTON DOWNS ......... Chicago Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL GLENN DROUE ......... Quincy Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E.

Quincy College
FRANK JACKMAN DUNBAR .................Oak Park
Division of Special Services
Economics
Phi Upsilon
Honors Day (1)
University of Minnesota; University of Wisconsin; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ARTHUR CHARLES DREHFIELD, JR......................La Grange
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Barton House
Tomahawk; Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Lambda Upsilon;
The Illion (1); Illinois Technograph (1, 2, 3); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; A.I.Ch.E.;
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

JOYCE COLLEEN DREW .........................Kennethwood
Advertising
Kappa Alpha Theta
President, Y.W.C.A.; Mortar Board; Pi-Shi-Ai;
Theta Sigma Phi; Phi; Eta Sigma; Pi Lambda Upsilon;
The Illion (1); Illinois Technograph (1, 2, 3); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; A.I.Ch.E.;
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

JOHN PATRICK DRIGOLL .................Chicago
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agriculture Club
Loras College

ROBERT EDWIN DROM ..............Brookfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Zeta Psi
Omega Beta Pi
Lyons Township Junior College

JOHN BROWN DROSTE .................Mount Olive
Division of Special Services
Geology
Phi Kappa Psi
Skull and Crescent (2); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Cyclist Club
Virginia Military Institute

ROBERT FRANK DREWSKY ..............Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy
Phi Sigma Kappa
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RUSSELL EDWARD DREYER .................Triumph
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in French
Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Delta Phi
Honors Day (1, 3)

THOMAS PETER DUBBY ..............Canova
Commerce
Marketing

WILLIAM DEAN DUNNING .............Aurora
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Barton House
Alpha Kappa Psi; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3); House President (4); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); WILL (3, 4); Marketing Club; Spanish Club
Honors Day (3)
University of Toledo

CHARLES CLIFTON DUNGAN ...............Roselle
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Agriculture Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club;
Western Illinois State College

JOHN ALBERT DUNGAN ...............Chicago
Accountancy
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Wilson Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBELY TEUNO DENGY ............Detroit, Mich.
Education
Elementary Education
Lewis Business Institute; Gregg Teachers' College

PETER EDWARD DUNN ...............Homewood
Engineering
Ceramic Engineering

ANDREW RAYMOND DURK ..........Berwyn
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Granada Club
Mount Junior College

WILMER MARION DUVALL ...............Alton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; A.I.Ch.E.;
Honors Day (3)
Shurtleff College

SANDRA DWORK .................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Laurel House
Phi Beta Kappa; Kappa Lambda Delta; Alpha Kappa Delta; Major I (2, 3); House President (3, 4); Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

LAURENCE ALBERT DWYER ..........Schaumberg, Ill.
Journalism
Editorial
The Daily Illini (3, 4); C.P.O., Air Force Wing
LUCAS JOHN DYKSTRA .............. Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Roosevelt College; Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JO ANNE EADES ....................... Peterburg Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Speech
Delta Delta Delta
Assistant General Manager, Illini Theater Guild; Morar Board; Torch; Shi-Ai; Mask and Bauble; National Collegiate Players; Zeta Phi Eta; Illini Theater Guild Manager (2, 3, 4); Illini Theater Guild Cast (1, 2, 3, 4); WILL (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Board (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini Forensic Association; Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

STEPHEN LEW ESKMAN .................. Aledo Engineering Electrical Engineering
Lax Mundi
Sigma Tau; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Galesburg Alumni Association; Illini Chess Club; Illini Masonic Club; Honors Day (2, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

MAY ENDI ................. Terre Haute, Ind. Journalism Editorial Presbyterian Hall
Assistant Editor, The Daily Illini; Shorter Board; Torch; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3, 4)

WALLACE CARL EMRICH ................ Decatur Engineering Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; Gamma Delta; S.A.E.

ROBERT JERVIS ECKLES .............. Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Painting
Alpha Rho Chi
Illustrator
Honor's Day (1)
Wright Junior College; Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

PAUL LAVERN EKERT ................... Herrin Physical Education
Phi Epsilon Kappa; Illini Basketball Squad (2, 3); Freshman Basketball Squad; Physical Education Majors Club; Honor's Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

PETER ALEXANDER EKERT ............. Urbana Fine and Applied Arts Music
Phi Gamma Delta
Pi Kappa Lambda; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Mu Alpha-Sofronia; Concert Band (1, 2); Football Marching Band (1, 2); University Singers (4); University Orchestra (2, 3, 4); A Cappella Choir (2, 3); Opera Workshop (3)
Honor's Day (2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

SHELDON EDelman ..................... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Nu Beta Epsilon; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: Editor, Pier Illini; Theatre Guild Board of Directors, Cast
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

VIRGINIA EDIE ....................... Monticello Business
Commercial Teaching
Chi Omega
Mark and Bauble; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); First Regimental Band (1)

DOROTHY ANNE EDMUNDS ............ Cerro Gordo Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta; Alpha Kappa Delta; Y.W.C.A. (1, 4)
Illinois Wesleyan University

CAROL JEAN EDWARDS ............... Chicago Journalism Advertising
Evans Hall
Kappa Tau Alpha; Theta Sigma Phi; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illini Writers (4); Trader (3, 4); Student Religious Council (3); Baptist Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Marketing Club; Honor's Day (3)
Morgan Park Junior College

JOANNE PHILLYN EDWARDS ........... Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences Geography
Delta Gamma
Illini Union Committee (2); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Campus Chant (2)

MARY ETTA EDWARDS ................. Mound City Physical Education Physical Education
Leeman Lodge
Illini Theater Guild Production Staff (1, 2); W.A.A. (3, 4); Student Senate (3)

ROBERT MORTON EDWARDS ............ Peoria Grove Agriculture Vocational Agriculture
Rooolah
Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (4); House President (4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Field and Forage; Hoof and Horn Club

MARGARET EDLINC ................. Chicago Education English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Pi Delta; Illini Theater Guild Production Staff (1, 2, 3); Freshman Council; French Club; Teachers-in-Training Club

LEROY CARL EICHEBERGER ............ Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; M.I.S.

HJALTI EDINSSON ................. Bolungarvik, Iceland Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering
Cosmohean
House President (3); A.I.Ch.E.
Honor's Day (2)
University of Ireland
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Bruce Lee Esmond... Springfield
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Acacia
Scrab; Varsity 150 Pound Football Squad
(2, 3), Letter (2, 3); A.S.C.E.

Annabel Lee Etherington... Carbondale
Agriculture
Home Economics
Gamma Phi Beta
The Illini (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2, 5);
Home Economics Club Colorado Woman's College; Southern Illinois University

James Maurice Ettenger... Tarrytown
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Eureka College

Evan Arlen Evans... Chicago
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Delta Sigma; Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Activist; University Chorus (2);
Intramural Council (2)
Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Phyllis Hope Evans... Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Sigma Delta Tau
Illini Union Council (3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2);
Campus Chest (1, 2); Orchesis (1); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3, 4)

Marvin Kenneth Eyster... Kings
Commerce
Banking and Finance
Chi Gamma Iota; Illini Insurance Society;
Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Patrick Cullen Fahy... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma;
A.S.M.E.; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Charles Francis Fails... Jacksonville, Fla.
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma;
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Sue Ann Feldberg... Chicago
Education
Spanish
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Alpha Lambda Delta; Sigma Delta Pi; Illini
Union Committee (3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3);
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Spanish Club
Honors Day (3)
University of California

Louis Albert Fanning, Jr. Western Springs
Division of Special Services
Psychology
Lambda Chi Alpha
Second Lieutenant, Infantry, Army ROTC Regiment
Lyons Township Junior College; University of Kentucky

Clarissa Ann Fabian... Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Alpha Xi Delta
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Campus Chest
(1); W.A.A. (3, 4)

Jay Edmondson Fair... Downers Grove
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club
Western Illinois State College; Galesburg
Extension of the University of Illinois

Virginia Kitchell Farmhand... Pittsburgh, Penn.
Education
Biology
Chi Omega
Shorter Board; Torch; Illini Union Committee
(1); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3, 4); Y.W.C.A.
Committee (1); Student Religious Council (2)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

Richard Emil Faulin... St. Joseph
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

Charles Ernest Fausel... Chicago
Division of Special Services
Mechanical Engineering
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Arizona State College

Albert Dale Faust... Streator
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Phi Kappa Sigma
Intramural Manager (2); First Lieutenant,
Army ROTC Regiment; Tau Nu Tau;
A.S.C.E.

Rosalie Hunt Fay... Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Sigma Kappa
The Daily Illini (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee
(1, 2); A Cappella Choir (1, 2)

Patricia Louise Feaster... Coal Valley
Agriculture
Home Economics Education
4-H House
Director, Department of Student Services,
Illini Union; Mortar Board; Torch; Alpha
Chorus; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Illini Union
Board (4); Illini Union Council (3); Illini
Union Committee (1, 2); Sophomore Co-
tillion Committee; Home Economics Club
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SEYMOUR JACOB FEINBERG, Kerhonkson, N. Y.
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Barton House
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

DONALD BURTON FEILMAN…..Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Stagg Inn;
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PHILIP DALE FEILMAN……..Mansion
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Acacia
First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment;
Caisson Club; Phalanx: A.S.M.E.

MARTHA ANN FEINSTEIN…El Dorado, Ark.
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Gamma Alpha Chi; The Illie (1, 2); Y.W.
C.A. Committee (1, 2)

JAMES ALBERT FELT……..Galesburg
Agriculture
Journalism
Advertising
Son’s Home
Alpha Delta Sigma
Galesburg Activities: Galesburg Illini
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD PAINTER FELTON……..Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Scioiogy
Club Topper

LIBBY GLENN FENSTERMAN……..Bunker Hill
Vocational Agriculture
Moore Hall
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club

MARVIN JACK FENTON……..Chicago
Electrical Engineering
Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1)
Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LLOYD ALLEN FERGUSON……..St. Louis, Mo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology

JOHN JOSEPH FICK…………..Chicago
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RAGDA FINEH……….Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls

RAT FOGELWICZ…………..Chicago
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Snyten
Illinois Institute of Technology

LAWRENCE THOMAS FILEK……..Joliet
Electrical Engineering
Lux Mundi
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Joliet Junior College; Illinois Institute of Technology

CLYDE RICHARD FILEK……..Dennison
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club

ROSEMARY FINGER……..Marissa
Commerce
Secretarial Training
Leeman Lodge
Illini Union Committee (3, 4)
MacMurray College

BARBARA JOAN FINK……..Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Alpha Gamma Delta
Zeta Phi Beta; Women’s Glee Club (4); Oratorio Society (4)

HARRETT FINK……..Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Phi Sigma Sigma
Shi-Ai; Illini Union Board (1); Illini Union Council (1, 3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 6); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 3); Campus Check (1, 2); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3); Committee on Student Affairs (1, 3); WILL (1, 3); Terrapin (3); Hillel Foundation Student Council; Freshman Week Committee (3); Junior Prom Committee; Sophomore Cotillion Committee

WALTER WILLIAM FINK, JR……..Nashville
Law
Law
Moore Hall
Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Alpha Delta; M.I.A.
Executive Council (5); Agricultural Law Club; Junior Bar Association; Law Society Honors Day (1, 2)
American University of Berlin
JENNORA RUTH FISHER..........................Crete
Physical Education
Evans Hall
Omega Beta Pi; W.A.A. Board (4); Major
1; W.A.A. Numerals; W.A.A. (3, 4); Terrapi
(3, 4); German Club; Navy Pier Alumni
Association; Physical Education Majors Club
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JO ANNE FISHERKELLER..........................Lincoln
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Choristers
(3, 4)
Honors Day (2, 3)
Clarke College

LAWRENCE WILLIAM FISHERKELLER,......Springfield
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Moore Hall
Alpha Phi Omega (4); Marketing Club
Springfield Junior College

JOAN MARYLyn FISMAN.....................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Laurel House
Alpha Lambda Delta; The Daily Illini
(2, 3)
Honors Day (1, 2)

RALPH FISMAN..................................Salem
Accountancy
Barton House
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

SEYMOUR GUY FISMAN.....................Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

VERNON CLINTON FISK........................Rockford
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Delta Phi
DePauw University; University of Chicago;
University of Iowa

PAUL LEWIS FITE.............................Blue Mound
Division of Special Services
Management
Food Technology Association; Illini Masonic
Club

WILLIAM GERALD FITZGERALD...............Chicago
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Alky Hall
Marketing Club
JAMES EDWARD FLANAGAN, JR., Highland Park
Commerce
Insurance
Sigma Chi
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
University of Wyoming

WILLIAM JOHN FISHMUR.............. Chicago
Engineering
Delta Chi
A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HOMER LUTHER FLEMME, JR. ....... Galesburg
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Phi Eta Sigma; Omega Beta Pi
Honors Day (1, 2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ANNA KATHLEEN FLESHER......... Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
Chi Omega
Y.W.C.A. Committee (1)

CHARLES WILLIAM FLEMME ......... Champaign
Division of Special Services
Accountancy
Accountancy Club

LAYO NEIL FLICK...................... Barry
Agriculture
General Agriculture

ROBERT PEASE FLINT..................... Homestead
Agriculture
Fine and Applied Arts
Kappa Delta Rho
Phi Eta Sigma; Honor Day (1)

JOHN AUGUST FLOBERG.............. Rockford
Industrial Administration
Kappa Delta Rho
Freshman Varsity Golf Squad (2, 4); Marketing Club

JERROL LEE FLOOD............. Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Delta Chi
Graduate of Illinois; Golf Varsity Squad (3, 4); Letter (3, 4)

ROGER ROY FLOOD................... Rockford
Commerce
Marketing
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Illinois Institute of Technology

EUGENE ALBERT FLEDER............. Chicago
Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HOWARD GLENN FOLEY............... Elgin
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Sagam Tau; Pi Tau Sigma; Interfraternity Council (2); House President (14); A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

SEYMOUR FOGELSON..................... Chicago
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; I.A.S.; S.A.E.; United World Federalists
Herel Junior College

EDWIN ARTHUR FOLEY.............. Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy

MARCUS BERNARD FOLES............. Memphis, Tenn.
Agriculture
Fine and Applied Arts

PATRICIA ANN FOWLES............. Pontiac
Home Economics

LAURENCE SHEARNS FORDHAM........ Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy

BEVERLY JEANNING FOWLER........ Orion
Commerce
Secretarial Training

SIGMA KAPPA
Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
WILLIAM ROY FORESHED............Madison
Liberal Arts and Sciences
A.I.Ch.E.
Southern Illinois University

DANIEL EDWARD FORREST..........East Moline
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
Theta Delta Chi
Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia; Concert Band (3, 4); Football Marching Band (3, 3, 4); First Regimental Band (2); University Orchestra (2, 3, 4); University Sinfonietta (4); Men's Glee Club (2, 3)
St. Ambrose College

MARY-ELIZABETH FORREST..........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Caple Hall
Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4); W.A.A. (3, 4); WILL (4); French Club (3, 4); University of Chicago; Northwestern University; Yale University

RICHARD EMMET FORREST..........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mexas Lodge
House President (3); Teachers-in-Training Club

JOHN BURTON FORSELL.............Chicago
Commerce
Delta Upsilon
Marketing Club

FERNAND LOUIS FORTIER, JR........Chicago
Division of Special Services
Kappa Alpha Psi
Beta Gamma Sigma

JEAN ROBERT FORTIER.............Waukegan
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Ulysses House
Pershing Rifles; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

JAMES BERNARD FORSK.............Bridgeport
Engineering
Civil Engineering
309 Club
Chi Epsilon; Phalanx; Transportation Corps Club; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (3)

CARL EDGAR FORSTER.............Ridgway
Agriculture
Sigma Nu
Illinois Agriculturalist (3); Agricultural Education Club; Illini Masonic Club

DONALD ROGERS FORESTER.........Oak Park
Commerce
Marketing
Phi Kappa Psi
Marketing Club
Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

GEORGE RUDOLPH FORESTER........DeKalb
Commerce
Marketing
College Hall
Football Marching Band (3)
Northern Illinois State Teachers' College

ERWIN JOHN FOX..................Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Phi Kappa Psi
Bradley University

MARY JEAN FOX....................Namekexi
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Phi Kappa Psi
Chapel Hill; University of Illinois; Honors Day (3)
MacMurray College

ROBERT GORDON FOX..............Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Kappa Psi
Interfraternity Council (4); A.S.M.E.
Bradley University; Wilson Junior College

ROBERT WAYNE FOX...............Virginia
Division of Special Services
Sociology
Alpha Kappa Delta; A.S.A.E.; Spanish Club

GEORGE FRANKISH..............Chicago
Marketing
Mechanical Engineering
Acesia
Illini Union Committee (1); A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

ALBERT EDWARD FRANK............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Noble House
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3, 4); House President (4); Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Preceptors; United World Federalists
Wilson Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAY LEWIS FRANKEL..............Ridgfield Park, N. J.
Commerce
Marketing
Flagg House
House President (3); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta; Marketing Club; Preceptors
Honors Day (2, 3)
Gerald Albert Franklin .......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Omega Beta Pi; German Club
Honors Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Howard Burton Franklin .......... Chicago Commerce
Insurance
Tau Delta Phi
Illiini Union Committee (2); Interfraternity Council (2); Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Honors Day (3)
Northern Illinois State Teachers' College

John Edward Franz .......... Springfield Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Newman Hall
Phi Lambda Upsilon; Newman Foundation Student Council (2, 4); A.C.S.
Springfield Junior College

Earl Eugene Frederick, Jr .......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology
Kappa Alpha Psi
Interfraternity Council (3)
Navy Pier Activities: Omega Beta Pi
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Donald Randolph Frederickson .......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Meder Lodge
Illiini Christian Fellowship (4); A.C.S. Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dwight Warren Freeman .......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Omega Beta Pi; Phi Lambda Upsilon; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Fred Freeman .......... Sycamore Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology
College Hall

Mary Alice Freis .......... Symerton Agriculture "Home Economics"
Alpha Xi Delta
Illiini Union Council (3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Pio Boy Prom Committee (1); Home Economics Club

George Raymond Frick .......... Morris Agriculture Animal Science
Landgren House
Alpha Zeta; Chi Gamma Iota; Campus Chest (2, 3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (2)

Charles Thayer French .......... Chicago Commerce Marketing
Sigma Pi
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management Beloit College

Robert Ralph French .......... Stockton Engineering Electrical Engineering
Lux Mundi
Sigma Tau;Eta Kappa Nu

Herbert Beatty Frey .......... Blue Island Engineering
A. I. E. E.-I. R.
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Margot Ann Frey .......... Ravana Agriculture "Home Economics"
Leeman Lodge
Illiini Theatre Guild Manager (3); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2)

William George Frey .......... Oshkosh, Wis. Division of Special Services Advertising
Varsity Baseball Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Squad; Marketing Club

Jean Freyermuth .......... Arlington Heights Fine and Applied Arts Landscape Architecture
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Alpha Alpha; Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Pan- Hellenic Ball Committee (3); Fine and Applied Arts Society; Landscape Architecture Society

William Jack Freyermuth, Arlington Heights Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Zeta Phi
Freshman Varsity Track Squad (1); A.S.M.E.

Arthur Jay Friesing .......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

David Lewis Freyman .......... Chicago Agriculture General Agriculture
Noble House
House President (2); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
DONALD JORDAN FREEMAN, New York, N.Y. 
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Political Science  
Clark House  
Prerequisites  

CAROL CHRISTINE FRIES..............New Athens  
Agriculture  
Honors Econimics: Education  
Alpha Omicron Pi  
Mortar Board; Torch; Shi-Al; Omicron Nu;  
Alpha Lambda Delta; Mask and Bauble; Phi  
Upsilon Omicron; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3);  
Illiini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Home  
Economics Club  
Honor's Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois  
Scholarship Key  

PATRICIA ANN FRISON..............Urbana  
Commerce  
Secretarial Training  
Kappa Alpha Theta  
Phi Chi Theta; The Illio (1); Illini Union  
Committee (2); Star Course Manager (2)  
Honor's Day (3)  

LAWRENCE JOSEPH FRTZ..............Lansing  
Engineering  
Civil Engineering  
Graham Lodge  
A.S.M.E.; I.T.E.  

MAGNUS LIND FORBORG..............Chatham, N.J.  
Engineering  
Ceramic Engineering  
Syracuse University; Rutgers University  

SHERMAN BERNARD FROGMAN.............Chicago  
Division of Special Services  
Advertising  
Alpha Delta Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega; Rifle  
and Pistol Club  
Wilson Junior College  

Sally Jane Frost......................Rantoul  
Elementary Education  
Delta Gamma  
Alpha Lambda Delta; Illini Theatre Guild  
Production Staff (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee  
(1, 2); Panhellenic Executive Council (1);  
Women's Glee Club (2); Orchesis (1, 2);  
Campus Chest Allocations and Advisory Board  
(4)  
Honor's Day (1, 2)  

JUSTIN ROBERT FUELLEMAN...........Champaign  
Agriculture  
General Agriculture  
Chl Phi  

ROBERT RALPH FEUER..............Peoria  
Division of Special Services  
Commerce  
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (2); Trader (3, 4);  
A.S.M.E.  

JOE FUJIMOTO......................Chicago  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.  
Central Y.M.C.A. College  

Makoto Fukuda......................Hilo, Hawaii  
Division of Special Services  
Bacteriology  
Newman Hall  
Chi Gamma Iota; Illinois Diplomats Foundation  
Student Council (3)  
Honors Day (1, 3)  

John Robert Fulton..............Carlin  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Advertising Design  
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); University  
Chorus (2, 4); Men's Glee Club (4); A Cappella  
Choir (3); Choristers (2); Fine and  
Applied Arts Society; German Club  

Robert Lester Fulton.............Toronto, Ont., Canada  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Sociology  
Alpha Kappa Delta  
Honors Day (2, 3)  

Janet Ruth Fuels......................Fults  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Applied Music and Music Education  
Boucher Hall  
Y.W.C.A. Committee (4); University Chorus  
(1); A Cappella Choir (3, 4); French Club;  
German Club  
Washington University  

Donald Irwin Funk.....................Kewanee  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Pre-Medicine  
Acacia  
Sachem; Tomahawk; The Illio (1, 2, 3);  
Illiini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.M.C.A.  
(1, 2); Campus Chest (1); N.S.A. Senate  
Subcommittee (2); German Club; Marketing  
Club  

Sara Funk......................Bloomington  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
English  
P1, Beta Phi  
Illiini Union Committee (2); Illini Theatre  
Guild Cast (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1);  
Terrapin (1, 2)  

Stanley Irvin Furak..................Jamaica, N.Y.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Pre-Medicine  
Phi Eta Sigma; Omega Beta Pi; German  
Club  
Honors Day (1, 2)  

Charles Alexander Furak, Jr., Maywood  
Engineering  
Civil Engineering  
Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; A.S.M.E.  
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)  
Illinois Institute of Technology  
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THOMAS FRANK FUSSELL...........Chicago
Commercial and Accountancy
Colonial Manor
Alpha Phi Omega; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2)
Wilson Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

FRED JOSEPH GAGGIOLI...........Lake Forest
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Architectural Engineering
Newman Hall
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
University of California at Los Angeles; Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD RYAN GALE............McLean
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Hoof and Horn Club

LEONTA CECILIA GALLAGHER........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Social Studies
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Campus Chest (3, 4); Teachers-in-Training Club
Clarke College

JACK GALEY..............Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Freshman Varsity Gymnastics Squad
Honors Day (1)

RICHARD CASTLE GANSEW........New York, N.Y.
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Tau Delta Phi
Interfraternity Council (1); Hillel Foundation Student Council (2); Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
New York University

JAMES EARL GANG.............Bloomington
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
Illinois State Normal University

RUSSELL JOSEPH GANCHEKRO........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Law Society
Honors Day (2)

DEAN CARTER GANSCHOW............Walnut
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (3)

GERALD LEE GANSCHOW............Walnut
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Shawnee
Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

BERNARD GABB...........Chicago
Agriculture
Marketing Club
A.I.A.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

GLENN ALBERT GARELLI...........Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Theta Xi
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ROBERT EDWARD GARELLI...........Blue Island
Agriculture
Accountancy
Men's Glee Club (3, 4)

JAMES JOSEPH GAREY, JR...........Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

JOHN FORREST GARRISON...........Raleigh
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Southern Illinois University

THOMAS CHARLES GARRISON...........Marion
Commerce
Salve and Merchandising
Alpha Tau Omega
House President (4); Marketing Club

DAVID IVAN GATES..............Palmyra
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Ten-O-One Club
Alpha Tau Omega
Illinois State Normal University

DANIEL McINTYRE GASKER...........Paris
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Chi Phi
Pi Tau Sigma; Illini Union Committee (2); Cadet Colonel, Army R.O.T.C. Regiment; Military Council; Scabbard and Blade; Zeta Sigma Alpha; A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (3)
Clemson A. and M. College
EVERT WAYNE GAUMER...........Danville
Mechanical Engineering
Tribe of Illini (2, 4); Varsity Wrestling Squad (2, 4); Letter (2); Freshman Wrestling Varsity Squad; A.S.M.E.

CLARENCE EDWARD GAVERT.........Chicago
Division of Special Services
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.

RICHARD JOSEPH GAWLAK...........Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Flagg House
House President (3); Varsity Baseball Squad (3, 4); A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LOTTHAR ERNST GEBEIL...........Willow Springs
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Alpha Chi Sigma
University Chorus (2)
Honors Day (3)
Illinois Institute of Technology

JOHN RICHARD GERST..............Chicago
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Glider Club: I.A.S.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ETTA JOAN GEORGE..............Mount Carmel
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
University Chorus (3, 4); Woman’s Glee Club (3, 4); Terrapin (3, 4)
University of Texas; University of Wisconsin

JAMES FRANCIS GEORGE..........Kansas City, Mo.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Sigma Nu

HELEN GEORGES.................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Sherwood Lodge
Wright Junior College

JOHN ATHAN GEORGES, JR........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Chi Sigma
A.I.Ch.E.; Epsilon Phi Sigma
Honors Day (2, 3)
Hertl Junior College

STANLEY JAMES GERLACH........Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Wilson Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN LOUIS GERLACH...........Quincy
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry

JOAN MARY GERMANO..............Chicago
Journalism
Editorial
Cagle Hall
The Daily Illini (2); The Illio (1); W.A.A. (1, 2)

EILEEN ANNE GERNON.............Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Thetas Upsilon Zetas Phi Eta

CHARLES LEONARD GEARIE, JR....Champaign
Commerce
Marketing Club
Honors Day (1)

DARLENE LILLIAN GERSEY.........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French and Spanish
Phi Mu
French Club; Spanish Club

ROBERT MICHAEL GERZETICH.......Peoria
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Theta Xi
Illinois Technograph (3, 4); A.S.M.E.

FAYE ALLYN GETMAN..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); Repertory Orchestra (3); Spanish Club
Wright Junior College

NORMA JEAN GETZ.............Tremont
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Advertising
Petite Maison
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (2); Spanish Club
Bradley University

Darlene Lillian Gersey........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French and Spanish
Phi Mu
French Club; Spanish Club

Robert Michael Gerzetich........Peoria
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Theta Xi
Illinois Technograph (3, 4); A.S.M.E.

Faye Allyn Getman..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); Repertory Orchestra (3); Spanish Club
Wright Junior College

Norma Jean Getz...............Tremont
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Advertising
Petite Maison
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (2); Spanish Club
Bradley University

Darlene Lillian Gersey........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French and Spanish
Phi Mu
French Club; Spanish Club

Robert Michael Gerzetich........Peoria
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Theta Xi
Illinois Technograph (3, 4); A.S.M.E.

Faye Allyn Getman..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); Repertory Orchestra (3); Spanish Club
Wright Junior College

Norma Jean Getz...............Tremont
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Advertising
Petite Maison
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (2); Spanish Club
Bradley University
Howard L. Roy Gliere, University of Chicago
Education
Biology
All-Ways Hotel
Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4); House President (3)

Dorothy Edna Gliere, Illinois State University
Agriculture & Home Economics
McKinley Hall
Phi Epsilon Omicron; The Daily Illini (1); Illinois Agriculturist (2, 3); Student Religious Council (2, 3); Lutheran Student Foundation Student Council (2, 3); Farm Boy Prom Committee (1, 2); Home Economics Club; Rural Life Club
Honors Day (1)

Edward Laurence Gilbert, University of Illinois
Agricultural Economics
Wesmer
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); M.I.A. Executive Council (2); All Ag Field Day Committee (3, 4); Agriculture Economics Club; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Rural Life Club

Juanita Jane Gilbert, University of Illinois
Agriculture
Betz House
Mask and Bauble; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3); Floriculture Club

Hunter John Gilbertson, University of Illinois
Physical Education & Physical Education
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Track Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (3, 4); Freshman Varsity Track Squad

William Patrick Gillespie, University of Illinois
Civil Engineering
Engineering Council (2, 3); S.C.E.; I.T.E.; The Daily Illini (1); DePaul University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Keith Gibson, University of Illinois
Journalism
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4); Marketing Club; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Eugene Gilbert, University of Illinois
Fine & Applied Arts
Bradley University

Kathryn Mona Gindele, Lake Villa University
Liberal Arts & Sciences
Philosophy
Phi Sigma Sigma
Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2); Campus Chest (2); N.S.A. Senate Subcommitte (2, 3); WILL (3, 4); University of Wisconsin; University of California

George Edwin Ginos, University of Illinois
Agriculture
Hillsboro
Liberal Arts & Sciences
Philosophy
Sigma Nu
Pressing Rifles; Epsilon Phi Sigma

Lucille Rose Ginsburg, University of Wisconsin
Education
Social Science
Bunny Hall
W.A.A.; WILL (2, 3); Illinois Forensic Association; Education Forum; Roosevelt College

Saul Glasser, New York, N.Y., Engineering
I. E. E. E.
Rolla School of Mines and Metallurgy

Jack Allen Glasson, University of Illinois
Agriculture
Champaign
Accountancy
Shawnee Club
University Chorus (4); Trader (4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Paul Edward Glasson, Wheaton College
Agriculture
Rockford
Accountancy
Illinois State College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Betty Jeanne Glawe, University of Illinois
Home Economics
Champaign
Honors Day (1)

Gilda Garey Geier, Grand Ridge
Home Economics
Westminster
Education
Phi Delta Omega; Theta Delta Chi; Galesburg Alumna Association; Home Economics Club; Spanish Club; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Liberal Arts & Sciences
Chemistry
Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Kappa Epsilon; Pi Mu Epsilon
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Goldie Mae Giesekotter, University of Illinois
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Philosophy
Alpha Lambda Delta; Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (3, 4); The Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1)
Honors Day (1, 3);
Marion Julia Gnahl ............ Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Phi Mu
Illini Union Committee (1, 3); Newman
Foundation Student Council (1, 3, 4)
Northwestern University

Mitchell Edward Gnahl .......... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Northwestern University; Central Y.M.C.A.
College

Walter Peter Gosek, Jr. ......... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
The Mansion
A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association;
S.A.E.; Junior Chamber of Commerce
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Gordon Charles Goddijn, Jr., Park Ridge
Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
Theta Xi
Star and Scroll; Illini Union Committee (2);
House President (4)

Hunter Dwytt Goins .......... Dalhyn
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Y.M.C.A. Committee (3)
David Lipscomb College

Jasper Calvin Goins, Jr. ........ Dalhyn
Commerce
Marketing
Marketing Club
David Lipscomb College

Ruth Nancy Gold .......... Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
E.K.T. Club
Illini Union Committee (1); W.A.A. (3, 4);
Hillel Foundation (1, 2, 3, 4); French Club;
Teachers-in-Training Club

Hermine Geraldine Gold .......... Amarillo, Tex.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Sigma Delta Tau
University of Texas

Joan Elaine Gold .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Ideaex
Phi Chi; House President (4)

Alvin Ira Goldberg .......... Brooklyn, N.Y.
Division of Special Services
Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club
Galesburg Activities; Advertising Manager,
Galesburg Illinois; Manager, Theatre Guild
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Kenneth Paul Goldberg .......... Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Noble House
Practitioners

Robert Samuel Goldberg .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Barton House
German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Louis Doyle Golden .......... Normal
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1)

Stanley Charles Goldr. .......... Chicago
Commerce
Economics
Noble House
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club;
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Hy Goldman .......... Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Omega Beta Pi; University Chorus (4);
Hillel Foundation Student Council (4);
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: Managing Editor, Pier Illini
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Jack Mitchell Goldman .......... Detroit
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Rho Chi
Y.M.C.A. Committee (4); House President
(4); A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
James Millikin University

Harry Richard Goldner .......... New York, N.Y.
Commerce
Accountancy
Noble House
Accountancy Club; Practitioners
Honors Day (2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

Erwin Joe Goldsbar .......... Lima, Peru
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; Ibero-American Association
OLGA KATHERINE GOLOSHNEC..................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Evans Hall The Daily Illini (3); Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Choristers (2); German Club; Teachers-in-Training Club Beloit College

DAVID ARTHUR GOLDSTEIN......................Chicago Commerce Marketing Phi Sigma Delta Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PHYLIS ETTA GOLDSTEIN.........................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Social Studies Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Honors Day (1, 3) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DOROTHY MARY GOOD............................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Spanish Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club; Teachers-in-Training Club University of Houston; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

BURLINGTON WILLIAM GOODMAN.................Chicago Journalism Advertising Stagg Inn Alpha Delta Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega; M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4); Hillel Foundation Student Council (3) Wright Junior College; Roosevelt College

ROBERT MARTIN GOODMAN.........................Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Industrial Design Flag House Campus Chest (3); Freshman Varsity Wrestling Squad; Fine and Applied Arts Society; Prachsians

JAMES WILSON GOODREICK.........................Danville Engineering Mining Engineering A.S.M.E.; M.S.

SEYMOUR NORMAN GORDON.........................Chicago Commerce Accountancy Phi Sigma Delta The Daily Illini (3); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club Honors Day (1) Guelph Extension of the University of Illinois

THOMAS HERBERT GORDON.........................Urbana Agriculture General Agriculture Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Field and Farrow

JOHN W. GORMAN.................................Rockford Commerce Commerce

FRANCIS XAVIER GORSY.........................Chicago Journalism Advertising Alpha Kappa Lambda Alpha Delta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4) Honors Day (2)

DAVID WILLIAM GOSSE..............................Detroit, Mich. Engineering Aeronautical Engineering Ensign, Battalion of Midshipmen; I.A.S. Michigan College of Mining and Technology

JOHN WILLIAM GOTHARD.........................Chicago Law Law Delta Tau Delta Senior Football Manager; Ma-Wan-Da; Science; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (4); Letter (4); Athletic Council (4) Moingwena

SYDNEY VICTOR GOTTLEIB.........................Chicago Commerce Marketing Phi Sigma Delta Interfraternity Council (3); Second Regimental Band (2)

ARTHUR IRWIN GOULD..............................Chicago Commerce Accountancy Phi Epsilon Pi Phi Eta Sigma; The Illini (1); Interfraternity Council (2, 3, 4); House President (4); Freshman Frolic Committee; Accountancy Club Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

BERNARD HOWARD GOUDEL.......................Brooklyn, N. Y. Journalism Journalism Copy Editor, Daily Illini; The Daily Illini (3, 4) Long Island University

LEWIS HARMON GOUDEL............................Louisville Engineering Electrical Engineering Foreside Southern Illinois University

CEREC MAYNARD GOWLER.......................Mt. Vernon Agriculture Teacher Training in Agriculture Dixiana Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
GORDON STUART GRAY........................................Chicago
Commerce
Management and Marketing
Sigma Alpha Mu
Marketing Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD LYMAN GRAY........................................Galesburg
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JOANNE GRAYBAEL.........................................Winchester
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Sciences
Presbyterian Hall
Illini Union Committee (3)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

THOMAS PATRICK GREANEY...............................Cairo
Civil Engineering
A.C.S.
St. Edward's University; Southern Illinois University

FRANK WILLIAM GREBNER, JR.............................Blue Island
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Football Marching Band (1); Men's Glee Club (2); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

HENRY IRVIN GREEN........................................Urbana
Agriculture
General Agriculture

LLOYD IRVIN GREEN.........................................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Pi Lambda Phi
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: University Chorus
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT MILTON GREEN....................................Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Zeta Beta Psi
Psi Eta Sigma; Illini Union Council (3, 4); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); House President (3, 4); Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key (3)

JOYCE HELEN GREENBAUM.................................Chicago
Journalism
Advertising
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Gamma Alpha Chi; The Daily Illini (3, 4); WILL (3, 4)
University of Chicago; Agnes Scott College
ANN GREENBERG .............. Maplewood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in French
Ivita
Freshman Council; Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (1)

MELVIN DAVID GREENBERG .............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Tau Delta Phi
Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3); German Club

ELAINE ROTHE GREENBERG .............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Evan Hall
Alpha Lambda Delta; Omega Beta Pi; Junior Bar Association; Spanish Club
Honors Day (1)

CAROLYN ANN GREEN .............. Peoria
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Chi Omega
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Illio (1); Star Course Manager (2); Concert and Entertainment Board (3, 4)
Honors Day (1)

RUTH ANN GREEN .............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teachers Training in Social Studies
Summit House
House President (3); French Club; Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (2, 3)
Mundelein College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RUTH HARRIETT GREENE .............. Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Boise Hall
W.A.A. (3, 4); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2); Teachers-in-Training Club

JEAN ETHEL GROEBNERBAUM .............. Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Alpha Epulon Phi
Alpha Cron; The Illio (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Illini Theatre Production Staff (1, 2, 3); Freshman Council; Hillel Foundation Student Council (3); W.G.S. Ball Committee (1); Spanish Club
Honors Day (2, 3)

EDWARD SAMUEL GREENWALD .............. Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

SANFORD GREENWALD .............. East Orange, N. J.
Journalism
Advertising
Sigma Alpha Mu
Alpha Delta Sigma (3, 4); WILL (1)

JOHN EDWARD GREYER, JR. .............. Aurora
Commerce
Marketing
Sigma Pi
Alpha Delta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Battalion Lieutenant, Battalion of Midshipmen; PhiPi; German Club; Marketing Club

WILLIAM FLOYD GRIFFITHS .............. Carbondale
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); University Chorus (3); Men's Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Agriculture Club; Hood and Horn Club

ARTHUR RICHARD GRIFFIN, JR., .............. Syracuse, N. Y.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Lieutenant Junior Grade, Battalion of Midshipmen; A.S.C.E.

ROBERT NELWELL GRISSON .............. Libertyville
Division of Special Services
Geology
Alpha Tau Omega
Chi Gamma Iota; Cyclotem Club
Honors Day (3)

LLOYD GRESHAM .............. Eldorado
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Agricultural Education Club
Southern Illinois University

SARAH GRISWOLD .............. White Hall
Agriculture
Home Economics
Presbyterian Hall
McKinley Foundation Student Council (4)
Western Illinois State College

JOHN WILLIAM GRIFFIN .............. Danteville
Education
Mathematics
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3); Men's Glee Club (3); A Cappella Chorus (3, 4); Choristers (2); German Club

GENE KENNETH GROFF .............. Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Triangle
Vanity Wrestling Squad (1, 2, 4); Major, Army ROTC Regiment; A.I.C.E.

VIOLA MEE GROFFMAN .............. Elgin
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Social Studies
Cape Hall
W.A.A. (1, 2); House President (3); Spanish Club; Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Joseph Henry Gross
Chicago Normal
Education
But and Fly Casting Club; Gamma Delta; Teachers-in-Training
Northwestern University

Annette Isabel Grossman
Chicago Normal
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Hall
Alpha Kappa Delta; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

George Paul Grothe
Chicago Normal
Civil Engineering
Graham Lodge
A.S.C.E.; Mississippi State College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Shirley Jean Grove
Hebrew Normal
Psychology
Betta House
House President (3); Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4); Wesley Foundation Student Council (3)

Margie Louise Groves
DeKalb Normal
Home Economics Education
4-H House
Alpha Chrest; W.A.A. Numerals (3); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); All Ag. Field Day Committee (2); Miller Ball Committee (1); Pheon Boy Prom Committee (1, 3); Sophomore Council Committee (3); Home Economics Club
Northern Illinois State Teachers’ College

Vinton Gubbes
Albion Normal
Division of Special Services
Advertising
Clark House
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (3, 4); Marketing Club

George Gubach
Chicago Normal
Economics
Alpha Delta Phi
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ruth Flora Guider
Northbrook
Marketing
Evans Hall
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); Major I (4); W.A.A. Numerals (2); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4) Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Donald Errol Gunner
Mass I
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Phi Chi
Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
Washington University

Roger Ansen Guthery
Plymouth, Ind.
Marketing Club

John Franklin Gude
Collinsville
Music
Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia; Concert Band (1, 2, 3, 4); Football Marching Band (2, 3, 4); University Chorus (3, 4); Repertory Orchestra (3)
Honors Day (1)

Clifford Dean Guthrie
Sidell
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); Campus Chest (3); Illini Masonic Club; Spanish Club; Teachers-in-Training Club

William Frank Hans
Chicago Normal
Education
Mathematics
Bat and Fly Casting Club
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Louis Gottlieb Haer
Deer Creek
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Chi Gamma Iota; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Illini Forensic Association; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

Aileen Margaret Hagan
Deer Creek
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Alpha Omicron Pi; Torch; Shi-Ai; Mask and Bauble; Psi Chi; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3); Illini Union Committee (1, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1, 2)
Honors Day (3)

James Archibald Hagan
Kenilworth
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Physics
Honors Day (2); Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
THOMAS ANGUS HAGAN, JR. Champaign
Commerce
Banking and Finance
Phi Kappa Sigma
Alpha Kappa Psi; Board of Fraternity Affairs (2, 3); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); House President (4, 2); Interfraternity Ball Chairman (3)

ROBERT WILLIAM HAGENOW, Arlington Heights
Agriculture
Dairy Science and Farm Management
Noble House
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club

JAMES ALEXANDER HAGER, Gibson City
Commerce
Marketing
Theta Delta Chi
Sachem; Skull and Crescent; Tribe of Illini; Football Manager (2, 3); Gymnastics Manager (4); Athletic Council (4); Molingwana

MARJORIE ANN HAGI, Streator
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Alpha Omicron Pi
The Daily Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2)

ELMER MICHAEL HAHN, Evanston
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RALPH CRAIG HALE, Springfield
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.
Springfield Junior College

MARY ELIZABETH HAMMOND, Blue Island
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Phi Beta; Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3)
Rockford College; Thornton Junior College

DONALD ERNEST HALE, Alamosa
Law
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); French Club
Honors Day (3)
Illinois State Normal University

JOHN CHERRY HALL, Yorkville
Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
Alpha Chi Rho
Star and Scroll; Star Course Manager (2); A.C.S.

MARY ELLEN HALL, Carthage
Agriculture
Home Economics
Alpha House
Wesley Foundation Student Council (4); Home Economics Club; Illini Blackburn Club; Rural Life Club
Blackburn University

ROBERT EDWARD HALL, Calumet
Physical Education
Physical Education
Beta Theta Pi
Marcil-Ta; Sachem; Phi Epsilon Kappa; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.M.C.A. Board of Directors (3, 4); M.C.A. Cabinet (1, 2, 3, 4); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); General Chairman, Campus Chest (1, 2, 4), Student Senate (4); Foreman, Varsity Basketball Squad (1); Varsity Track Team (3); Foreman, Varsity Track Team (1); Wesley Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3); Campus Chest Allocations and Advisory Board (4); First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Scabbard and Blade Honor Day (2)

SHIRLEY EVELYN HALL, DeKalb
Commerce
Economics
Petite Maison
Accttery Club
Northern Illinois State Teachers’ College

STELLA VIRGINIA HALL, DeKalb
Commerce
Economics
Petite Maison
Northern Illinois State Teachers’ College

JOHN WALTER HALLBERG, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Teachers-in-Training Club

ALAN MONTGOMERY HALLPEN, Oronogo
Mechanical Engineering
Agriculture
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi; Illini Sigma; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3, 4); House President (4); Football Marching Band (2); Second Regimental Band (3, 4); Junior Prom Committee; A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

JOAN ELIZABETH HALLSTEAD, River Forest
Education
English
Alpha Xi Delta
Campus Chest (1, 2, 3); University Chorus (2); A Cappella Choir (3); Sophomore Coalition Committee
Beloit College

RHONE HALEY, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Bussey Hall
Sigma Delta Pi; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2, 3); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3); Illini Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Navy Pier Activities; Feature Editor, Pier Illini; Women’s Editor; Pier Illini
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
MARY ALICE HANCOCK ......... Harrisburg 
Agriculture 
Home Economics 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); House President (4) 
Homes Day (3) 
William Woods College

SHIRLEY ELLIS HANCOCK ........... Springfield 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Psychology 
Psi Chi; Illini Blackburn Club 
Blackburn College; Southern Illinois University

WILLIAM OSCAR HANCOCK .......... Bradford 
Agriculture 
Teacher Training in Agriculture 
Ten-O-One Club 
Chi Gamma Iota; Alpha Tau Alpha 
University of Notre Dame; Missouri Valley College

CHARLES THOMAS HAND ......... Random Lake 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
Alpha Rho Chi 
Petty Officer, First Class, Battalion of Midshipmen; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts Society 
University of Wisconsin

JAY ALDEN HANDEL ............ Rockford 
Division of Special Services 
Geography 
Delta Phi 
Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3); House President (3, 4) 
University of Syracuse

BARBARA SUE HANDELMAN ......... Chicago 
Education 
Education of Mentally Handicapped Children 
Delta Phi Epsilon 
The Daily Illini (1, 2); The Illio (1); Illini Union Committee (1); House President (4)

EVELYN HANDWERKER ......... Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sociology 
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls 
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3, 4); 
Hillel Foundation Student Council (3, 4); 
Galesburg Alumni Association; Navy Pier Alumni Association 
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DUANE EUGENE HANSON ......... Sparland 
Agriculture 
Vocational Agriculture 
Moore Hall 
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Illinois State Normal University

ROBERT LOUIS HANKIN ......... Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Chemistry 
Omega Beta Pi; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association 
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
CHARLES E. HANNA, Chicago 

Commerce
Marketing and Transportation
Grants
House President (4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

ROGER PAGE HANSEN, Urbana
Division of Special Services
Alpha Chi Rho
The Daily Illini (3); Y.M.C.A. (1, 2, 3); University Chorus (4); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Orchestra (3, 4); McKinley Foundation Student Council (1, 3)

DANIEL JOSEPH HANSON, Chicago
Civil Engineering
Phi Kappa Sigma
Intramural Council (3); A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Mu-San
Morgan Park Junior College

GEORGE ALEXANDER HARENS, Jr., Chicago
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Illini Christian Fellowship (2, 3, 4); Agriculture Club; Hood and Horn Club

JAMES FLOYD HARETST, Palestine
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology
Colonial Manor
Cyclothem Club

LEONARD YESTER HARDY, Carthage
Civil Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Doroch
A.S.A.E.; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

WILLIAM HERBERT HARRER, Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Galesburg Activities; Student Congress
Navy Pier and Galesburg Extensions of the University of Illinois

CLARENCE FULTON HARRIGILL, Jr., Hamburg, Mo.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Minawa Lodge
WILL (4); Illini Christian Fellowship (3)
Emerson College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CHARLES WARDE HARRIS, Danville, Ind.
Fine and Applied Arts
Landscape Architecture
Fine and Applied Arts Society; Landscape Architecture Society; Marketing Club
Honors Day (2, 3)
Purdue University; Canterbury College

ROBERT GUTHMAN HARRIS, Chicago
Division of Special Services
Barton House
Alpha Phi Omega
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HARRY ROBERT HARRISON, Jinglewood, Calif.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
A.A.A.; Epsilon Phi Sigma
University of Pittsburgh; Bradley University

RICHARD ORDWAY HART, Benton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Theta Chi
Sachem; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Campus Chest (3); Board of Fraternity Affairs (3); Interfraternity Council (3); House President (3); Wrestling Manager (2); Montgomeri

ARLIN PHILIP HARTMAN, Jr., Carroll
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Marketing Club
Arkansas State College; University of Arkansas

WAYNE EVERT HARTWELL, Marion
Civil Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Engineering Council (4); A.S.A.E.
Honors Day (1, 3)
University of Maryland

WILLIAM DEAN HARTWELL, Marion
Civil Engineering
San's Home
A.S.C.E.
Southern Illinois University

MARLOWE JAMES HARTY, Elgin
Education
History
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Phi Omega; Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (1)

JOHN CHARLES HARTY, Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy
Theta Delta Chi
House President (4); Accountancy Club; Rifle and Pistol Club
Wright Junior College
Nancy Ann Harvey .................. Highland Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Illini Union Committee (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Campus Chest (2)
Monticello College

George Dean Hafeneyer .................. Beavon
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Agricultural Council (3, 4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Robert Joel Haslerberg .................. Potomac
Mechanical Engineering
First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Pershing Rifles; Tau Nu Tau; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

Richard Durrell Hatfield ............... Detadus
Commerce
Marketing
Phi Kappa Sigma
Tomahawk; The Illio (1); Marketing Club

Richard Gather Hatfield ............... Mt. Pulaski
Electrical Engineering
Back Inn
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1, 2)

Wayne Charles Hatfield, .................. Knightsville, Ind.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Sigma Chi
Scrab; A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
University of Cincinnati

Georgia Pellis Hatzis ..................... Joliet
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Joliet Junior College

Michael Nicholas Hatzis .................. Danbury, Conn.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics

Mary Emily Hauber ....................... Henry
Agriculture
Home Economics Education
4-H House
Omicron Nu; Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Upsilon Omicron; All Ag Field Day Committee (2, 3); Mhila Ball Committee (1); Plow Boy Prom Committee (2); Home Economics Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Roger Eugene Haughey .................... Bloomington
Law
King's Row
Phi Alpha Delta; Junior Bar Association
Illinois State Normal University

Alice Jean Haungs ..................... Peoria
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Kappa Alpha Theta
Iota Sigma Pi; Terrapin (3, 4); Micro-Tech Club
William Woods College

Harrity Martha Hauen ................. Decatur
Commerce
Accountancy
Leased Manor
Phi Chi Theta; Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); House President (3), Accountancy Club
James Millikin University

Russell Vernon Havemann .............. Bellwood
Education
Physics
Gamma Delta; Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (2)

Jacob Hayya ..................... Bagdad, Iraq
Engineering
Cosmopolitan
Illini Union Committee (2)

Edmund John Heistied ................. Skokie
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Anthony Jerome Heible .............. La Salle
Journalism
Advertising
Newman Hall
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4); Newman Foundation Student Council (2, 3, 4); Marketing Club
La Salle-Peoria-Oglesby Junior College

William Robert Hedgcock ............. Urbana
Education
Mathematics
Delta Sigma Phi
Star and Scroll; Alpha Phi Omega; Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3); Interfraternity Council (2); Men's Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Second Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Pershing Rifle; Scabbard and Blade

Clarence Norris Hedstrom .............. Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Harry Oscar Hefter ............................ Chicago
Engineering
A.S.C.E.; Army Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ann Carol Heg ................................. Wheaton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Central State Teachers' College; Rosary College

Arthur Ernest Heins, Jr. ...................... East St. Louis
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Belleville Township Junior College

Fred Robert Heintze ......................... Beardstown
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); A.I.E.E.I.R.E.

Harold Walter Heitz, Jr. ...................... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; Galesburg Alumni Association; S.A.E.
Galesburg Activities: Varsity Basketball Squad (2); Intramural Manager (2)
Butler University and Lipscomb College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Herbert Raymond Helgeson .................. Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.-I.T.E.
Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Betty Lou Hembrough ....................... Jacksonville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Psi Chi; Galesburg Alumni Association
Honors Day (1)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

William Henderson ......................... Ridge Farm
Agriculture
Floriculture
Theta Xi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Alpha Xi; Mckinley Foundation Student Council (2, 3, 4); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta; Scabbard and Blade; Floriculture Club
Honors Day (1, 3)

Donald George Hendricks .................. Chicago
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Phalanx; I.A.S.; Rifle and Pistol Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Alma Henley ................................. Joplin, Mo.
Journalism
Radio
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
A Cappella Choir (3, 4); Choristers (4); Madrigal Chorus (3); WILL (3)
University of Missouri; Joplin Junior College

Margaret Ellen Henley ................. Pleasant Hill, Mo.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy

Geraldine Clare Henningsbery ............ Pontiac
Business
Accountancy
Sherwood Lodge
Phi Chi Theta; House President (4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Rosary College

Robert Leslie Henninger .................... San Jose
Agriculture
Civil Engineering
Fam House
Iliini Union Director, Department of Dances; Mu-Wan-Da; Iliini Union Board (4); Iliini Union Council (3); Iliini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Interfraternity Council (2, 3, 4); Basketball Manager (2); Illinois Agriculturist (2); Junior Prom Committee; Pow Boy Prom Committee (1, 2); Sophomore Cotillion Committee; Agriculture Club; Dairy Producers Club; Field and Farrow; Hoof and Horn Club

Boyd Alonso Henry ......................... Collinsville
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha (2, 3, 4); Agriculture Club; Poultry Science Club

John Michael Henry ....................... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Iliini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association

Jeanne Jeanne Henry ..................... Robinson
Journalism
Editorial
McKinley Hall
Mortar Board; Torch; Alpha Chon; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Iliini (1, 2, 3); freshman Council; freshman Frolic Committee; Sophomore Cotillion Committee

Robert Earl Henry ......................... Grand Ridge
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Phi Kappa Sigma
Stat Course Manager (2); A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
Michigan College of Mining and Technology

Roger Thomas Henry .................. Moline
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
St. Ambrose College
JOHN ALBERT HERBSLEB PACHER, ... Benesville Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Pi Kappa Alpha American Legion Post No. 909; Rifle and Pistol Club Cornell University; George Washington University; Massachusetts Institute of Technology

EDMUND ROBERT HERCZEN ............. Chicago Journalism Advertising
Theta Kappa Phi Copy Editor; Daily Illini; Alpha Delta Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega; The Daily Illini (4, 47); Illini Union Committee (4); Trader (4); WILL (3) Herill Junior College, University of Colorado

WILLIAM FRANK HERDICH ............. McHenry Engineering Mechanical Engineering Sigma Phi Delta Interfraternity Council (5); A.S.M.E. Honors Day (1) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HARWOOD OKLEY HERLOCKER, JR. .... Chicago Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E.; Rifle and Pistol Club Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MORTON HERMAN ..................... Chicago Division of Special Services Law Nu Beta Epilson; Junior Bar Association Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois


DOLORES TERESA HERON .............. Webster Groves, Mo. Liberal Arts and Sciences English Delta Zeta The Daily Illini (3) MacMurray College

MARILYN RYDER HERTHSHI ............ Alton Journalism Advertising Delta Delta Delta Theta Sigma Phi; Illini Union Committee (1); Star Course Manager (2); Illini Writers (3) Honors Day (2, 3)

EDWARD ELMER HERRIS.............. Elmhurst Journalism Advertising Granada Club The Daily Illini (4); The Illini (3)

OREN NEAL HERZMANN ............. Champaign Engineering Mechanical Engineering Pi Tau Sigma; Captain; Army ROTC Regiment; Pershing Rifles; Scabbard and Blade; Zeta Sigma Alpha; A.S.C.E.; A.S.M.E.; Gamma Delta Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

PAUL HERZ, JR. ............. New York, N.Y. Division of Special Services Mathematics German Club; Illini Insurance Society; Illini Veterans; Illini Railroad Club Southern Illinois University

GLENN AUDACE HERZBERGER ........ Virginia Agriculture General Agriculture Alpha Gamma Rho All Ag Field Day Committee (3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club

JANE ELLA HERZBERGER ............. Virginia Physical Education Physical Education 4-H House W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); A Cappella Choir (2); Physical Education Majors Club

JOHN LEE HESSLER .......... Champaign Engineering Electrical Engineering Illini Union Committee (3); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Illuminating Engineering Society University of Kansas; Colorado University

JOHN ALBERT HEUGA .......... Kankakee Commerce Marketing Acacia Alpha Kappa Psi; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Marketing Club Eastern Illinois State College

RICHARD WALTER HURICH .......... Chicago Commerce Marketing Lundgren House Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

IREN SIMMONS HEYMAN, JR. ...... Chicago Commerce Marketing Zeta Beta Tau Interfraternity Council (2, 3); Intramural Manager (2); Marketing Club Honors Day (3)
ALICE GILLETTE HICKEY ............ Chicago Commerce Accountancy Phi Chi Theta; Accountancy Club Northwestern University

JUNE CHERYL EPHGRAVE HIGHSMITH .......... Chicago Heights Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Biological Science McKinley Hall Spanish Club

LARRY BRIAN HIGHSMITH ............. Lincoln Commerce Management Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

JOHN HOMER HILF, JR. .......... Evanston Industrial Administration Delta Sigma Pi Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Society for the Advancement of Management; Junior Chamber of Commerce Virginia Military Institute; Evanston Community College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

GORDON GEBRICH HILL ............ Plainfield Education Biological Science Alpha Sigma Phi Joliet Junior College

LAURENCE CROWTHER HILL ........ Evanston Division of Special Services Advertising Alpha Chi Rho Marketing Club Mohawk College; Hofstra College

SCHELTON LEROY HILL .......... Waukegan Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Design Sigma Chi Scarab Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Northwestern University

VIRIL LEE HILL ............... Streator Commerce Marketing Delta Tau Delta Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); Marketing Club; Seashore Club DePauw University

DORIS ANN HINES .............. Urbana Liberal Arts and Sciences Home Economics Pi Beta Phi Shi-Ai; The Daily Illini (1); The Illiad (1); Star Course Manager (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3); Freshman Frolic Committee; Sophomore Cotillion Committee; Home Economics Club; Marketing Club

HOBART ROSS HINDLEBERRY .......... Smithfield Agriculture Vocational Agriculture Alpha, Gamma Rho Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Tau Omega; Y.M.C.A. Board of Directors (1); Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (3); Illinois Agricultural (1, 2); Student Religious Council (2, 3); All Ag Field Day Committee (3); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Farm Row; Hoof and Horn Club Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

MARTY LOUISE HINDELEY ......... Urbana Fine and Applied Arts Music Pi Beta Phi Torch; Shi-Ai; Alpha Lambda Delta; Sigma Alpha Kappa; Star Course Manager (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Concert Band (1, 2, 3); University Sinfonietta (2, 3); University Orchestra (1, 2, 3) Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

DAVID ARMSTRONG HINNERTSMITH ........ Preemption Agriculture Dairy Production Linnaeas Club Alpha Zeta; Chi Gamma Sigma; House President (3); Second Regimental Band (1); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; German Club Xavier University; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ARTHUR EMIL HINTZ .............. Galva Journalism Advertising Alpha Delta Sigma; Varsity Golf Squad (3, 4); Galesburg Alumni Association Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

BETTY HIRSCH ............... Chicago Education Spanish E.K.T. Club Alpha Chry; Chi Kappa Epsilon; Sigma Delta Pi; Illini Union Committee (2, 3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (1); Women’s Glee Club (3); WILL (2, 4); French Club; Spanish Club; United World Federation Honors Day (2, 3)

ARTHUR QUENTIN HILGREN ........ Cicero Park Engineering Electrical Engineering A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Syntex

ROGER LEE HITEZMAN ............. Elgin Engineering A.C.S.

LYMAN EUGENE HOMLEY ........... LaGrange Engineering Civil Engineering Chi Phi Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3, 4); The Illiad (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini Union Committee (2); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Scabboard and Blade; Transportation Corp Club

JAMES HORNBACK HORNBAUGH .......... Galva Fine and Applied Arts Music Education Clark House Concert Band (1, 2, 3, 4); Football Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4); First Regimental Band (1, 2, 4); Repertory Orchestra (3, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society
ROBERT WAYNE HOFFMAN .......... Monroe Center
                    Agriculture
                    Vocational Agriculture
                    Farm House
                    Second Regimental Band (2); Illinois Agriculturist (2); Agricultural Council (4); All Ag Field Day Committee (4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
                    Valparaiso University

HAROLD HOFFSTETTER ............... Centralia
                    Engineering
                    Civil Engineering
                    A.S.C.E.; Illini Blackburn Club; I.T.E.
                    Blackburn University

FREDERICK JOHN HOLHUBNER .......... Olmsted
                    Agriculture
                    Teacher Training in Agriculture
                    Alpha Tau Alpha
                    Southern Illinois University

PAUL GLEN HOLLEBACH .......... Forest Park
                    Engineering
                    Mechanical Engineering
                    A.S.M.E.
                    Michigan State College; Bradley University;
                    Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

BETTY ANNE HOLLINGWORTH .......... Joliet
                    Liberal Arts and Sciences
                    Sociology
                    Kappa Delta
                    Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); Terrapin (4)
                    MacMurray College

WILLARD DEAN HOLLOWAY .......... Tolono
                    Liberal Arts and Sciences
                    Psychology
                    Delta Sigma Omicron; German Club
                    Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JOY ALICE HOLM .......... Oak Park
                    Fine and Applied Arts
                    Art Education
                    Sigma Kappa
                    Illustrators; W.A.A. (1, 2, 3); Fine and
                    Applied Arts Society; Teachers-in-Training
                    Club

GEORGE ONELL HOLMES .......... Baltimore, Md.
                    Fine and Applied Arts
                    Advertising Design
                    Fine and Applied Arts Society

MABELYN LAJUNE HOLMES .......... Alpha
                    Commerce
                    Accountancy
                    Sigma Kappa
                    Student Senate (1, 2); Junior Prom Com-
                    mittee; Accountancy Club; Galesburg Alumni
                    Association; Marketing Club
                    Galesburg Activities: Galesburg Illini
                    Honors Day (3)
                    Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
WILLIAM DEF HOLMES .......... Downers Grove
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Delta Chi
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; Interfraternity Council (2, 3); A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (1)
HERBERT DON HUFFMAN........Duvalle
Commerce
Management
Moore Hall
Accountancy Club

NORMAN DEAN HUGHBANKS........Farmington
Division of Special Services
Advertising and Commerce
Newman Hall
American Legion Post No. 906; Galesburg
Alumni Association; Illini Masonic Club;
Marketing Club;
Galesburg Extension of the University of
Illinois

ARLIE JAMES HUGHES.............Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Delta Phi
Star and Scroll; Varsity Baseball Squad (1, 2, 3); Physical Education Majors Club

EMMA JOY HUGHES..............Walshville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Fohner House
House President (4); Freshman Council; LAS Council (3, 4); Junior Bar Association (4);
Rural Life Club; Spanish Club
Honors Day (3)

GAV CLIFFORD HUGHES.............Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Tribe of Illini; Cheerleader; Varsity Gym- 
nastics Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (2, 3, 4);
Freshman Varsity Squad; Dolphins (2, 3, 4);
Scimitar

GEORGE SCOTT HUGKIN...........La Grange Park
Division of Special Services
Management
Lux Mundi
Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement 
of Management
Lyons Township Junior College

HAROLD POLAND HUFLTY............Rantoul
Civil Engineering
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.
Illinois Wesleyan University

ROBERT BOWMAN HUFLTK............Mansfield
Commerce
Banking and Finance
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Tulane University

AARON HARRY HULL.............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Staggie Inn
M.I.A. Executive Council (4); House Presi- dent (4); Senior Ball Committee; Marketing 
Club
University of Wisconsin

CHARLES ROBERT HULL...........Quincy
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education 
Club
Quincy College

BARRABAR HUMPHREY.........Fargo, N. Dal.
Agriculture
Home Economics
Alpha Xi Delta
Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Commit- 
tee (3)
Rosaire College

BOYCE DAVIDSON HUMPHREYS........Waynesville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Colonial Arms
Alpha Zeta; Hood and Horn Club
Honors Day (1)

DUANE GORDON HUNT.............Aurora
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
All-Ways Home
House President (3); A.A.A.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

FRANK HUNT..................Gibson City
Business Administration
Economics
Kappa Sigma
Interfraternity Council (2); Illini Insurance 
Society; Marketing Club

JAMES CLINT HUNT............Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Star and Scroll; Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Beta 
Kappa; Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega;
Omega Beta Pi; Phi Lambda Upsilon; Inter-
fraternity Council (2, 3); Men's Glee Club 
(1, 2); Pershing Rifles; German Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois 
Scholarship Key

DAVID PAUL HUNTER...........Champaign
Agricultural Science
Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Military 
Council; Pershing Rifles; Zeta Sigma Alpha

ALBERT EARL HUNZIKER............Peoria
Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy Club

WILLIAM WALLACE HUPPERT........Medill
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Sigma Phi
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)
Augsburg College
ROBERT LESTER HUMKYS ....... Chicago Commerce Marketing
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MARY ROSEMOND HURST ....... Bloomington Commerce Elementary Education
Pi Beta Phi
The Illio (2); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2, 3); Campus Chest (2, 3, 4); Campus Chest Allocations and Advisory Board (4)
Gulf Park College

JAMES HERBERT HURT ............ Fairbury Commerce Accountancy
Fireside Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Accountancy Club

HAROLD KEITH HURRIBREIN ..... Springfield Mechanics Engineering
Newman Hall
Alpha Phi Omega; A.S.M.E.
Springfield Junior College

GERALDINE ANN HURST ......... River Grove Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology
Alpha Xi Delta
The Illio (1); W.A.A. (3, 4)
Honors Day (5)

VERLIN LEON HUTCHINGS ......... Shelbyville Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

JOHN WENDELL HUTCHINSON .... Somonauk Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.

ROBERT ROUSSELL HYBERT ....... Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering
Granada Club
A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PATRICIA LOUISE HYDE ......... Urbana Physical Education
Physical Education
W.A.A. (2, 3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club
Honors Day (5)

RICHARD JOSEPHINE HYDE ....... Urbana Education Elementary Education
Eastern Illinois State College

EARL WYLLYS HYRES ......... Cambridge, Md. Commerce Accountancy
Accountancy Club
Davis and Elkins College

HELLENE ELISABETH IGLowitz ..... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Speech Correction
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2, 3); WILL (3, 4)
MacMurray College

KEJJI IKO ................. Chicago Engineering Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E-I.R.E.
Honors Day (2)

ELAINE ANN LIES .......... Cicero Commerce Personnel Management
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Commerce Council (4); Marketing Club
Herrel Junior College

MURRAY IMBER ............... Brooklyn, N.Y. Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Lincoln Club
Galenze Extension of the University of Illinois

FRED JOHN IMPASTATO ........ Springfield Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Springfield Junior College; St. Louis University

JAMES INGELS ............... LaFayette Agriculture Floriculture
 Theta Chi
Floriculture Club

ROBERT FRANK INGELS ......... Kansas City, Mo. Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering
Phi Delta Theta
Dolphins (3, 4); LAS Council (3, 4)
JACQUELINE MAY INGLESH........., Kankakee
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Gamma Phi Beta
Rockford College

MICHAEL JOSEPH INGMARSSA......, Rockford
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Theta Delta Chi
Skull and Crescent; Second Lieutenant, Army
ROTC Regiment; Spanish Club

LYDIA ANNE IVRENE..............Toledo, Ohio
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Delta Gamma
Shi-Ai; Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.
C.A. Cabinet (1, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee
(2, 3, 4)

ETHEL ISAAC ....................LaCrosse, Pa.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Omega Beta Pi; German Club; Navy Pier
Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extention
of the University of Illinois

MARGERY ANN IVRENE..........., Champaign
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
University Chorus (3); Baptist Student Found:
tation Student Council (2)

BRENT GEORGE IVENSEN........., Chicago
Engineering
Mining Engineering
M.I.S.
Wright Junior College; Galesburg Extension
of the University of Illinois

MARGARET BERNICE IVSE........, Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Zeta Tau Alpha
W.A.A. Board (4); Major I; W.A.A. Nu
merals; W.A.A. (1, 4); Physical Education Majo
ors Club
Wilson Junior College; James Milikin
University

MICHAEL PETER JABLONICKY,.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Honors Day (1, 3)

ROBERT WARREN JACKMAN........., Oak Park
Electrical Engineering
Phi Eta Sigma; Illinois Technograph (1, 2); A.
I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Syton; United World Federa
lists
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

CLAUDE HENRY JACKSON..........., East Alton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Lincoln Club
Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

DELBERT EVERITT JACKSON........., Liberty
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Illinois Agriculturist (4); Ag
Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
Western Illinois State Teachers' College

ROBERT EARL JACKSON..............., Rossville
Comminence
Management and Marketing
Marketing Club
Honors Day (2, 3)
Galesburg Division of the University of Illinois

TERRY ALBERT JACKSON..........., Joliet
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A Cappella Choir (3); McKinley Foundation
Student Council (4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Joliet Junior College

WILLIAM HENRY JACKSON.........., Rantoul
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof
and Horn Club; Rifle and Pistol Club

ELLEN MAY JACOBS.............., Oak Park
Agriculture
Home Economics
Delta Zeta
Illi Union Committee (1); Home Economics
Club; Marketing Club

HAROLD ANTHONY JACOB..........., South Holland
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Kappa Delta Alpha
Star and Scroll; Freshman Varsity Wrestling
Squad; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied
Arts Society

KATHRYN MILICENT JACOBSON....., Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Cagle Hall
North Park Junior College

GEORGE JACOBY................., Chicago
Commerce
Economics
Barton House
Wright Junior College
Milton Jack Jaffe
Chicago
Commerce
Management
Sigma Alpha Mu
Sachem; Board of Fraternity Affairs (3, 4); Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3, 4); House President (3, 4); Freshman Varsity Track Squad (1); Junior Prom Committee

John Curtis Jahnke
Barrington
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Lambda Chi Alpha
Stir and Scroll; Psi Chi; Interfraternity Council (3); University Orchestra (1, 2); Repor-
tory Orchestra (1, 2)
Honors Day (3)

Max Jakovsky
Chicago
Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
A.S.A.E.; Intercollegiate Zionist Federation
Herald Junior College

Dolores May Janak
Algonquin
Commerce
Home Economics
Evans Hall
Phi Upsilon Omicron; W.A.A. (3, 4); Home Economics Club; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn University

Vincent Janis, Jr.
Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
A.S.M.E.; Illini Forensic Association; S.A.E.; Michigan State College; Wright Junior Col-
lege

Anthony Joseph Janus
Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Basile
House President (4); Marketing Club

Robert Alan Jagoss
Elmhurst
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Esther Ann Jarvis
Urbana
Journalism
Editing
Theta Sigma Phi
Honors Day (5)

William Gerald Janske
Joliet
Physical Education
Recreation
Delta Theta Epsilon; Phi Epsilon Kappa; Dolphins (3, 4)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Joliet Junior College

Donald James Jasinski
Joliet
Commerce
Accountancy
Academy Club
Joliet Junior College

Robert Jasko
Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Wright Junior College; Illinois Institute of Technology

Norma Jean Jasper
Wood River
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Palamar
Psi Chi; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3, 4); W.A.A. (3, 4); University Chorus (3); Uni-
versity Choir (1); Illinois Discipler's Founda-
tion Student Council (3, 4); LAS Council (3, 4); Illini Blackburn Club (3, 4); Philo-
osophy Discussion Club
Blackburn College

Kyle Arthur Jassy
Chicago
Agriculture
Horticulture
Freshman Varsity Fencing Squad (1, 2); En-
sign, Battalion of Midshipmen; Agriculture Club; Christian Science Organization; Horti-
culture Club

Ralph William Jeangerard
Wilmette
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Phi Kappa Pi
The Daily Illini (1); The Illio (1); Fresh-
man Varsity Fencing Squad, Spanish Club

Kay Duane Jefferson
Rosati, Mo.
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Basilic
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Mary Leigh Jemml
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
German
Theta Phi Alpha
The Daily Illini (3); Illini Theatre Guild
Production Staff (3, 4); German Club
Siena Heights College

Joan Gardner Jenkins
Batavia, Md.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Chi Omega
Shorter Board: Phi Kappa Phi; Pi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; Psi Chi; The Daily Illini (1); The Illio (2, 3); Y.W.C.A.
Committee (2); N.S.A.; Student Subcommittee (2); Orchesis (1, 2, 3, 4)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Gerald Thomas Jenkinson
Waukegan
Marketing
Sigma Nu
Carleton College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
NORMA PHYLLIS JENNINGS
Agriculture
Home Economics
Chi Omega
Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3)

JOSEPH JOHN JEROME JENKINS
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Newman Hall
Western Illinois State College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JACK EDWARD JENSEN
Park Ridge
Aerospace Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
Engineering Council (2); Glider Club; I.A.S.; Rifle and Pistol Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES ARTHUR JENSEN
Chicago
Journalism
Clark House
Copy editor, Daily Illini; Chi Gamma Iota; Alpha Phi Omega; Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3, 4)
Navy Pier Activities: Assistant Sports Editor, Pier Illini
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN DAVID JENSEN
Benedictine
Engineering
Civl Engineering
Tau Beta Pi; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CALVIN PAUL JENSKY
Pomona
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROY KENNETH JOHNSON
Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; I.A.S.; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Marilyn Lee Johnson
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Alpha Xi Delta
Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2, 3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); French Club; Spanish Club

Robert Edgar Johnson, Jr.
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Illini Christian Fellowship (4)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Alice Genevieve Johnson
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Belot College; Luther College

Bertie Gustave Johnson
Rockford
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Carl William Johnson, Jr.
Chicago
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Fireside Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce

Cora Roberta Johnson
Rockford
Agriculture
Home Economics
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Union Committee (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Home Economics Club
Rockford College; University of Wisconsin

Darwin Alf Johnson
Rockford
Commerce
Marketing
Galesburg Alumni Association; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

Donald Eugene Johnson
Hillsboro
Commerce
Marketing
Galesburg Alumni Association; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

Donald Herbert Johnson
Springfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Bastille
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Doris Jean Johnson
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Alercean

Gerald Page Johnson
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Physical Education
Phi Delta Theta
Tri of Illini; Varsity Track Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (3, 4)
GORDON FLOYD JOHNSON............Champaign
Division of Special Services
Law
Delta Theta Phi; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (3)

JAMES OLIVER JOHNSON............Homewood
Commerce
Marketing
Clark House
House President (1); Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

JAMES TRIPLETT JOHNSON............Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LESTER RAYMOND JOHNSON............Geneseo
Commerce
Dairy Technology
Agriculture Club; Dairy Technology Society

MARVIN OTTO JOHNSON............Sandwich
Commerce
Industrial Management

PAUL EDWIN JOHNSON............Blue Island
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD LEE JOHNSON............Rockford
Engineering
Colonial Arms
Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Mu Epsilon;
Pershing Rifles
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ROBERT DAVID JOHNSON............Alma
Commerce
Economics
Illi Insurance Society
Honors Day (1)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LEE JOHNSON............Springfield
Commerce
Management
Springfield Junior College

VIRGINIA ANN JOHNSON............Lombard
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Alpha Gamma Delta
Shi-Ai; Mask and Bauble; Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3)

WALLACE STANLEY JOHNSON............Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.A.E., A.S.M.E.
Illinois Institute of Technology; Morgan Park Junior College

WILLIAM OAKES JOHNSON............Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Minawa Lodge
House President (4); Illini Christian Fellowship (1, 4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM ROBERT JOHNSON............Hartus, Ky.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.
Honors Day (3)
Lincoln Memorial University

AMOS ISHMAEL JOHNSON............Lake Forest
Physical Education
Physical Education
Kappa Alpha Psi
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (3, 4), Letter (3, 4); Freshman Varsity Squad

AUSTIN EDWARD JOHNSON............Birmingham, Mich.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English Composition
Academi
Skull and Crescent; Mask and Bauble; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2); Freshman Varsity Fencing Squad; WILL (1, 2)

BETTY ANN JOHNSON............Waukegan
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Galesburg Alumni Association
Lake Forest College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD RICHARD JOHNSON............Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Triangle
Star and Scroll; Sigma Tau; Eta Kappa Nu;
House President (4); Dolphins (1, 2), Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Pi Tau Pi Sigma; Scabbard and Blade; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

EDWARD JAMES JOHNSON............Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Teacher Training in Music
Alpha Phi Alpha
Phi Mu Alpha Siontania; Men's Glee Club (2, 3)
Evelyn Lois Jones................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics
Delta Sigma Theta
W.A.A. (1); House President (3); Home Economics Club
Xavier University

Fred Earl Jones................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Phi Omega; A.I.E.E.; German Club
Wright Junior College

Orville Arnold Jones..............Granite City
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
College Hall
Pi Mu Epsilon; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.
James Millikin University

Robert Eugene Jones..............Blandinsville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

Robert Henry Jones................Maywood
Accountancy
Colonial Arms
Alpha Phi Omega; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Joliet Junior College

Robert Sterling Jones..............Chicago
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Arthur Helge Jonsson..............Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.

Leonard Arthur Jordan..............Tuscola
Commerce
Accountancy
Newman Foundation Student Council (1, 4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Robert Howard Joseph..............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Tau Delta Phi; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Northern Illinois State Teachers College

Henry John Jostock..............Chicago
Commer. c Economics
Galesburg Alumni Association; Illini Forensic Association; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Francis William Joyce..............Gardner
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
College Hall
I.A.S.

Slyvester Bernard Joyce..............Chicago
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E-I.R.E.
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard William Judy..............Champaign
Division of Special Services
Journalism
Alpha Phi Omega; Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (1, 4); Freshman Varsity Fencing Squad

George Frederic Jungels..............Chicago
Aeronautical Engineering
Delta Sigma Omicron; French Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Wolfgang Otto Junkel..............Chicago
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
Pi Tau Sigma; Interfraternity Council (1); Engineering Council (1, 4); A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Fred Edward Justus..............Freeburg
Agriculture
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (3)

William Ernest Jungel..............Chicago
Accountancy
Phi Eta Sigma; Accountancy Club
Honors Day (1, 2)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Gerard Kenneth Koshinski..............Chicago
Metallurgical Engineering
College Hall
M.I.S.
Illinois Institute of Technology; Iowa State; University of Kansas; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
Berwyn
Chicago
Aliquippa, Pa.
San Diego
Gamma Xi
Marketing
Physical Education
Pecatonica
Chicago
Belleville
Brooklyn,
Marketing
Phi Lambda Psi
Chicago
Campus
Northwestern
University.
Teachers-in-Training
Epsilon Pi
Yorkville
%W0
Washington
Champaign
Chicago
WILL
W.A.A.
New York
Chicago
Fred
William
Fern
House
Campus
Frances
Illinois
Marketing
Illini Chorus
Gunther (4)
The Club
Lawrence A.
Illinois
Lee
Rica
University;
Ibero-American University
Honors Majors
Illini Choir
Kinsman
Lorna
Illustrators;
Center
Mask and Beadle
Campus
Lorna
Arlene
Kaiser....Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Kappa Xi
Berkeley, Calif.
Liberal Arts and Science
Kappa Xi
Berkeley, Calif.
Liberal Arts and Sciences

William Wayne Kahle......Yorkville
Commerce
Marketing
Lawler Lodge
Marketing Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Frances Winter Kahn......Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Roosevelt College

Gunther Kahn
Dixon
Commerce
Marketing
Noble House
The Daily Illini (1); WILL (3); Marketing Club

Lawrence Isaac Kahn......Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
A.L.A.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lee Kenneth Kahn......Chicago
Division of Special Services
Economics
Lundgren House
Varsity Swimming Squad (1, 2, 3); Letter (2); Ibero-American Association; N.P.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
University of San Carlos; Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Rica Olive Kahn........Brooklyn, N.Y.
Fine and Applied Arts
Art
Educational House
Illustrators; Illini Union Committee (3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3); Honors Day (1, 3)
Hunter College; Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

JUNE ROSE KASKER........Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Heinz Junior College

HARLEY EUGENE KALDON......Allentown, Pa.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
A.C.S.
West Virginia Wesleyan College

Verna Luella Kallenbronn......New Baden
Physical Education
Physical Education
Theta Upsilon (1, 2, 3); Physical Education Majors Club
Southern Illinois University

Gus Constantine Kamenos......Maywood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Butlin House
A.I.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Vernon Charles Kamm......Washington
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Moore Hall
Phi Nu Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; Honors President (1); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship

Warren Louis Kammeyer, Jr.....Pecatonica
Commerce
Marketing
Sigma Phi Epilson
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Donald Dewey Kampenga......Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Kenneth Glynn Kampenga......Chicago
Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dean Ervin Kamper..........Belleville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Tara Hall
Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Illini Blackburn Club; Blackburn College

Robert Gregory Kaltak, University of Chicago, Agriculture, Agricultural Science, Agriculture Club, Field and Farm, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

George Paul Kappa, University of Chicago, Commerce, Accountancy, Accountancy Club; Marketing Club, University of Scranton

Selma Caroline Pelto Kappelman, University of Chicago, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Sociology, German Club, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Thomas Joseph Karacic, University of Chicago, Law, History, M.I.A. Executive Council (1); Illini Forensic Association; Junior Bar Association, Honors Day (1, 2), Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Peter Sam Karambelas, University of Chicago, Physical Education, Epsilon Phi Sigma

James Sherlock Karel, University of Illinois, Engineering, Division of Special Services, Management, Four Columns, Delta Sigma Pi; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management, University of Illinois, College of Pharmacy; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

John Rudolph Kerner, University of Illinois, Commerce, Phi Gamma Delta, Illinois Wesleyan University; Illinois Institute of Technology

Henry Joseph Karpinski, University of Chicago, Engineering, Civil Engineering

David Toru Katagiri, University of Illinois, Engineering, Mechanical Engineering

Marilyn Jo Kates, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Arnold Katz, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lee Katz, University of Brooklyn, N.Y., Liberal Arts and Sciences, Sociology, Alpha Kappa Delta; Phi Chi Honors Day (5)

Marilyn Katsen, University of Chicago, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Speech Correction, Laurel House, Alpha Lambdi Delta; W.A.A. (1, 2); A.L.E.E.-I.R.E. (2), Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

Bertelle Joan Kaufman, University of Chicago, Engineering, Elementary Education, Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls, Campus Chest (3); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Teachers in Training Club, Honors Day (2), DePaul University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

James William Kay, University of Danville, Electrical Engineering

Irish Constance Kapsierski, University of Chicago, Management and Marketing, Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls, W.A.A. (1, 2, 4); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Earl Joseph Kerling, University of Illinois, Commerce, Accountancy, Phi Kappa Tau; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Trader (3); Accountancy Club
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LOIS ESTHER KEPPLER
Riverside
Agriculture
Home Economics
Delta Zeta
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1, 2); German Club; Home Economics Club
University of Wisconsin

DALE ROBERT KEEN
Altoona
General Agriculture
Lookout Manor
Y.M.C.A. (2); Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof and Horn Club
Eastern Illinois State College

ALAN BERNARD KEILERT
Joliet
Aeronautical Engineering
Camelot Club
I.A.S.

MARILYN MAY KEILMAN
Stevens Point
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Speech
Alpha Xi Delta
Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4)
MacMurray College

JOHN THOMAS KEMP
Findlay
Arms Engineering
Tsu Beta Pi; Engineering Council (2); M.L.S.
Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

DIANE LOYALKE KESEY
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Mask and Baller; National Collegiate Players; Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2, 3, 4)

RAE LEAH KELLER
La Grange
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Education
Phi Beta Phi
Penn Hall

FENTON KELLEY
University of Illinois
Agricultural Engineering
A.S.A.E.
Eastern Illinois State College

JAMES RAY KELLEY
Iowa
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Illini Christian Fellowship (1, 2, 3, 4)

KENT KELLEY
Chicago
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Student Senate; Illini Forensic Association; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL ROBERT JOHN KELLEY
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Oregon House
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT EDWARD KELLEY
Chicago
Physical Education
Wright Junior College

THEODORE KELZ
Chicago
Commerice
Economics
Accountancy Club; Illini Forensic Association; Marketing Club
Naval Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

TED KEMNER
Quincy
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture and Engineering
Phi Delta Theta
Scrab; Illini Union Committee (3); Interfraternity Council (2, 3, 5); Cadet Second Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; A.I.A.; Illini Insurance Society; Illumination Engineering Society; Marketing Club
Washington University; University of Minnesota; Quincy College; The Chicago Academy of Fine Arts

JOSEPH WALTER KEMPNA
Chicago
Physical Education
Wright Junior College

JAY WILFIE KENNA
Sterling
Commerce
Management
Phi Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi Omega; Accountancy Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Northern Illinois State Teachers College; Arizona State College
FRANCES LOUISE KENDRICK.............Carterville
Fine and Applied Arts
Evans Hall
Sigma Alpha Iota; University Chorus (3); Choristers (1); Madrigal Chorus (2)
Honors Day (2, 5)
Lindenwood College; Southern Illinois University

HELEN MARIE KENNEDY.............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Palamar
W.A.A. Numerals (2); W.A.A. (1, 2); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES LOWELL KENNEDY.............Tuscola
Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Dairy Technology Society
Eastern Illinois State College

JEROME DANIEL KENNEDY.............Freeport
Engineering
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Synton

ROBERT CORNELIUS KENNEDY........Decatur
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; James Millikin University

ROBERT WILLIAM KENNEDY.............Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Newman Hall
A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CARL JOSEPH KENTH.............Shelbyville
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club

NORMA JEAN KERCK.............Freeport
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Honors Day (5)

FRED WILLIS KERR.............Galesburg
Agriculture
Evans Hall
Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma; Second Regimental Band (1); Illinois Agriculturist (2);
Pershing Rifles; Agricultural Economics Club; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow; Hoof and Horn Club; Rural Life Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

THOMAS KERR.............Johnston City
Mining Engineering
Delta Sigma Rho; M.I.S.; Carnegie Institute of Technology; Southern Illinois University

VIRA JUNE KERCH.............Riverside
Agriculture
Restaurant Management
Leman Lodge
Shorter Board; Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Upsilon Omicron; The Illis (1); Star Course Manager (2); W.G.S.; Executive Council (3, 4); House President (4)
Honors Day (1)

Marilyn Joan KETTELKAMP.............Lockton
Agriculture
Home Economics
Alpha Phi W.A.A. (1); Home Economics Club
McKendree College

JOHN EDWARD KEYSER.............Mt. Carmel
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Pi; A.S.M.E.

WILLIAM CHARLES KIDD.............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Psi Upsilon; Freshman Varsity Football Squad; Marketing Club

EDWARD HENRY KIBBE.............Lake Villa
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Noble House
University Chorus (4); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RALPH EDWARD KIRWELL.............Bloomington
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Illinois State Normal University

PHYLLIS LOUISE KIESER.............Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Alcestis
MARILYN BEVERLEE KEPPEL.................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Union Committee (3); Illini Theatre
Guild Cast (1); Hillel Foundation Student
Council (1, 2, 3); Spanish Club; Teachers-
in-Training Club
Honors Day (1)

BARBARA JEANNE KIRCHER.................Berwyn
Physical Education
Phi Mu
Illini Union Committee (1, 4); Illini Theatre
Guild Production Staff (1) W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); House President (4); Newman Foun-
dation, Student Council (1, 2); Physical Edu-
cation Majors Club (3, 4)
University of Houston

DANIEL KIRSCH.........................Chicago
Commerce Marketing
Theta Delta Phi
Marketing Club
Purdue University; Roosevelt College

RICHARD WRIGHT KIZER..................Paris
Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Theta Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Honors Day (1, 3)

MARJORIE KLAASCH.................Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences English
Alpha Gamma Delta
Gamma Alpha Chi; The Daily Illini (3);
University Chorus (3); Women’s Glee Club (2);
Spanish Club
Monmouth College

OSCAR ALBERT KLAMER.................Park Ridge
Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering
Delta Sigma Phi
A.I.C.B.E.
Honors Day (3)
Carthage College

DONALD LEROY KLASS.............Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Phi Lambda Upsilon; A.C.S.
Honors Day (2, 3)

WILLIAM ROBERT KLATT.................Bloomington
Fine and Applied Arts Landscape Architecture
Phi Kappa Epsilon
Interfraternity Council (2); House President (4);
Varsity Golf Squad (3, 4); Landscape Architecture Society
Illinois Wesleyan University

RALPH EUGENE KLUTZICH..............Altamont
Engineering Electrical Engineering
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (3)
Valparaiso University
WALTER FERDINAND KLEIN..............Elmhurst
Division of Special Services
German and Management
Phi Kappa Sigma

WILLIAM ALBERT KLEIN..............Chicago
Division of Special Services
Marketing and Social Sciences
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Phi Omega; Illini Union Council (4); Illini Union Committee (4); Men’s Glee Club (3); Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Illinois Institute of Technology
KURT EDWARD KLEINHOFST, JR........Palatine
Division of Special Services
Advertising Journalism
Alpha Delta Sigma; Student Senate (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

RUTH ALICE KLEINSMITH..............Aurora
Education
Elementary Education
Kappa Delta
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Campus Chest (4); Teachers-in-Training Club
Monmouth College

ANTHONY FRANCES KLEMES..............Chicago
Division of Special Services
Physical Education
Alpha Delta Phi
Sachem; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (1, 2, 3, 4); Letter (2, 3, 4); Athletic Council (4)

EDMUND JOSEPH KLEMKE..............Blue Island
Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Newman Hall
M.E.S.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONNA RAE KLEINSCHIEL..............East Moline
Law
Law
Gamma Phi Beta
Alpha Lambda Delta; Kappa Beta Pi; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4); Junior Bar Association
University of Iowa

KENNETH HUBERT KLEINER..............Quincy
Veterinary Medicine
Veterinary Medicine
Phi Kappa
Quincy College

WARREN RONALD KLINKE..............Chicago
Engineering
General Engineering
Noble House
A.S.M.E.

RALPH ROBERT KNAPP..............Beavercity, Ind.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Granada Club
A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
Honors Day (3)

DAVID JORDAN KNIGHT..............Elgin
Engineering
Engineering Physics
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Illio (1); Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Scabbard and Blade; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; German Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

GERALDINE LOU KNETSCH..............Paw Paw
Physical Education
Physical Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
W.A.A. (3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club
Stephens College

KEMMIT LYNN KNETSCH..............Paw Paw
Law
Law
Sigma Phi Delta
Chi Epsilon; Phi Alpha Delta; Varsity Basketball Squad (2); Varsity Baseball Squad (2); A.S.C.E.; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (2)

MARY JOAN KNIGHT..............Georgetown
Commerce
Commercial Teaching
Sherwood Lodge
Phi Chi Theta; V.W.C.A. Cabinet (1, 2, 3, 4); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Accountancy Club

LIE EDWIN KNOWLES..............Berwyn
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bio-Energy
Phi Kappa Pi
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ALLAN REYN KOBERNUS..............Olney
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1)

ARTHUR HERMAN KOSZALA..............Springfield
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Springfield Junior College
EUGENE KOBORSKY ..................Daville  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
Kenyon College

LAWRENCE FRANCIS KOCAL....North Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Mathematics  
Granada Club

PAUL WILLIAM KOCHE ..................Adams  
Agricultural Engineering  
Alpha Zeta; Lutheran Student Foundation  
Student Council (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Religious Council; A.S.A.E.  
Honors Day (1)

WALTER KOCOLOWSKI ..................Chicago  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
A.S.M.E., S.A.E.  
Honors Day (1)  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HAROLD LEROY KORENCE ..................Joliet  
Civil Engineering  
Camelot Club  
A.S.C.E.  
Joliet Junior College; Illinois Institute of Technology

EDWARD VERNON KOLANTE .............Riverside  
Division of Special Services  
Industrial Administration  
Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management  
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JERRY ANTON KOLAR ..................Chicago  
Agriculture  
General Agriculture  
Harmony House  
Concert Band (3, 4); Football Marching Band (3, 4); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club  
Herzl Junior College

WILLIAM ARTHUR KOLINGER ............Riverside  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
Lambda Chi Alpha

FREDERICK JOHN KONRIZZLA ...........Beloit, Wis.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Political Science  
Sigma Pi  
Skull and Crescent; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Senate (4); Class President (4); Freshman Council; Intramural Manager (1); Freshman Frolic Committee; Freshman Week Committee; Intramural Council (3); Junior Prom Committee; Senior Announcements Committee; Senior Ball Committee; Senior Week-End Committee; Lieutenant, Battalion of Midshipmen; Monogram; Navy Council  
Honors Day (3)  

EDWIN BENJAMIN KOOPERMANN.................Chicago  
Commerce  
Personal Management  
Sigma Alpha Mu  
Hillel Foundation Student Council (4); Marketing Club  
Illinois Institute of Technology

ROBERT ANTON KOPPECK ..................Cicero  
Agriculture  
Floriculture  
Theta Xi  
Alpha Phi Omega; Illinois Agriculturist (3, 4); McKinley Foundation Student Council (1); Accounting Club; Agriculture Club; Floriculture Club; Horticulture Club; Landscape Architecture Society  
Illinois Institute of Technology; University of Chicago

MELVIN ALVIN KOPP ..................Chicago  
Journalism  
Editorial  
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (3, 4); WILL (3)  
Herzl Junior College; Roosevelt College

EMIL WALTER KORNBLIT ..................Rockville  
Agriculture  
Home Economics  
Kappa Kappa Gammas  
The Illino (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); House President (3, 4); Prom Boy  
Prom Committee (2)

LOIS SHIRLEY KORNBLIT ..................Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Speech Correction  
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls  
Honors Day (1)

THOMAS AUGUST KOSMACK ....... Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemistry  
Wright Junior College; Northwestern University

DONALD ALLEN KOTJE .............Springfield  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
Moore Hall  
A.S.M.E.  
Spring Hill College

STEPHEN THOMAS KOSTECZ ..... Los Angeles, Calif.  
Engineering  
Civil Engineering  
Newman Hall  
Tau Beta Pi; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.  
Los Angeles City College
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Merrill Theodore Koster .............. Sterling
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Lincoln Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Russell Wesley Koster .............. Sterling
Agriculture
Economics
Lincoln
Alpha Zeta; Chi Gamma Iota; Alpha Phi Omega; M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4);
House President (3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Betty Anne Koster ................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology and English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Philosophy Discussion Club
Navy Pier Activities: News Editor, Pier Illini
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dorothy Betty Kostka .............. Cicero
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
Sherwood Lodge
Sigma Alpha Iota; University Choir (3, 4);
Madrigal Chorus (3)
Morton Junior College

Peter Clemens Kostoff .............. Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Pi Tau Sigma; First Lieutenant,
Army ROTC Regiment; A.S.M.E
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key
Wright Junior College; Illinois Institute of Technology

Robert Stanley Kovalczk .............. Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Phi Kappa Tau
A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society

Joseph William Kowalski ........... Champaign City
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Witamare
Agriculture Club; Poultry Science Club

Robert Eugene Kozlowski .......... Maline
Division of Special Services
Commerce
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
American Legion Post No. 909; Marketing Club

Otto Kozent, Jr. ................. Berwyn
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Barton House
A.S.A.E.
Morton Junior College

Howard Darrell Kraft .............. Sterling
Agricultural Engineering
Engineering Council (1, 2); A.S.A.E.
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Eugene Nicolas Kramer ............ Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
A.C.S.; A.I.Ch.E.
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Georgia Ninette Kramer ............. River Forest
Agriculture
Home Economics
Gamma Phi Beta
Phi Upsilon Omicron; The Illini (1, 2); Stat Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2);
Campus Chest (3); House President (4); Campus Chest Allocations and Advisory Board (3)
Honors Day (1)

Marjorie Kramer .............. Chicago
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Lambda Delta; Illini Union Committee (3);
House President (4)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lorraine Janet Katothi .............. Cicero
Education
Elementary Education
Palmar
Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4); Y.W.C.A.
Cabinet (3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2, 3);
Illini Writers (4); Teachers-in-Training Club
Morton Junior College

Walter Philip Kranz ............... Bellwood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Alpha Chi Sigma
Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Tau; Phi Lambda Upsilon;
A.I.Ch.E.
Honors Day (1)

Leonard Kranz ................. Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Tau Epislon Phi Sigma
Phi Eta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (3, 4);
Board of Fraternity Affairs (3, 4); Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3, 4); House President (3, 4);
Freshman Council; Football Marching Band (1, 2);
Second Regimental Band (1, 2); Chairman, Interfraternity Ball (3);
Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2)
University of Wisconsin

Carolyn Jeanne Kraybill ........... Mt. Prospect
Physical Education
Physical Education
Cagle Hall
Major I (3); W.A.A. Numerals (2);
W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Terrapin (2, 3, 4);
Physical Education Major Club
Northwestern University

Alwin Krell, Jr. ................. Springfield
Commerce
Management and Marketing
Flag House
Second Regimental Band (3, 4); Marketing Club
Springfield Junior College
Oscar Martin Kedigian, Newark, N. J., Commerce, Accounting
Clark House
Accountancy Club; German Club; Illini Forensic Association; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Pratherians; Society for the Advancement of Management Honors Day (2, 3)
Upsilon College

Ralph Ulmer Koenigs, Cleveland, Ohio, Commerce, Marketing
Zeta Beta Tau
Interfraternity Council (2); Commerce Council (3, 4); Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Philosophy Discussion Club

Orlando Arthur Kueker, Springfield, Illinois, Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Ripon College; University of Maine

Lois Mary-Ann Krueger, Homewood, Illinois, Physical Education, Physical Education
Gamma House
Major: 1 (3); W.A.A. Numerals (3); W.A.A. (3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club
Thornton Junior College

Walter Stanley Kueger, Monroe Center, Illinois, Business Administration, Mathematics
Minawa Lodge
Illini Christian Fellowship (1, 2, 3, 4); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Tau Nu Tau; Illini Forensic Association

Conrad Mitchell Kruza, Chicago, Illinois, Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
CUNY; CUNY; A.S.M.E.; German Club; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Llewelyn Frank Kucera, Chicago, Illinois, Commerce, Industrial Administration
Flagg House
A.S.M.E.; Illini Masonic Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

Edwin Allan Kuhn, Cleveland, Ohio, Commerce, Industrial Administration
Moore Hall
Ensign, Battalion of Midshipmen; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

Anna Berne Kuzin, Waverly, Iowa, Law
Lehman Manor
Kappa Beta Pi
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Virgil Benson Kuehn, Quincy, Illinois, Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Chemistry
Olivet Nazarene College

Frank William Kurz, Jr., Quincy, Illinois, Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.

Elizabeth Anne Kuehn, Chicago, Illinois, Agriculture, Home Economics
Frank Hall
The Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 3, 4); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Newman Foundation Student Council (4); Home Economics Club; Rifle and Pistol Club; Boreal Life Club

Samuel Richard Kutch, Danville, Illinois, Agriculture, Floriculture
Floriculture Club

Frederick Francis Kwansick, New Britain, Conn., Engineering, Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.

Johnnie Lager, Mason City, Iowa, Commerce
Teacher Training in Commerce
4-H House
Phi Chi Theta; Illini Union Committee (2, 3); W.G.S. Executive Council (4); House President (4)

Joseph Manuel Lager, New Orleans, La., Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Newman Hall
University Chorus (2, 3); Sergeant, Army ROTC Regiment; Spanish Club

Robert Deahl Lehman, Franklin Grove, Illinois, Agriculture, General Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Phi Kappa Epsilon; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Interfraternity Council (3); House President (4); Student Religious Council (4); Wesley Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Campus Christian Allocations and Advisory Board (4); Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow; Horse and Horn Club
Pasadena City College

John Edward Lanz, Waverly, Iowa, Commerce, Management
Phi Gamma Delta
Y.M.C.A. Committee (4); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta
HAROLD ALBERT LARSON................. Chicago Engineering
Civil Engineering
Lutheran Student Foundation, Student Council (3, 4); A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Association
North Park College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL LARSEN.......................... Rockford Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi

ROGER ROY LARSON.................... Sterling Journalism
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pist Course Manager (2)

ROBERT LEONARD LAVEZ, Indianapolis, Ind. Fine and Applied Arts Architecture
Kappa Alpha Phi
A.I.A.

JOHN ANDREW LAKE................. Branford, Conn.
Physical Education and Recreation
House President (4); Varsity Football Squad (2, 3, 4); Intramural Manager (4)
University of Miami

BERNARD LATAKAS..................... Kewanee, III.
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.

JAMES ROBERT LATHAN............. Wichita, Kans.
Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.
Honors Day (3)
University of Wichita

ROBERT BRUCE LAURE.................. Chicago Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa No; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Brit and Fly Casting Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

JOHN RAYMOND Lauer................ Broadwell, Mo.
Agriculture
Theta Xi
Illini Union Committee (3, 4)
Washington University

ANN SISBOM LAVENDER.............. Christopher Liberal Arts and Sciences
Home Economics
Alpha Omicron Pi
University Theatre Guild Production Staff (3)
University Chorus (1); Women's Glee Club (3); Home Economics Club
Monticello College; Southern Illinois University

HAROLD BEETE LAWLESS............. Vandalia Commerce
A.S.M.E.; Accountancy Club
Beta Alpha Pi; Accountancy Club
Honors Day (3)
University of Nebraska; University of Wyoming

Marilyn Ellen Lawless............. Camp Point Education
Elementary Education
Delta Gamma
Washington University

GRANT FRED LAWRENCE............. Lockport Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Joliet Junior College

JAMES HERBERT LAWRENCE......... Franklin Park Division of Special Services Marketing
Delta Sigma Phi
Campus Chest (4)
Michigan State College

WILLIAM BREWSTER LAWRENCE....... Normal Law
Law
Phi Alpha Delta; Baptist Student Foundation
Student Council (4); Junior Bar Association
Illinois State Normal University

WILLIAM JOSEPH LAWRENCE........ Hammond, Ind.
Division of Special Services Sales Engineering
Ten Kappa Epsilon
Illini Union Committee (3); Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Marketing Club

RALPH MORTON Lazard.............. Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Industrial Design
Lundgren House Illustrators; Fine and Applied Arts Society

JOHN THOROUGHLE LEACH.......... Murphysboro, Ill.
Physical Education
Physical Education
Delta Tau Delta
House President (4); Freshman Varsity Basketball Squad; Intramural Council (1)
Claremont

A.S.A.E.

Alfred Eugene Leavitt
Chicago Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Tau Delta Phi
Phi Eta Sigma; Engineering Council (4); Illuminating Engineering Society
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Rita Annette Lebed
Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Galesburg Alumni Association; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: Associate Managing Editor, Pier Illinois
Navy Pier and Galesburg Extensions of the University of Illinois

Joseph Dennis Lechnik
Chicago Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Newman Hall
A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Katharine Jane Lee
Chicago Agriculture
Home Economics
Evans Hall
House President (4); Orchesis (3, 4); Chinese Students Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

James Whitney Leeming, Jr.
Elmhurst Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Sigma Chi
Interfraternity Council (2); Illinois Technograph (1, 2); M.I.S.

Charlyn Virginia Lepper
Canton Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
4-H House
Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); W.A.A. (2, 3, 4); Terrapin (4); Flying Illini; Physical Education Majors Club; Rifle and Pistol Club
Stephens College; University of Colorado

Lawrence Wiles LeFever
Sterling Agriculture
Animal Science
Agriculture Club; Bat and Fly Casting Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; German Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Emily Dale Lettier
La Harpe Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
I.A.S.
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Donald Clark Lehman
Elgin Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Phyllis Anne Lehnherr
Oak Park Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Alpha Xi Delta
The Daily Illini (2); Illini Union Committee (1, 3); Campus Chest (3); W.A.A. (2, 4); Rifle and Pistol Club
Northwestern University

Raymond Alvin Leeninger
Navas Fine and Applied Arts
Industrial Design
Illustrators
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
George Washington University

Robert Kenneth Lempke
Crystal Lake Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Engineering
Roger's House
Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1)

Walter Dale Lemke
Frankfort Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Alpha Zeta, A.S.A.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)

George William Lemen
Boswell, Ind.
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Newman Hall
Ensign, Battalion of Midshipmen; Accountancy Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

Homer Grant Lemke
Chicago Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy Club
Wright Junior College

John Frederick Lemm, Jr.
Alton Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Micro-Tech Club
Shurtleff College

John David Leonard
Alti, Morris Journalism
Advertising
Son's Home
Galesburg Alumni Association
Honor's Day (1)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
Mervin Herbert Leitinger...........Chicago
Agriculture
Phi Sigma Delta
Floriculture Club; I.A.S.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Don Woolster Leuthold............Elgin
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Tau Omega
Ma Wang: Sauch; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Track Squad (4); Letter (4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Illuminating Engineering Society
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Sonja Leps.....................Springfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Evans Hall
Illini Union Committee (4); German Club; Spanish Club
Springfield Junior College

Alan Philip Levin...............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Alfred Ascher Levin...............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Medea Lodge
A.C.S.
Roosevelt College

Dorothea Ann Levy..............Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Galesburg Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Walter Leonard Lewski...........Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy

Karen E. Lewis..............Greenfield
Commerce
Accountancy
Phi Eta Sigma; Accountancy Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Junior Chamber of Commerce
Honors Day (1)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Dorothy Ann Lewis..............Galesburg
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 41); Galesburg Alumni Association; German Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Betty Lou Lepp..............Waterloo
Education
Education of Mentally Handicapped Children
Alpha House
Y.W.C.A. (1), W.A.A. (3, 4); House President (3)

Seymour Lepp..............Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Herzil Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lois Bernis Lerner.............Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Laurel House
The Daily Illini (3, 4); W.A.A. (1, 2); Teacher-in-Training Club
Honors Day (2)

Harry Daniel LeRoy............Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; Illini Railroad Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dorothy Mat Leslie.............Oak Park
Education
Elementary Education
Presbyterian Hall
Illini theatre Guild Manager (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); W.G.S. Executive Council (2)

Kenneth Calvin Leslie...........Oak Park
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (1)
Austin College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Leonard Lessin...........Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Illinois Technograph (2); A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Joanne Moore LeSueur...........River Forest
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Alpha Chi Omega
Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Spanish Club
Honors Day (1)
Shirleen Ruth Lezan .......................... Chicago Education English
EKT Club
The Daily Illini (1, 2); W.A.A. (3, 4); House President (4); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3); French Club

Carleen Lichtenberg .................................. Berwyn Agriculture
Home Economics
Sigma Delta Tau
Illini Union Committee (1)

William Kalmon Lichtenstein .......................... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Pre-Medicine
Omega Beta Pi
Honors Day (3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Ernest Lindman .................................. Rockford Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry
Delta Sigma Phi
Campus Chest (3); Pershing Rifles


August Vincent Lies ...................................... Peru Engineering Civil Engineering Tau Beta Pi; Chi Epsilon
LaSalle-Peru-Oglesby Junior College

Harlan Maurice Lies ...................................... Rockford Engineering Civil Engineering
Dundee
Chi Gamma Iota; Chi Epsilon; House President (4); A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (3)

Robert Earl Lindander ................................. Brookfield Education History
Chi Gamma Iota; Teachers-in-Training Club Horseshoe Day (3, 4)
Lyons Township Junior College

Bob Arthur Lincicum ................................. Chicago Journalism Advertising
Acca
Alpha Delta Sigma; Illini Union Council (4); Concert and Entertainment Board (4); University of Chicago; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert George Lind ..................................... Elgin Commerce Marketing
Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Glenn Lindemul .................................. Chicago Engineering Electrical Engineering
Granada Club
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Herman William Lind .................................. Washington Education Industrial Education
Alpha Chi Rho
Alpha Phi Omega; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Chilp Club; Industrial Education Society

James Alvin Lindley ..................................... Decatur Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Gargoyle; Sigma Tau; Tri Beta Pi; Scrab
Honors Day (2, 3)
James Millikin University

Donald Roy Linton ..................................... Marseilles Fine and Applied Arts Landscape Architecture
Football Marching Band (1); University Chorus (3, 4); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society; Illini Masonic Club; Landscape Architecture Society; Rifle and Pistol Club
Honors Day (3)

Paul Charles Lipford ................................... Aurora Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Biological Science Alpha Chi Rho
Alpha Phi Omega; Star Course Manager (2); Interfraternity Council (3); German Club; Teachers-in-Training Club

Barbara Irene Linsten .................................. Lane Journalism Advertising
Kappa Delta
Gamma Alpha Chi; The Daily Illini (2, 3, 4); Illini Union Committee (1)
HERBERT LISH ... Chicago 
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Pershing Rifles; Accountancy Club; Gamma Delta; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; S.A.E.
Morgan Park Junior College

DONALD PARKER LITTLE ... Winchester 
Commerce
Commercial Teacher

JAMES LITTLE, JR. ... Chicago 
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD LARREMORE LIVERMORE ... Denver, Colo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Lambda Chi Alpha
The Daily Illini (1, 2); Board of Fraternity Affairs (4); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); House President (3, 4); Varsity Football Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Squad; Military Ball Committee (2, 3); Lieutenant Colonel, Army ROTC, Regiment; Military Council; Cannon Club; Scabbard and Blade

RAYMOND WAYNE LIVINGSTON ... Elmwood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Spanish Club

WILLIAM JAMES LIVINGSTON ... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Pi Kappa Alpha
Star and Scroll; The Daily Illini (2); Board of Fraternity Affairs (4); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); Illini Insurance Society
St. Ambrose College

ROY DONALD LOCKART ... Vandalia
Division of Special Services
Geography
Moore Hall

RICHARD ALBERT LOESCHER ... Menasha, Wis.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (2)
Marquette University

DORIS LOEWENBERG ... Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Sigma Delta Tau
Illini Union Committee (3); Hillel Foundation Student Council (3)
University of Colorado

LUCY LOGISON ... Shawneetown
Journalism
Alpha Phi
Gamma Alpha Chi; Illini Union Committee (3); Combat-Defense Club; Home Economics Club; Junior Bar Association; Marketing Club
Stephens College; University of Southern Illinois

MARGARET PRISCILLA LOHR ... Eranson
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology
Sigma Kappa
Trinity College

ROBERT NOHLES LOITZ ... Peoria
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Farm House
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); All Ag Field Day Committee (2, 3); Plow Boy Penn Committee (1, 3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club

JOANNE LOMAX ... Lake Forest
Agriculture
Home Economics
Pi Beta Phi
Omicron Nu; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Illini Union Committee (2, 3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee; Terrapin (2)
Honors Day (2, 3)
Clarke College

JAMES WILLIAM LONERGAN ... Waukegan
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Grecada Club
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Micro-Tech Club

ROBERT WARREN LONG ... Collinsville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Botany
Delta Chi
Honors Day (1)

THOMAS EMMITT LONG ... Chicago
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

WALTER WILLIAM LONG ... Elmwood Park
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chi Gamma Iota; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Eta Kappa Nu; Pi Mu Epsilon; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Illinois Institute of Technology

CARROLL OLIVER LOGAN ... Anna
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Y.M.C.A. Board of Directors (4); Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); University Choir (3); McKinley Foundation Student Council (1)
Southern Illinois University
James Emmett Logan ................. La Salle Engineering Mechanical Engineering Newman Hall Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E. La Salle-Peoria-Oglesby Junior College

Dolores Elizabeth Lopez ............. Chicago Agriculture Home Economics Education Beta House Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (4); W.G.S. Executive Council (3, 4); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (2); Choristers (3); WILL (4); Canterbury Foundation Student Council (3); W.G.S. Hall Committee (3); Home Economics Club; Illini Blackburn Club; Rurals Life Club Blackburn College

Alex Lopodko ....................... Chicago Commerce Marketing Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Joyce Olivia Loxton .............. White Hall Liberal Arts and Sciences Bacteriology Cagle Hall The Illio (1); Micro-Tech Club


Albert Stafford Lowe ............. Springfield Liberal Arts and Sciences Economics Phi Kappa Sigma Interfraternity Council (3); German Club

John Lowell Lourie .................. Sausalito Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E.

Barbara Joan Lowry .............. West Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Music Education Alpha Delta Pi Sigma Alpha Iota; Illini Union Committee (4); Women's Glee Club (2, 3, 4); A Cappella Choir (4); Fine and Applied Arts Society Illinois Wesleyan University

Emil Lundquist .................. Chicago Engineering Electrical Engineering Hill Hall Illinois Technograph (3, 4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Clarence Charles Lubinski ............. Chicago Commerce Accountancy Delta Sigma Pi; Accounting Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Norman Martin Lucas ............. Wheaton Engineering Civil Engineering Pi Kappa Alpha A.S.C.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Phyllis Arline Lucas ............. Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Speech Correction Zeta Tau Alpha Alpha Lambda Delta; Mask and Bauble; Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1, 2, 3) Honors Day (1, 2)

Frank Lubicky ................. Berwyn Engineering Mechanical Engineering Illinois Technograph (2); A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association Honors Day (3) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Howard Kent Lumpkin ............. St. Joseph Division of Special Services Chemical Engineering First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing

Dorothy Ruth Lundgren ............. La Grange Fine and Applied Arts Music Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Sigma Alpha Iota; Illini Union Committee (2); University Sinfonietta (2, 3, 4); University Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4); Repertory Orchestra (1, 2, 3) Fine and Applied Arts Society Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Earl Franklin Lundgren ............. Rockford Commerce Marketing Illini Insurance Society; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club Honors Day (1, 3) Trinity University

James Lawrence Lure ................. Bloomington Journalism Advertising Zeta Beta Tau Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (1, 2) Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3) Illinois Wesleyan University

Butty Lou Luu .................. Wauconda Education Art Education Kappa Delta Illini Union Committee (2); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2); University Chorus (2); Home Economics Club; Teachers-in-Training Club Beloit College
Barbara Ann Luthi: Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in English
Chi Omega
Illi Theatre Guild Manager (2); Star Course Manager (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2)

Frank Luzzi, Jr.: Broadview Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Minawa Lodge
Illi Christian Fellowship (2, 3, 4); A.S. M.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Gordon Eugene Lykkebak: Heyworth Engineering Mechanical Engineering

William Clarence Lythberg: Chicago Division of Special Services Commerce
Accountancy Club, Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Wilson Junior College 1, 2

Virginia Ann McCabe: Maple Park Liberal Arts and Sciences Spanish
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Phi; Mask and Bauble; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Spanish Club Honors Day (2)

Donald Francis McCarthy: Chicago Engineering Mining
M.I.S.

Gordon Lievan McClarney: Dixon Journalism
Editorial
Sigma Delta Chi; Trader (4)
University of Wisconsin

Val Gene McClusky: Harrisburg Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Hill Hall
Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); House President (3); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Illuminating Engineering Society Honors Day (1, 2)

Beverly Burton McCord: Willow Hill Agriculture
General Agriculture
Illinois Agriculturist (3); Pershing Rifles (2); Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow

Joseph Gerald McCaughey, Jr.: Danville Liberal Arts and Sciences Political Science
Phi Beta Kappa; Illini Forensic Association Honors Day (2, 3)
University of Cincinnati

Nancy Ann McCullough: Lincoln Library Science
Price Club
House President (4)
Lincoln Junior College

Thomas Gerald McCullough: Waterka Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Lux Mundi
Sigma Tau, Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Joseph John McCarthy: Lockport Physical Education Physical Education
511 Club

Joanne McCarty: Robinson Physical Education
Physical Education
McKinley Hall
Majors I (3); W.A.A. Numerals (2); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club

Margaret Anne McCaughhey: Danville Liberal Arts and Sciences English
Alpha Omicron Pi
Illi Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Production Crew (1, 2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Campus Chest (3); Spanish Club

Peter Christopher McCaughhey: Danville Division of Special Services Zoology

John Joseph McCarthy, Jr.: Lockport Physical Education Physical Education
511 Club

Joseph John McCarthy: Lockport Physical Education Physical Education
511 Club
Football Varsity Squad (2), Letter (2); Freshman Varsity Squad
PHILLIP RAY McDERMOTT.................Chicago Commerce
Accountancy
Illini Union Committee (3); Accountancy Club
Wright Junior College; Carthage College

JOHN HARRISON McDERMOTT..........Champaign Journalism
Publications Management
WILL (4)

CHARLES JAMES McDONALD ..........Christopher Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Alpha Rho Chi
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Southern Illinois University

JAMES LESLIE McDONALD ..........Champaign Division of Special Services
Sales Engineering
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Concert Band (1); Football Marching Band (1, 2); First Regimental Band (1, 2); Men's Glee Club (2, 3); Marketing Club

JOAN THERESA McDONALD ..........River Forest Agriculture
Retailing
Alpha Omicron Pi
Illini Union Committee (1); Star Course (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2)

JOHN DAVID McDONALD ..........Centralia Commerce
Management and Marketing
Alpha Phi Alpha
Interfraternity Council Representative (4); Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Centralia Junior College

JOHN THOMAS McENTIRE..........Oak Park Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Delta Upsilon
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Phalanx

GEORGE RICHARD McGINN..........Lambard Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Phi Kappa Sigma
Scarab; Chorister (2); A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society
Northwestern University

ROBERT KEITH McGINN.........Chicago Division of Special Services
Statistics
Alpha Tau Omega
Navy Pier Alumni; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Varsity Track Squad (1, 2), Letter (1, 2); Varsity Cross Country Track Squad (1, 2); Letter (1, 2); Varsity Letterman's Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

KEITH WELLIS McHENRY, Jr., West Allis, Wis.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Delta Upsilon
Skull and Crescent; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Lambda Upsilon; House President (1); A.I.C.H.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

KENNETH LEE McKEE ......Woodstock Agriculture
General Agriculture
Sor's Home
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
Illinois College; Illinois State Normal University

SHERIE JEAN McLEAN .........Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Spanish
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; Illini Union Committee (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1)
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

DANIEL CHARLES McINTYRE.......Savanna Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Varsity Football Squad (2), Letter (2)
A.I.C.H.E.
University of Dubuque

ROGER JAMES McKEAG .........Chicago Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DOROTHY JUNE McKEEN ......Former City Agriculture
House Economics Education
Glamor Phi Beta
Torch; Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Upsilon Omicron; The Illio (1, 2, 3); Star Course Manager (2); Y.M.C.A Committee (2); Concert Band (2); First Regimental Band (1); Home Economics Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

EDISON BOYD McKEE.........Chicago Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Sigma Phi Delta
Glider Club; I.A.S.; Rifle and Pistol Club; S.A.E.
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN FRANCIS McKEE ..............Chicago Law
Law
Sigmas Chi
Alpha Kappa Psi; Phi Delta Phi; Illini Union Committee (1); Interfraternity Council (1); House President (1); Accountancy Club; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

BARBARA LEONARD McKNIGHT ......Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Delta Delta Delta
The Illio (1, 2); Freshman Frolic Committee
John Patrick McKeone........... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Medea Lodge
A.S.M.E.
University of Pennsylvania; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lee Patrick McLaughlin.......... Chicago
Division of Special Services
Academy
Pi Upsilon
Skull and Crescent

Edwin Albert McLean............. Belleville
Engineering
General Engineering
Kappa Sigma
Student Senate (4); Executive Officer, Battalion of Midshipmen; Military Council; Navy Council

John Edward McLean............... Evanston
Engineering
Sanitary Engineering
Graham Lodge
Baptist Foundation Student Council (2); A.S.C.E.; German Club; Mu-San
Honors Day (1, 3)

William Lee McElhine............. Cincinnati, Ohio
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Pershing Rifles
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Robert Wayne McMackin........... Marengo
Division of Special Services
General Agriculture
Acacia
Second Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Pi Alpha; Phi Chi Eta; Amvets Post No. 65; Dairy Technology Society; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

William Albert McManus.......... Champaign
Agriculture
Animal Science
Phi Delta Theta

Sheila McMurray................. South Bend, Ind.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Pi Beta Phi
"Director, Department of Student- Alumni Relations," Iliini Union; Mortar Board; Torch; Sigma Delta Pi; The Illio (1); Illini Union Board (4); Illini Union Council (3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Campus Chest (4); Sophomore Coalition Committee; Spanish Club; Honors Day (3)

William Lawrence McNulty........ Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Bestwood
A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Alan Louis McWhorter............. New Orleans, La.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Kappa Sigma
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; Eta Kappa Nu; V.M.C.A., Committee (2); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Tulane University

Alfred Gene McWhorter........... Aledo
Commerce
Commerce and Law
Clark House
Junior Bar Association; Marketing Club
Honors Day (3)

Rudolph James Macchione........ Elmwood Park
Physical Education
Physical Education
College Hall
House President (3, 4); Tube of Illini (3, 4); Varsity Football Squad (1), Letter (1); University of Illinois Recreation Society

Alice May Machotka............... La Grange
Agriculture
Floriculture
Busey Hall
Floriculture Club
Lyons Township Junior College

Lewis Mac Donald.................. Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.

Norman Lewis Macdonald......... Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
University of Michigan, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Virginia Lee MacDonald......... Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Art Education
Pi Beta Phi
The Daily Illini (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3)
MacMurray College, Chicago Art Institute, Columbia University

Donald Jerome Mackin............ East St. Louis
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Eta Kappa Nu; Newman Foundation Student Council (3, 4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

Donald Leslie MacIver........... Himrod
Engineering
Metallurgy Engineering
Pi Kappa Alpha
Varsity Wrestling Squad (4); Engineering Council (3, 4); M.I.S.
University of Arizona; Lyons Township Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
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Allen Verle Mason
Chicago
Commerce
Management
Illini Christian Fellowship (4); Galesburg Alumni Association; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Society for the Advancement of Management; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Harry Boll Mason
Chicago
Commerce
Economics
Pi Upsilon Tribe of Illini (3, 4); Cheerleader (3, 4); Varsity Swimming Squad (1, 2, 3, 4); Letter (3); Dolphins (2, 3, 4); Marketing Club, Honors Day (3)

Roy Palt Mason
Glen Ellyn
Fine and Applied Arts
Painting
Chi Phi Illustrators (3, 4)

Walter Paul Mascura, Jr.
Elmwood Park
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Graham Lodge American Legion Post No. 006; A.S.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Edward Baron Magid
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Omega Beta Pi; Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Joseph John Magenot
Calumet City
Mechanical Engineering
Newman Hall Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.; Honors Day (1, 3)

Clarence Dale Magenow
Chicago
Chemistry and Management
Division of Special Services Theta Xi Society for the Advancement of Management; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Morgan Park Junior College

Marjorie Ruth Mahrer
Granite City
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Sigma Kappa; Chi; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Rifle and Pistol Club; Honors Day (1)

Joseph Marfio, Jr.
Carpentersville
Accountancy
Accountancy Club

Robert Francis Majewski
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Newman Hall University Chorus (4); A.C.S.; Wilson Junior College

Charles Fred Major, Jr.
Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology
Sigma Chi Tribe of Illini (4); Varsity Football Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (4); Freshman Varsity Football Squad (1); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Tau Nu Tau; Cyclone Club

William Matthew Maki
Mechanical Engineering
Granada Club Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.; Honours Day (2, 3)

Lorenz Kenneth Makoutz
Elmwood Park
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Fireside A.S.M.E.

Andrew Louis Makuch
Wilton-Rose, Penn.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Sigma Delta Pi; Spanish Club; University of Gottingen

Marion Gene Malvitzis
Chicago
Commercial Education
Theta Upsilon Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4); Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Alfred Mallary
Downers Grove
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Speech
Theta Delta Chi General Manager, Manager of Makeup, Illini Theatre Guild; Ma-Win-Da; Artpob; Mask and Pageant; National Collegiate Players; Pierrots; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2, 3); Student Senate (4); Coordination Committee (4); WILL (2); Illini Theatre Guild Board (4)

Roy Eugene Mallinson, Jr.
Morton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Law
Pi Upsilon Illini Union Committee (2); House President (1)

James Patrick Maloney
Warren
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Spanish Club Honors Day (3) Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
JOHN EARL MARKS .......................... Edwardsville  
                        Engineering  
                        Civil Engineering  
                        Sigma Chi  
                        Chi Epislon; Varsity Basketball Squad (3, 4);  
                        A.S.C.E.  
                        Honors Day (3)  
                        Beloit College

JOHN RICHARD MARSH .................................. Saukville  
                        Agriculture  
                        General Agriculture  
                        Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club

MARY ELLEN MARSH ................................ Fort Wayne, Ind.  
                        Liberal Arts and Sciences  
                        Teacher Training in English  
                        Kappa Kappa Gamma  
                        The Illio (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Sophomore Council Committee

CHARLES MARSHALL ................................. Greenville  
                        Agriculture  
                        General Agriculture  
                        Delta Chi  
                        Senior Manager of Recreational Sports; Star and Scroll; Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma; The  
                        Daily Illino (2); Y.M.C.A. Committee (2);  
                        Major 1 (4); House President (3); Tribe of  
                        Illinois; Commerce; Chairman, Illinois  
                        Agriculturalist (3, 4); Editor (4);  
                        Agricultural Council (4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Montgrewa  
                        Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

WILLIAM WALTER MARSHALL, St. Louis, Mo.  
                        Liberal Arts and Sciences  
                        Chemical Engineering  
                        Alpha Delta Phi  
                        A.I.Ch.E.

ARTHUR CHARLES MARTILLO,  
                        Chicago Heights  
                        Liberal Arts and Sciences  
                        Psychology  
                        Moore Hall

VICTOR JOHN MARTILLO,  
                        Chicago Heights  
                        Commerce  
                        Personnel Administration  
                        Moore Hall

LYNN THOMAS MARTIN .............................. Chicago  
                        Liberal Arts and Sciences  
                        English  
                        Leland Manor  
                        Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); Repertory Orchestra (4); Navy Pier Alumni Association  
                        Navy Pier Activities; Student Congress  
                        Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN ROBERT MARTINSON ......................... Princeton  
                        Agriculture  
                        Teacher Training in Agriculture  
                        Sue's Home  
                        House President (4); Illinois Technograph (4); Agriculture Club; Field and Paddock;  
                        Hoof and Horn Club  
                        Bradley University; Illinois State Normal University

GERALD EDWARD MARTIN ............................... Aurora  
                        Engineering  
                        Electrical Engineering  
                        A.I.E.E.-I.I.E.  
                        St. Procopious College

MULFORD MARTIN, JR. .............................. Saxtons River, Vt.  
                        Engineering  
                        Civil Engineering  
                        A.S.C.E.  
                        New York University

WILLIAM KENNETH MARTIN .......................... Chicago  
                        Division of Special Services  
                        Economics and Philosophy  
                        Beevwood  
                        Illinois Insurance Society

FLORENCE ROSE MARZANO .......................... Chicago  
                        Education  
                        Chemistry  
                        W.A.A. (2); University Orchestra (1, 2);  
                        Newman Foundation Student Council (3);  
                        LAS Council (3); German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association;  
                        Honors Day (1, 3)  
                        Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PIER MAKING ................................. Chicago  
                        Aeronautical Engineering  
                        Glide Club; I.A.S.; Rifle and Pistol Club  
                        Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM JOHN MASHER, JR.  ..................... Berwyn  
                        Engineering  
                        Mechanical Engineering  
                        A.S.M.E.  
                        Morton Junior College

HERBERT MORRIS MASS ............................. New York, N. Y.  
                        Commerce  
                        Accountancy  
                        Alpha Epislon Pi  
                        Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club  
                        Honors Day (2)  
                        City College of New York

BETTY ANN MASTERMAN ............................ Wilmette  
                        Commerce  
                        Marketing and Management  
                        Alpha Phi  
                        Illini Union Committee (3); Campus Club (4); Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management  
                        St. Mary-of-the-Woods

JOHN MATAYA .................................. Chicago  
                        Engineering  
                        Structural Engineering  
                        A.S.A.E.; A.S.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
                        Art Institute of Chicago; University of Texas; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
Grace Ann Mathen................. Lincoln
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Alpha Delta Pi
University Church (3)
MacMurray College

Armand Joseph Mattonick........... Zion
Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Edward Hodge Matthee.............. Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Gargoyle; Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Virgil E. D. Matthews.............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Cosmopolitan
A.C.S.; A.I.Ch.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Phi Lambda Upsilon
Navy Pier Activities: N.A.P.I.
Honors Day (3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Edward Gustave Matz.............. Chicago
Management and Marketing
Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Trader (4); Commerce Council (4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Society for the Advancement of Management; Junior Chamber of Commerce
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Clarence Donald May.............. Herrin
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
A.I.A.
Southern Illinois University

James Clark May................. Richmond
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Delta Upsilon
A.I.C.E.
University of Wisconsin

Russell James May.............. Sterling
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Lutheran Foundation Student Council (2, 3, 4)

Peter Joseph Mayer.............. Hillside
Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Dolores Frances May.............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
German
Price Club
German Club
Honor Day (3)

Marion Martin Mazur.............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Star Course Manager (4); Campus Chest (2); Second Regimental Band (2, 3, 4); WILL (3); Agricultural Economics Club; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Norma Ida Mead.............. Kewanee
Journalism
Kappa Delta
Shi-Ai; The Daily Illini (1, 2); The Illio (1); Illini Union Committee (2); Campus Chest (1); Junior Poem Committee

Ruth Margaret Meek.............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Presbyterian Hall

George Maurice Megginson........ Cincinnati, Ohio
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Architecture
Lambda Chi Alpha
A.I.A.
Honors Day (1)
University of Cincinnati; University of Wisconsin

Elaine Bertha Miller.............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Beau Chateau
House President (3)
Wright Junior College

Harold Jesse Meinkoth.............. O'Fallon
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Beta Gamma Sigma; Illini Insurance Society
Galesburg Activities; Student Congress
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Mary Ann Meister.............. Alton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Delta Gamma
The Daily Illini (3); Illini Union Committee (3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3)
Monticello College

Gerald Edwin Melain.............. Dundee
Engineering
General Engineering
Phi Delta Theta
Illini Union Committee (2, 3, 4)
Honor Day (2, 3)
SALLY LOUIE MCLAIN
Dundee
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Bumby Hall
Northern Illinois State Teacher's College

LEWIS EDWARD MELCHER
Springfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Moore Hall
Springfield Junior College

LOUIS MELCHER, JR.
Forest Park
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Roger's House
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

KENNETH DAVID MENDELSON
Chicago
Sanitary Engineering
A.S.C.E.; Mu-San; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CARL ALBERT MENSEN
Maywood
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RONALD STUART MENSEN
Oregon
Division of Special Services
Management
Kame House
University Chorus (2); Men's Glee Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

DAVID CARL MENSEL
Homewood
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Kappa Lambda
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Synton

DEAN CHARLES MERCHANT
Springfield
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.
Rolla School of Mines and Metallurgy
Bradley University

KENNETH ELROY MERRETH
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Wright Junior College; Loyola University

HOWARD VERNON MERRIFIELD, JR.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Education
Elementary Education
Chi Gamma Iota; Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (1)
Bradley University; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

KATHERINE JANE MERMELAC
Huntington
Education
Education of the Deaf
Chi Omega
Kappa Alpha Theta; Mu Eta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3); Star Course Manager (1); W.W.C.A. Committee (1); Panhellenic Executive Council (1); Illini Forensic Association

DAVID JOHN MERSHIS
Kansas City
Marketing and Management
Noble House
Phi Beta Sigma; Bat and Fly Casting Club
Honors Day (1)

ROGER EDWIN MESSICK
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Physics
Wilson Junior College, Illinois Institute of Technology

WILLIAM RAYMOND METING
Normal
Accountancy
Chi Delta Theta; Phi Delta Theta; Accountancy Club
De Paul University

HUNG HONG MING
Honolulu, Hawaii
Accountancy
Honors Club

BETTY IONE CHANDLER MIGHT
Riverside
Teacher Training in Physical Education
Gamma Phi Beta
The Illa (1); Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1); W.W.C.A. Club (1); Campus Chest (2)

EARL SIMON MAYER
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Burton House
Loyola University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EDMUND ROBERT MAYER
Chicago
Commerce
Management
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
RICHARD BERNARD MICK...East St. Louis Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
Alpha Phi Omega; A.S.M.E  
Belleville Township Junior College

WILLIAM MIDDLEWORTH...Elgin  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Economics  
Coe College

RUSSELL LOYAL MICHIEL...Sugar Grove  
Engineering  
Agricultural Engineering  
Pi Kappa Phi  
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); A.S.A.E.  
Aurora College

ALBERT LEE MCGIN...Westville  
Journalism  
Advertising  
Phi Kappa Tau  
Star and Scroll; Chi Gamma Iota; Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illinois (3); M.I.A.  
Executive Council (2); Theta Phi; Pi Kappa Phi; Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); A.S.A.E.  
Aurora College

ERON MICHALIK...Chicago  
Journalism  
Editorial  
Gamma Phi Beta  
 Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illinois (3, 4)  
Journalism Council (3)  
North Central College; University of Texas

SHERILY RUTH MICHEND...Aurora  
Agriculture  
Gamma Phi Beta  
Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illinois (3, 4)  
North Central College; University of Texas

CORTIS DEAN MILBORN...Kansas City, Mo.  
Journalism  
Advertising  
Alpha Delta Sigma; WILL  
Los Angeles City College; Kansas City University

DONALD ATCHISON MILES...Virden  
Agriculture  
Teacher Training in Agriculture  
Minawa Lodge  
Alpha Tau Alpha; Illini Christian Fellowship (1, 2, 3, 4); First Lieutenant, Air Force;  
Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club

KENNETH FRED MILLS...Belvidere  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Political Science  
Pi Kappa Alpha  
Phi Kappa Phi; Chi Gamma Iota; Phi Eta Sigma; Student Senate (2); Class Secretary-Treasurer (2); Illini Forensic Association  
Honors Day (1, 2)  
Gregg College

EDWARD PAGE MEYER...Freeport  
Engineering  
Engineering Physics  
Newman Hall

RONALD HARMON MEYER...Walsh  
Agriculture  
Pomology  
Alpha Gamma Rho  
Varsity Fencing Captain; Illini Union Committee (1); Tribe of Illini; Varsity Fencing  
Squad (2, 3, 4), Letter (3, 4); Freshman Varsity Squad; Modoc Club; Scimitar

SHERILY CHRISTINE MIDDLETON...East St. Louis  
Education  
Education of the Deaf  
Palma

WEINER WILLIAM MEYER...Petersburg  
Engineering  
Aeronautical Engineering  
Varsity Fencing Squad (3, 4), Letter (3); First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold  
Society of Air Cadets; I.A.S.; Scimitar  
Lincoln College

JOHN LEO MICHAELE...Chicago  
Business and Finance  
Delta Phi  
Heinz Junior College

EDWARD JOHN MICHALKA...Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Engineering  
Newman Hall  
A.I.Ch.E.; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key  
Navy Pier Alumni Extension of the University of Illinois

GEORGE WILLIAM MICHALKA...Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemical Engineering  
Newman Hall  
A.I.Ch.E.; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key  
Navy Pier Alumni Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM EARL MICHALE...Chicago  
Electrical Engineering  
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Synton  
Illinois Institute of Technology

CHESTER JOHN MICHA...Chicago  
Physical Education  
Physical Education  
Chi Gamma Iota; Delta Theta Epsilon; Phi Epsilon Kappa; Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4);  
Football Varsity Squad (3, 4); Dolphins (4); Physical Education Majors Club; Rifle and  
Pistol Club  
Honor Day (1, 2)
Elizabeth June Miller .................Aurora
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
University Chorus (4)
Honors Day (1, 2)
University of Michigan, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Elton Miller, Jr. .................Freeport
Education
Commercial
North Central College; Northern Illinois State Teacher's College

Gilbert Miller .................Olney
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Newman Hall
Honors Day (2, 3)

Jordan Emmanuel Miller .................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Mc-Wan-Di; M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4); Student Senate (3, 4); Committee on Student Affairs (4); Coordination Committee (3)

Arthur Wesley Miller .................Raleigh
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Triangle
Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; Pi Tau Pi Sigma; Scabbard and Blade; A.I.E.E. I.R.E.
Honors Day (3)

Betty Ann Miller .................Melvin
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teaching Training in English
Kappa Delta
The Daily Illini (3)
Augustana College

Carl Bernard Miller .................Centralia
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Ten-O-One Club
Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

Donald Claus Miller .................Springfield
Physical Education
Physical Education
Alpha Chi Rho
Basketball Manager (2, 3); Moldingwens

Marvin Joan Miller .................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teaching Training in English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Education Forum (3); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Teachers-in-Training Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Mark Eugene Miller .................McLeanboro
Education
Industrial Education
Southern Illinois University

Miriam Cohen Miller .................Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Alpha Epsilon Phi
University of Minnesota; University of California

Norman Wesley Miller .................Springfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
A.I.C.H.E.
Honors Day (3)
Springfield Junior College

Raymond Oscar Miller .................Brooklyn, N.Y.
Division of Special Services
Industrial Administration
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Louis Miller .................Collingswood
Commerce
Accountancy
Pi Kappa Alpha
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Kappa Psi; Star Course Manager (3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); House President (4); Accountancy Club; Spanish Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

Commerce
Marketing
Phi Eta Sigma; Intramural Council (2); Illinois Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1)

Robert Ward Miller .................Dover
Agriculture
Agricultural Science
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow
James Millikin University

LOY MILLER .................Chicago
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Lin-Nois Club
Alpha Tau Alpha; House President (3); Illinois Agriculturist (2, 3, 4); Agriculture Economics Club; Agriculture Education Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow; Horticulture Club; Poultry Science Club
The University of the Philippines; University of Seoul; Rooseveldt College

MARY MILLER .................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Education Forum (3); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Teachers-in-Training Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

S. E. MILLER .................Springfield
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Lin-Nois Club
Alpha Tau Alpha; House President (3); Illinois Agriculturist (2, 3, 4); Agriculture Economics Club; Agriculture Education Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow; Horticulture Club; Poultry Science Club
The University of the Philippines; University of Seoul; Rooseveldt College
RUSSELL EVGENE MILLER ............ Freeport
Commerce
Accountancy
Academy Club; Illini Insurance Society
Honors Day (3)

SHIRLEY ANN MILLER ............ Dundee
Agriculture
Home Economics Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Home Economics Club

WAYNE VICTOR MILLER ............ Lockport
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
University of West Virginia

ROBERT HAWLEY MILLER ............ Oregon House
Physical Education
Physical Education
House President (4); Dolphins (3, 4); Bill
and Fly Casting Club

CHARLES LESTER MINER ............ Chicago
Agriculture
Agricultural Economics
Clark House
Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); Agricultural Eco-

comics Club; Agriculture Club; Illini Insur-

e Projection Society
Morgan Park Junior College

Engineering
Civil Engineering
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Lambda Delta; Chi Epsilon; Illini
Technograph (1, 2, 3, 4); Engineering Coun-

cil (4); A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Mu-So; St.
Pat’s Ball Committee (3)
Honors Day (1, 2)

DONALD ERWIN MINOW ............ Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Noble House
A.I.E.E. I.E.E.

NORMAN EDGAR MINSTER ............ Schoology, Wis.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Gamma Delta
Marquette University; University of Notre
Dame; Valparaiso University

CAROL ANN MINTZ ............ Chicago
Journalism
Editorial
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
The Daily Illini (3); Tempo (2, 3)

HENRY JAMES MSZKOWICZ ............ Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension
of the University of Illinois

CHARLES ROBERT MITCHELL ............ Harrisburg
Engineering
Mining Engineering
Medea Lodge
House President (4); Illini Christian Fellow-
ship; Illini Blackburn Club; M.I.S.
Blackburn University

DEANE HOMER MITCHELL ............ Malbon
Commerce
Accountancy
Newman Hall
Accountancy Club; Junior Chamber of Com-
merce; Marketing Club

HAROLD EARL MITCHELL ............ Urbana
Engineering
General Engineering
Witanshire
A.P.S.
Eastern Illinois State College

ANGELENE MITCHEM ............ Urbana
Accountancy
Kappa Alpha Theta
Manager, Classified Advertising, The Daily
Illini; Gamma Alpha Chi; Phi Chi Theta; The
Daily Illini (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini (1); Illini Union
Committee (4); Star Course Manager (1, 2);
Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Accountancy
Club; Honors Day (1, 2, 3, 4); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

WAYNE BENTFILL Mitten ............ Evansion
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Thetas Chi
Tennis Manager (3)
Purdue University

GLEN VICTOR MITTLACHER ............ Chicago
Journalism
Advertising
Sigma Pi
Illini Union Committee (4); Marketing Club
Navy Pier Activities; Varsity Track Squad
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MARTHA ROSE MIZEK ................................ Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Fechner House
Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (1, 2)
University of Chicago; Navy Pier Extension
of the University of Illinois

GEORGE FRANCES MOORE ............ Danville
Fine and Applied Arts
Advertising Design
DARRELL DUANE MOE.......... Ottawa
Engineering
Mining Engineering
M.S.

WILLIAM CHRISTIAN MOE.......... Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
Delta Phi
A.F.A.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MAX WALTER MOLLER.......... Elgin
Agriculture
Animal Science
Son's Home
Dairy Technology Society; Poultry Science Club

RALPH JOSEPH MOENS.......... GENEVA
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Omega (4); Illinois Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club

ROGER CLARENCE HENRY MOHRMAN.......... QUINEY
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Farm House
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Omega; Illinois Agricultural Council (3, 4); All Ag Field Day Committee (4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Horticulture Club
Honors Day (2)
Quiney College

GERALDINE FRANCES MOLDOVAN, East St. Louis
Education
Elementary Education
Busey Hall

ROBERT LEO MOLLOY.......... Congress Park
Commerce
Marketing
American Legion Post No. 909; Marketing Club

WILLIAM HOWARD MOULT.......... Racine
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Fireman
House President (4); A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.

CLARENCE LAVREN MOZAN, LINDEN
Accountancy
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Phi Chi Theta; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Accountancy Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM HOWARD MOUFT.......... Racine
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Fireman
House President (4); A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.

ROBERT FRANK MUSSELM.......... Chicago
Law
Political Science
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ARNOLD DAVID MOORE.......... Chicago
Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Newman Hall
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); A.S.A.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RODNEY ELMO MOON.......... Rockford
Division of Special Services
Marketing

STUART MOON, JR.......... Harlan
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Pi Tau Sigma; Illinois Technograph (2); A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

CHARLES GREENWOOD MOORE, JR. Oak Park
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Lundgren House
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); A.F.S.; S.A.E.

ERNEST OTTO MOORE, JR. Alton, Vermont
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Alpha Tau Omega
Scarab Engineering Council (4); A.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts Society; Illini Masonic Club

MARY LOUISE MOORE.......... Homewood
Mathematics
University of Southern Illinois

RICHARD LAWRENCE MOORE.......... Homewood
Education
Industrial Education
Accountancy Club; Industrial Education Society
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Robert Maurice Moore .......................... Charleston
Agriculture
Agricultural Economics
Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club

Thomas Edwin Moore ............................ Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Entomology
Alpha Kappa Lambda
President, Y.M.C.A.; Star and Scroll; Phi Kappa Epsilon; Y.M.C.A. Board of Directors (3, 4); Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3, 4); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Campus Chest (2); Committee on Student Discipline (3); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (7); Football Marching Band (11); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); Men's Glee Club (2, 3); Student Religious Council (2); McKinley Foundation Student Council (1); Hesapiota Honors Day (3, 4)

William Robert Moore ............................ Danville
Commerces
Carmen Marketing Club; Spanish Club

Burton Selye Morrow ............................. Alton
Journalism
Advertising

Ralph Henry Morgan ............................... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Flagg House
A.S.C.E.
Wright Junior College

William Hove Morgan ............................. Sparta
Journalism
Publication Management
Phi Sigma Kappa
Galesburg Alumni Association
Monmouth College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

William Herbert Mohiarty ........................ Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

Kenneth Gale Morelock ........................... Glen Ellyn
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Harmony House
House President (4); A.I.Ch.E.; German Club
Honors Day (3, 4)
North Central College

John Anthony Morrel .............................. Rockford
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Newman Hall
A.I.E.E.; I.R.E.

Martin Leon Morris .............................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Barton House
Phi Eta Sigma; Omega Beta Pi; Illini Union Committee (4); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Iowa State University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Mary Ann Morris ................................. Kansas
Journalism
Adelphi
Delta Delta Delta
Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (2); Illini Union Committee (3); Campus Chest (4); House President (4)
Stephens College

Ralph Norman Morrisett .......................... Springfield
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
University of Miami; Georgia Institute of Technology

Mary Ellen Morrison .............................. Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psycology
Alexris

Cyrus Leshutz Morton ............................. Chicago
Division of Special Services
Political Science
Greenforth
North Park Junior College

Joan Lois Mortrud ................................. Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Alpha House
W.A.A. (3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club
DePauw University

Carl Eugene Morris .............................. Sparta
Mechanical Engineering
Southern Illinois University

Sally Ray Moss ..................................... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Illini Union Committee (4); Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Activities: Galesburg Illini; University Chorus
Honors Day (1)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Raymond Irving Mowers .......................... Emond
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (3, 4)
EDWARD MOY .................................................. Chicago
Commerces

Industrial Administration
Accountancy Club; Chinese Student's Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ROY JOHN MCHINIA .......... Berwyn
Agriculture
Florescere

Newman Hall
Alpha Phi Omega; Illinois Agriculturist (3, 4); Accountancy Club; Agriculture Club; Floriculture Club; Horticulture Club; Landscape Architecture Society
Illinois Institute of Technology; DePaul University

RICHARD ARTHUR MULLER ...... Bellwood
Physical Education

Theta Xi
Tribe of Illini (2, 3, 4); Varsity Football Squad (2, 4); Letter (2, 3, 4); Freshman Varsity Football Squad

ROBERT JAMES MULLER .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Tau Kappa Epsilon

WILLIAM ERNEST MULLER ....... Beardstown
Engineering

Delta Sigma Phi
Star and Scroll; Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.; I.R.E.
Carthage College

ROBERT OSCAR MULHAUSEN .... Berwyn
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Omega Beta Pi; Concert Band (2, 3, 4); LAS Council (3, 4)
Morton Junior College

JACK RUSSELL MULHOLLAND .... Kewanee
Agriculture

Pi Alpha Xi; Floriculture Club
Honors Day (2)

LEE ROY MULL .............................................. Joliet
Engineering

A.C.S.; A.I.C.E.
Joliet Junior College

ROBERT FRANK MUNSIEEL .... Chicago
Law

Political Science
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

MUTSUKO GAIL MURAS .................................... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Kappa Delta; Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Activities: W.A.A. Board (2); Student Congress
Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

NOLA FAYE MURCHISON ........... Galena
Journalism

Advising
Phi Mu
Gamma Alpha Chi
Stephens College; Ripon College

ARTHUR LEONARD MURPHIRE, JR ... Chicago
Engineering

A.S.C.E.
Arkansas A. and M. College; Morgan Park Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD PLANKETON MURPHY .... Chicago
Commerce

Marketing and Management
Phi Upsilon Pi
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3); Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Evanston Community College

JAMES FRANCIS MURPHY .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Economics
Navy Pier Alumni Association; Illini Insurance Society
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM DELMA MURPHY, JR ...... Urbana
Agriculture

General Agriculture
Beta Theta Pi
Sachem, Tornakiew; Illini Union Council (3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.M.C.A. Board of Directors (1); Student Government (2, 4); Committee on Student Affairs (4); Coordination Committee (3); Class President (1); Freshman Frolic Committee; Sophomore Constitution Committee; Ensign, Battalion of Midshipmen; Navy Council

KENNETH WARREN MURRAY ....... Alton
Engineering

A.I.E.E.; I.R.E.
Honor's Day (2, 3)

JAMES DAVID MYERS ............ Libertyville
Agriculture

General Agriculture

LILAND WILSON MYERS ............ Springfield
Journalism

Advertising
Phi Epsilon Pi
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Illio (2)
Springfield Junior College
Ollie Butler Myers, Jr. .................................. Fairbury
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Illinois State Normal University

Louis Arthur Mylius .................................. Centralia
Commerse
Marketing
Clark House

John Gregory Nadrowski .................................. Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Wright Junior College

Charles Alexander Naef .................................. Jackson, Miss.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Kappa Sigma
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Mississippi College

Herbert Takao Nagata .................................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

James William Nagle .................................. Oak Park
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Wittenberg College

Norman Paul Nalewski .................................. Decatur
Commerce
Accountancy
Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi Eta Sigma; Beta Alpha Psi; Accountancy Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Ruth Jane Nabre .................................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Pi Beta Phi
Star Course Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Tempo (1); Orchesis (3, 4)

Kenneth Conrad Naulland .................................. Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Illinois Technograph (4); A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Wright City College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Eleanor Dolores Nathan .................................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ruth Winters Naubizius .................................. Georgetown
Agriculture
Vocational Home Economics
McKinley Hall
WILL (4); Freshman Frolic Committee; Home Economics Club
Honors Day (1, 3)

John Joseph Naughton .................................. Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.L.A.; A.S.C.E.
Lewis College

Jennie Naumczik .................................. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Evans Hall
Wilson Junior College

Thomas Edgar Nay .................................. Alexandria
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Sorbonne Hall
Sigma Delta Pi; Spanish Club
Louisiana State University

James Walter Neal, Jr. .................................. Mt. Vernon
Commerce
Management
Delta Upsilon

Paul Edwin Neal .................................. Chillicothe
Commerce
Management
The Mansion
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3); M.I.A., Executive Council (3, 4); Illini Masonic Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management; Junior Chamber of Commerce
Bradley University

Robert Mendes Nicholes .................................. Chicago
Metallurgical Engineering
Noble House
A.F.S.; M.I.S.
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Leroy Nishman .................................. Chicago
Journalism
Editorial Club Chairmen
Pi Chi Sigma; Sigma Delta Chi; Sigma Delta Pi; The Daily Illini (1); Men's Glee Club (1); Tempo (1, 3); First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Phalanx; Spanish Club
Honors Day (3, 4)
CARL LEONARD NELSON ............... Bradley Education General Education A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Illuminating Engineering Society

DAVID MARTIN NELSON ............... Atkinson Agriculture General Agriculture Flagg House Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

FRANCIS ERNEST NELSON ............... Gardner Agriculture General Agriculture Agriculture Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Hoof and Horn Club Honors Day (3) Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

GORDON KENT NELSON ............... Chicago Engineering Civil Engineering Granada Club Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E. Honors Day (1, 2, 5) University of Illinois Scholarship Key Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

IVR MARTIN NELSON, JR. ............... Chicago Law Law Meda Lodge Junior Bar Association Wright Junior College

NATALIE ANN NELSON ............... Woodball Liberal Arts and Sciences Spanish Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Galesburg Alumni Association; Spanish Club Galesburg Activities; Galesburg Illinois Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL OTTO NELSON ............... Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering A.S.M.E.; S.A.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD EUGENE NELSON ............... Freeport Commerce Management and Marketing Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM JAMES NELSON ............... Chicago Commerce Marketing and Management Pi Kappa Alpha Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

WILLIAM JAMES NEMANICH ............... North Chicago Law Law Newman Hall Phi Alpha Delta; Junior Bar Association Loyola University

LOUIS PAUL NEMETH ............... Joliet Engineering Electrical Engineering Lou Mondi A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. Joliet Junior College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

LEONARD CARL NERO ............... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemical Engineering Newman Hall Chi Gamma Iota; Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.Ch.E.; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association Honors Day (1) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JANET ADELE NEUBERT ............... Indianna Agriculture Home Economics Delta Delta Delta The Blio (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (2); Home Economics Club

GWEN ELIZABETH NEUBAUM ......... Hindley Music Education McKinley Hall Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); W.A.A. (3, 4); Women's Glee Club (1, 2, 4); A Cappella Choir (3, 4, 5); Terezapin (2)

JACK OLIN NEUMANN ............... Edwardsville Agriculture Home Economics Psychology Zeta Psi Phi Eta Sigma; University Chorus (3); Choristers (2); W.F.L. (3); Spanish Club Honors Day (1, 2, 5) University of Illinois Scholarship Key

RICHARD EDWARD NEVARA ............... Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Architecture Alpha Tau Omega Garloyle; Scrab; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3, 4, 5); I.A.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society Honors Day (1, 2) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

VIRGINIA LEE NEVILLE ............... Champaign Agriculture Floriculture Illinois Agriculturalist (4); Floriculture Club University of Mississippi

HALF ALLEN NEWCOMER ............... Urbana Commerce Marketing Alpha Kappa Psi; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3); Illini Union Committee (4); Tribe of Illini; Cheerleader; Freshman Varsity Track Squad; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club Honors Day (1) University of Mexico
LEONARD WILLIAM NIETER ....... Highland Park
Division of Special Services
Commerce
Colorado College

CHARLES MARLE NOBLE .............. Montevideo
Agricultural Engineering
Four Columns
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 4); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); A.I.C.H.E.: A.S.A.E.

JIM MISAKI NODA .............. Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Gazigwey: A.I.A.
Honors Day (2, 3, 4)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD AUGUST NORBERG,
St. Petersburg Beach, Fla.
Engineering
Phi Gamma Delta
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (4); Star Course Manager (2); Y.M.C.A. (3); Rifle and Pistol Club

MARVIN DALE NORMANDY ......... Cheken AE
General Agriculture
Alta Gamma Rho
Alp //a Zeta; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Illinois Agricultural (2, 3); All Ag Field Day Committee (3); Flyer Boy Pom Committee (3); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Dairy Judging Team; Gamma Delta; Rural Life Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

LAWRENCE ERIC NORQUIST .......... Evergreen Park
Engineering
"O" House
House President (1)

FRANCES MARGARET NORGREN ....... Lake Villa
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Delta Zeta
Alpha Pi Delta; The Daily Illini (1); W.A.A. (3, 4); WILL (2); Newman Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3, 4)

FELIX RICHARD NOUMAN .......... Ottawa
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Latin American Studies
La Cotera
Sigma Delta Pi; French Club; Marketing Club; Spanish Club; Illini Union Committee (4)
University of New Mexico; LaSalle-Oglesby Junior College; Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey

PAULA NORMAN ............ Riverside
Physical Education
Physical Education
Alpha Phi
Illini Union Committee (3); W.A.A. (2, 3, 4); Terrapin (2, 3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club; Teachers-in-Training Club; Frances Shimer College
DON ELWOOD NORTHWAY .......... Greenup
Division of Special Services
History and Library Science
Honors Day (2)

ROBERT OSWELL NUNEMACHER .......... Freeport
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Chemistry
Noble House
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3, 4); Campus Chest
(2, 3, 4); Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4);
McKinley Foundation Student Council (4);
Gamma Delta; Teachers-in-Training Club

WILFORD OSCAR NYSTROM .......... Evergreen Park
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RUTH ANN OAKES ................. Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Evans Hall
Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4)
Cornell College

MERLE LINCOLN OAKLEY .......... Bone Gap
Division of Special Services
General Engineering
Eastern Illinois State College

WAYNE HARLAN OBERCIT .......... Geneva
Commerce
Accountancy
Flagg House
Football Marching Band (1); Second Regimental Band (1); Accountancy Club
Honors Day (3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

YVONNE M. OBERCIT .......... Ottawa
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Beta House
Phi Chi Theta
Purdue University

JOHN DAVID OCKERT .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Minawa Lodge
First Regimental Band (3); Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4)
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LAWRENCE JAMES O’DONNELL .......... River Forest
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
St. John’s University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES LESLIE O’HARA .......... Manitowoc
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

RAYMOND RICHARD OLGREN .......... Antioch
Civil Engineering
Triangle
Star and Scroll; Interfraternity Council (4); Captain, Army ROTC Regiment; A.S.C.E.

NELS GONNAR ORLSON .......... Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
St. Louis University; Illinois Institute of Technology

HELEN ELIZABETH OBER .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
German Club; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4)
Honors Day (1);
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LEE OLANDER .......... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RUTH ELIZABETH OLEN .......... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Alpha Gamma Delta
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); Student Religious Council (3); Spanish Club; Teachers-in-Training Club
North Park Junior College

MERTON JOHN OLIVER .......... Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD LEWIS OLIVER .......... Beloit, Md.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology

HARVEY OLCZYNSKI .......... Cheyenne, Wyo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech Correction
Alpha Epsilon Phi
Alpha Lambda Delta; Zeta Phi Eta; Illini Union Committee (3); Panhellenic Executive Council (3, 4); Women’s Glee Club (3)
Honors Day (2, 3)
NORMAN LOUIS OLSEN Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Social Studies Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD NELS OLSON Chicago Commerce Ranking and Finance Bland House

HELEN VICTORIA OLSON Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Design Alpha Alpha Gamma; Orchestra (4); A.I.A.; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT SWEN OLSON Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Social Studies Honors Day (2, 3) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois


ROBERT STEVE ONDREJCO Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Pre-Medicine Omega Beta Pi Wright Junior College

CHARLES ROY O'NEAL Ozark Commerce Business Management Alpha Kappa Lambda Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Football Marching Band (2); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Baptist Foundation Student Council (1, 2); German Club; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

MARCIA JEAN O'NEAL Springfield Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology Busy Hall Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Campus Chert (1, 2, 3); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (2, 3) Honors Day (1)


FRED ROBERT ORE Arenzville Engineering Electrical Engineering First Lieutenant, Army ROTC; Pi Tau Pi Sigma; Scabbard and Blade; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Student Bradley University

MARTHA ELLEN ORE Joliet Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology Alpha Delta Pi MacMurray College

MARILYN SHAW OSBORNE Edinburgh Education Commercial Teaching Illinois State Normal University

RICHARD WILLIAM OSBORNE Alumnae Engineering General Engineering Phi Eta Sigma Honors Day (1)


CARL EDWIN OSTERHOLTZ Centralia Ceramic Engineering Ceramic Engineering A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

MORTON LAWRENCE OSTOW Brooklyn, N.Y. Commerce Marketing and Management Phi Sigma Delta Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2); Marketing Club

DONALD FREDERICK OTV Deerfield Commerce Management
Troy Decatur Accountancy
LaGrange Navy Micro-Tech
Chicago mechanical
Collinsville Band
Chicago Illini Field
Midland, Galesburg Wilmette Illinois Aurora Marketing
Chicago University Phi
Galesburg Varsity S.A.E.
Moing-
University Champaign Marketing
Lieutenant, Shanghai, lub Rantoul University Oratorio Chicago Chi-

Russell Frances Paine Chicago Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Austin Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Dorothy Ann Ozier Laxington Education
English
Price Club

Felix Ou Shanghai, China Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
The Daily Illini (2, 3); The Illio (2, 3); Illinois Technograph (2, 3); A.S.M.E.; Chi-

Lee Owen Overdorf Galesburg Agriculture
Agronomy
Agriculture Club; Field and Farrow Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Alice Colleen O'Neill Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Chi Omega
Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A.
Committee (1, 2)
Barry College

Marilyn Jean Owens LaGrange Commerce
Marketing
Sigma Kappa
Commerce Council (3, 4); Marketing Club
Lyons Township Junior College

Robert Anthony Owens Chicago Division of Special Services
Marketing
Delta Upsilon
Campus Chest (2); Baseball Manager (2);
French Club; Illini Forensic Association; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Moing-

William Harvey Owens Decatur Commerce
Accountancy
College Hall
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
James Millikin University

Guy Coburn Packard Wilmette Commerce
Accountancy
Pi Kappa Alpha
Star and Scroll; Lieutenant, Battalion of Midshipmen

Howard Ralph Poigitt Chicago Engineering
Engineering Physics
Sigma Tau; University Chorus (3); Men's Glee Club (4); Ontario Society (4)
Honors Day (2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Kenneth Gene Page Almidland, Tex.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology
Theta Chi
Illinois Wesleyan University

Anton Jesse Pallenberg Aurora Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Phi Epsilon
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Kempen College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Charles Painne Decatur Commerce
Accountancy
Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi Eta Sigma; Betas Alpha Psi; Accountancy Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

John Ralph Palandech Chicago Commerce
Marketing and Management
Pi Kappa Alpha
Varsity Baseball Squad (2); Freshman Var-
yety Squad; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Nobaldean Marie Palcek Collinsville Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Presbyterian Hall
Alpha Chron; W.G.S Executive Council (3, 4); Micro-Tech Club

David James Palmer Kentus Liberal Arts and Sciences
Philosophy
Theta Chi
Philosophy Discussion Club; Spanish Club

Richard Allen Palmer Chicago Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Gymnastics Squad
(3, 4), Letter (3, 4)
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Merrill Oltwein Agriculture
General Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma; Second Regiment-
al Band (2); Illinois Agriculturist (4);
Agriculture Club; Boat and Fly Casting Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
RUTH MCCAMBRIDGE PALMER ......... Urbana  Fine and Applied Arts  Art  
Alpha Phi  Illustrators; Fine and Applied Arts Society  
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

FRANK EDWARD PANNOLE ....... Brooklyn, N. Y.  Fine and Applied Arts  
Architectural Engineering  
First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phalanx; Pi Tau Pi Sigma; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.

WILLIAM JOHN PAPPAS ............. Chicago  Engineering  
Electrical Engineering  
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.  
Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOSE EUSEBIO PARRAS,  
Panama, Republic of Panama  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Zoology  
International House  
Pan-American Association  
Galesburg Activities: Varsity Baseball Squad; Varsity Swimming Squad  
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN SANDFORD PARDERI ............. Benares  
Commerce  
Business Management  
Alpha Sigma Phi  
Illini Union Committee (1)

RAYMOND WILLIAM PARKEI ............. Chicago  Engineering  
Ceramic Engineering  
A.C.S.  
Wright Junior College

RICHARD ESTERETT PERKES ............. Twinola  
Division of Special Services  
Marketing  
Sigma Alpha Epsilon  
Marketing Club  
Honors Day (1, 3)

MARIAN LOUISE PARRIS ............. Harvey  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Zoology  
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls  
Thornton Junior College

DELORES LOUISE PARROTT ............. Urbana  
Agriculture  
Home Economics  
4-H House  
W.A.A. (2); Illinois Agriculturist (4); Home Economics Club; Rural Life Club

GEORGE FREDICK PARSONS .......... Chicago  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
A.S.M.E.  
University of Wisconsin; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HARRIET ANN PARSONS ............. Pleasantville, N. Y.  
Journalism  
Editorial  
Kappa Kappa Gamma  
The Illini (1, 2); Illini Union Committee (2, 3)

JAY CHARLES PASS ............. Brooklyn, N. Y.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Zoology  
New York University

HAROLD PASTRON ............. Chicago  
Commerce  
Industrial Administration  
A.C.S.  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT HARLIN PATCH ............. Glen Ellyn  
Engineering  
Civil Engineering  
A.S.C.E.  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RAYMOND EDWARD PATCHETT ............. Kankakee  
Commerce  
Accountancy  
Accountancy Club  
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

SALLY PATELISI ............. Aurora  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
English  
Evans Hall  
Alpha Chron; Illini Union Committee (3)

CORA ELIZABETH PATTERSON ......... Chicago  
Journalism  
Editorial  
McKinley Hall  
Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (4); Illini Union Committee (4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (4); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (4); Newman Foundation Student Council (3, 4)  
Mundelein College

MARTHA MARY PATTERSON ............. Chicago  
Physical Education  
Physical Education  
Kappa Alpha Theta  
Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club
David Harvey Paucker ................... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Phi Delta Pi; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2, 3, 4); Hillel Foundation Student Council
(4); French Club

Dean Friedrich Paulsmeyer .............. Centralia
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Broway House
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Football Marching Band (2); Second Regimental Band
(1, 2)

Peter Pavliani ...................... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Illiini Theatre Guild Cast (4)
Roosevelt College

James Peacock ...................... Moline
Law
Law
Phi Delta Phi; Galesburg Alumni Association;
Junior Bar Association; Landscape Architecture Society
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert David Pearson.............. Chicago
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Lundgren House
Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association;
Praetorians; Society for the Advance-
ment of Management
Navy Pier Activities: Varsity Basketball Squad
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ralph Stewart Pearson .............. Paris
Law
Law
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Phi Delta Phi; Illini Union Committee (1);
Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (1, 2)

Donald Jennings Pearson .......... Galesburg
Fine and Applied Arts
Landscape Architecture
Phi Sigma Kappa
Fine and Applied Arts Society; Landscape Architecture Society

Ernest Neylander Pearson, Valley Stream, N. Y.
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
721 Club
Chi Gamma Beta; Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma;
Pi Tau Sigma; Football Marching Band (1, 211; First Regimental Band (1); Second Regi-
mental Band (2); A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Honors Day (1, 11

Prescilla Joan Pearson ...................... Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Theta Upsilon
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4); Y W.C.A. Com-
mmittee (4); W.A.A. Committee (4); W.A.A. (3, 4); University Chorus (4); Terrapin (3, 4;
Physical Education Major Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Roy Gerald Pearson ...................... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
A.I.Ch.E.
Michigan College of Mining and Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Victor Ronald Pearson .............. Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Baron House
Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

William Mildren Pearson, Jr. ........ Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club
Galesburg Activities: WINI
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Charles Daniel Pepper .............. Oak Park
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Stefano Gust Pelleam .......... Urbana
Division of Special Services
Journalism

Donald Richard Pellikan .............. Grafton
Agriculture
Dairy Science
Dairy Production Club; Rurall Life Club

Westing Earl Pence ......... Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.F.
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Barbara Cherie Perdigone ........ Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Kappa Delta; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ernesto Perez-Casas, Juan Aldama, Zacatecas Mexico
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Cosmopolitan
A.S.M.E.; Ibero-American Association
MARVIN PESKY .......... Chicago
Journalism
Editorial
Clark House
The Daily Illini (3, 4); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: Feature Editor, Pier Illini
Honors Day (2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ALBERT PERSKIN .......... Chicago
Accountancy
Tau Epsilon Phi
DePaul University; University of Southern California

ALBERT EDWARD PETERSON .... Alywood
Accountancy
Honors Day (2)

ANDREW WARREN PETERSON .... Lincoln
Accountancy
Honors Day (2)

DONALD GENE PETERSON ......... St. Joseph
Economics
Illini Union Council (1); Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Campus Chest (2); Student Senate (2); Class President (2); Commerce Council (2, 3, 4); Sophomore Cothillion Committee; Illini Insurance Society

EDWARD CHRISTIAN PETERSEN, JR. .. Chicago
Division of Special Services
311 Club
House President (4); American Veterans Committee; Galesburg Alumni Association; Spanish Club; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES DAVIDSEN PETERSEN ......... Erie
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.

JOHN ROBERT PETERSEN ......... Rockford
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Lundgren House
A.S.M.E.
Lyons Township Junior College

EUGENE ALFRED PETERSON ......... Rockford
Commerce
Marketing
Minawa Lodge
Varsity Golf Squad (4); Letter (4); Illini Christian Fellowship (1, 2, 3, 4); Accountancy Club; Junior Bar Association; Marketing Club

GERALD PETERSON .......... Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HAROLD JOHN PETERSON ......... Homewood
Division of Special Services
English
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Interfraternity Council (3); Committee on Student Discipline (2); Marketing Club
Florida Southern College

HELEN ANNABELLE PETERSON ......... Reo
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Sherwood Lodge
Lutheran Student Foundation Student Council (4); Galesburg Alumni Association; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JOYCE ELIZABETH PETERSON ......... Joliet
Education
Social Studies
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Joliet Junior College

LUTHER SAMUEL PETERSON ......... Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Illinois Technograph (1, 3); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Galesburg Activities: Varsity Baseball Squad
Honors Day (1, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

PATRICIA LOUISE PETERSON ......... Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Women’s Glee Club (3)
Rockford College

ROBERT CHARLES PETERSON ......... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Chi Gamma Iota; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROY HERMAN PETERSON, JR. ......... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Sigma Tau; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
WALTER FRANKLIN PFISTER: . . . El Paso Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Sigma Kappa
St. Ambrose College

JOHN BENJAMIN PFLEUM: . . . Algonquin
Division of Special Services
Journalism
Ten-O-One Club
The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3)

THOMAS LAWRENCE PHALIN: . . . McHenry
Commerce Management
Society for the Advancement of Management
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WARNER CHRIS PHILIPPSEN: . . . Wheaton
Journalism Advertising
Alpha Delta Sigma; Major, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Scabbard and Blade

DONALD RAY PHILLIPS: . . . Peru
Engineering Electrical Engineering
Phi Kappa Phi; Chi Gamma iota; Tau Beta Pi; A.I.E.E.E.I.E.E.; Illuminating Engineering Society
Honor's Day (3, 4)
LeSalle-Peoria-Oglesby Junior College

JAMES THOMAS PHILLIPS: . . . . Champaign
Division of Special Services
Chemistry
Harmony House
House President (4); German Club Wright Junior College

LOIS JANE PHILLIPS: . . . . Mayview
Education Elementary Education
Honor's Day (2)

NORMA LEE PHILLIPS: . . . Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish

DOROTHY LUCILE PHELPS: . . . Kansas
College Personnel Management
Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: Pier Illini; University Choirs
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
RICHARD NEAL PICOLO ................. Champaign
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Theta Chi
Ma-Woo Da; Sacken; Tribe of Illini (2, 3, 4); Varsity Wrestling Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (2, 3, 4); Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow

ADAM JEROME PIENKRA .......... Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Kappa Delta Rho
Star and Scroll; A.S.C.E.
Chicago Technical College

SALLY PAUL PIERCE .................. Malone
Journalism
Advising
Kappa Delta
Gamma Alpha Chi; The Daily Illini (3); Illini Union Committee (2)
MacMurray College

DONALD WILLIAM PIERSOL ....... Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy
Ten-O-One Club
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Grinnell College

ROBERT JOHN PETTE .......... Appleton, Wisc.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Philanthropy; A.I.C.E.

RAYMOND ANTHONY PISCOZZI .... Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Rho Chi
Tribe of Illini; Varsity Wrestling Squad (1, 2, 3, 4); Letter (3, 4); Chief Petty Officer, Battalion of Midshipmen; A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society

EVELYN PILDES ............. Cicero
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; Sigma Delta Pi; The Daily Illini (1, 2); Spanish Club; Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ARTHUR GEORGE PILLE ...... Hanna City
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Phi Eta Sigma; Illinois Agriculturist (3, 4); Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof and Horn Club; Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

URI PERSTEIN ....................... Santiago, Chile
Engineering
Ceramics
Alpha Sigma Phi
Keramos; A.C.S.; Spanish Club
University of Chile

FRANCIS JOSEPH PINTAK .......... Ridgfield, N. J.
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.

DONALD PATRICK PIOTROWSKI .... Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Newman Hall
A.I.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CHARLES ALBERT PIPENHAGEN .. Chicago
Engineering
General Engineering
A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.

ROBERT JOHNSTON PIPER .......... Bryan
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Phi Sigma Kappa
Skull and Crescent; Star Europe Manager (2); Interfraternity Council (3); House President (2) A.I.A.; Schmidt

ERNST GERALD PIRES ............. Jacksonville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Shangri-Lodge
Alpha Tau Alpha; House President (3); Illinois Agriculturist (4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Horticultural Club; Honors Day (1)

BENJAMIN ALEX PISKUN ........... Melrose Park
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Fireside
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD CHARLES PISONI ......... Hermit
Commerce
Marketing
Alpha Phi Omega; The Daily Illini (3); Varsity Track Squad (1); Newman Foundation Student Council (4); Accountancy Club; Illinois Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Southern Illinois University

WILLIAM MARTIN PIVITZ ......... Callinanville
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Washington University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL EUGENE PITMAN ............. Rio
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Colonial Manor
Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow
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Virginia Louise Player. Warrenville. Music Education. Delta Gamma. Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (1, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2, 3, 4); University Chorus (4); A Cappella Choir (3); McKinley Foundation Student Council (2); Sophomore Cotillion Committee. Western College for Women.


Carol Renee Polk. Chicago. Liberal Arts and Sciences. Mathematics. Sigma Delta Tau. The Illini (1, 2, 3); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (2).


Robert Kenneth Powell. Waukegan. Division of Special Services. Marketing and Management. Alpha Sigma Phi. Board of Fraternity Affairs (3, 4); Interfraternity Council (2, 3, 4); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (3, 4); Marketing Club.
CHARLES JOHN PERSLEY .......................... Moline  
Commerce  
Personnel Management  
Moline Community College; St. Ambrose College  

DONALD EDWARD PUTZIER .................. Oak Park  
Commerce  
Marketing  
Bland House  
Marketing Club  
Monmouth College  

EDWARD JOHN PIRCHLA ...................... Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Geography  
Club 511  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois  

LEONARD QUARTETTI .......................... Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Pre-Medicine  
Kings Row  
Galesburg Alumni Association  
Honors Day (1, 3)  
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois  

SAMUEL BEARDOCK QUINCY ............ Northbrook  
Agriculture  
General Agriculture  
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois  

HARRY EDWARD QUINN ...................... Chicago  
Engineering  
Electrical Engineering  
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.  
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois  
Scholarship Key  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois  

TERRY GRANT QUINN ....................... Decatur  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Architecture  
Illini Union Committee (2); A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society; Scimitar  
University of Minnesota  

TERENCE THOMAS QUINN, JR. ........ Urbana  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Geology  
Alpha Kappa Lambda  
Amfo; Illinois Theatre Guild Cast (2); Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Pershing Rifles; Cyclothem Club  

NORMAN CLIFFORD RADKIN, .......... New York, N.Y.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
English  
Phi Eta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Hillel Foundation Student Council (2); LAS Council (3); French Club; German Club; Intercollegiate Zionist Federation; Philosophy Discussion Club; United World Federalists  
Honors Day (3)  

ZOBACK RABIN ...................... Chicago  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Architectural Engineering  
Clark House  
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Praktorians  

SOLOMON RABINOWITZ .............. Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Zoology  
Boston House  
Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Honors Day (1)  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois  

AGNES ANN RABIN ..................... Chicago  
Physical Education  
Physical Education  
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls  
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Campus Chest (4); W.A.A. Board (4); Major I (4);  
W.A.A. Numerals (4); W.A.A. (3, 4); University Chorus (4); Terrapin (3, 4); Physical Education Majors Club  
Wilson Junior College  

CARL FREDERICK RABKE ............ Forest Park  
Commerce  
Marketing  
Sigma Nu  
University Chorus (3, 4); A Cappella Choir (3, 4); Marketing Club  
Culver-Stockton College  

RICHARD AUGUST RAGI ..................... Chicago  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Architecture  
Newman Hall  
Student Senate (2); Committee on Student Affairs (2); A.I.A.; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Honors Day (2)  
City College of New York; Carnegie Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois  

DONALD ALWYN RAIN .................. Wheaton  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Music Education  
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia; Concert Band (1, 2, 3, 4); Football Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4); University Orchestra (4)  

BEVERLY JEAN RALDEE .......... Juliet  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Chemistry  
Kappa Delta  
Juliet Junior College; Lawrence College  

JOHN PAUL RAS .................... Chicago  
Division of Special Services  
Industrial Engineering  
Newman Hall  
A.S.M.E.; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management  

RICHARD FRANK RACKOVITS ........ Chicago  
Physical Education  
Physical Education  
Phi Gamma Delta  
Ma-Wan-Da; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (3, 4); Letter (3, 4); Varsity Baseball Squad (3, 4); Letter (3, 4)
JOYCE SHIRLEY RAMSK..................................................................................Chicago Law
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Delta Sigma Rho; Illini Forensic Association; Junior Bar Association; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Philosophy Discussion Club; Navy Pier Activities; W.A.A.; Student Congress; Orchesis; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOAN ETHEL RANCE.........................................................................................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences, Speech
Bussey Hall
Illini Theatre Guild Cast
Montana State University; DePaul University

SIDNEY BENJAMIN RAND..................................................................................Chicago Commerce, Banking and Finance, Management, Marketing
Marketing Club
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROSCHIE RANDELL............................................................................................Tuscola Agriculture
General Agriculture
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Field and Farrow

GUS FREDERICK RANZENBERGER................................................................Springfield Engineering, Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Springfield Junior College

FREDERICK MATTHEW RAPP..............................................................................Morton Journalism
Sigma Phi Epsilon
The Daily Illini (4); Marketing Club

SINDEY HERBERT RAPPAPORT........................................................................Frederick, N.Y. Liberal Arts and Sciences, Psychology
Hillel Foundation Student Council (3, 4)
Long Island University

EDWARD LEOPOLD RASHENSKAS......................................................................Kankakee Division of Special Services, Economics

NELS RASMUSSEN.................................................................................................Oakwood Agriculture, General Agriculture
Illinois State Normal University

ROYAL JOSEPH RASMUSSEN.................................................................................Tulareville Fine and Applied Arts, Architectural Engineering
Gerdy; Phi Eta Sigma
Honors Day (3, 3)

JAMES COURTNEY RATHBAG..............................................................................Oak Park Division of Special Services, Humanities
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Villanova College; Kenyon College

LELIA MYRA RASMUSSEN.....................................................................................Hooperon Liberal Arts and Sciences, Sociology
Alpha Phi
The Daily Illini (1); Illini Union Committee (1, 3); A Cappella Choir (2)

JOHN WALTER RAYZEL.........................................................................................Chicago Engineering, Civil Engineering
Graham Lodge
A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROY ANTHONY RASCHENBERG...........................................................................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences, Teacher Training in Social Science
Westmen
Wesley Foundation Student Council (1, 3)
Honors Day (2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIS EUGENE RAY............................................................................................Kewanee Education, Industrial Education
Industrial Education Society
Honors Day (2)

JACK MILTON RAYMER.........................................................................................Chicago Engineering, Metallurgical Engineering
Bustille
A.F.S.; Galesburg Alumni Association; German Club; M.I.S.
Illinois Institute of Technology; Wilson Junior College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

HARRY THOMAS REAMON, JR.............................................................................Wauconda Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Medea Lodge
Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club
WAYNE STANLEY BECK.............Freeport
Division of Special Services
The Daily Illini (2); Concert Band (2); Football Marching Band (2); University Orchestra (2)

PATRICIA ANNE REIDINGER..........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Newman Foundation Student Council (4); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DOUGLAS EUGENE REED.................Pontiac
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Alpha Kappa Psi; Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

LEROY JESSE REEDER, JR.............Quincy
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Quincy College

DANIEL GUNDRY REESE..............Taylorville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Phi Kappa Psi

JOAN BEAVANT REEVE..................Barrington
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Phi Associate Editor, The Illini; Mortar Board; Torch; Phi-Ai; Alpha Lambda Delta; Gamma Alpha Chi; Mask and Ball; Theta Sigma Phi; The Illini (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1, 2); House President (3); Student Senate (3); Junior Class Secretary-Treasurer; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

HOPE REEVES-ROBERTS.................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Phi Sigma Sigma
The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3); Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); WILL (1, 2, 3); Freshman Frolic Committee

PAUL LEO RYLEAND..................Skokie
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities, Assistant Sports Editor, Pier Illini; The Brave; Varsity Golf Squad
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD WILLIAM BILLY............Quincy
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Annex Hall
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.
Quincy College

RALPH CHARLES REINER..............Berwyn
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
Football Marching Band (1, 2, 3); First Regimental Band (3, 4); Scimitar
Morton Junior College

JOHN MATHEW REINERT..............Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Granada Club
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

JAMES FREDERICK REINSEY...........Alton
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Huntleigh Hall
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Shurtleff College

DEAN REINHOLD.................Dawton
Commerce
Marketing
Marketing Club
Springfield Junior College

PHILIP REISMAN.................Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.Ch.E.
Honors Day (1)

DON RIMEL REISNER...............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Alpha Sigma Phi
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CHARLES PATRICK RITTSCH........Rockford
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Skull and Crescent; Interfraternity Council (1); Tribe of Illini (1, 2, 3); Varsity Swimming Squad (1, 2, 3, 4); Letter (1, 2, 3, 4); Freshman Varsity Swimming Squad
Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment
Honors Day (1)

CHARLES ROBERT RENDA..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Alpha Sigma Phi
Illini Forensic Association; Junior Bar Association
Wright Junior College

PHILIP RONALD RENDOL..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Mathematics
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
GLEN LOREN RHYKERD....Chicago
Agriculture
Agronomy
Son's Home Intramural Manager (3, 4); Agriculture Club;
Field and Farrow
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN HOWARD RICE....Dunville
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.

ROBERT EUGENE RICE...Fisher
Physical Education
Physical Education
Delta Sigma Phi
Star and Scroll; Phi Epsilon Kappa; Campus Chest (2); Captain; Army ROTC Regiment;
Pershing Rifles; Zeta Sigma Alpha

DOROTHY CLARE RICH....Montego
Fine and Applied Arts
Art Education
Alpha Gamma Delta
Illi Theatre Guild Manager (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); Cheerleader (4);
WILL (4)
Illinois Wesleyan University

GEORGE EDWARD RICHER....Waukegan
Management
Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4); Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management
George Williams College

LAUREL EDWARD RICHER....Mountcoalab
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 4); Illinois Agriculturist (4);
Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1, 3)

GEORGE CHARLES RIGLER.....Chicago
Accountancy
Society for the Advancement of Management
Lundgren House
Cheerleader; Major, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Pershing Rifles; Scabbard and Blade; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

JOAN ROBERTA RIGLER.....Chicago
Bacteriology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Hillel Foundation Student Council (2, 3, 4); Micro-Tech Club; Rifle and Pistol Club; Illini Figure Skating Club

JOHN FREDERICK RIGLER.....Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.; A.E.E.
Ripon College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JACQUELINE JEAN RILEY Joplin, Mo. Liberal Arts and Sciences Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls University of California

PATRICIA ANNE RILEY Keil Journalism Advertising Kappa Delta Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The Daily Illini (2, 3); Illini Union Committee (3); House President (4) MacMurray College

HARRY DWIGHT RINEY Macayo ville Engineering Civil Engineering Tara Hall Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon Honors Day (3)

FRED MARTIN RIMMERMAN Brooklyn, N.Y. Commerce Management Intramural Manager (4); Society for the Advancement of Management

JOANN YVONNE RING Costa Education Elementary Education Delta Delta Delta Illini Union Committee (3); Galesburg Alumni Association Beloit College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

GILBERT RISKE Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering Phi Eta Sigma; A.S.M.E.; Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PATRICIA JANE RISLEY Dixon Fine and Applied Arts Art Education Alpha Xi Delta Coe College
THOMAS WALTER BOE.....Butler, Pa.
Commer
Marketing and Management
Illini Forensic Association; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

STAYTON CLARENCE KROES.....Peoria
Agriculture
Beta Theta Pi
Senior Tennis Manager; Phi Eta Sigma; The Illio (1, 2); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Football Manager (2); Tennis Manager (2, 3); Moingewa
Homes Day (1)

JOHN ARNOLD ROEDER.....Chicago
A. Fine and Applied Arts
Architect
Delta Phi
Interfraternity Council (4); A.I.A.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DAVID PEERS ROGERS.....Rockford
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Pi Kappa Phi
Captain; Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Phi Chi Eta; Scabbard and Blade
Homes Day (3)

RAMONA JEAN ROGERS.....Tusco
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Alpha House
W.A.A. (3, 4); House President (4)

THOMAS JOHN ROGERS.....Chicago
Commerce
Management
Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4)
Marquette University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RALPH RUGNFEYR.....Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Roger's House
Wright Junior College

ROBERT CARL ROGAN.....Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Zeta Psi
Galesburg Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Wright Junior College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERTA LYNN ROES.....Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Speech
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Navy Pier Alumni Association
University of Wisconsin; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

NANCY HARRIS ROBERTS.....Aurora
Education
Elementary Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Illini Union Committee (3)
University of Wisconsin; Mills College

LOUIS LEROY ROBINSON, JR.....Lincolnwood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MORRIS ROBINSON.....Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Club Oskee-Wow-Wow
Illini Union Board (4); M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4); Independent Informal Committee (3, 4); Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities; University Dance Committee, Chairman; Sports Staff, Pier Illini; Student Congress
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT CHARLES ROBINSON.....Joliet
Mechanical Engineering
Acacia
A.S.M.E.
Joliet Junior College

PLEASANT HARVY ROBBERT.....Kemper
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Alpha Sigma Phi
Skull and Crescent; House President (4); A.S.C.E.

JOHN BAKER ROCKWELL.....Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Marketing Club
Northwestern University

HAROLD ALLEN RODBO.....Waukegan
Commerce
Engineering
Delta Chi
A.F.S.; Scimitar

ERROL DAVID RODDA.....Apple River
Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Exmoor Hall
Phi Kappa Phi; Alpha Zeta; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Engineering Council (3, 4); Major, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Caissin Club; A.S.A.E.
Homes Day (1, 2, 3, 4); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

HOBERT CARLYLE RODRICK.....Mt. Prospect
Engineering
Engineering Physics
Alpha Phi Omega; University Chorus (3, 4); A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Sysnot
Homes Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
REGINALD JOSEPH ROMINE...Tuscaloosa
Commerce
Accountancy
Tomahawk; Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Kappa Psi; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Second lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta; Accountancy Club; Honors Day (1)

FERGUS ELWYN ROOD.........Joliet
Commerce
Marketing
Campus Chest (3); Trader (4); Marketing Club
Joliet Junior College

SHELDON ROOTH..............Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy
Phi Epilson Pi
Accountancy Club (3, 4); Marketing Club
Navy Pier Activities: Freshman Varsity Track Squad
University of Richmond; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN ALDEN ROSEMAN.........Moline
Commerce
Marketing
Alpha Sigma Phi
Dolphins (3); Marketing Club
Augustana College; St. Ambrose College

CLARENCE TORIBIO ROSE......Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Flagg House
German Club; Navy Pier Alumnae Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JORDAN MAYNARD ROSENBAUM...Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Lundgren House
Omega Beta Pi; Practitioners

KALMAN ROSENBAUM............Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy
Lundgren House
Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3); Accountancy Club; Practitioners
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ALFRED HERBERT ROSENBERG...Toledo, Ohio
Mechanical Engineering
Chi Gamma Iota; Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Honors Day (2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
University of Toledo; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
GILBERT FRANCIS SACC6 ............................ Harvey Engineering Electrical Engineering A.I.E.E. I.R.E. Thornton Junior College

ARTHUR WILLIAM SACKETSON ............ Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology Delta Chi Illini Union Committee (3) North Park College

PERRY SACKS ........................................ Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Speech Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4); Navy Pier Alumni Association Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RUSSELL CHARLES SAUERTH .................. Chicago Commerce Management and Marketing Freycroo Campus Chest (3); House President (4); Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club; Wright Junior College

RICHARD JOHN SADURY ....................... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Phi Eta Sigma; A.C.S. Honors Day (2, 3) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CARL JOSEPH SAILER ......................... Chicago Physical Education Physical Education Minnawa Lodge Campus Chest (3); Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4) Wright Junior College; Northpark Junior College

ISIDRA ELENA SALAZAR ...................... Panama City, Panama Library Library Science National University of Panama

PETE SALAZAR, JR. ............................... Chicago Commerce Commercial Teaching Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD HENRY SALL ......................... Spring Valley Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology La Salle-Peoria-Oglesby Junior College

CHAMLONG SALKHAPIT ................................ Bangkok, Thailand Engineering Civil Engineering Huntleigh Hall Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

JAMES ANTHONY SAMPAN ........................ Chicago Engineering Civil Engineering Newman Hall A.S.C.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD MORTON SAMPSON .................. Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences History Tau Delta Phi Interfraternity Council (3); Bait and Fly Casting Club; German Club; Philosophy Discussion Club; Social Welfare Administration Club Wright Junior College

MARY CORDELIA SANDR0 ........................ Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences French The Illio (1); Illini Union Committee (1); French Club McGill University, Quebec

RICHARD ALLEN SANDLOW .................... Chicago Commerce Accountancy Lundereren House Hillel Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Accountancy Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce Galesburg Activities; WNI Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM NORMAN SANDRE .................. Clifton, N.J. Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Phi Eta Sigma; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2, 3); Second Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment Honors Day (2)

DONALD ARTHUR SANDSTEDT .................. Champaign Division of Special Services Industrial Administration Accountancy Club; A.C.S.; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

LYLE EUGENE ROBBINS ........................ Pantin Commerce Marketing Alpha Kappa Lambda Alpha Kappa Psi; Career Conference Committee; Commerce Council (3, 4); Junior Chamber of Commerce, Marketing Club; Student Prensenters' Association

LEONARD SANDSTONE ......................... Chicago Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
ROCCO ANTHONY SANREANDRO ........... Chicago Dairy Engineering Mechanical Engineering A.S.M.E.; S.A.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LOUIS SANGER ............... Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering A.S.M.E. Wilson Junior College

DON ROLLA SARAVALLI ............... Chicago Committee Marketing Alpha Sigma Phi Marketing Club Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ANDREW PAUL SARANY .............. Watford Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Social Studies Galesburg Activities; University Chorus Honors Day (2) Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

SALMAN SAROON ................. Baghdad, Iran Engineering Civil Engineering Cosmopolitan Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Chi Epsilon; Phi Epsilon Kappa; Phi Kappa Epsilon; Y.M.C.A. Committee (3); A.S.C.E. Honors Day (3) University of Denver


CALVIN MILTON SANDBERG ......... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology Herzl Junior College; Loyola University

DONALD CONRAD SAUPE ........... Geneva Agriculture Floriculture Pi Alpha Xi; Floriculture Club Monmouth College; Augustana College

JOSEPH SAWITZKY ............... New York, N.Y. Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering Cosmopolitan Garvey; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Mu Epsilon; House President (4); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E. Honors Day (1) Oklahoma Agriculture and Mining College

BILLY JAMES SAVAGE .............. McLeanboro Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.

JOHN ROY SCAGG ................. Collinsville Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering Ohio State University

GROVER JOHN SCHATZ ............ East St. Louis Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology German Club Honors Day (3) Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

GEORGE EDWARD SCHAFFER ...... Homewood Fine and Applied Arts Industrial Design

DANIEL LYKE SCHAFFER ............ Brighton Agriculture Dairy Production

JAMES EDWARD SCHAFFER ......... Springfield Engineering Civil Engineering Phi Sigma Kappa Tau Beta Pi; Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); A.S.C.E. Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

BARBARA JOAN SCHAFFER ........... Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences English Sigma Delta Tau Illini Union Council (4); Illini Union Committee (4) Honors Day (1, 2, 3)

ROBERT GENE SCHALTE ............. O'Fallon Division of Special Services Political Science American Society for Public Administration Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL JOSEPH SCHAPFERBERG ...... Sterling Fine and Applied Arts Music Education Phi Mu Alpha-Siionia; Football Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4); First Regimental Band (1, 2, 3, 4); Repertory Orchestra (2, 3); Men's Glee Club (3, 4)
RUSSELL GEORGE SCHEBEL........ South Beloit
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Carthage College

JAMES ARTHUR SCHEFFLER............. Graymont
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Lambda Chi Alpha
Gargoyle; Phi Eta Sigma; Football Marching Band (1); A.I.A.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

NORMAN CARL SCHENK............. Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Biology
Phi Eta Sigma; Lutheran Student Council (3, 4); Gamma Delta, German Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

ALLEN HASLEY SCHERTZ............. El Paso
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4); Galesburg Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

LOUIS WILLIAM SCHERMAN............. Carlyle
Agriculture
Poultry Science
La Comite
Agriculture Club; Poultry Science Club

NORMAN CHARLES SCHELLER............. Breckfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Architecture
A.I.A.
Navy Peer Extension of the University of Illinois

RICHARD HAROLD SCHMIDTSTENG........... Highland Park
Library School
English
Medea Lodge
Manager of Stage Management, Illini Theatre Guild (4); Mask and Bauble; Pierrots; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Board (3, 4)
Lake Forest College

DONALD SCHINDLER............. Kansas City, Mo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
A.I.Ch.E.
Kansas City Junior College

EDGAR MARTIN SCHEFF......... Kankakee
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Lookout Manor
Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Field and Furon; Gamma Delta

WALTER JAMES SCHLIECHTE............ Apple River
Agriculture
Animal Science
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Zeta; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Baseball Manager (2, 3); Lutheran Student Foundation Student Council (3, 4); Agricultural Council (4); Plow Boy from Committee (3, 4); Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Bath and Fly Casting Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Moingwena Honors Day (2, 3)

DOROTHY JUNE SCHLOSSER............. LeRay
Education
Elementary Education
Alpha Gamma Delta
W.A.A. Numerals (3)
Honors Day (1)
Illinois Wesleyan University

LELAND GENE SCHOCHLING............. Mt. Carroll
Agriculture
Agronomy
Medea Lodge
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2, 3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club

DONALD EDWARD SCHNEIDERKEPER........ Matteson
Division of Special Services
Sales Engineering
Watsontown
Varsity 150 Pound Football Squad (1)
Gustavus Adolphus College

CLAIRE LOUISE SCHMITZ............. East St. Louis
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
McKinley Hall
Alpha Pi Delta; Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Illini Blackbird Club
Blackburn College

DANIEL MATHews SCHMITZ............. McHenry
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Emerson Hall
A.I.Ch.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)
New York University

JAMES ALFRED SCHMITZ............. Ingraham
Agriculture
Dairy Technology
Theta Kappa Phi
Home President (4); Dolphins (3, 4); Peshing Rifles; Dairy Technology Society; Spanish Club

JAMES WESLEY SCHMITZ............. Oak Park
Commerce
Management
Phi Upsilon Interfraternity Council (4); Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad; Society for the Advancement of Management

RONALD RAY SCHMITZ............. Chicago
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Peer Extension of the University of Illinois
RAYMOND JOHN SCHMITT...Belgium, Wis.  
Division of Special Services  
Business Administration
Newman Hall  
A.S.M.E.; Marketing Club  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT FERD SCHMITT...Belgium, Wis.  
Division of Special Services  
Industrial Management
Newman Hall  
A.S.M.E.; Marketing Club  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CHARLES DAVID SCHMIDLACH...New Athens, Ill.  
Education  
Teacher Training in Chemistry  
Alpha Tau Omega  
Men's Glee Club (3, 4); Battalion Commander; Battalion of Midshipmen; Navy Council  
Honors Day (2, 3)

MARVIN IRA SCHNEIDER...Chicago, Ill.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Political Science  
Tau Delta Phi  
Spanish Club

RUBY MAE SCHNEIDER...Independence, Mo.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Sociology  
Busey Hall  
Campus Chest (3); House President (4); Illini Forensic Association  
Elmhurst College

RUTH MAE SCHNEIDER...Independence, Mo.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Anthropology and Sociology  
Busey Hall  
Illini Theater Guild Production Staff (3, 4); Campus Chest (4); WILL (2)

WILLIAM CARL SCHNEIDER...Chicago, Ill.  
Education  
Industrial Education  
A.S.M.E.; Industrial Education Society; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Wright Junior College; Chicago Teachers College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD HERMAN SCHNEPPER...Beardstown, Ill.  
Engineering  
Civil Engineering  
Chi Epsilon; Concert Band (2, 3, 4); Football Marching Band (2, 3, 4); A.S.C.E.  
Carthage College

ROBERT ALBERT SCHNEIDER...Quincy, Ill.  
Division of Special Services  
Marketing  
Newman Hall  
Chi Gamma Iota; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management  
Quincy College

PAUL EUGENE SCHNURR...Omaha, Neb.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Geology  
Cyclothem Club; French Club; German Club; Philosophy Discussion Club  
Wesleyan University

HARRY HANSON SCHOCH...Evanston, Ill.  
Commerce  
Accountancy  
Ahacita  
Accountancy Club; Illini Masonic Club; Joliet Junior College

ROBERT BENJAMIN SCHORNER...Trenton, N.J.  
Agriculture  
General Agriculture  
Graham Lodge  
Agriculture Club; Poultry Science Club  
Southern Illinois University

DAVID HENRY SCHOENROCK...Oshkosh, Wis.  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Architectural Engineering  
Campus Chest (2); Second Regimental Band (1, 2); University Chorus (3, 4); A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Gamma Delta  
Oshkosh State Teacher’s College

HENRY ALBERT SCHOWENGERT...Kansas City, Mo.  
Engineering  
Electrical Engineering  
Tau Beta Pi; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.  
Kansas City Junior College

ALAN LYLE SCHROEDER...Champaign, Ill.  
Journalism  
Editorial  
Alpha Tau Omega  
Sports Editor, The Daily Illini; Ma-Wan-Da; Sachem; Skull and Crescent; Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3, 4); Campus Chest (1); Freshman Varsity Track Squad; Honors Day (3)

PETER JOHN SCHRINNER...Chicago, Ill.  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Bacteriology  
Alpha Phi Omega  
Sports Editor, Daily Illini; Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (1, 2, 3, 4); Campus Chest (1); Freshman Varsity Track Squad; Honors Day (3)

DONALD LAVRENE SCHRIEFFER...Kankakee, Ill.  
Agriculture  
General Agriculture  
Alpha Tau Omega; Varsity Cross-Country Squad (2); Varsity Track Squad (2)

CHARLES ROBERT SCHNEIDER...Washington, D.C.  
Engineering  
Metallurgical Engineering  
Phi Eta Sigma; M.I.S.  
Honors Day (1)
Philip Edward Schubert................Champaign
Journalism
Radio

Elmer George Schuchman, Jr..............Belleville
Agriculture
Vocational Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education
Club
Honors Day (3)

Erwin William Scheutz.................Carlinville
Engineering
Ceramic Engineering
Kearney
Blackburn College

Lloyd Scheelstad.............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Chi Phi
Freshman Varsity Swimming Squad; Dolphins
(1, 2, 3, 4)

Horn, Carl Schultze..............Milwaukee, Wis.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
A.I.A
Honors Day (1)

Jeanine Ann Scheelze.............Chicago
Agriculture
Home Economics
Theta Upsilon
Illini Union Committee (2); Illini Theatre
Guild Production Staff (2); Freshman Work
Committee (4); German Club; Home Economics
Club
Morgan Park Junior College

Charles Frederick Scheuneman, Blue Island
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Second Regimental Band (1, 2, 3); Illini
Forensic Association
Honors Day (2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

Paul Byers Scheuneman..............Decatur
Management
Phi Gamma Delta
Freshman Varsity Tennis Squad; Basketball
Manager (1, 2); Commerce Council (2);
Moeningwenna
James Millikan University

Douglas May Schwart..................M. Oliva
Physical Education
Phi Mu
W.A.A. (3, 4); Illini Blackburn Club; Physical
Education Majors Club
Blackburn University

Maurice Allen Schwartz..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Phi Eta Sigma; Omega Beta Epsilon; Navy
Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Activities: Copy Editor, Pier
Illiini
Honors Day (2, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Manuel Schwart.............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Norton House
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Joseph Peyton Schwetze.............Blanfordville
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Delta Sigma Phi
Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof
and Horn Club

Eugene John Schwetz.............Cicero
Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
A.F.S.; M.L.S.
University of Syracuse; Navy Pier Extension
of the University of Illinois

Claude Vernon Scott, Jr.............Evanston
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Education
Club Topper

Dale Richard Scott..............Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Philosophy
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Phi Delta Sigma; Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4);
Varsity Wrestling Squad (2); Freshman Varsity
Swim Squad; Football Marching Band (2, 3);
First Regimental Band (3); Second Regi-
mental Band (1, 2); Student Religious Coun-
cil (3, 4); Illini Christian Fellowship (1, 2, 3, 4);
Combat Defense Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

John Thackray Scott, Jr.............Paxton
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Tau Eta
Alpha Zeta; Alpha Tau Alpha; Agriculture
Economics Club; Agricultural Education Club;
Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

Robert Augustine Scott.............Sandwich
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Alpha Chi Rho
Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof
and Horn Club
Honors Day (3)

McKay James Seaton..............Chicago
Division of Special Services
Engineering
Navy Pier Activities: University Dance
Committee
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
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Robert Winfield Seavey............Emburst Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu
Honors Day (1, 2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Judith Ann Sebastian............Rental Education
Elementary Education
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta
Illinois Wesleyan University

Charles James Seiderecno............Indianapolis, Ind.
Commerce
Accountancy and Management
Theta Chi
Sacomb; The Daily Illini (1, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Arthur Wilbur Seider............Buda, Ill.
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hood and Horn Club
Western Illinois State College

David Lee Sedel............Naperville, Ill.
Agriculture
Journalism
Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (1, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (3, 4)
North Central College

Harry Otis Seidinger............Bellaire, Ohio
Agriculture
La Coterie
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
University of Oklahoma

Myrl Vance Seidinger............Flat Rock, Ill.
Agriculture
General Agriculture
La Coterie
Agriculture Club; Hood and Horn Club

Aaron Eugene Sell............Camilla, Mo.
Agriculture
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hood and Horn Club

Richard Harold Seidtad............Chicago Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
L.A.S.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Paul Elmer Semel............New York, N.Y.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry and Zoology
Evita
Hunter College

John Gordon Semple............Washington, D.C.
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Hood and Horn Club
University of Maryland

Steven John Sendejak, Jr............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Marquette University; Waukegan College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Matthew Brooks Senn............Louisville, Ky.
Division of Special Services
Economics
Phi Kappa Psi
Honors Day (2)
University of Louisville

Sam Robert Seder............North Chicago
Division of General Services
History
Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Mitchell Albert Serebman............Chicago Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Wright Junior College

Mary Elizabeth Serven............Prairie City
Home Economics Education
Presbyterian Hall
Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Upsilon Omicron; McKeeley Foundation Student Council (1); Home Economics Club; Spanish Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

Charles Earl Sexauer............Chicago Commerce
Accountancy
Collegiate Manor
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Villanova College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Joe Hallis Seymou............Benton Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Roger's House
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; M.I.S.
Southern Illinois University
JOAN MARIE SHEDDENACK........Spring Valley
Education
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
University Chorus (2); French Club
LaSalle-Peru-Ogleby Junior College; Gales-
burg Extension of the University of Illinois

JEROME SHALON....................Chicago
Law
Law
Lundgreen House
Nu Beta Epsilon; Accountancy Club; Gales-
burg Alumni Association; Illinois Insurance So-
ciety; Intercollegiate Zionist Federation; Ju-
nior Bar Association; Junior Chamber of Com-
merce
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

FRANKLIN MERLE SHAPIRO...........Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MARVIN KALVIN SHAPIRO............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Stagger Inn
House President (3); Marketing Club
University of Wisconsin

ROBERT SHAPIRO....................Clayton, Mo.
Commerce
Marketing
Phi Epsilon Pi
Philosophy Discussion Club
Honors Day (2)
Washington University

ROBERT HUGH SHAPIRKY.............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geography
Granada Club
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3); Navy Pier
Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EWEB ALAN SHARP...............Henderson, Ky.
Commerce
Mechanical Engineering
Pi Tau Sigma; Illinois Technograph (2); A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 3)

DONALD RAY SHAW.................Homewood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Delta Upsilon
Skull and Crescent; Phi Eta Sigma; Interfrat-
ternity Council (1, 2, 3); Student Senate (3);
Junior Prom Committee; IAS Council (3, 4);
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

WILLIAM WAGY SHAW..............Pittsburgh, Pa.
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Pi Kappa Phi
Concert Band (3, 4); Football Marching
Band (1, 2, 3, 4); First Regimental Band (1, 2);
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

JAMES EDWARD SHEETS..............Chillicothe
Commerce
Management
Tall Hall
Rifle and Pistol Club
Bradley University

HELEN ALDRY SHELDONGER...........Decatur
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French
Kappa Alpha Theta
Shooter Board; W.A.A. (1); Terrapin (1, 2, 3, 4);
French Club
Honors Day (3)

ROSEMARY HELEN SHEPPARD.......Granite City
Agriculture
Home Economics
4-H House
Alpha Chi; Phi Upsilon Omicron; Illini Union Committee (1);
Star Course Manager (2)
Honors Day (1)

CHARLES WILLIAM SHEPPARD.......Pontiac
Journalism
Editorial
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Co-Manager, Star Course; Ma-Wan-Da; So-
chen; Illini Union Committee (3); Star Course Manager (1, 2, 3);
G.M.N. Committee (1, 2); Football Marching Band (2); First
Regimental Band (3); Second Regimental
Band (1, 2); Men's Glee Club (3); WILL
(2); Concert and Entertainment Board (4)

GlenG HUGGE SHIPPARD.............Burnt Prairie
Division of Special Services
Mathematics

PHYLLIS SHIMANN.................Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Art Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
House President (3); University Chorus (4);
Women's Glee Club (3); Fine and Applied
Arts Society

WILLIAM CHARLES SHIELDAST........Geneseo
Division of Special Services
Commerce
Theta Chi
Georgia School of Technology

THEODORE BRUNO SHIMKUS........Chicago
Division of Special Services
Engineering
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Wilson Junior College

KENNETH DONNALD SHIMMIN........Burlington, Iowa
Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Alpha Sigma Mu; A.F.S.; M.I.S.
Honors Day (3)
Burlington Junior College
JOAN EILEEN SHEHRY..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Micro-Tech Club
Clarke College

BARBARA LUCILLE SHISLER...........Elmwood
Agriculture
Home Economics
Chi Omega
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Y.W.C.A.
Committee (1, 2); House President (4)

THOMAS EDWARD SHEPPEY..............LaGrange
Commerce
Marketing
Phi Kappa Psi
The Daily Illini (4); Trader (4); Marketing
Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Northwestern University; DePaul University;
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

ILADORE SHIBRISKY..............Indiana, Pa.
Journalism
Editorial
Executive News Editor, The Daily Illini; The
Daily Illini (4, 4)
Indiana State Teacher's College

VIVIAN JEAN SHIRZONZ..............St. Anne
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Y.W.C.A. Committee (4); WILL (5)
DePaul University

ROBERT LEE SHOBER..............Girard
Division of Special Services
Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Illini Forensic Association
Honors Day (1)

JOHN WILLIAM SHIGERT..............Rockford
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Kappa Psi
Sachem; Skull and Crescent; Sigma Tau; Phi
Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; Y.M.C.A. Cabin-
et (3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)

MARY LOUISE SHIGERT..............Marrenge, Ohio
Education
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Kappa Delta Pi; Wesley Foundation Student
Council (4)
Ohio Wesleyan University

PAUL WILLIAM SHULZINGER........New York, N.Y.
Engineering
Civil Engineering
The Mansion
Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
The City College of New York

CHARLES ARTHUR SHUMARD..............Chicago
Division of Special Services
Advertising
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Dolphins (3, 4)

GLENN ALLEN SHUNNIBSON..............Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Phi Kappa Sigma
A.S.C.E.
North Park Junior College

JOAN RAE SHUTTS..............Hinsdale
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Kappa Delta
French Club; Spanish Club
MacMurray College

MARELYN SHIRLEY SHYER..............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Alpha Kappa Delta; Illini Union Committee
(3, 4); W.A.A. (3, 4); Repertory Orchestra
(3, 4)
Herzli Junior College

JEROME SHYMAN..............Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Alpha Epsilon Pi
The Daily Illini (3); Galesburg Alumni As-
sociation; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing
Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier and Galesburg Extensions of the
University of Illinois

JOAN LOUISE SHEIBERT..............Marquette
Agriculture
Floriculture
Mask and Bauble; Illini Theatre Guild Man-
ger (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. (2, 3, 4); Floriculture
Club
Honors Day (3)

FREDERICK JEAN SIBBENS, JR. Der Monoc, Iowa
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club

EDWARD WILLIAM SHEBENT..............Springfield
Law
Law
Granada Club
Delta Theta Phi; Junior Bar Association
Springfield Junior College

ALBERT LOUIS SHEG...............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
A.C.S.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extent-
on of the University of Illinois
Oscar Siegel: Chicago  
- Physical Education  
- Physical Education

Tau Delta Phi  
- Phi Eta Sigma; Delta Theta Epsilon; Phi Epsilon Kappa; House President (4); Football Junior Varsity (2, 3); Physical Education Majors Club; Teachers-in-Training Club; University of Illinois Recreation Society  
- Honors Day (1, 3)

William Frederick Sierpe: Park Ridge  
- Commerce  
- Industrial Administration  
- Sigma Phi Epsilon  
- Gym Manager (2); Marketing Club; Mainwaring; Society for the Advancement of Management

Nan Sive: Chicago  
- Education  
- Speech Correction

Peter George Sigalos: Chicago  
- Commerce  
- Banking  
- Delta Sigma Pi; Varsity Baseball Squad (3); Epsilon Phi Sigma; Junior Chamber of Commerce  
- Honors Day (2)  
- Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Benedict Siglson: Chicago  
- Fine and Applied Arts  
- Architectural Engineering  
- Delta Chi  
- A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.  
- Wright Junior College

Jane Let Sigovatta: Joliet  
- Education  
- Art  
- Alpha Delta Pi  
- House President (3); Fine and Applied Arts Society  
- Joliet Junior College

Jack Silverberg: Greenville  
- Liberal Arts and Sciences  
- Speech and Psychology  
- Sigma Phi Epsilon  
- Mask and Bauble; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2, 3); WILL (4); Illini Forensic Association; Philosophy Discussion Club; Teachers-in-Training Club  
- Greenville College; University of New Mexico

Esther Gloria Silver: Chicago  
- Liberal Arts and Sciences  
- Speech  
- Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls  
- Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (2); Navy Pier Alumni Association  
- Navy Pier Activities: N.A.P.I.  
- Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

John Robert Simmons: Chicago  
- Liberal Arts and Sciences  
- Psychology  
- Labor and Industrial Relations Association; Marketing Club  
- Wright Junior College

Roger Carol Simmons: Marine  
- Agriculture  
- General Agriculture  
- Nabor House  
- Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Illini Blackburn Club  
- Blackburn College

Georgia Ann Simon: Waukegan  
- Education  
- Education of the Deaf  
- Iris  
- Mu Iota Sigma; Illini Union Committee (2, 3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3); House President (3, 4)

Ronald Simon: Chicago  
- Fine and Applied Arts  
- Architectural Engineering  
- The Mansion  
- Sigma; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Intercollegiate Zionist Federation; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
- Navy Pier Activities: Pier Illini  
- Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert Edward Simonetti: Chicago Heights  
- Physical Education  
- Physical Education  
- Tribe of Illini; Varsity Baseball Squad (3); Letter (1)

Martin Karop Simonian: Waukegan  
- Commerce  
- Marketing and Management  
- Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
- Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Edward Robert Simonson: Chicago  
- Engineering  
- Civil Engineering  
- A.S.C.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
- Galesburg and Navy Pier Extensions of the University of Illinois

John Simpson: Oak Park  
- Commerce  
- Marketing  
- Pi Kappa Phi  
- Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Orchestra (4); Marketing Club  
- Honors Day (2)  
- Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Lowell Curtis Simms: Modesto  
- Agriculture  
- Teacher Training in Agriculture  
- Ten O-One Club  
- Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club  
- Illinois State Normal University

Russell Simoni: Joliet  
- Division of Special Services  
- History  
- Joliet Junior College
LOYD KETTER SIRON..............Lexington
Commerce
Management
Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad

Marilyn Siron..............Lexington
Education
Teacher Training in Commerce
Leeman Lodge
Thetas; Alpha Sion; Ilii (1, 2, 3); House President (4)

HOCK IN SRU..............Honolulu, Hawaii
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
University of Hawaii

CAROLYN NIEER..................Mattawa
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Evans Hall
Baker University

DALE EUGENE SIPE..................Windsor
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Minorza Lodge
Alpha Zeta; Illini Christian Fellowship (2, 3, 4)
Honor Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

RALPH MATTHEWS SIGMAN..............Pawnee
Agriculture
General Agriculture
University Baptist Church Student Council
Shurtleff College

CHRISTINA ANN SLOW..............Brunswick, Me.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Bussey Hall
The Daily Illini (1); Illini Union Committee (2); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); University of Illinois Student Council (3); Campus Chest (3); W.A.A. (2, 3)
Washington University

JOHN EDWARD SMALLMAN..............Springfield
Personal Management
Chi Phi
Springfield Junior College

ALBERT JUEN SMITH..............Waukegan
Division of Special Services
Commerce
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

BETTY MAE SMITH...............Urbana
Fine and Applied Arts
Industrial Design
Shorter Board; W.A.A. Board (3, 4); W.A.A. Numerals (1); W.A.A. (3, 4); German Club

CHARLES ALLEN SMITH..............Toulon
Education
Industrial Education
Industrial Education Society
Park College

DEAN ALLEN SMITH..............Shelbyville
Commerce
Accountancy
Browery House
Alpha Kappa Psi; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Honors Day (2, 3)

Class of 1957
DONALD IRWIN SMITH ............. Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Tomahawk; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (3, 4), Letter (4)

DONALD WEBB SMITH ............. Aurora
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma;
A.S.M.E.
Honors Day (1, 3)

EVELYN DELORES SMITH ............. Ellyn
Agriculture
Home Economics
Gamma House
Phi Upsilon Omicron; Choristers (2); Illinois Agriculturalist (3, 4); Disciples Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3, 4); All Ag Field Day Committee (3); Home Economics Club

GARLAND YOUNG SMITH ............. La Grange Park
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Kappa Delta Rho
Star and Scroll; Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Pi Tau Sigma; Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); Interfraternity Council (1); House President (4); A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

HOWARD HAMILTON SMITH ............. Ralphi
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agricultural Economics Club; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Hoof and Horn Club

JOHN ALEXANDER SMITH ............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Alpha Phi Omega
Wilson Junior College

LEO PAUL SMITH ............. Blois
Agriculture
General Agriculture

LEROY JOSEPH SMITH ............. Freeport
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
University Chorus (2); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Society for the Advancement of Management
Honors Day (5)

LOIS LEONA SMITH ............. Mahomet
Education
Elementary Education
Sigma Kappa
The Daily Illini (3, 4); Teachers-in-Training Club
Honors Day (2)
Northwestern University

LOREN MEGLER SMITH ............. Monroeville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Delta Sigma Rho; Y.M.C.A. Committee; Second Regimental Band (1-2); WILL (1); American Society for Public Administration; Illinois Forensic Association

LYLE HOWARD SMITH ............. Pontiac
Commerce
Industrial Administration
Sigma Pi
Skull and Crescent; Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Illinois Technograph (1); Accountancy Club; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Marketing Club

NORMAN BLAIR SMITH ............. LeRoy
Agriculture
Bio-Chemical Engineering
Triangle
Tomahawk; Varsity Track Squad (2, 3, 4); Freshman Varsity Track Squad; A.C.S.; A.I.Ch.E.

NORVON SMITH ............. Rochelle
Agriculture
Economics
Theta Xi
Agriculture Economics Club; Agricultural Education Club; Galesburg Alumni Association; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Spanish Club; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

PAUL LUCAS SMITH ............. Donville
Commerce
Accountancy
Tau Kappa Epsilon
University Orchestra (4); Newman Foundation Student Council (4); Senior Ball Committee; Accountancy Club

RICHARD EUGENE SMITH ............. Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Omega Betz Pi; Illinois Christian Fellowship (4); German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (2)
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERTA JANE SMITH ............. Rochester
Agriculture
Home Economics
4-H House
W.A.A. (2, 3); Illinois Agriculturalist (2, 3, 4); All Ag Field Day Committee (3); Row boy Farm Committee (2); W.G.S. Ball Committee (2); Home Economics Club; Rural Life Club

SIRNEY EDWARD SMITH ............. Saukamini
Law
Betz Gamma Sigma; Beta Alpha Psi; Phi Alpha Delta; Accountancy Club; Junior Bar Association
Honors Day (3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
Illinois Wesleyan; Oberlin College; John Carroll University

STEVEN LEE SMITH ............. Chicago
Division of Special Services
Economics
Phi Kappa Tau
Star and Scroll; Illinois Theatre Guild Cast (2); Men’s Glee Club (3, 4); WILL (2); Illinois Forensic Association; Marketing Club; Morgan Park Junior College; Northwestern University
WILLIAM COUGHLIN SMITH .............. Chicago 
Engineering 
Physics 
Barton House 
Phi Eta Sigma; Illini Theater Guild Manager 
(4) 
Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier 
Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM KENNETH SMITH, JR .............. Pastur 
Division of Special Services 
Marketing 
Kappa Delta Rho 
Marketing Club

ROBERT CARL SMITHA .............. New York, N.Y. 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
A.A.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts Society 
Honor Day (1)

DOLLY JO SMOTHERMAN .............. Dallas, Tex. 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Psychology 
Southern Methodist University; Arlington 
State College

JAMES WILLIAM SNARB .............. Benton 
Engineering 
Mining Engineering 
Theta Chi 
M.E.S. 
Carleton College

JEAN SELMA SNITOVSKY .............. Chicago 
Education 
English 
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls 
Alpha Lambda Delta; House President (3) 
Navy Pier Activities; Student Congress 
Honor Day (2, 3); University of Illinois 
Scholarship Key 
University of Wisconsin; Navy Pier Extensi 
on of the University of Illinois

DAVID FRANK SNYDER .............. Indianapolis, Ind. 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Architectural Engineering 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
A.S.C.E. 
Indiana University

MARIANNE JANE SNYDER .............. Decatur 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
History 
Delta Gamma 
The Daily Illini (2); Illini Theatre Guild 
Production Staff (2); Campus Chest (2) 
W.A.A. (2, 3) 
MacMurray College

JORDAN HOWARD SOBEL .............. Chicago 
Commerce 
Commercial Law 
Zeta Beta Tau 
Phi Kappa Phi; Beta Gamma Sigma; Phi 
Eta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3) 
Hool and Horn Club 
Honor Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois 
Scholarship Key

ROBERT NOAH SOBLE .............. Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Teacher Training in Social Studies 
Barton House 
Second Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; 
Phi Chi Eta 
De Paul University

CHESTER FRANK SOROTA .............. Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Industrial Psychology 
Illini Forensic Association; Illini Insurance 
Society; Marketing Club 
De Paul University

JOSEPH MICHAEL SOLT .............. Rockford 
Engineering 
Aeronautical Engineering 
I.A.S.

ROBERT JOHN SOLEM .............. Chicago 
Engineering 
Electrical Engineering 
Alpha Kappa Lambda 
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Interfraternity 
Council (3); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. 
Honor Day (3)

JEROLD SOWING .............. Kewanee, N.Y. 
Fine and Applied Arts 
Commercial Design 
Fine and Applied Arts Society 
Columbia University

JANICE CAROLINE SOLOMON .............. Chicago 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Teacher Training in Speech 
Phi Delta Sigma 
Mask and Bauble; Zeta Phi Beta; Illini Union 
Council (3, 4); Illini Union Committee (1, 2) 
Illini Theatre Guild Manager (3); Illini 
Theatre Guild Cast (1, 2); Freshman Coun 
cil; WILL (2) 
Honor Day (3)

ANNE JANE SOLON .............. Streator 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Sociology 
Social Welfare Administration Club 
College of Saint Teresa

JOHN DANIEL SOMMER .............. Peoria 
Engineering 
General Engineering 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Phy Eta Sigma; Interfraternity Council (2)

WILLIAM ALVIN SOMMER .............. Peoria 
Engineering 
General Engineering 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Scully and Crescent; Phi Eta Sigma; Board of 
Fraternity Affairs (3, 4); Interfraternity 
Council (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Senate (3, 4) 
Coordination Committee (3, 4); Freshman 
Council; Alumni Association Board (3) 
Freshman Fratel Committee; Freshman Week 
Committee; First Lieutenant, Army ROTC 
Regiment; Transportation Corps Club; 
A.S.M.E. 
Honor Day (1)
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Joanne Chertile Sommers; Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Phu Mu Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (4), Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (3), Christian Science Organization, French Club Northwestern University

Peter Song; Los Angeles, Calif.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology Los Angeles City College; University of California at Los Angeles

Gunnar Sorensen; Elwood Park
Engineering Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E. Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Marvin Philip Sow; Chicago
Journalism Advertising Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4) Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Garrick Southard, Jr.; Robinson
Commerce Marketing and Management Brentwood M.I.A. Executive Council (4); House President (4); Illinois Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Spanish Club Phillips University

Roy Bernt Soye; Evanston
Commerce Accountancy Accountancy Club; Marketing Club Chicago City College

Joseph James Sorens; Chicago
Accountancy and Management Camelot Club Accountancy Club; Marketing Club Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Vito Sparatcchio; Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering A.I.A.; A.S.C.E. Herli Junior College; Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Eugene John Spanneng; Chicago
Physical Education Physical Education Newman Hall Phi Epsilon Kappa; Varsity Baseball Squad (3, 4); Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad; Gamma Delta Wright Junior College

Anthony Spata; Chicago Heights
Liberal Arts and Sciences French Barton House Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Arthur Judson Speck; Mendota
Liberal Arts and Sciences International Affairs Ten-O-One Club Evanston College of Institute

Richard Lanphere Spear; Kirkwood
Agriculture General Agriculture Illinois Agriculturist (3, 4); Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof and Horn Club Honors Day (3) Monmouth College

Guy Thomas Spencer; Roadhouse
Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Y.M.C.A. (2) Shurtleff College

Kent Fielden Spencer; Salem
Commerse Management Theta Delta Chi Y.M.C.A. (4); Combat Defense Club; Accountancy Club; Society for the Advancement of Management

Thomas Spencer, Jr.; Marion
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering A.I.A.; A.S.C.E. Honors Day (4)

Carl Mike Sprow; Madison
Engineering Mechanical Engineering A.S.M.E.

William Truman Spooner; Jefferson, Wis.
Fine and Applied Arts Architecture Delta Upsilon Skull and Crescent; Scabb; Y.M.C.A. Committee (4, 5); House President (4); N.S.A. Senate Subcommittee (3); First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phalanx

Robert Carl Springhorn; General
Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Alpha Chi Sigma Honors Day (3)
HENRY JEROME Szczechowski........Chicago Engineering Aeronautical Engineering Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Syracuse Marvin Stafford............Chicago Commerce Accountancy Esquire Club Alpha Kappa Psi; Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Junior Chamber of Commerce Weight Junior College

Rhea Stagner.........................Champaign Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Illini Union Council (4); Illini Union Committee (3); Y.W.C.A., Committee (3) Oberlin College

Margorie Anne Stamm.................Tyler, Tex. Liberal Arts and Sciences Spanish Alpha Epsilon Phi Alpha Kappa Phi; Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; Sigma Delta Pi; The Illio (11); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (11); Hilil Foundation Student Council (2, 3) Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Harold Arthur Stange..................Oak Park Commerce Marketing Brewery House Varsity Baseball Squad (1, 3, 4), Letter (1, 3); Marketing Club

Roger Earl Stangeland.................Wauconda Liberal Arts and Sciences History Honors Day (3) Carleton College

John William Stanley..................Urbana Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology Phi Eta Sigma; Omega Beta Pi Honors Day (1)

Jill Patricia Staran....................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences French Chi Omega Pi Delta Phi; Illini Union Committee (2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Campus Chest (3); Terrapin (2, 3); Newman Foundation (2, 3), 4); Sophomore Cotillion Committee; French Club Clarke College


Charles John Statler.................Park Ridge Liberal Arts and Sciences History Sigma Alpha Epsilon University of New Mexico; Westminster College; Northwestern University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Joyce Arline Stathammer..............Pekin Liberal Arts and Sciences Sociology Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; Alpha Kappa Delta; Pi Chi Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Andrew Steck...........Chabot City Division of Special Services Speech Moore Hall WILL (4); Illini Forensic Association

Herbert Sage Stiften.................McLean Agriculture General Agriculture Medea Lodge Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow

Harold Gun Stein......................Chicago Commerce Marketing Delta Sigma Pi Accountancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association Arkansas Agriculture and Mechanical College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Herman Hal Stein......................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Noble House A.C.S. Honors Day (2, 3); Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

James Stanley Stein...................Urbana Engineering Civil Engineering Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; A.S.C.E. Honors Day (1, 3)

Allan Richard Steinberg..............Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Pre-Law Tau Epsilon Phi Interfraternity Council (2)

David Eli Steinberg..................Granite City Division of Special Services English and Sociology Clark House House President (4); Hoof and Horn Club; Marketing Club Southern Illinois University
HARRIET JUNE STEINBERG..............Chicago
   Liberal Arts and Sciences
   Psychology
   Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
   Illini Union Committee (4); University
   Chorus (4)
   Wright Junior College; Illinois Institute
   of Technology

Marilyn Smith Steinbrecher..............Carmi
   Liberal Arts and Sciences
   English
   Alpha Omicron Pi
   Y.W.C.A. Committee (3)
   DePauw University; Northwestern Univer-
   sity

William Edward Steinbrecher, Jr..........Riverside
   Agriculture
   Floriculture
   Alpha Sigma Phi
   Floriculture Club
   University of Chicago

Edgar Herman Stelter..............Timely Park
   Engineering
   Electrical Engineering
   A.I.E.E. I.R.E.
   Honors Day (3)

John Francis Stengel..............Decatur
   Commerce
   Accountancy
   Phi Kappa
   Skull and Crescent; Phi Eta Sigma; Inter-
   fraternity Council (2); House President (3)
   Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
   Scholarship Key

Harry Deon Stephens, Jr...........Bristol, Conn.
   Engineering
   Electrical Engineering
   A.I.E.E. I.R.E.
   University of Connecticut

John Willoughby Stephens..............Benton
   Engineering
   Metallurgical Engineering
   Sigma Phi Delta
   M.I.S.
   Honors Day (2)

Frances Elizabeth Sterling...........Bloomington
   Agriculture
   Home Economics
   Kappa Delta
   Illini Union Committee (2, 3, 4); Campus
   Chest (3)
   MacMurray College; Illinois State Normal
   University

Morton Alvin Sternberg..............Chicago
   Commerce
   Accountancy
   Stagger Inn
   M.A. Executive Council (3, 4); Intramural
   Council (3, 4); Bait and Fly Casting Club

Herbert Lee Strebrett..............Princeton
   Fine and Applied Arts
   Advertising Design
   Illustration; Galesburg Alumni Association
   Honors Day (5)
   Galesburg Extension of the University of
   Illinois

Richard Byron Stevens..............Elmhurst
   Commerce
   Marketing
   Tau Kappa Epsilon
   Freshman Varsity Tennis Squad; Accountancy
   Club; Marketing Club; Student Businessmen's
   Association
   Knox College

Gordon Herbert Stewart..............Steveston, London, England
   Engineering
   Mechanical Engineering
   Cosmopolitan
   Illini Union Committee (4); Y.M.C.A. Com-
   mittee (4); Interfraternity Council (4); Illi-
   nis Technograph (4); A.S.C.E.; A.S.M.E.
   Cambridge Technical College

William Lyle Stelow..............Stokie
   Agriculture
   Floriculture
   Pi Alpha Xi; Agriculture Club; Floriculture
   Club
   Northwestern University

Wilbur Dale Stites..............Princeton
   Division of Special Services
   Journalism
   Bait and Fly Casting Club
   Honors Day (3)

Edward Collier Stivers..............Decatur
   Liberal Arts and Sciences
   Chemistry
   Alpha Chi Sigma
   First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment
   Honors Day (2)

John Marshall St. John..............Rockford
   Metallurgical Engineering
   Granada Club
   A.F.S.; M.I.S.

Joan Lucille Stockdale..............Alton
   Liberal Arts and Sciences
   Sociology
   Alpha Chi Omega
   Illini Union Committee (1); Women's Glee
   Club (1, 2)

Donald Julian Stone..............Chicago
   Mechanical Engineering
   A.S.M.E. (4)
   Herit Junior College; Navy Pier Extension
   of the University of Illinois
NAOMI STREETER ........................................ Kankakee
Agriculture
Management
Stevens Phi Beta; Business Manager, The Illio; Mortar Board; The Illio (1, 2, 3, 4); Sophomore Cotillion Committee; Honors Day (2)

DONALD DEWEY STROHBECK ........................................ Shipman
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; A.S.M.E.
Western Illinois State College

JAMES MILTON STUART ........................................ Danville
Commeric
Accountancy
Community
Accountancy Club

JAMES DALE STUCKY ........................................ Piper City
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Sigma Chi; Alpha Zeta; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Illinois Wesleyan University

JACK RICHARD STUERBE ........................................ Danville
Commerie
Accountancy
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

LUCELLE MANDEL STUENNEL ........................................... Hinsdale
Agriculture
Home Economics
Phil Kappa Phi; Tau Beta Pi; A.S.E.
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Campus Chest (3); Gamma Delta; Home Economics Club
Lyon Township Junior College

GERALD STARNER STUFF ........................................ Dixon
Agriculture
Dairy Science
Illinois State Farmers Union; Illinois Gamma Iota; M.I.A. Executive Council (2); Illinois Agriculturalist (4); Disciples Foundation Student Council (2, 3, 4); Agricultural Council (3, 4); Agricultural Club; Dairy Processing Club; German Club; Hoof and Horn Club
Washington University

JAY RICHARD STURM ........................................ Rockford
Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Delta Chi; Alpha Zeta; Chi Eta Sigma; Chi Eta Sigma; Illini Union Committee (2); U-E.E.; Western Illinois State College; Western Illinois State College; A.S.C.E.

BERNARD GLEN STUTLER ........................................ La Fayette
Law
Phi Delta Phi; Agricultural Law Club; Junior Bar Association
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
Kenneth Ephriam Stutler
Kansas City, Mo.
Accountancy
Indiana State Teachers College

David Burford Stutsman
Nashville, Tenn.
Law
Law Delta; Junior Bar Association; Law Society
University of Oklahoma; Washington University

Charles Vincent Sullivan
Chicago, Ill.
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Medea Lodge; Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

James Daniel Sullivan
Blue Island, Ill.
Division of Special Services
Lundgren House; First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Phi Chi Eta
Thornton Junior College

Don James Sunderlage
Elyria, Ohio
Physical Education
Sigma Phi Epilon
Varsity Basketball Captain; Mu-Wan-Da; Sachem; Star and Scroll; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Basketball Squad (5); Letter (5); Freshman Varsity Squad

Donald Edward Sunderlage
Centralia, Ill.
Accountancy
Delta Upsilon
Accountancy Club; A.S.M.E.

Phillip Gordon Sundel
Kansas City, Mo.
Division of Special Services
Journalism
University of Colorado

Andrew Grant Sutherland
Chicago, Ill.
Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Donald Robert Sutherland
Lawrenceville, Ill.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Mathematics
Football Marching Band (2); German Club; Illini Insurance Society

Paul Willis Sutherland
Lawrenceville, Ill.
Commercial Teaching
Delta Phi; Accountancy Club; Vincennes University; College of Mortuary Science

Ralph Dee Sutherland
Rushville, Ind.
Engineering
A.S.C.E.

Frank Joseph Stitha, Jr.
Chicago, Ill.
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Newman Hall; Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Poultry Science Club; Morton Junior College

Nancy Lila Stobbe
Chicago, Ill.
Agriculture
Home Economics
Gamma Phi Beta
Bradley University

Richard Daniel Stobbe
North Riverside, Ill.
Agriculture
Agricultural Council (4); Agriculture Club; Dairy Production Club; Dairy Technology Society; Michigan State College

Theodore Merryman Swain
Urban, Ill.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
Phil Kappa Phi; Phi Betta Kappa; Phi Eta Sigma; Mask and Bauble; Seabury Foundation Student Council (2, 3); Honors Day (2, 3)

Imogen Ann Swaney
Cicero, Ill.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Theta Phi Alpha
Mundelein College

Armer Martin Swanson
Rockford, Ill.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Pi Kappa Alpha; Star and Scroll

Harry Arthur Swanson
Paul Revere
Division of Special Services
Music
Phi Kappa Sigma; Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia; Men’s Glee Club (3)
JACQUELINE KAY SWANSON..........Moline
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Sciences
Y.W.C.A Committee (1); Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

LOUISE ADELE SWANSON..........Urbana
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Leeman Lodge
Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Sophomore Cotillion Committee; W.G.S. Ball Committee (1)

NOMI ANN SWANSON..............Knoxville
Agriculture
Women’s Glee Club (3)
Gunnell College; University of Washington

Marilyn Arline Swartzwalter......Sidney
Comerce
Commercial Teaching
Beta House
Teachers-in-Training Club

Edward William Sweetnam, Jr.
Chillicoth
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Rho Chi
Star and Scroll; A.A.A.
Honors Day (2)
Michigan State College

Charles Clements Swensen......Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Phi Psi
Phi Eta Sigma; Chi Epsilon; Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); Tribe of Illinois; Varsity Fencing Squad (3, 4); Letter (3, 4); Captain Army ROTC Regiment; Pershing Rifles; Saber Club Blade; Tau Nu Tau; A.S.C.E.; Scimitar
Honors Day (1, 2)

Victor Eugene Swenson...........Champaign
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Honors Day (1)
Kanisa State College; University of Michigan; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Robert William Swereman........Waukegan
Division of Special Services
Journalism
Granada Club
Varsity Cross Country Track Squad (1); Foot-Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4); First Regimental Band (1, 2, 3, 4); WILL (2, 3, 4); I.A.S.
Honors Day (3)

John Burton Swisher..............Danville
Agriculture
Animal Science
Phi Delta Theta
Senior Basketball Manager; Ma-Wan-Da; Saber Club; Tribe of Illinois; Basketball Manager (2, 3); Athletic Council (4)

Lisle Switzer, Jr.................Macomb
Commerce
Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Western Illinois State College

Richard Sheldon Swobick........Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Tau Epsilon Phi
Omega Beta Pi
Honors Day (1, 2)

Joseph Lee Synnors...............Hampton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Medicine
Omega Beta Pi
Carthage College

Paul George Sytsema.............Lansing
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
College Hall
Illini Christian Fellowship (3, 4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Nicholas Szabo.....................Topey
Engineering
Mining Engineering
M.I.S.
Springfield Junior College

Edward Charles Szekely.........Rock Island
Liberal Arts and Sciences
History
Noble House
Augustana College; St. Ambrose College

Joseph Francis Szekely..........Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Luc Mundi
A.F.S.; A.S.M.E.
Illinois Institute of Technology; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Richard Edwin Szymonak........Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Newman Hall
A.S.M.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Michigan State College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Ray Francis Szymonak...........Calumet City
Commerce
Accountancy Club
RALPH NORMAN TATKIE, JR.............. Ullin
Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Phi Kappa Phi; Alpha Zeta; Phi Eta Sigma;
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education
Club; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key

CARROLL MICHAEL TAMBAK............. Urbana
Fine and Applied Arts
Landscape Architecture
Zeta Psi
Fine and Applied Arts Society; Landscape
Architecture Society

PATTY WEBSTER TABLER.............. Chicago
Liberty School
Sociology
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4); University
Chorus (2); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

WINIFRED LOUISE TAFT......... Park Forest
Journalism
Radio
The Summit House
National Collegiate Players; Illini Theatre
Guild Cast (1); WILL (4)
Eau Claire State Teachers’ College

HENRY THEO TANABE............. Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Kappa Delta
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

LAVINIA HOWARD TAYLOR........ Springfield
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
Springfield Junior College

ALBERT RUSSELL TAYLOR......... New Castle, Pa.
Commerce
Marketing
Phi Kappa Psi
Mr. Whitey’s Theatre; Tribe of Illinois; Varsity
Football Squad (2, 3, 4); Letter (2, 3, 4);
Freshman Varsity Squad; Accountancy Club;
Marketing Club

DONALD RAY TAYLOR.............. Homer
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Agriculture Club; Hoot and Horn Club

RICHARD DALE TAYLOR............. Flora
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Phi Omega; Men’s Glee Club (3)
 short College

JAMES FRANK Thesis ............ Reddick
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.
Galesburg Extension of the University of
Illinois

BARBARA ANN TAYLOR.............. Dorset
Journalism
Advertising
Alpha Chi Omega
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The
Daily Illini (3, 4); Illini Union Committee
(3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (3); W.A.A. (3)
Honors Day (2, 3)
Bennett Junior College

BRADLEY BENNETT TAYLOR........ Elmhurst
Division of Special Services
Landscape Architecture
Dolphins (2, 3, 4); Landscape Architecture
Society; United World Federalists
Honors Day (1)

HARVEY JOSEPHINE TAYLOR........ St. Louis, Mo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Gamma Delta;
Spanish Club
Sower Teacher’s College

ROBERT EUGENE TAYLOR........... Philo
Physical Education
Physical Education

WILLIAM JOHN TAYLOR............. Chicago
Commerce
Marketing and Management
Acacia
Alpha Kappa Psi; Marketing Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

HERVEY TITUSIMON.............. Chicago
Architecture
Architectural Engineering
Noble House
A.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts
Society

JAMES McGUIFFIN TERRY........ Normal
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Dormoch
Philosophy Discussion Club
Illinois State Normal University

DOROTHY ANN TETTER............. Chicago
Journalism
Advertising
Bunset Hall
Gamma Alpha Chi; Theta Sigma Phi; The
Daily Illini (1); Illini Theatre Guild Production
Staff (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2);
University Chorus (1); McKinley Founda
tion Student Council (1, 2)
MARILYN JEAN THEUBER ... Downville, New York
Agriculture
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Phi Upsilon Omicron; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Campus Chest (1); Panhellenic Executive Council (1); House President (4); WILL (11); Home economics Club

DONALD CHARLES THIEMANN ... Chicago, Illinois
Commerce Management
Navy Pier Alumni Association; Society for the advancement of Management
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JOHN COLLINS THOMAS ... Morris, Illinois
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Spanish
Evan Hall Sigma Delta Pi; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Spanish Club

ALBERT EUGENE THOMPSON ... Champaign, Illinois
Agriculture
Home Economics
Society for the advancement of Management

H. H. THOMPSON ... BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS
Commerce Management
Lambda Chi Alpha Marketing Club
Culver-Stockton College

ROSELYN THOMAS ... Greenville, Illinois
Education
English
Busby Hall
Illini Forensic Association
Greenville College

WILLIAM HILLIS THOMAS ... Greenville, Illinois
Commerce Marketing
Alpha Kappa Lambda
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Campus Chest (5); Marketing Club
Greenville College

ALBERT EUGENE THOMPSON ... Oak Park, Illinois
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); A.S.M.E.

CHARLES LEYSE THOMPSON ... Rock Island, Illinois
Engineering
Civil Engineering

GORDON B. THOMPSON ... Champaign, Illinois
Agriculture
Home Economics
H-H House

J. L. THOMPSON ... Cambridge, Wis.
Division of Special Services, Marketing
I.A.S.; Marketing Club
Iowa State College

JOHN ARTHUR THOMPSON ... Arlington Heights, Illinois
Engineering
General Engineering

JOHN MANVILLE THOMPSON ... Elizabethtown, Illinois
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Colonial Arms
Southern Illinois University

LYNN DOUGLAS THOMPSON ... Palatine, Illinois
Engineering
General Engineering
Homes Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
MARY BRENN THOMPSON........Yorkville
Education
English

RAYMOND SIDNEY THOMPSON
Indianapolis, Ind.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Design
Theta Chi
Director, Department of Entertainment, Illini
Union; Illini Union Board (4); Illini Union
Council (3); Illini Union Committee (2, 3)

ROBERT EMIL THOMPSON........Blue Island
Division of Special Services
Marketing
Alpha Delta Sigma; Marketing Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

ROY THOMPSON ..............Ottawa
Engineering
Ceramics

VINCENT EDWARD THOMPSON.....Champaign
Law
Tar Hall
Delta Sigma Rho; Delta Theta Phi; Illini
Union Committee (2); Illini Theatre Guild
Cast (1); American Legion Post No. 909;
Illini Forensic Association; Junior Bar Associa-
tion
Aurora College

WAYNE FRANCIS THOMPSON
Arlington Heights
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Noble House
Phi Eta Sigma; Agricultural Economics Club;
Hoof and Hare Club
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key
Illinois State Normal University

HEROLD LEROY THORP.............Chicago
Commerce
Commercial Teaching
Chi Psi
Illini Union Committee (3); Y.M.C.A. Com-
mitee (3, 4); Accountancy Club
Navy Pier Activities; University Dance
Committee
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

FRED CARL THORP .............Clinton
Agriculture
Agricultural Science
Colonial Arms
House President (4); Agricultural Council;
Agricultural Club; Field and Farrow

EUGENE JOSEPH THURMAN, Jr. Wood River
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Shurtleff College

THOMAS CARROL THURNEY.........Chicago
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Phi Kappa Psi

RICHARD GENE TITIANI........Decatur
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

MARGARET ROBINSON TILLET........Oak Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in English
Shooter Board; Torch; Alpha Chion; The
Ilios (1); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3); Y.W.
C.A. Committee (1); W.G.S. Executive
Council (3)
Honors Day (2, 3)

JOANN ELIZABETH TILLOE.........Chicago
Education
Social Studies
Vanilg
House President (4); Navy Pier Alumni Asso-
ciation; Teachers-in-Training Club
Navy Pier Activities; Orchestra; Student
Congress
Honors Day (3, 4); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key
Navy Pier Extension of the University of
Illinois

ROBERT FREDERICK TIMM, Jr.
Highland Park
Agriculture
Agricultural Marketing
Horticulture Club
Colorado A. and M.

MELVIN LYNN TIMMONS........London Mills
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Geography
Marketing Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of
Illinois

EDWARD MORGAN TINK............Springfield
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (2, 3)
Springfield Junior College; Bob Jones Uni-
versity

ARMOUR HARRING TITUS, Jr. ........Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Industrial Design
Delta Sigma Phi
House President (4)

BERNHARD CHARLES TJARKSEN, Jr. Pearl
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
A.I.C.E.
Bradley University
Priscilla Jan Todd
Fine and Applied Arts
Boyle Hall

Edward James Tomennel...
Lombard
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Calvez Stockton College

Henrietta Tomlin...
Pleasant Plains
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Speech
Pi Beta Phi
Zeta Phi Eta; Illini Union Committee (2); Illini Forensic Association
Monticello College

Margery Belle Tompkins...
Bloomington
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Pi Beta Phi
The Illio (2); Illini Union Committee (2); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Sophomore Critition Committee; Illi-Sota; Stephens College

Margaret Patricia Tomas...
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Marilyn Jean Toombs...
Oak Park
Elementary Education
Kappa Alpha Theta
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3); WILL (3)
Colorado Women’s College

Robert Bernard Topphammer...
Deer Plain
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi; Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (3, 4)
Pennsylvania State College

Barbara Ann Torbeck...
Bexwino
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Biology Education
Theta Phi Alpha
Rotary College

Allen Solomon Torbeck...
Vandals
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Moore Hall
A.S.C.E.

Torwald Harold Torgersen...
Lombard
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Harmony House
Gargoyle; Sigma Tau; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Honors Day (3)
North Central College; Illinois Institute of Technology

A. J. Tornello...
Chicago
Education
Education
Theta Upsilon Torch; Shu-Ai; Mask and Bauble; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Campus Chest (1); WILL (1)

Kenneth Lyle Toy...
Dunrobin
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Spanish Club

Roger Roundtree Trapp...
Taylorville
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Phi Omega; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

Robert Wilbur Traves...
Edwardsville
Commerce
Accountancy
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

Leonard John Tregonas...
Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
University of Tubingen, Germany; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Herbert Eugene Trenning...
Beverly Park
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Pre-Law
Moore Hall
Phi Alpha Delta; Junior Bar Association; Law Society
Calvin College

Fred Hans Tribett...
Chicago
Engineering
Civil Engineering
Triangle
A.S.C.E.; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn University

Walter Harry Treibel...
Homewood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering
Flage House
A.I.Ch.E.
Cornell University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
JOHN RAYMOND TREPPIE........Chicago

Industrial Administration

Noble House
Accountancy Club; Marketing Club
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROY HERMAN TRONITZ..........Chicago

Mechanical Engineering

A.S.M.E.; S.A.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EDWIN STANLEY TROSCHINSKI...Chicago

Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemical Engineering

Neuman Hall
Chi Eta Sigma; Varsity Baseball Squad (3); University Chorus (4); A.I.Ch.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Honors Day (1)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD THEODORE TRUPIN....Mendota

Electrical Engineering

A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Lakeview-Oglesby Junior College

PAUL LA RUE TROYELDON, JR...Bloomfield

Agriculture

Honors Council
Baptist Foundation Student Council (3)
Murray State College

CASimir Thomas TROZANOWSKI...Chicago

Accountancy

Accountancy Club
Mort'n Junior College

HARRY TRYOTA..................Chicago

Physical Education

Physical Education

Club Topper
Chi Gamma Iota; Phi Epsilon Kappa
Honors Day (1, 3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WALTER JOHN TUBOR..........Park Ridge

Civil Engineering

The Maroon
Varsity Wrestling Squad (3, 4); A.S.C.E.
James Millikin University

WILLIAM TUGENDA.............Blue Island

Engineering

Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Thornton Junior College

LOUIS EDMUND TULIPER............Joliet

Physical Education

Physical Education

Evans Hall
Shooter Board; Alpha Sigma Nu; W.A.A.
Board (3); Major (1); W.A.A. (2, 3, 4)
University Chorus (3); Physical Education Majors Club
Joliet Junior College; Drake University

ALAN MERRY TURNER..............Chicago

Education

Psychology

Fogg House
Alpha Phi Omega; Psi Chi; The Daily Illini (2, 3, 4); M.I.A. Executive Council (3, 4); Major, Army ROTC Regiment; Military Council; Philanthropy; Phi Chi Eta; Philosophy Discussion Club

HEROLD EUGENE TURNER..........Brunswick

Commerce

Marketing

Alpha Delta Sigma; Marketing Club
University of New Mexico

MICHAEL EUGENE TURNER........Indianapolis, Ind.

Commerce

Marketing

Phil Sigma Kappa
President of Inter-Fraternity Council; Ma-
War Dr; Skull and Crescent; Illini Union 
Board (3); Board of Fraternity Affairs (3, 4); 
Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3, 4); Student Senate (3, 4); Committee on Student Affairs (1, 4); Chairman A.G. Political Party; Fresh-
men Varsity Football Squad; Campus Chest 
Allocations and Advisory Board (4); Ac-
countancy Club; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club

NELLE MARIE TURNER.............Hoboken

Home Economics

Alpha Phi
Home Economics Club

WANDA FUESS TURNER............Bronxwold

Commerce

Management and Marketing

Phi Chi Theta; Marketing Club
Honors Day (3)
University of New Mexico

NANCY ANNE TURNER.............Chicago

Journalism

Advertising

Delta Delta Delta
The Daily Illini (1); Illini Union Committee 
(1, 2, 3); Campus Chest (2); Sophomore Cotillion Committee

LORIELLE DiVERE TWEEDDALE...........Greenfield, Wis.

Career Development

Business Administration

Alpha Kappa Psi; Cadet First Lieutenant, 
Army ROTC Regiment; Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement of Management Southern Illinois University

MARY SUZAN TRUXET..................Davenport

Journalism

Advertising

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Gamma Alpha Chi (1); Illini Union Com-
mmittee (1, 2)
St. Mary's of Notre Dame
Marvin Curtis Tyler
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Aurora College

Gerald Gwenn Uristen
Chicago Division of Special Services
Marketing
Alpha Delta Phi
Wright Junior College; Northwestern University

George Isamu Ushiy
Chicago Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clark House
A.S.C.E.
Wright College; Illinois Institute of Technology; University of California at Los Angeles

Jack Donald Ullman
Chicago Engineering
Engineering Physics
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Illinois Technograph (3, 4)
Honors Day (3)
Illinois Institute of Technology; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

William James Ullrich
Ottawa Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Newman Hall
University Chorus (3); Newman Foundation Student Council (3, 4); A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Northwestern University

Robert Earl Ullrich
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Commerce
Marketing
Alpha Kappa Psi; Gamma Delta; Marketing Club
Southeast Missouri State College

Donald McKinley Underwood
Freeport Engineering
Civil Engineering
Utah State College; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Irwin William Unser
Oak Park
Division of Special Services
Advertising
Newman Hall
Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4)

Jo Ann Elizabeth Unsetl
Harrisburg
Agriculture
Home Economics
Alpha Phi
Stephens College

William John Utherberg, Jr.
Lombard Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Triangle
Star and Scroll; M.I.S.
Illinois Institute of Technology

Everett George Uphoff
Benson Education
Biological Science
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (3); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Campus Chest (1, 3); Student Religious Council (1); Lutheran Student Foundation Student Council (2)

Florence Yvonne Ure
Dakota, Minn.
Commerce
Personnel Administration
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Phi Chi Theta; Y.W.C.A. (3, 4); Trader (3)
University of Minnesota

Alphon Lincoln Uttech
Rockport Agriculture
Teacher Training in Agriculture
Alpha Tau Alpha; Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club; Field and Furrow; Hoof and Horn Club
Honors Day (3)
Illinois State Normal University

Bernard Richard Uttech
Villa Park Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Gordon Uyttebroek
Brookfield Liberal Arts and Sciences
French
University of Paris; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Viola Vaitulonis
Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Evans Hall
Illini Union Committee (3, 4); Figure Skating Club
Morgan Park Junior College

Richard Whiffer Valentine
Chicago Engineering
Communication
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Nancy Viola Van Bruchot
Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences
Psychology
Pi Beta Phi
Y.W.C.A. Committee (3)
Monmouth College
FRED MATHIS VANCE ............ Fort Worth, Tex.  
Commerce  
Marketing
Four Columns
Delta Sigma Pi; Junior Chamber of Commerce; Marketing Club

PAUL ANDREW VANCE, Jr.  
Columbus City, Ind.  
Engineering  
Electrical Engineering  
Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Tau; Tau Beta Pi;  
Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu; Pi Mu Epsilon;  
Concert Band (1, 3, 4); Football  
Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4); University Orchestra (2, 3, 4); Repertory Orchestra (1);  
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.  
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
JOAN MARY VAN DE STEEG ............ Rockford  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
English  
Alpha Xi Delta  
Alpha Lambda Delta; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Sophomore Cotillion Committee  
Honors Day (1)
MILTON VANDERBERG .......... Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Pre-Medicine  
College Hall  
Omega Beta Pi  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
ROBERT FREEMAN VAN LOON ............. Olivet  
Commer...  
Accountancy  
Beta Alpha Psi; Commerce Council (4); Accountancy Club
RUDOLPH VENTURIKO .......... Wheaton  
Commerce  
Management  
Galesburg Alumni Association; Marketing Club  
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
ANDREW VIEGCKO ............ Chicago  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Architectural Engineering  
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.  
Morgan Park Junior College; Purdue University; Illinois Institute of Technology
CHARLES CANDLER VIEK ........ Downers Grove  
Agriculture  
General Agriculture  
Delta Upsilon  
Varisty 150 Pound Football Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Track Squad; Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club
ROBERT EDWARD VICK ........ Springfield  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Architecture  
Triangle  
University of Cincinnati; Springfield Junior College
ARNOLD JOSEPH VIERK ............ Edwardsville  
Engineering  
Electrical Engineering  
Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.  
Washington University; Quincy College
MARTIN MERLE VIGGON ............ Chicago  
Commerce  
Marketing  
Phi Sigma Delta  
Campus Chest (4); Marketing Club; Navy  
Pier Alumni Association  
Navy Pier Activities: Drum Major; Varsity Baseball Squad (2)  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
JOHN CRAIG VINGREN ............ Chicago  
Fine and Applied Arts  
Industrial Design  
Illustrations  
Honors Day (2, 3)  
Wright College; Valparaiso University
NICK ROBERT VIRGILIO ............ Chicago  
Engineering  
Civil Engineering  
A.S.C.E.; I.T.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
SEYMOUR DAVID VISHNY ............ Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Political Science  
American Society for Public Administration; Navy Pier Alumni Association  
Honors Day (1)  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
MILDRED ANNA VITEK ............ Chicago  
Liberal Arts and Sciences  
Teacher Training in Biology  
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls  
Y.W.C.A. Committee (4); W.A.A. (4)  
Heid Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
JOSEPH EMIL VITZ ............. Chicago  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
A.S.M.E.  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
LOUIS GEORGE VOCK, Jr. ............ Chicago  
Engineering  
Mechanical Engineering  
A.S.M.E.  
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
WILLIAM JOHN YOHASKA ............. Reverence
          Physical Education
          Phi Kappa Psi
          Varsity Football Captain; Ma Wan Da; Sigma Chi; Skull and Crescent; Tumahawk; Tribe of Illini; Varsity Football Squad (3), Letter (3); Freshman Varsity Squad (3)

MARY ELIZABETH YOUNGREN .......... Macomb
          Liberal Arts and Sciences
          Phi Beta Phi
          Micro-Tech Club
          Knox College

JOSEPH ARTHUR YOHEOJSK .......... Chicago
          Liberal Arts and Sciences
          Chemistry
          Sigma Alpha Epsilon
          First Lieutenant, Army ROTC Regiment; Philhans; A.I.C.H.E.; American Legion Post No. 909; German Club
          Michigan State College; University of Arizona

GEORGE YOHOH .......... Chicago
          Engineering
          Agricultural Engineering
          A.S.A.E.
          Missouri Valley College

DOLOTHY MARGARET YUCHA .......... Chicago
          Liberal Arts and Sciences
          Political Science
          Busby Hall
          Wright Junior College; Macalester College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

HERMAN GUSTAV WAHRICH, JR. ...... Chicago
          Commerce
          Management
          Zeta Psi
          Skull and Crescent; Tribe of Illini (4); Varsity Track Squad (2, 3, 4), Letter (2, 3, 4); Captain, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Penshing Rifles

EUGENE GAIL WAGENNECH ......... Morrison
          Engineering
          Mechanical Engineering
          A.S.M.E.

CARL RICHARD WAGNER ............ Dixon
          Fine and Applied Arts
          Architecture
          Garveyale; Scrabb; A.I.A.; Fine and Applied Arts Society; German Club
          Honors Day (2)
          Pennsylvania State College

BERNARD ALTON WAILE ............. Evanston
          Division of Special Services
          Marketing and Management
          Phi Upsilon
          Interfraternity Council (1, 2, 3, 4); Marketing Club

CARL ROBERT WAHLEN ............. Chicago
          Engineering
          Civil Engineering
          Lambda Chi Alpha
          N.S.A. Senate Subcommitte (2, 3); A.S.C.E.
          Michigan State College

MARVIN WAYNE WALLE .. ............. Chillicothe
          Commerce
          Commercial Teaching
          Galesburg Alumni Association; Teachers-in-Training Club
          Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

SUZANNE MARIE WALLISTON .......... Rockford
          Liberal Arts and Sciences
          Teacher Training in Speech
          Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
          Delta Sigma Rho; Illinois Technograph (4); Illini Christian Fellowship (4); Illini Forensic Association
          Wheaton College

WILBUR JAMES WALK ....... Galesburg
          Commerce
          Accountancy
          Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
          Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EDWARD JOHN WALDHANS ...... Berwyn
          Commerce
          Marketing
          Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
          Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EUGENE WALDH ...... Chicago
          Engineering
          Electrical Engineering
          A.I.E.E.I.R.E.
          Purdue University; Wright Junior College

JOHN ALBERT WALKER .......... Robbins
          Physical Education
          Physical Education
          Tribe of Illini (2, 3, 4); Freshman Varsity Football Squad; Varsity Football Squad (2, 3, 4); Varsity Track Squad (2, 3, 4), Letter (2, 3, 4)

MARTIN LEROY WALKER ......... Patoka
          Division of Special Services
          Geology
          Cytosolem Club
WILBUR LEWIS WALKER . . . . . . . . Carthage Engineering Civil Engineering A.S.C.E. Carthage College

GEORGE CRAWFOI'D WALLACE . . . . . . . . Urbana Civil Engineering Beta Theta Pi Sigma Tau; Chi Epsilon; Y.M.C.A. Comm.-er (2); A.S.C.E. Honors Day (2, 3)

WALTER AMOS WALKER . . . . . . . . Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology Lundgren House Omega Beta Pi; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association Heinz Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EDWARD JOSEPH WALLSKY . . . . . . . . Chicago Fine and Applied Arts Industrial Design Illustrators; Fine and Applied Arts Society Art Institute of Chicago; Wilson Junior College

CRAFHS ROBERT WALTER . . . . . . . . Wat~ek Engineering Engineering Physics Phi Eta Sigma; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E. Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

KENNETH DONALD WALTER . . . . . . . . Alton Liberal Arts and Sciences Chemistry Triangle Phi Eta Sigma; Football Marching Band (2, 3, 4); First Regimental Band (2, 3, 4); Second Regimental Band (1); A.C.S.; A.I.E.E. Honors Day (1)

WILLIAM NORMAN WALTER . . . . . . . . Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Anthropology Lundgren House Varsity Swimming Squad (3, 4); Dolphins (4); Cyclotchnn Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

SHELDON WASSERMAN ............... Chicago
Commerce
Accountancy
Lundgren House
ACCOUNTANCY; Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Hornors Day (3)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

LUTTRELL PAUL WAASSMAN ........... Chicago Heights
Fine and Applied Arts
Industrial Design
Theta Xi
Illustrator; Illini Union Committee (2)
Hornors Day (3)

JAMES CUTTER WATSON ............. Springfield
Engineering
Aeronautical Engineering
Zeta Psi
Illini Union Committee (4); House President (4); Glider Club; I.A.E.; Rifle and Pistol Club

JAMES LEONARD WATSON ............ Canton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
International Students Cooperative
Hampton Institute; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

LAWRENCE LOTTWELL WATSON ....... Monmouth
Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Illinois
Y.M.C.A. Committee (2); A.S.A.E.

DONALD DEAN WEATHER ............. Johnstownville
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
La Coterie
American Legion Post No. 909; Illini Masonic Club
Hornors Day (1, 2, 3)

HARRY ROSS WEATHER ............... Newburgh, N.Y.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Alpha Rho Chi
Eka Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Honors Day (3)

BERNARD ALOYSIUS WEBER, JR. ....... Olney
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
S.A.E.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Eastern Illinois State College

NELLE MAE WEBER ................. East St. Louis
Education
English
Pilmar
Belleville Junior College

ROBERT LOWELL WEBER ............. Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Barton House
Eka Kappa Nu
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Synth
Hornors Day (3)
Wright Junior College

BETTY ELLEN WEBER ............... Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Bushey Hall
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

MARTHA JEAN WEBER .............. Toadon
Agriculture
Institutional Management
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
W.A.A. (3, 4); Home Economics Club
Stephens College

HOWARD NICHOLS WIBERGHAUSEN .... Chicago
(Commerce
Marketing
Photo Chief, Illini Publishing Company; The Daily Illini (3, 4); The Illini (3, 4); Marketing Club
Navy Pier Activities: Photography Editor, Pier Illini; Williams College, Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILFORD FRANK WEEKEs .......... Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geology
Alpha Kappa Lambd
University Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4); Repertory Orchestra (2); Pershing Rifles; Cyclotoem Club; German Club
Hornors Day (2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

RICHARD KENNETH WERTS ............ Peoria
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia; Concert Band (1, 2, 3, 4); Football Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4); University Orchestra (3, 4)
Honors Day (2)

ELMER DONALD WEGNER ............. Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; Navy Pier Alumni Association
Wright Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DIXIE JEAN WERBEY ............... Wilmette
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Sherwood Lodge
Y.W.C.A. Committee (2)
Culver-Stockton College

DONALD DEAN WEIDHUNER ........... Greenview
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Galesburg Alumni Association; S.A.E.
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois
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Hopedale

Agriculture

Delta Phi

Interfraternity Council (4); Illinois Agricultural Student Association; Field and Farrow; Hoof and Horn Club

Jerome Nathan Weinberg

Chicago

Commerce

Accountancy

Landgren House

Illini Union Committee (2); Campus Chest (2); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club; Pratorians

Norman Philip Weinhouse

Chicago

Electrical Engineering

Eta Kappa Nu; A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.

Honors Day (1)

Chicago Technical College

Howard Bailey Weintraub

Chicago

Fine and Applied Arts

Architectural Engineering

Tau Epsilon Phi

Illini Theatre Guild Manager (1); A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Fine and Applied Arts Society; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Leonard Weinstein

Peoria

Commerce

Economics

Statistics

Sigma Alpha Mu

Rochelle Weinstock

Chicago

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Teacher Training in Speech

The Daily Illini (1); W.A.A. (1, 2, 3, 4); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2, 3, 4)

Tidor Weisberger

Chicago

Commerce

Accountancy

Barden House

Accountancy Club

Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Donald Clement Weiskopf

Libertyville

Physical Education

Physical Education

Varsity Baseball Squad (2); Freshman Varsity Baseball Squad

James Herman Weiss

Chicago

Journalism

Advertising

Zeta Beta Tau

Alpha Delta Sigma; The Daily Illini (4); Illini Union Committee (1)

Ivy Weiss

Chicago

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Sociology

Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls

Galesburg Alumni Association

Galesburg and Navy Pier Extensions of the University of Illinois

Marion Dorothy Weiss

Chicago

Commerce

Accountancy

Cagle Hall

Chi Phi Theta; Accountancy Club; Navy Pier Activities: W.A.A. (1, 2)

Honors Day (1, 2)

Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

Raymond Bennett Weiss

Bronx, N.Y.

Journalism

Radio

Sigma Delta Chi; The Daily Illini (4); W.I.U.; Galesburg Alumni Association; Galesburg; Feature Editor, Galesburg Illini; Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Lloyd Richard Welch

St. Ignace, Mich.

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Mathematics

P. M. Epsilon

Honors Day (2)

Schofield Junior College

Robert Eugene Welch

Pana

Agriculture

General Agriculture

Delta Upsilon

Y.M.C.A. Cabinet (2, 3); Student Religious Council (3); Wesley Foundation Student Council (5)

Richard Howard Welton

Chicago

Fine and Applied Arts

Architecture

A.I.A.

Honors Day (1)

Robert Otto Welsh

Chicago Heights

Agriculture and Animal Sciences

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Economics

Phi Kappa Psi

Interfraternity Council (2); German Club

Harriet Vincent Welsh

Chicago

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Teacher Training in English

Chi Omega

Manager of Scenery Painting; Illini Theatre Guild; Mask and Bauble; Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3, 4); Illini Theatre Guild Cast (4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1)

University of Chicago

Phyllis Welsh

Blowingam, Ill.

Liberal Arts and Sciences

Spanish

Pi Beta Phi

Manager of Make Up; Illini Theatre Guild; Mortar Board; Shi-AI; Mask and Bauble; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2, 3, 4); Freshman Frolic Committee
LAURA JOYCE WHITE.......................Taylor
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Mathematics
Theta Chi; Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Beta Kappa; Alpha Lambda Delta; W.G.S. Executive Council (5); House President (4); Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

Marilyn Ruth White.............Champaign
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Phi Alpha Theta; Illini Union Committee (4); W.G.S. Executive Council (3); House President (3, 4); Chevaliers (4); Social Welfare Administration Club (4)

WAYNE LEE WHITEHEAD...............Tuscola
Agriculture
Y.M.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Illinois Agriculturist (4); Agriculture Club; Field and Farm

William Franklin Whiteside..............Coal Valley
Agriculture
Tara Hall
Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

STANLEY HIRSON WHITNEY..........Oakford
Division of Special Services
Art Education

CHARLES MORRIS WHITMORE.........Oak Park
Division of Special Services
Economics
Alpha Delta Phi
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

DONALD ROBERT WHITNALL..........Springfield
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
Lincoln College

MICHAEL PERRY WHITTINGTON......Chicago
Engineering
A.S.C.E.

Lois Helen Wickham.............East St. Louis
Commercial
Kearney Lodge
Phi Chi Theta; Illini Union Committee (1, 2); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Accountancy Club
Honors Day (1, 2)

Leonard Showt Wicklund.............Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Alpha Rho Chi
A.I.A.

Romayne Clare Wicklund..............Rockford
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Journalism
Graham Lodge
Sigma Delta Chi

Zacz and Janet Wisdom..............Alton
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Bacteriology
Pi Beta Phi
Illini Union Council (4); Illini Union Committee (4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Macro-Tech Club
Monticello College

Clyde Lee Wieland..........Dow
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Bowrey House
German Club

Donald Eugene Wiesman.............Memphis, Tenn.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Pi Kappa Alpha
Southwestern University

Thomas Adron Wieg..............Centralia
Commerce
Accountancy and Management
Accountancy Club
Centralia Junior College

Virgil Corewell Wikeby..............Munda
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.; Illini Masonic Club
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Josephine Catherine Wilber........Palestine
Agriculture
Home Economics
Home Economics Club; United World Federalists
Eastern Illinois State College; Northwestern University

Robert John Wilbert..............Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Painting
Alpha Rho Chi
Tongabank; Illustrators; The Daily Illini (1); W.G.S.; Illini Union Committee (1, 2, 3, 4); Y.M.C.A. Committee (1); Interfraternity Council (1, 4); Fine and Applied Arts Society
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key
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ROGER LEWIS WILBRANDT.............McHenry
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Kappa Sigma
Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (3, 4); Galesburg Alumni Association
Galesburg Activities: WINI
Honors Day (2, 3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLIAM LOVELL WILBUR.......Joliet
Liberal Arts and Sciences

University of Wisconsin; Joliet Junior College

EMER DEAN WILCOX..............Tuscarora
Agriculture

Teacher Training in Agriculture
Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Tau Alpha; Y.M.C.A. Committee (3, 4); Agricultural Education Club; Agriculture Club
Honors Day (1)

CLARA ARLENE WILDMAN........Chicago
Agriculture

Home Economics
Chi Omega
Phi Iota Omicron; Illini Union Committee (2); Illini Theatre Guild Manager (2); Y.W.C.A. Cabinet (3, 4); Y.W.C.A. Committee (2); Home Economics Club
Honors Day (3)
Grinnell College

JEROME MORTON WILENSKY.......Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Zoology
Navy Pier Alumni Association
Roosevelt College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

DALE LERoy WILHELM.............Galesburg
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Chemistry
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

BARRY ROBERT WILK..............Highland Park
Commerce

Accountancy
Phi Epsilon Pi
The Illio (11); Interfraternity Council (2); Accountancy Club; Marketing Club

ELMER CHARLES WILKINSON..... Evanston
Commerce

Accountancy
Batiste
Accountancy Club

WILLIAM EDGAR WILKINS........Joliet
Liberal Arts and Sciences

History
Newman Hall
Bait and Fly Casting Club
Joliet Junior College

DONALD GEORGE WILLIAMS.......Almaud
Engineering
Sanitary Engineering
Camelot Club
Bachelor of Science; A.S.C.E.; Mu-San
Colorado School of Mines

HERNIE VERONICA WILLIAMS......Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences

French
Theta Phi Alpha
Pi Delta Phi; Navy Pier Alumni Association College of Saint Teresa; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

GEORGE JOHN WILLIAMS.........Linden, N.J.
Fine and Applied Arts

Architectural Engineering
Newman Hall
A.S.C.E.
Union Junior College; Bradley University

GEORGE ROGER WILLIAMS.......Pleasant Hill
Engineering

Electrical Engineering
Hannibal-LaGrange College

JOAN CHARLOTTE WILLIAMS......Urkaha
Chemistry

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Associate Business Manager, The Illio; Round Board; Torch; The Illio (1, 2, 3, 4); Illini Union Committee (1, 2)
Honors Day (1)

RALPH EMERSON WILLIAMS.......Smithfield
Agriculture

General Agriculture
Alpha Gamma Rho
Illinois Agriculturist (1, 2); All Ag Field Day Committee (3); Agriculture Club; Hoof and Horn Club; Rural Life Club

RICHARD DUDLEY WILLIAMS......Harvey
Engineering

Mechanical Engineering
Kappa Alpha Psi
Sigma Tau; Pi Tau Sigma; A.S.M.E.
Thornton Junior College

RICHARD SCHREYER WILLIAMS.....Summit, N.J.
Commerce

Foreign Trade
Theta Delta Chi
Senior Track Manager; Ma-Wan-Da; Phi Eta Sigma; The Daily Illini (1); Tribe of Illini; Track Manager (2, 3); Athletic Council (1); Moongwena
Honors Day (1, 3)
WILLARD WALTER WILLIAMS.............Concordia
Engineering
Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E.
Illinois College; Western Illinois State
College

ARTHUR JOHN WILLIAMSON.............Wellesley
Commerce
Management and Marketing
Marketing Club; Society for the Advancement
of Management
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

Education
Mathematics
Omega Beta Pi; Teachers-in-Training Club
Michigan State College

LOIS BAKER WILLOUGHBY..............Battle Creek, Mich.
Agriculture
Home Economics Education
Michigan State College

GORDON FRANCIS WILSON.............Champaign
Commerce
Personnel Management and Business
Administration

GEORGE PORTER WILSON III.............Pittsburgh, Pa.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Honors Day (1)

JANIS NADINE WILSON.............Watertown
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Busey Hall
University Chorus (2)
Illinois State Normal University

DICKINSON GEORGE WILTZ.............Princeton
Commerce
Public Affairs

EMERSON LARUE WINSLOW.............Flat Rock
Commerce
Marketing
Sigma Pi
Football Marching Band (3); Second Regimental
Band (1, 2, 3); Men's Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Illini
Insurance Society; Illini Masonic Club; Marketing Club

BERTRAM STANLEY WINKLER.............New York, N.Y.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Clark House
Phi Eta Sigma; Omega Beta Pi; Praterian
Honors Day (1)
City College of New York

WALTER WILLIAM WINKLER.............Urbana
Physical Education
Physical Education
Varsity Wrestling Squad (1, 3, 4); Freshman
Varsity Squad; Major, Army ROTC Regiment;
Military Council; Pershing Rifles

MORTON DANIEL WINSBERG.............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Geography
Rogers House
Galesburg Alumni Association; Spanish Club
Honors Day (3)
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

GEORGE CECIL WINTERBROTH.............St. Louis, Mo.
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Gilrile; Sigma Tau; A.I.A.
Honors Day (2, 3); University of Illinois
Scholarship Key
Blackburn College

JOHN ROBERT WINTERBROTH.............Bloomington
Civil Engineering

MARIAN ALICE WIRTZ.............Meharry
Home Economics Education

GARRETH WISCH.............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Sociology
Sigma Delta Tau
The Illino (1); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2, 3, 4)

JAMES WILSON WITT.............Fairport
Liberal Arts and Sciences

Kane House
Phi Eta Sigma
Honors Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
BARBARA WOTTY .................Pleasant Plains
Education
Pi Beta Phi
Mortar Board: The Daily Illini (2, 3)
House President (3, 4)
Stephens College

LOIS ANNETTE WOELLKEN............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
McKinley Hall
Liberal Arts and Sciences Psychology
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

CLINTON LEROY WOESTY ..........Rock Island
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
A.S.M.E.
St. Ambrose College

HARRY JOSEPH WOJK ...............Chicago
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Annex Hall
A.I.E.E.; Bait and Fly Casting Club; Illini Forensic Association
Alliance College

HERBERT ALFRED WOLF .............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Mathematics
Alpha Epsilon Pi;
Illinois Institute of Technology

HERBERT SHELDON WOLF ...........Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Illini Union Committee (1); Interfraternity Council (2, 3); House President (1); Marketing Club

MARGARET JEAN WOLF .............Sullivan
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Economics
LeMoyne College
DePaul University

JOANNE FLORENCE WOLFFRECK ....South Bend, Ind.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
South Bend, Ind.
Teacher Training in English
Delta Phi Epsilon; Illini Theatre Guild Production Staff (1, 2)

HAROLD EUGENE WOLF .............St. Francisville
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Noble House
A.S.M.E.

MYRA SHOREY WOLFE ..............Evanston
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Evans Hall
French Club; Philosophy Discussion Club
Roosevelt College

EDWARD WOLFF ..................Clayton, Mo.
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Flagg House
Sigma Tau; Phi Eta Sigma; Eta Kappa Nu;
A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.; United World Federalists
Honors Day (1, 2, 3); University of Illinois Scholarship Key

RUTH HELEN WOLFF .............Chicago
Education
Elementary Education
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Campus Chest (3); Morningside College

EVELYN CHARLOTTE WOLOFSKY ....Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Teacher Training in Social Studies
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls
Campus Chest (1); House President (2);
Hillel Foundation Student Council (3); Spanish Club; Teachers-in-Training Club

JOHN DONALD WOOLLI ............Chicago
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Zoology
Four Column
Alpha Phi Omega; Y.M.C.A. Committee (4);
University Chorus (1); Navy Pier Alumni Association
Loyola University; Navy Pier Extension of
the University of Illinois

KATHRYN MURIEL WOLTER ........Danville
Agriculture
Home Economics
Presbyterian Hall
Y.W.C.A. Committee (2, 3, 4); McKinley
Foundation Student Council (4); Home Economics Club

DANN LYNN WOOD ...............Benton
Division of Special Services
Commerce
Alpha Tau Omega
Bradley University

GEORGE MACKILL WOOD ..........Wilmette
Commerce
Management and Marketing
509 Club
Alpha Kappa Pi; House President (1, 3);
Student Senate (3); Committee on Student
Affairs (3); Class President (3); N.S.A.
Senate Subcommittee (2); Accounting Club;
American Legion Post No. 509; Illinois
Insurance Society; Marketing Club; Students for
Democratic Action

RAYMOND WOODROW .............Green Valley
Agriculture
General Agriculture
Bradley University
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CHARLES MAY WOODSON
Albuquerque, N. M.
Agriculture
Home Economics
Presbyterian Hall
Mortar Board; Torch; Alpha Chi; Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Epsilon Omicron; Illini Theatre Guild Cast (1); W.G.S. Executive Council (3); Class Vice-President (1); Class Secretary-Treasurer (2); Co-Recreational Sports Manager (1, 2, 5); McKinley Foundation Student Council (2, 3); President Boy Prom Committee (2); Sophomore Cotillion Committee; Honor Economics Club; Honor Day (1, 2, 3)
ERNST RUSSELL WOODWARD
Rock Island
Commerce
Accountancy
Alpha Chi Rho
Alpha Kappa Psi; Accountancy Club
Augustana College

JOHN ALLEN WOOD
Effingham
Commerce
Accountancy
Granada Club

MIRIAM WORKMAN
Urbana
Fine and Applied Arts
Music Education
University Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4); Reportory Orchestra (1, 2, 3); Sabethy Foundation Student Council (3, 4)
Honor Day (1, 2, 3)

LOUIS LEE WORKMAN
Galesburg
Marketing and Management
Illini Insurance Society

WILLIAM JASPER WORRELL
Vicksburg
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Political Science
Chi Phi
Skull and Crescent; Interfraternity Council
(2)

LEONARD SOLOMON WORTH
Chicago
Commerce
Marketing
Tau Delta Phi
Illini Union Committee (3); Illini Insurance Society; Marketing Club
Honor Day (2)
Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLARD JOHN WORTH
Ottawa
Fine and Applied Arts
Architectural Engineering
Gargoyle; Tau Beta Pi; A.I.A.; A.S.C.E.
Honor Day (1, 2, 3)
LeSalle-Peoria-Oglesby Junior College

GLEN DOUGLAS WYAT
Chicago
Physical Education
Physical Education
Delta Tau Delta
Phi Epsilon Kappa; Student Religious Council (1); McKinley Foundation Student Council (1)
Illinois State Normal University

BETTY ISABEL WRIGHT
Flaizmmo
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French
Gamma Phi Beta
The Illio (1, 2); Illini Union Board (2); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1); Panhellenic Executive Council (1); Class Vice-President (2); Freshman Frolic Committee

DANIEL EDWARD WRIGHT
Hinsdale
Engineering
General Engineering
Zeta Pi
Football Marching Band (1); A.S.M.E.
North Central College

DONALD EDGAR WRIGHT
Homerwood
Liberal Arts and Sciences
Electrolysis
Macro-Tech Club
Thornton Junior College

GWENDOLYN LOUISE WRIGHT
Alton
Agriculture
Home Economics
Delta Gamma
Society III
Willard Girl's Club

NANCY LOUISE WRIGHT
Carlisle
Liberal Arts and Sciences
French
Honor Business Administration Society
Illini Blackburn Club
Blackburn College

THEODORE OTIS WRIGHT
Gillette, Wyo.
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
A.L.E.E.I.E.
University of Washington

RICHARD AUGUST WINGERT
Park Ridge
Commerce
Marketing
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Marketing Club
Honor Day (1)
North Park College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

ROBERT LOUIS WOLFF
Chicago
Fine and Applied Arts
Architecture
Purdue University; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois
RICHARD FREDERICK ZACKH............Chicago Division of Special Services Commerce
Alpha Delta Phi University of North Dakota, Morgan Park Junior College

RICHARD JOSEPH ZAK.................Chicago Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
M.S. Morton Junior College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

NORFIN VIGA ZARK...................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Speech Correction
Alpha Gamma Delta Mortar Board; Shi-Al; Mask and Bauble; Zeta Phi Eta; Illini Union Committee (1); Illini Theatre Guild Board (4) Honors Day (3)

WALTER FRANK ZALIKI.................Chicago Division of Special Services Advertising
Sigma Phi Epsilon Illini Union Committee (3); First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing Morton Junior College

LOY FREDERICK ZABROCK..............Wheaton Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering
Kappa Sigma
Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

VICTOR ZOZARELLA.................Steger Education Social Science
Cosmopolitan Club Phi Eta Sigma

FRANK JACOB ZELLER.................Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology
Granada Club Illini Christian Fellowship; German Club; Navy Pier Alumni Association; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

JAMES EDWARD ZEVAS.................Park Washington, N.Y. Fine and Applied Arts Architectural Engineering
A.I.A.; A.S.C.E. Purdue University

GEORGE ZYKOWICH..................Chicago Engineering Civil Engineering
A.S.C.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

EUGENE IVES ZEIGLER.................Urbana Liberal Arts and Sciences Zoology
Delta Upsilon First Lieutenant, Air Force Wing; Arnold Society of Air Cadets; Scabbard and Blade

RUSSELL PAUL ZEIGLER.............Urbana Fine and Applied Arts Architecture
A.I.A. Honors Day (2)

EDWARD ZIGMAN......................Sterling Commerce Marketing
Concert Band (1); Football Marching Band (1); Hillel Foundation Student Council (3); Illini Forensic Association; Illini Insurance Society; Intercollegiate Zionist Federation; Marketing Club Honors Day (3) Augustana College

ROBERT JOHN ZIMBA.................Chicago Commerce Marketing
Delta Sigma Pi Interfraternity Council (4); House President (4); Navy Pier Alumni Association; Society for the Advancement of Management Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

FREDERICK NORMAN ZIMMERMANN......Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering A.S.M.E. Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

WILLY KURT ZIMMERMANN..............Chicago Liberal Arts and Sciences Bacteriology
Gamma Delta North Park College; Navy Pier Extension of the University of Illinois

PATRICIA ANN ZINNY.................Park Ridge Liberal Arts and Sciences Teacher Training in Biology Theta Phi Alpha Honors Day (3) College of St. Teresa

LAWRENCE JOHN ZOUBA............Chicago Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Lex Mundi Engineering Council (2); A.S.M.E. Galesburg Extension of the University of Illinois

CAROL ROSE ZIMRING.................Homewood Liberal Arts and Sciences English Presbyterian Hall Illini Union Committee (1); House President (1)

MERLE JESS ZUCKERMAN.............Chicago Physical Education Physical Education
Busby Hall W.A.A. (1, 2, 3); Hillel Foundation Student Council (1, 2); Physical Education Majors Club

JOSEPH FREDERICK ZVER...........Chicago Commerce Management
Newman Hall Wright Junior College
Bronze Tablet - - 1950

The highest scholastic honor awarded to seniors at the University of Illinois is election to Bronze Tablet.

Maintenance of high scholarship throughout any one of the four years at the University is awarded by College Honors. A senior who has been in the upper three percent of his class in his respective college during his junior and senior years fulfills Bronze Tablet requirements. In other words he must have received Junior and Senior Honors.

Seniors may also qualify for University Honors if they have earned College Honors twice and have maintained a scholastic average for their first seven semesters equal to or higher than the four-semester average of the lowest student recently chosen for University Honors.

Transfer students who have not been at the University for four semesters before graduation may achieve University Honors if their average for the past three semesters is equal to or higher than the four-semester average of the lowest student currently elected to Bronze Tablet. The average of their transferred credits for the year before they transferred must also be equal to the average needed for University Honors.

A special University of Illinois Scholarship Key is given to the recipients of University Honors.

Betty Lou Bailey
Aldo Balzarini
Robert Patrick Bannon
Harold Oscar Barthel
Roland John Benjamin
William Clarence Bennewitz
Wallace Arthur Berglund, Jr.
Dorathea Brash Bernstein
Howard Irving Bernstein
Ralph Edward Bower
William Clement Boyd
Warren Thomas Bridgewater
Donald Burt Bringman
William Kainath Brookshier
Frazier Kenneth Brown
Hugh Needham Brown
Mary Louise Burnett
Lee Marie Cadwell
Lillian Toland Call
Robert Baker Carlson
John Joseph Carroll
Rudney Duane Caudle
George Maurice Cheniae
Francis James Cilek
John Ray Cline
Nolan Cornwell Craver, Jr.
Norman James Crum
John William Curry
James Walter Daenen
Duane Douglas Dailes
William Foley De Boice
Jean Bawden Decker
Carol Lavern Dinsdale
Donald Charles Dittmer
Paul Joseph Doebl, Jr.
Phyllis Donoho
Lawrence Edward Drone
Robert Earl Duff, Jr.
James Richard Eisner
William Henry Eisner, Jr.
John W. Erickson
Howard Lee Erickson
Helen Louise Falkenroth
Dale Lee Fieldcamp
Fred August Fischer, Jr.
James Joseph Fishman
Joseph James Fouchard
John Henry Frenster
Nathalie Julia Furst
Barbara Ann Garvey
William Norman Geogeson
Joan Beth Latowsky Gleason
Elyos Edwin Golden
Dean Elmer Goldnetz
Richard Emmerich Gorados
Norman Earl Gowin
Charles John Graham
Millard Joel Grauer
Alfred Frank Graves
Joseph Julius Green
Harold Daniel Guithir
Gloria Jane Hagaman
Helen Jo Hahn
Marjory Elise Halvorsen
Tom Sherman Hamilton, Jr.
Jerome Theodore Hankin
Donald Victor Harper
Albert Miles Hartman
Henry William Hauser
Edgar Marion Hoverland
Stanley Mansfield Haymes
Henry Gerhard Hendrickson
Robert Howard Herron
Robert John Higget
Royce Armond Hinton
Nick Holonoky, Jr.
James Frederick Hood
Harold Lester Houck
Janice Helen Howard
Harold Harvey Hunt
Warren Theodore Hurley
Harold Jacobson
Evert Peter Johnson
John Grewe Johnson
Thomas Stuart Jones
Jack Oakley Kennedy
Bernard Kleinman
George Edward Koberg
Eugene Millard Koch
John Leonard Kohlbecker
Albert Joseph Kuhn
Audrey June LaVerne Larson
Robert Leonard Larson
Carl Donald Larsson
Carol LaFreece Legg
Michael Lenard
Edward Leon
Marvin Leon
Samuel David Levenson
Robert Hamilton Lewis
Stanley Elmer Logan
Tofil Thomas Lukaski
Robert Botho Mack
Gerald Milton Marks
Richard Edgar Martin
Kenneth Jerome Matlock
Robert Edwin McClure
John David McCollum
William Hughes McCue
Frances Claire McElhiney
Thomas Mucklie, Jr.
Rolland Delane Mullen
Carl Julbert Melin
Stanley Earl Metz
Hartman Mitchell
Rosemary Agnes Morthorst
Joseph Trevor Mortimer
Sidney Phil Moss
Arthur Hiroshi Nakata
Herbert Erwin Natof
Donald Wayne Newold
Alvin Russell Olson
Donald Wayne Ommen
Raymond Charles Ovresat
Daryl M. Papke
Robert Richard Phillips
Theodore Pierce, Jr.
Raymond John Pikna
Harold George Poindevexter
Richard Carr Price
Edward Winston Price
Richard Eugene Priest
Elaine Lucy Raech
Richard Marshall Roemer
Benjamin Arthur Rasmussen
Walter Duane Reeder
Marie Roth Reno
Jack Byron Ritter
Aloys Reinhard Rueter
Robert Leroy Sandburg
William Wayne Sanders
Constance S. Savat
Virgil Leonard Schad
William John Scheidemann
Elitho Myron Schimmel
John William Schnake
Elmer Arthur Scholer
Edward William Schwarz
Robert Paul Scott
Wilford Calvin Shurtleff
Neale Richard Skarburg
Lawrence Norman Sloan
Daniel William Snyder
Marcia Jane Speth
Rosita Stephan
John Henry Stevans
Virginia Lucile Stewart
Kenneth Spencer Storn
Donald Albert Straznick
Mary Katherine Strickfaden
Lee Allen Sullivan, Jr.
Jerome Tenenbaum
Ralph William Theobald
Paul William Thiede
William Robert Thompson
Willey James Tilmann
Harlan Perry Tripp
Robert Fischer Vandenboom
Robert George Vanderwater
Robert Ernest Vogele
Herschel Joseph Warlik
Arnold Robert Weber
Philip Wayne Wenig
Fred Pierce Wilson
Harold Martin Wilson
Thora Geitel Winakor
Margy Jeanette Woodburn
Dale Eugene Wright
Joan Louise Zagar
Barbara Ann Zelders
Marshal Leonard Zissman
Ma-Wan-Da

John Almburg
Irvin Bedard
Edwin Bradley
Archie Crist
William DeWitt
Francis Dolan
John Gothard
Robert Hall
Robert Henninger
John King
Donald Laz
Robert Mallary
Jordon Miller
Thomas Moore
Richard Picard
Richard Rakovits
Alan Schrader
Charles Shepherd
Donald Sunderlage
John Swisher
Albert Tate
Michael Turner
William Vohaska
Randall West
Kent Westrate
Richard Williams
William Yates
Mortar Board

Rosemary Archibald
Georgia Bushnell
Kathryn Clark
Betty Lou Dean
Joyce Drew
Jo Eades
Patricia Feaster
Carol Fries
Jvanne Henry
Louise Hodam
Jean Holtzman
Marian Margolin
Sheila MacMurray
Joan Reeve
Naomi Streeter
Carol Thomas
Phyllis Welsh
Barbara Witty
Charlene Woodson
Noreen Zaks
Sachem

Keith Baumann
Nuel Belnap
Ronald Clark
Richard Coleman
Lawrence Connolly
Dale Curtain
John Duewer
Oscar Ehrenberg
Donald Falk
Mack Follmer
Kenneth Freeto
Garland Fritts
Robert Gaschler
Nikolai Goncharoff
David Gullette
William Hohman
Milton Jaffe
J. Benton Jones
John Karras
Louis Krantz

Lawton Lamb
Robert Lauchner
Clinton Lewis
Gerald Magee
Harold McFarland
William McLain
Lee Miller
Allen Mills
James Morgan
George Nelson
William North
Thomas Pollard
Robert Riggins
Richard Rodgers
William Schroeder
John Shugart
Bruce Sidlinger
Charles Studley
Charles Ulrich
Wayne Weber
Lois Binder
Donna Bonar
Donna Christiansen
Mary Jane Corrie
Shirley Cristil
Nancy Denes
Shirley Dreuth
Frances Falcon
Mary Fouts
Joann Friede
Joann Frisk
Martha Garling
Martha Gschwendter
Nancy Haas
Mryna Hale
Joyce Heath
Marilyn Helm
Marilyn Hindsley
Ruth Johns
Dorothy Jones
Virginia Kraabel
Lois Kram
Sara Lewis
Phyllis MacDougall
Rita Martin
Patricia Michelman
Jean Middlemas
Ardis Miller
Nancy Neckers
Carol Nicholson
Marilyn North
Mabel Parker
Joan Pixley
Hollis Rizer
Betty Schickedanz
Irma Schickedanz
Marilyn Schnirring
Marilyn Schueler
Eunice Sifferd
Margaret Simpson
Virginia Slater
Shirley Smith
Lorna Springer
Emma Waldschmidt
Barbara Williams
Katherine Wolcott
Bob Mallary
General Manager, Theatre Guild

Gene Turner
President, Interfraternity Council

Carol Thomas
Editor, Illio

Tom Moore
President, YMCA

Don Laz
Captain, Varsity Track

Sheila McMurry
Director of Student-Alumni Relations
Illini Union
Randall West
President, Student Senate

Jean Holtzman
President, Panhellenic Council

Bob Henninger
Director of Dances
Illini Union

Hugh Hough
Editor, Daily Illini
Francine Cohn
President, WGS

Bill DeWitt
Senior Baseball Manager

Mary Wham
President, Illini Union

Jim Morgan
Circulation Director, Daily Illini

Kent Westrate
Manager of Publicity
Illini Theatre Guild
leaders

John King
Director of Public Relations
Illini Union

Joyce Drew
President, FWCA

Ray Thompson
Director of Entertainment
Illini Union

Joy Biska
President, WAA

Dick Schimmelpfeng
Manager of Stage Management
Illini Theatre Guild

Chuck Marshall
Senior Recreational Manager
leaders

Bill Hoffman
Captain, Varsity Baseball

Phyllis Welsh
Manager of Make-Up
Illini Theatre Guild

Isadore Shensky
Executive News Editor, Daily Illini

Jo Eades
Assistant General Manager
Illini Theatre Guild

Gary Magee
Associate Editor, Illio

Dale Scott
President, Student Religious Council
The representative group of the student body is the Student Senate. The Student Senate promotes the general welfare of the student body and works in conjunction with the committee on Student Affairs in exercising general policy making authority over student affairs and activities.

Eighteen of the 34 members of this organization are elected by the student body in a general election each spring. The remaining sixteen are ex-officio members who represent the major campus activities and housing groups.

Any student may sponsor legislation by presenting it in appropriate written form. All students are welcome to attend Senate meetings and are free to speak before the group.

Permanent committees of the Senate are By-Laws, Finance, Public Relation, International Activities, Student Life, and Coordination. Nearly all Senate committees are open to students who are not senators.

This year the Student Senate of the University of Illinois was host to the National Student Association regional convention.
The Coordination Committee was established in 1948 by the Committee on Student Affairs and the Student Senate. It consists of eleven members. Eight are senators, representing each of the following: the Illini Union, Theater Guild, the Concert and Entertainment Board, and the four housing groups. The other one is an elected senator who serves as chairman. Other members are two faculty representatives from the Committee on Student Affairs, and an assistant from the Dean of Men’s office.

The committee functions to minimize conflicts and undue competition in the presentation of public entertainment by student organizations. It recommends approval and denial of petitions for events and activities, and sets the time and place for these events. In the spring it prepares a calendar of events for the coming year. The committee approves the budgets for general University functions. It also supervises the printing, issuing, and auditing of tickets, and the distributing of complimentary tickets.

Coordination Committee

Top row: Prof. Walter Johnson, Robert Cole, Prof. Hugh Wales, Oscar Ehrenberg
Bottom row: Robert Mallary, Mary Wham, Estelle Anderson, Delmer Murphy, Francine Cohen, Dean Vern Hampton
Not in panel: William Sommer
Three class officers and three senators constitute the representative body of the Senior Class through the Student Senate. Besides their work with the Student Senate the Senior Class officers supervise all class activities. The three senior senators hold major positions on the Senate; Randall West is president of the Senate, Delmer Murphy is chairman of the Coordination Committee, and Louise Hodam is on the Committee for Student Affairs.

One of their largest activities is the Senior Ball. This year the plans of the Senior Class aim to present the best Senior Ball ever held on the campus.

The Senior Announcements committee, which is headed by Helen Ross and Lillian Kimura, handles the details of obtaining senior announcements for both February and June graduates. The profits from the announcements are used to purchase a worthwhile gift to be presented to the University.

The class officers and senior senators attended the Big Ten Conference for senior class officers in order to learn more about student government from the practices of other schools.

Senior Class

Fred Kondzella, president
Junior Class

The primary responsibility of the Junior Class officers is serving on the Student Senate. As representatives on Student Senate the junior officers serve on various committees and take active part in Senate meetings. As a class, working through the student governing body, the juniors supported several policies. Among those that are now in the process of being put into effect are a faculty-rating system and increased sidewalks and bicycle walks on campus. The class favored the idea of women cheerleaders which went into effect last semester. Although the motion was not passed, the junior class strongly recommended increased parking facilities on Wright Street.

The Junior Class officers also attempted to organize and once more hold their Junior Prom, but due to lack of response on the part of the Junior Class the project was cancelled.

Sophomore Class

The Sophomore Class officers serve as the link of the class with student government. The president, vice president, secretary-treasurer, and three senators, who are members of the Student Senate, direct the wishes of the Sophomore Class to the administration.

This group carries on correspondence with other colleges and universities concerning the particular problems of underclassmen and how these problems can be met by efficient administration. The Student Senate this year is studying possibilities for setting up academic courses for freshmen orientation and for activity leadership training.

Moreover, the Sophomore Class officers plan and execute programs for the class as a whole. With six representatives serving on the Senate and various Senate committees, the Sophomores were sure of reliable representation.
The Freshman Council officially represents the freshman class. The council is composed of twelve members; ten are regular members and two serve as alternates. These members are chosen by petition and interview. The main duty of the council is to establish communication with the freshmen in order to further the interests of the class. Through projects such as the orientation of incoming freshmen, the council is benefiting its class.

The most important project of orientation carried out by the 1949-50 Freshman Council was the editing and publishing of a handbook, "Facts for Freshmen." The information contained in this booklet was gathered from a questionnaire distributed among the freshmen by the council. A class dance, the Strawfoot Shuffle, was sponsored in an effort to acquaint new freshmen with their classmates. On Activity Night during Freshman Week, the council set up a general information booth.

The 1950-51 council followed a similar program. They revised and added information to the booklet, "Facts for Freshmen." An Activity Night at the Illini Union was conducted by the council for new students entering in February. The freshmen also had an information booth in the Armory during the "Sweet Sixteen" carnival in March. A '54 Talent Day, featuring the election of the freshman queen, was also sponsored by the Freshman Council for the first time.
The representative body of the student officers at the University of Illinois is the Military council. Meeting once a week, the council discusses problems that arise in the various phases of ROTC training and make recommendations to the commandant. The council sponsors military functions and represents the Army on combined Armed Forces functions.

During the past year the council was responsible for the co-sponsorship of the Military Ball, publication of the Millini, interunit sports program, and planned and supervised ceremonies.

The representatives that make up the council are the cadet regimental commander, the executive officer, the highest ranking senior cadet from each of the nine branches, the editor of the Millini, and one representative from each of the three honorary fraternities—Scabbard and Blade, Phalanx, and Pershing Rifles. The president of the council is Cadet Colonel Daniel Gauger, armor, and the vice president is Cadet Lieutenant Colonel George Cook, corps of engineers.

Military Council

Top row: Louis Audi, Harold Schofield, Walter Winkler, Paul Wilkinson, Morris Beschloss, John Eversole, James Baldwin, David Rogers
Bottom row: Werner Philippens, John Young, George Cook, Daniel Gauger, Lemuel Holley, Harold Raper, Alan Turner
Not in panel: Donald Jones
The governing body of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training corps is the Air Force council. The council not only represents the Air Force cadet wing in matters of student interest but also cooperates with the Military council and the Navy council on all military functions, such as the Military Forces ball and the Armed Forces Day ceremonies. The Armed Forces council, which is made up of two representatives from each of the three ROTC departments, sponsors these functions.

The student representatives of the Air Force council are the cadet colonel and his wing staff, the cadet commander of each squadron, and one representative from each of the combined branch military honorary organizations. An officer of the Air Force ROTC faculty staff acts as advisor.

The cadet colonel, who is in command of all Air Force ROTC cadets, is chosen from the advanced course on a competitive basis. His duties are to administer all policies of the Air Force science department and to preside at all Air Force council meetings.

Air Force Council

Top row: David Knecht, James Stokes, George Riedle, Robert Wilkins, Michael Pompilio, Elvin Carlson, William Fetter, Guy Dickey
Second row: George Bratton, John Martin, Edward Hallett, Harold Pfeifer, Harry Fritz, Herman Waarich
Bottom row: Major Karl Benson, advisor; Robert Simmen
Navy Council is the governing body for midshipmen. Its purpose is to advise and recommend to the professor of naval science on matters relating to N.R.O.T.C. affairs. Its other purpose is to sponsor and administrate activities which will benefit N.R.O.T.C. students.

The council is composed of twelve men. Eight of the members are elected, two from each class. The two company commanders, the executive officer, and the batallion commander complete the council.

Following its purpose the group sponsors social functions such as a steak fry, record dances, and informal get-togethers. This group handles the naval unit's intramural program. It serves as a liaison between the other armed forces and the navy unit. The council sends a member to represent the navy on committees of the combined services. Such a representative helps choose the chairman for the Military Ball. The council also makes arrangements for the Navy's participation in retreats, honors day, and other military functions.

Navy Council

Top row: Darrell Johnson, Norman Babcock, Patrick O'Beirne, James Heyl
Bottom row: David Schmulbach, Fred Kordella, James Haeney, Jerome Keefe
Not in panel: Arthur Grimm, Harold Biker, William Anderson, Delmer Murphy
Agriculture Council controls the activities of the Agricultural Club and its subsidiary clubs

Commerce Council provides professional, social, and educational services to commerce students
St. Pat's Ball parade, sponsored by the Engineering Council

Engineering Council promotes closer relationship and cooperation among the various engineering societies

Top row: Alfred Leavitt, Ray Brown
Bottom row: Wayne Hartman, Robert Cox, Consuelo Minnich, Adolph Brux, Earrol Rodda, Alfred Makulec, Robert Johnson, Bruce Gilbert, Wolfgang Junkel
Liberal Arts and Sciences Council facilitates student-faculty relations and advises students in liberal arts and sciences

Displaced Persons Committee provides help and administers scholarships provided by the University to displaced persons
Student Religious Council encourages inter-faith cooperation in the student body

Student Organization Fund controls funds of 200 student organizations
All University Forum

Each year the All University Forum presents a series of speeches and a panel discussion on current subjects of interest to students. The speakers are experts in their respective fields and prominent in public life.

The committee of the All University Forum, which is composed of six faculty members and six students, originated in 1944. Professor Edward Cleary is chairman of the committee. The committee selects the speakers and makes arrangements for the lectures.

This year the panel discussion featured Norman Thomas, five-time socialist candidate for President; Howard Bowen, Dean of the College of Commerce at the University of Illinois; and Alfred Haake, industrial economist and consultant to General Motors Corporation. The subject under discussion was "Is Socialism Good for America?"

The lectures are supported from general University funds and therefore are free to students and public.
Allan Nevins, professor of American History at Columbia, disclosed "What Makes a Biography Great." For many years Nevins was an active journalist, working for several New York newspapers. His two most famous biographies are "The Diary of J. Q. Adams" and "Letters and Journal of Brand Walloe." Nevins was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for biography in 1937 and 1932.

Brigadier General Frank Howley, former director of the United States military government in Berlin, talked of "Fear for Breakfast." Howley may well be considered an expert in Russian diplomacy due to his many negotiations and settlements with the Soviets before and during the Berlin blockade. A recent book by Howley, "Berlin Command," tells of these experiences.

Walter Reuther, president of the UAW and vice president of the CIO, discussed "Democracy and the Challenge for Peace." Throughout his life Reuther has been active in the organization of worker's unions. Besides his many union activities, Reuther has sponsored pre-war and post-war plans for the conversion of industry.

Marc Connelly, renowned author, lecturer, and teacher, spoke on "What I Have Learned From the Theatre." Among Connelly's laurels is the Pulitzer Prize for his play, "The Green Pastures." His reputation as an educator is exemplified by a recent Broadway play, "At War with the Army," which is a product of his play-writing course at Yale.

Carl Sandburg, noted author and lecturer, not only lectured on American literature during "An Evening with Sandburg," but also gave readings of his poems and played folksongs from "The American Songbag." Some of his best known works are "The People, Yes," "Chicago Poems," and "Remembrance Rock." Sandburg is also an authority on Abraham Lincoln.
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The Interfraternity Council of the University of Illinois promotes the interests and ideas of the social fraternities on campus as well as administering interfraternity policies and University policies pertaining to fraternities. The council, which is composed of two chapter representatives from each of the fifty-six fraternities, discuss such current problems as pledge training, house management, house finances, scholarship, and activities.

The Illinois council, the largest and oldest in the nation, holds an important position as a leader in fraternity self-government. Illinois was one of the first universities to establish the post of Assistant Dean of Men for Fraternities, a position which was taken over by Dean George H. Bargh in September of this year.

Working with the Interfraternity Council as an advisory board is the Board of Fraternity Affairs. This board is composed of three staff fraternity men, three local fraternity alumni, and the five undergraduate officers of the Interfraternity Council.

Interfraternity Council
ACACIA
James Brown
Olof Stridemans

ALPHA CHI RHO
William Somner
William Bergstrom

ALPHA EPSILON PI
Arthur Mitchell
Robert Stencil

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
John Biggar
William Miller

ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
John Towers
Peter Couch

ALPHA PHI ALPHA
John McDonald

ALPHA RHO CHI
Dale Benedicet
Robert Welbert

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Robert Powell
Burt Eltrett

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Noel Delap

BETA THETA Pi
James Morgan

CHI PHI
Jack Pontana
Robert Wagner

CHI PSI
Edward Hopkins
Thomas Humphre

COSMOPOLITAN
Gooden Stewart
Salman Sannooz

DELTA CHI
John Dzu
Richard Lane

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Robert Black
Peter Ayres

DELTA PHI
Deane Weismer
Robert Meline

DELTA SIGMA PI
Robert Zuma
John Hilt

DELTA Tau DELTA
Richard Hanes
William Hoelscher

DELTA Upsilon
Thomas Harris
Richard McFarland

FARM HOUSE
Robert Henniger
John Bingham

KAPPA ALPHA PSI
Clark Price
Rudolph Thomas

KAPPA DELTA RHO
Howard Neuberg
Charles Couleurs

KAPPA SIGMA
William Clunard
Richard Berry

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Robert Cooley
Richard Lavenmore

PHI DELTA THETA
Robert Ingels
Ronald Gome

PHI EPSILON PI
Charles Pressman

PHI GAMMA DELTA
Glenn Westlund
Robert McKinley

PHI KAPPA
Rudolph Hass
William Loughman

PHI Nu
Cullen Clauer

PHI Nu
Nober Ketnegal

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Donald Nabi
Donald Smith

PHI SIGMA MU
Edward Blum
Howard Johnson

SIGMA CHI
Dickerson Wiltz
Robert Rempert

SIGMA NU

SIGMA PI
Robert Alexander
James Muckie

TAU DELTA PHI
Stuart Greenerber
Ronald Drell

TAU EPSILON PHI
Leonard Krvitz
Melvin Rosenblum

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Richard Helligsten
George Moor

THETA CHI
William Neuen
Donald Bohrer

THETA DELTA CHI
Harold Rigge

THETA KAPPA PHI
Henry Marcheschi

TRIANGLE
Raymond Olgren
John Huggins

WITTANSHIRE
Thomas Meece
Thomas Smockeppe

ZETA PSI
Walter Ritter
William Powers
Robert Kaltoll

ZETA BETA Tau
Sheldon Pollick
The representative body of the independent men on the campus of the University of Illinois is the Men's Independent Association. The Association is a student-administered and student-established organization. The strength of this organization gives these students the power to exert influence in the formulation of general policies concerning student welfare.

All the independent men are represented on the M.I.A. through the organization of houses with four or more residents. Each of these residences elects a representative to the M.I.A. council. The council is the policy-making body for the organization and decides all matters of major importance. The Directorate, which is composed of the officers and committee chairmen of M.I.A., is the executive body of the Association.

The M.I.A. has a planned program of student activities in the scholastic, athletic, social, and recreational fields. This program offers opportunity and incentive for leadership to the independent men.

Men’s Independent Association

*Officers and Advisory Board — Top row: Jordan Miller, Paul Neal, Lawrence Connolly, Layo Flick, John Duewer, Morris Robinson
Bottom row: Richard Hulet, Duane Branigan, Calvin Sifferd, Earl Seyler, Herbert Farber*
Bottom row: Jordan Miller, John Dower, Paul Neal, Lawrence Connolly, Layo Flick, Morris Robinson, Oscar Ehrenberg.

Panhellenic is the governing and policy-making body of all the sororities at the University of Illinois. Its policy is to create friendship within the fraternity system as well as between the fraternity and independent associations, and to establish a high standard for scholarship and intellectual accomplishments.

Panhellenic is composed of two governing bodies: the presidents’ council, composed of chapter presidents; and the executive committee, composed of Panhellenic officers, the faculty advisor, departmental chairmen, and junior departmental chairmen. The departments covered by Panhellenic are social, scholarship, rushing, pledge, activity, and Shi-Ai.

The junior departmental chairmen work with Junior Panhellenic which consists of all sorority pledges. Its organization and purpose is patterned after Panhellenic.

Included in the activities of Panhellenic are the fall scholarship dessert, the spring banquet, and the pledge banquet. It also sponsors the annual Panhellenic Ball.
Sorority presidents — Top row: Gloria Kramer, Gamma Phi Beta; Barbara Himmel, Delta Phi Epsilon; Arlene Gerschen, Phi Sigma Sigma; Elaine Rosenberg, Sigma Delta Tau; Patricia Riley, Kappa Delta; Joan Reeve, Alpha Phi; Evelyn Jones, Delta Sigma Theta; Ann Capen, Kappa Alpha Theta; Dorothy Carter, Zeta Tau Alpha.

Second row: Marcia Metcalf, Sigma Kappa; Helen Ross, Theta Upsilon; Dorothy North, Alpha Epsilon Phi; Anne Solon, Theta Phi Alpha; Patricia Baker, Alpha Xi Delta; Joanne Kohn, Kappa Delta Gamma; Shirley Druth, Alpha Delta Pi; Mary Ann Morris, Delta Delta Delta; Virginia Ludwig, Delta Zeta.

Bottom row: Barbara Kircher, Phi Mu; Barbara Witty, Pi Beta Phi; Joan Theuer, Delta Gamma; Barbara Shissler, Chi Omega; Jean Holtzman, president; Mary Alice Hancock, Alpha Chi Omega; Nancy Rose, Alpha Gamma Delta; Erline Collins, Alpha Kappa Alpha; Jean Fisher, Alpha Omicron Pi.

Pledge presidents — Top row: Carol Seiber, Pi Beta Phi; Joan Graham, Theta Phi Alpha; Susan Stamp, Alpha Xi Delta; Joan Holin, Kappa Delta; Barbara Cross, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Margaret Conlin, Delta Gamma; June Day, Delta Delta Delta.

Third row: Vivian Adams, Delta Sigma Theta; Barbara Hempstead, Gamma Phi Beta; Barbara Burgess, Alpha Gamma Delta; Elizabeth Meek, Alpha Phi; Carolyn Krimboll, Chi Omega; Constance Cook, Kappa Alpha Phi.

Second row: Barbara Dickson, Alpha Omicron Pi; Janet Barker, Delta Zeta; Myra Hamer,Phi Sigma Sigma; Phyllis Rogal, Delta Phi Epsilon; Josephine App, Alpha Chi Omega; Clara McPhee, Alpha Kappa Alpha.

Bottom row: Helga Cremer, Sigma Delta Tau; Marilyn Crawford, Sigma Kappa; Jeanne Sproul, Phi Mu; Carolyn Swinney, Theta Upsilon; Toba Press, Alpha Epsilon Phi; Diane Naimo, Zeta Tau Alpha; Germana Moesner, Alpha Delta Pi.
The Women's Group System, an organization of independent women, is the first of its kind on any campus. The organized women's houses, women's residence halls, and other independent groups are all parts of the W.G.S. At the council meetings, held once a week, the house presidents discuss the group's activities, receive announcements of campus events, and handle petitioning. An executive council, composed of the officers, major chairmen, and advisors, serves as the supervisory body.

The purpose of Women's Group System is to be of service to the campus and to encourage scholarship and activities among its members. It sponsors district teas, a president's banquet, and scholarship and activity teas at which awards are given to the outstanding students. Climaxing the year is the W.G.S. Award Tea. The W.G.S. has participated in Watcheka Sing, the Mother's Day luncheon, and the Dad's Day program. Working with the Men's Independent Association, they present the Dad's Day stunt show and publish a newspaper, "The Indee."

Women's Group System

Officers: Dean Inez Tate, advisor; Louise Hodam, treasurer; Joanne Lager, secretary; Francine Cohen, president; Rosemary Archibald, vice president; Nolaude Palack, freshman advisor.
Bottom row: Donna Christiansen, Dolores Campen, Joan Jacobs, Muriel Herberg.

W. G. S. Sub-District Chairmen — Top row: Virginia Decker, Betty Leslie, Clarissa Farlan, Roslyn Kahle, Gloria Thurow, Elmar James, Lorraine Cozza, Marilyn Womeldorf.
Bottom row: Ruth Kehart, Marilyn White, Martha Coon, Joan Scott, Joan Lindsay, Wilma Vaught, Edith Bassler, Betty Matthews, Charmaine Husak.
Panhellenic presented its annual ball, "Southern Silhouette," on November 10, 1950 with music by Ralph Flanagan and his band. The decorations featured two large silhouettes above the grandstand. A large tree was in the center of the dance floor, and around the balcony hung colonial bouquets of the respective houses' flowers.

The highlight of the ball was the presentation of twenty-six "ideal" sorority girls, representing each house in Panhellenic. Each girl was presented with an engraved compact.

The girls presented were Myrna Hale, Shirley Drueth, Marilyn Szold, Nancy Potter, Erlene Collins, Jean Fisher, Patricia Forbes, Marilyn Keilman, Marilyn Helm, Louise England, Ardis Miller, Marilyn Ehrlich, Betty Mathews, Marilyn Hackman, Katherine Clark, Martha Penwell, Patricia Riley, Jody Koritz, Bonnie Masslich, Betty Blum, Joanne Frisk, Elaine Rosenberg, Marcia Metcalf, Joan Bruns, Barbara Tourek, Dorothy Carter.
Senior Ball

The Senior Ball, which was held in Huff Gym, May 20, 1950, was one of the outstanding dances of the year. Ted Weems and his orchestra supplied the music for the occasion.

In keeping with spring, the ball featured an "old-lamplighter" and springtime flowers. Glass panels fronted the entrance to the gym. Twirling flowered discs hung from the ceiling above the gardenia-filled pool in the center of the floor. The "shadow box" bids were designed by Lee Lipson.

The dance chairmen were Robert Gand, publicity; Lee Lipson, decorations; Betty Altenburg, bids and announcements; Carl Falk, general chairman; James Nelson, associate chairman; Gloria Fletcher, entertainment; John Lindemann, business manager; and George Flower, arrangements chairman.

Dance committee: Robert Gand, Lee Lipson, Betty Altenburg, Carl Falk, James Nelson, Gloria Fletcher, Harold Wenzel, Helen Jo Hahn, John Lindemann, George Flower
“The County Fair” was the theme of the 1950 Plowboy Prom co-sponsored by the Home Economic and Agriculture clubs on April 28th. Girls in gingham dresses and fellows in denims danced in Huff Gym to the music of Al Trace and Ted Mikira’s bands. The theme of the dance was carried out by a backdrop featuring Elsie and Elmer, the Borden cows, and booths presenting county fair exhibits. Each girl received a vegetable corsage.

Barbara Thiebaud, a sophomore in home economics, was selected as queen of “The County Fair.”

Maizie Angier and Lyle Toepke were co-chairmen of the dance. The committee chairmen were Gilda Gleim, Margie Groves, Louise Hodam, Constance Walker, William Dimond, Robert Loitz, Ernest Painter, and Lawrence Zuckerman.
All-Ag Field Day

Committee — Top row: Donn Dolby, David Ashbrook, Harold Holtz, James Gill
Second row: John Wier, Arla Rice, Martha Gschwendtner, William Dimond
Bottom row: Peggy Glawe, Phyllis Scott, Dolores Moudy, Jane Brubaker, Barbara Thieband

Intermission at the Plowboy Prom
The Illini Union

The Illini Union symbolizes the joining of academic and social life at the University of Illinois. It is a social center bringing students, faculty, and alumni closer together.

A self-supporting organization, the Union receives its funds from the five-dollar fee per semester paid by all students. Additional income is received from such events as Homecoming Stunt Show, Club Commons, Union Movies, and The Spring Musical. Consequently the Union is able to support nineteen nonprofit events. Coffee Hours, Block "I", Town Meetings, Social Forums, and Open Houses are but a few of these.

Always busy, the Union concerns itself with student life and interests outside of the classroom. It provides lounges, food services, meeting rooms, game rooms, bowling alleys, and a browsing library.

Over 15,000 persons enter the building daily; approximately 8,500 meals are served; and over 1,750 visit the Main Desk for newspapers, cigarettes, and candy. The Illini Union Bookstore on Wright Street is a profit-sharing enterprise run for the benefit of students. Dividends are paid each semester.

Student activity work is governed by The Illini Union Board. It consists of six faculty-staff advisors, a student representative from each of the four housing groups, a student president and treasurer, and six student directors. The latter are in charge of the activities of six departments: Dances, Student Services, Recreation, Student-Alumni Relations, Entertainment, and Public Relations. The work of these departments is carried on by thirty-two committees plus their guiding major and sub chairmen.
Union Administration

Union Board

Top row: Sheila McMurray, Prof. Paul Van Arsdale, Rosemary Archibald, Charles Bowen, Raymond Thompson, Patricia Feaster, Georgia Bushnell, John King, Dickinson Wiltz
Bottom row: Betty Wright, Vernon Kretschmer, Mary Wham, Clarita Robinson, Irene Pierson, Gene Blanchard, Morris Robinson

Mary Wham, president
Department of Dances

Sub-chairmen: Betty Terhune, Joyce Sternaman, June Alper, James Stelzer

Sub-chairmen—Standing: Betty Rasmussen, Jane Pankemer, Barbara Corbett

Seated: William McGrue, Clareen Molzan

Sub-chairmen—Standing: Geraldine Dillon, Sherwood Parker, Joyce Sternaman

Seated: Joyce Heath, Mary Lou Schaeffer
Square Dances

Saturday Night Dances
Social Dances
Union Hops
Square Dances
Spring Carnival

Helen Weeks, advisor
Department of Entertainment

Sub-chairmen — Standing: Betty Rosen, John Simpson, Cameron Seated: Lynn Howe
Sub-chairmen — Standing: Fred Bondy, Joan Howard, Callen Clauser, Lois Kram, George Curtis Seated: Delphine Bartosiewicz, Celeste Gettleman, Joanne Frink

Sub-chairmen — Standing: Vincent Do- rato, Judith Herman, William Klein Seated: Barbara Burnett

Not on panel: Clarence Leverentz
High School Circus
Stunt Show
Union Movies
Record Lending Library
Club Commons
Occasional Movies
Department of Public Relations

Sub-chairmen: Vivian Herz, Joyce Sterman

Sub-chairmen—Standing: Laurence Higons, Harold Johnson

Seated: Carol Simenson

Sub-chairmen—Standing: William McCune

Seated: Sue Lurie, Mary Crawford

Clarence Leverenz

John King, director

Major chairmen: Helen Ross, James Mueller, Patricia Peterson, Joyce Heath

Not in panel: Robert Lincicome
Publicity
Advertising
House Publications
Union Relations
Open Houses
Major chairmen: Rhea Stagner, Stanley Koren, Katherine Wolcott, Benjamin Wolff

Department of Recreation

Sub-chairmen - Standing: Gordon Leach, Leonard Davis
Seated: Donald Colman, Lois Krag

Sub-chairmen - Top row: Harold Johnson, Clarence Leverentz, Francis Gorny
Second row: Mary Lee Mefford, Barbara Burnett
Bottom row: Donald Bohrer, William McCune

Sub-chairmen - Top row: Sherwood Parker, Janice Hackethal, Jack Ullman
Bottom row: Barbara Newton, Joan Bruder, Orpha Crook
Department of Student Services

Sub-chairmen — Standing: Cullen Clauser, Ward Starrett, Sealed: Richard Hanes, Carolyn Hedberg

Sub-chairmen — Standing: Helga Czerner, Albert Moch, Rosemary Finger, Dianne McCurdy

Seated: Marianne Green, Sally White, James Dickson

Sub-chairmen: James Slayman, Robert Cerek, Ward Starrett, Donald Puttel, Peter Starrett
Office Management
Travel Service
Social Forums
Illini Town Meetings
Red Cross College Activities
Dads Day
Department of Student and Alumni Relations
Mothers Day
Homecoming
Block I
Pep Rallies and University Sings
Banquets
Campus Chest

Campus Chest is an organization that is the result of the students’ demand for a unification of charity drives. It is an organization founded at the University of Illinois and is now recognized as a major independent activity.

Funds for the Campus Chest are allocated in a one-day drive each fall, through the Spring Carni-

val, and by special drives such as the book drive and the clothing drive.

Funds are distributed by an Allocation and Advisory Board composed of representatives from major student organizations on campus. Within the past two years this board has distributed $32,000 to local, national, and international charities and relief groups. Campus Chest has alleviated the problem of constant solicitation of the faculty and student body.
Y.M.C.A.

The University of Illinois Young Men's Christian Association presents an opportunity for personal growth and a challenge to join with like-minded students and faculty men in a program of campus and community service. The Y.M.C.A. is a non-denominational group of Christian workers seeking to make the life of Jesus vital in every phase of University activity. The "Y" is in its seventeenth year of serving the Illinois campus.

There are more than 400 students participating in committee service. The committees operating are in International Friendship, Christian Emphasis, Boys' Work, Family Living, Public Relations, Social Recreation, Freshman Fellowship, Displaced Persons, Fireside Discussions, and Publications.

The Y.M.C.A. building, built in 1938, provides comfortable lounges, a check room with free service, an information desk, quiet study rooms, rooms for committee and organization meetings, a table tennis room for use by members and guests, and housing lists for weekend guests.

Top row: Grover Fulkerson, Donald Wolfe, Donald Wilken, William Dixon, Ralph Johnson, Frederic Heim, David Dixon, Glen Brolander, Robert Sullivan, William McGrue, Maxwell Bushong, John Poe, Delmar Wedel
Second row: Nikolaus Goucharoff, James Edwards
Bottom row: Harold Ingalls, Howard Amerman, James Longest, Robert Lauchner, Thomas Moore, William Miller, John Shugart, Ian Coldwell
Not in panel: Robert Hall
Completing its sixty-seventh year on this campus, the University Young Women’s Christian Association has grown into one of the largest organizations for campus and community.

Social service, international friendship, round table discussions, and graduate forums are only a few of the committees available to young women. Work is carried on in children’s hospitals as well as at Chanute Field.

Annual projects include the sale of mums at Homecoming, a bake sale, and the Doll Show held at Christmas, at which the dolls are displayed in booths and then distributed to children throughout the state.

Executive council: Virginia Farrand, first vice president; Virginia Player, secretary; Joyce Drew, president; Patricia Wenzel, second vice president; Marilyn Augspurger, treasurer.
Two Doll show entries

Freshman "Y" Carnival

"Y" Carnival quartet
Top row: Russell Bolton, Roy Heidenmann, Robert Snow, Edward Palmer, John Thompson
Third row: Mark Symons, Richard Chestnut, Dorothy Jubelt, Harriet Beaudon, Mary Billy, Rhoda Jane Priest, Irene Lattost
Second row: Phyllis Wise, Janet White, Norma Dietz, Alice Keller, Jacqueline Nash, Wanda Bahl, Barbara Hempstead, Dorothy Martin
Bottom row: Georganna Riley, Colleen Cody, Gloria Trader, Jane Lee, Shirley Ann Jones, Patsy Hopper, Betty Becker, Joan Kirts, Patricia Mueller
Not in panel: Richard Berry, Carol Caldwell, Duan DeCamp, Mary Crawford, Debors Drennan, Cecile Gagan, Janice Hackbarth, James Hill, Mary Lee Messford, Barbara Nicely, Donald Nichol, Valerie Ramey, Caroline Rees, Frank Shappert, Rita Sheehan, Richard Smith, Robert Stoll, Robert Wold
Under the guidance of Carol Thomas, editor, and Dick Rodgers, Joan Reeve, and Gary Magee, associate editors, the Illio editorial staff has worked hard toward a goal of presenting an annual of interest to all students.

The editorial staff is composed of five sections—Activities, Organizations and Illinoise, Residences and Religious organizations, Sports, and Seniors. Nine assistant editors organize and design the layout of their respective sections.

The work of writing copy, cropping pictures, typing, and filing is assigned to the freshmen and sophomores. Each spring the freshmen and sophomores take part in a training program. The program is set up to give practice in designing layout, writing copy, and cropping pictures.
Illio Business Staff

Top row: William Grosser, David Ashbrook, Philip Flick, Richard Wolfberger, Richard Swenson, Edward Reverenz
Third row: Roland Strawn, Robert Coffeen, Roberta Rousaran, Gloria Gable, Charmaine Husack, Charles Kustner
Second row: John Clayton, Jean Davis, Reva Fort, Virginia Fisher, Nancy Heater, Laura Moller, Marilyn Lowe
Bottom row: Charles McGrew, Margaret Bounberg, Janet Wootens, Marion Schoene, Jeanne Gustafson, Barbara Burnett
Not in panel: Jean Crawford, Marilyn Meiselman
The Illio Business staff should be familiar to all Illinois students for their, “Wanna buy an Illio?” heard at the first of every school year. Led by Naomi Streeter, business manager, and John Almburg and Joan Williams, associate managers, the business staff has managed to maintain its present circulation despite a decrease in enrollment.

The junior staff is made up of eight assistant business managers who are divided into three groups: advertising, finance, and sales. Under the junior staff the sophomores and freshmen solicit advertising, carry on selling campaigns, help distribute books in the spring, and do routine office work.

The business staff is also in charge of questionnaires filed by houses, organizations and graduating seniors.
Meeting a deadline

Second row: Lynn Clausen, Janice Solomon, Joan Edinburg, Rose Jourdain, Jeanine Larnot, Phyllis Hoerr
Bottom row: Nancy McGill, James Luge, Darlene Gudarjan, Paul Mckittrick, Joyce Berger
The editorial staff of *The Daily Illini*, now in its 80th year, is composed entirely of students. Its policies, decided by the student editorial board, are in no way connected with University administration.

Operating more like a business than an activity, *The Daily Illini* provides experience in the field of journalism. Writing copy, editing wire news, and making-up editorial pages are a few of the jobs open to students interested in obtaining journalistic experience.

The student-controlled newspaper is owned by the Illini Publishing company. This year four faculty advisers were appointed to aid in planning training programs for the newer reporters and to offer criticism to the senior editors. *The Daily Illini* owns its own mechanical department and editorial offices.
This year the Advertising department of The Daily Illini is under a new organizational set-up. This department is supervised by the advertising director, Vinton Gubbins. He is aided by two assistants, the display and classified advertising managers. The Advertising department is responsible for such operations as the solicitation and make-up of advertisements, special services to advertisers, the placement of all advertising, and the activities connected with these functions.

Since The Daily Illini runs in direct competition with the two local dailies, staff members have excellent opportunities to learn the many phases of newspaper advertising.
Daily Illini
Circulation Staff

This year the Circulation department of The Daily Illini has new importance; it is one of the three major staffs of the paper. The head of the department is the circulation director, James Morgan, who assumes responsibility for all aspects of the distribution and the circulation of The Daily Illini. The department itself is divided into two staffs. The office staff handles such routine operations as the reprocessing of subscriptions and the assuring of satisfactory service to local and out-of-town subscribers. The promotion staff takes care of solicitations and special projects for the improvement of delivery and mail service.
The Illinois Technograph, the student publication of the College of Engineering, is published eight times yearly. The Technograph presents articles of interest to engineering students concerning technical and industrial developments.

The Technograph staff functions as an organization in sponsoring engineering activities in cooperation with Engineering Council. Copies of the Technograph are sent to high schools throughout the state and to most of the engineering colleges in the nation.
The Illini Rural Observer is a semi-monthly newspaper published by students in agriculture and home economics. This is the paper's first year on campus. It replaced the Illinois Agriculturist, a magazine published by students since 1890.

The paper acquaints the faculty and students with each other's activities. It also carries college news to farmers, farm and home advisors, and vocational agriculture teachers throughout the state. It gives students in agricultural journalism a practical laboratory publication.

This year's staff is composed of Charles Marshall, editor; William Young, manager; Jack Alderson, business manager; Evelyn Smith, women's editor; Lorna Springer, assistant women's editor; and Arthur Pille, circulation manager.
The Illini Publishing Company is a corporation chartered by the State of Illinois for the purpose of printing, publishing, and distributing all official student publications. The company is under the direction of Professor Cecil Moyer, chairman of the Board of Control; Paul McMichael, company business manager, and Frank B. Senger, Jr., general manager.

Four faculty members and four students serve in the corporation without compensation. Students are nominated by the Student Senate, elected by the board, and serve a two-year term. Faculty members are appointed by the President of the University upon recommendation by the Dean of Students, and serve four year terms. The Board acts as a financial control group and appoints the senior editors and managers of student publications.

The company currently publishes The Daily Illini, the Illini Rural Observer, the Iliio, and the Illinois Technograph.
The Illini Publishing Company maintains its own photographic staff that takes pictures for University student publications: the Illio, The Daily Illini, the Technograph, the Rural Observer, and the Trader. The 1951 staff, which was directed by Howard Wedelstaedt, first semester photo chief; Edward Wojtas, second semester photo chief; and James Winston, assistant photo chief, had its office and darkroom in the basement of Illini Hall.

The photographers provide their own cameras, but receive the rest of their supplies and equipment from the Illini Publishing Company. The photographic staff works in conjunction with the editorial staffs of the individual publications to produce better yearbooks, newspapers, and magazines through the use of photographs. The 1950 staff inaugurated a program of training for prospective staff members.
Theatre Guild

The Illini Theatre Guild offers ample opportunity to gain responsibility and recognition on campus to students interested in any phase of dramatic arts. The Guild carries on an intensive program of theatre experience through its major productions and its various workshops. It offers opportunity not only to actors but also to those interested in design, construction, costuming, publicity, or business. New members of the Guild alternate between these various stage crews in order to gain experience in all fields.
The executive authority of the Guild is vested in a board of directors while the organizational structure is based on three levels of managerial positions: student staff managers, associates, and assistants.

This year the Guild presented seven major productions selected from both contemporary and classical sources. There are three types of workshops: the actor's workshop which gives additional acting and directing experience to more advanced members in the Guild, a showcase workshop which is a proving ground for novice actors, and a workshop for the performance of plays written by students. The Guild also presents a series of contemporary plays for the Festival of Contemporary Arts.
"Much Ado About Nothing"
"Wingless Victory"

Theatre Guild

"Don't We All"
Theatre Guild

"The Good Woman of Setzuon"
"The Philadelphia Story"
Theatre Guild

Mixing paint

Office hours
Construction crew

Fitting costumes

Theatre Guild
Star Course

The University of Illinois Star Course presents a series of concerts featuring famous musical artists and professional entertainers in the field of music, dance, and drama. A well-rounded and varied program is planned with the object of encouraging cultural advancement.

Star Course is operated by students, but the Concert and Entertainment board, a group of 12 student-faculty directors, controls all finances, makes final decisions concerning the selection of artists, supervises the appointment of staff members, and determines policies. Star Course is conducted on a non-profit basis. The student members of the board are selected by the Student Senate, and the faculty members are appointed by the president of the University.

Student managers handle Star Course activities. Freshmen staff members serve as ushers. This job not only gives freshmen a good start on one of the major activities on campus, but also gives them an opportunity to attend many of the concerts while serving in their capacity as ushers.

The University Concert and Entertainment Board: Doreen North, Robert Lionel, Robert Cole, Prof. Kenneth Carlston, Prof. John Kuyper, Prof. George Clark, Prof. Helmut Bobler, Charles DeLong, William Shepherd, Kathryn Clark
Sophomores may become sophomore managers; their duties involve handling much of the office work such as preparing sales letters, assisting with ushering and taking tickets at the concerts, and learning about the workings of Star Course.

Eight junior managers are selected from among qualified sophomore managers. These managers sell tickets, arrange for publicity, keep many of the records, entertain artists, and make all arrangements necessary to present a concert. These eight junior managers maintain regular office hours during school sessions and are responsible for directing the work of the sophomore staff.

From among the junior managers, two senior managers are selected on the basis of outstanding service. These two managers are the over-all directors of Star Course. They work with the board and help formulate the general policies. The senior managers work out plans and budgets which provide the working pattern for the entire organization.
Sophomore Managers

Top row: John Sorensen, Roland Strawn, John McCormac, William Clinard, James Bunting, John Alpers, John Schmidt, Marvin Geell, Thomas Richardson, Everett Smith, Eugene Taylor, Howard Neuberg
Second row: Alice Keller, Jane Bubaker, Dianne Mathie, Gladys Whynot, Carol Hundlik, Sandra Cohen, Sallie Pragg, Dolores Lapatis, Jane Lee
Bottom row: Betty Lou Kopraun, Rita Evans, Shirley Locke, Myraen Baker, Joan Bruder, Frances Dunn, Judith Lindstrom, Janie Rendleman, Mary Louise Rice
Star Course

DePauz Chorus

Vladimir Horowitz

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
Star Course

Jussie Björling

William Kapell

Sir Thomas Beecham
Star Course

Frances Yerend

Fritz Heitman

Seymon Goldberg
University Choir

This year was one of great growth and achievement for the campus choral groups. In several instances the size of the choruses was the greatest in the history of the University.

The University Choir, formerly known as the A Cappella Choir, presented fine concerts of a wide variety of music both on campus and throughout the state. Along with the Oratorio Society, the University Choir appeared under the guest direction of Paul Hindemith, world-renown composer. In conjunction with prominent soloists and the University Symphony orchestra, the Oratorio Society, newly organized this year, presented Haydn’s “The Creation” and Bach’s “Mass in B Minor”.

The University Chorus presented cantatas by Vaughan Williams, Bach, Brahms, and Haydn. Always a campus favorite, the Men’s Glee Club reached a new high in membership and made numerous appearances, including a Christmas concert with the Women’s Glee Club and a successful tour of the state. In addition to the Christmas concert, the Women’s Glee Club made other campus concert appearances, presenting selections drawn from both the old masters and contemporary composers.

Membership in the campus choral groups is open to all persons connected with the University. Try-outs are held at the beginning of each semester to select members.

Supranos: Lenore Corpuel, Dolores Kostka, Phyllis Murphy, Leslie Nixon, Gloria Ruffin, Virginia Gardner, Nooma Jasper, Patricia Larsen, Joy Lundberg, Carl Michael, Rosalie Mouton, Barbara Neeley, Ann Pryor, Marilyn Welch, Janet White, Marilyn Peterson
Alto: Phyllis Anderson, Ruth Stroud, Barbara Parks, Joan Frederick, Noema Dyck, Judy Powell, Barbara Lowry, Ann Lichtenwalter, Barbara Burgess, Irene Thoedore, Gwen Newburger, Fern Hodes, Lee Parker, Doris Valenta, Frances Frye, Alma Henley
Tenors: Carl Carter, John Grouton, Willie Marion, Charles Clarke, Daniel Nachtmann, James Bailey, Jerry Schnepp, Howard Repp, Donn Martin, Ronald Moelkel, James Campbell
**Oratorio Society**

**University Chorus**


*Accompanist:* P. McKee
Richard Kuebler, John Mainey, Willis Marion, Ronald Menten, Virgil Parmenter, Harlan Sailor, George Searle, Joseph Walker.


Accompanist: Herbert Bielawa

Men's Glee Club

Women's Glee Club

First sopranos: Nedra Amerman, Janice Bergquist, Jill Brunsmetweeney, Karyn Childs, Barbara Foster, Marjorie Goldben, Gloria Goldman, Florence Goy, Dorothy Hagen, Mary Jackson, Leslie James, Cherie Kirn, Mary Miller, Betty Mills, June Reed, Betty Stephens.


Altos: Beverly Black, Wilhelmina Beck, Jean Caire, Shirley Catman, Shelly Chance, Afshone Konstans, Susan Loring, Julie MacKnight, Therese Palmer, Lila Parker, Nancy Pope, Dulce Cruz, Joan Simon, Nancy Seth, Ruth Smith, Mary Tappero, Carolyn Travis, Suzanne Turner, June Weiland, Ann Wetmore.
The University of Illinois Sinfonietta, numbering about thirty-five players, is one of the University's top instrumental groups. Membership in this organization is limited to the most advanced players on the undergraduate and graduate levels, excluding freshmen.

This organization is a highly mobile unit since one of its important functions is to stimulate and encourage the performance and enjoyment of fine music throughout the state of Illinois. This year the Sinfonietta has performed approximately fifteen concerts for high school students, mainly in the northern section of the state. Besides presenting concerts the members of the orchestra conduct clinic sessions for the students.

This year, in addition to its regular fall concert on the campus, the Sinfonietta performed with the distinguished Polish violinist Szymon Goldberg on the Star Course. During March and April the Sinfonietta will join the University Symphony orchestra in two special Contemporary Arts Festival concerts to be conducted by Paul Hindemith, world famous composer, and Rafael Kubelik, conductor of the Chicago Symphony orchestra.

Sinfonietta

First violins: Peggy Stone, Raymond Williams, Robert Snyder, Mrs. Jose Otis, Myraan Baker, William Key, Faye Goldstein, Mrs. Martha Wendt
Second violins: Erzak Pytlak, Nancy Rynearson, Constance Ogan, Caroline Whitehead, Lois Ruthe, Lois Heywood
Violas: Catherine Peterson, Arnold Brown, George Andrews, Robert Zarbok, Robert Neill
Violoncellos: Gerald Snyder, Dorothy Lundgren, Margaret Miles, Norma Jean Van Ness, Allen Gove
String basses: Thomas Fredrickson, David Moore, Rachel Sheets
Flutes: Andrew Makna
Oboes: Jack Gloger, Donald Heffner
Bassoons: Russell Pugh, Robert Koper
French horns: John Howe, Peter Eckert
University Orchestra

The University of Illinois Symphony orchestra, numbering approximately eighty players, ranks with the best college and university orchestras in the country. Membership in this organization is open to any student who can qualify as well as townspeople and faculty members from the University at large.

The orchestra plays standard masterpieces of symphonic literature and a good share of contemporary music as well. This year, in addition to its regular fall concert, the University Symphony orchestra performed the Beethoven Violin Concerto with Szymon Goldberg, the noted Polish violinist, on a Star Course concert. During March and April the orchestra members will have the privilege of playing under two well-known musicians of our day — Paul Hindemith, the world-renowned composer, and Rafael Kubelik, the new conductor of the Chicago Symphony orchestra.

A new addition to the orchestra’s activities will be introduced this spring when a formal evening concert will be given featuring senior and graduate music students in solos with orchestral accompaniment. Student soloists for this program will be chosen by competition, and a faculty auditioning committee will name the winners.

Another University orchestra that provides orchestral training is the University of Illinois Orchestra II. The function of Orchestra II is twofold. It serves, on the one hand, as a training ground for music students who will later take their place as members of the more advanced musical groups on campus. It also provides an opportunity for students in all departments of the University to supplement their studies with some active participation in music-making.

The personnel of the orchestra includes not only students from all colleges of the University but also faculty members and townspeople as well. During the current year Orchestra II has played music by such present-day masters as Holst, Vaughn Williams, and Hindemith.
Concert Band

The University of Illinois Concert Band has set a high standard of symphonic band performance in the college field. This standard has been achieved and maintained through the expert direction and interpretation of Director Emeritus A. A. Harding and Mark H. Hindsley. The organization and perfection of the Concert Band is the highest of the University of Illinois Bands.

Also adding to its fame is its library, which includes the entire library of the late John Philip Sousa and the symphonic transcriptions of Dr. Harding.

Among the yearly activities of the Concert Band are the Sousa Memorial program; the Annual Band Clinic, which is held for the educational benefit of college and high school directors from all over the nation; the Anniversary Concert in March; the President’s Concert; regular radio broadcasts over WILL; twilight concerts; and graduation exercises. The Concert Band also gives concerts for high schools and other institutions throughout the state.
University Bands are composed of three separate units. One of these units is the First Regimental Band directed by Everett D. Kisinger. Around this band is built the famous University of Illinois Marching Band seen at all football games. At the end of the football season the band becomes a concert organization which presents a series of concerts each year. Thus over the year its members receive interesting and varied musical experience.

Band members receive advanced training through special sectional rehearsals. As they develop top standards of playing ability, they have opportunities for promotion to the Concert Band as replacements for graduating members. At the Annual Band Clinic the band becomes a laboratory for band directors from all over the nation. Here the band reads, for criticism, unreleased music scores which publishers have submitted. The band participates in twilight concerts and on broadcasts over radio station WILL. It also functions at important military ceremonies.

First Regimental Band

Second Regimental Band

The Second Regimental Band performs the important task of training future members of the Concert and First Regimental Bands. It is conducted by Lyman Starr and is divided into two sections, A and B. The members of the Second Regimental Band are mostly underclassmen.

Each year several members are selected to augment the regular Football Band at the Homecoming and Dads Day games. Other activities of the band include playing for pep rallies, furnishing marching music at military ceremonies and formations, performing new publications at the annual Band Clinic, presenting an annual formal concert during the Twilight Concert series, and playing for radio broadcasts over station WILL.
Football Marching Band

The University of Illinois Football Band is one of the finest and largest marching, playing, and singing organizations of its kind. For over a quarter of a century this group has been entertaining Illini football spectators with outstanding formations and harmonious arrangements of both concert and popular music.

In 1950, under the direction of Everett Kisinger, the Marching Illini exhibited several new arrangements. Among them were some concert feature numbers; these included: “Rumbalero,” “Walls of Jericho,” and “Lady of Spain.” They also presented “Over the Rainbow” in a cappella choir style. The band presented “Mr. Touchdown U.S.A.” a month before the music was published.

At the Ohio State game the band gave a parody on Ohio State’s marching style to “Across the Field.” The band traveled to Michigan this year for their out of state game and performed in a 35 mile per hour snow storm.

Members of the Concert, First Regimental, and Second Regimental bands make up the Marching Band. This musical team goes through a work week of over 1,100 man hours in order to thrill Illini fans.
Scholastic Honoraries
Clubs and Societies
Military Organizations
Religious Activities
Beta Gamma Sigma

Beta Gamma Sigma is the national honor society for outstanding students in the school of commerce. It was organized at the University of Illinois on February 26, 1913. The membership is limited to those men and women who rank in the upper two per cent of the senior class. These students are selected through an election held by the active student and faculty members. Election to Beta Gamma Sigma is based on promise of marked success in each member's chosen field.

Since its beginning, Beta Gamma Sigma has expanded nationally until today there are 52 chapters located in the leading educational institutions throughout the country. Their colleges and universities make up the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business. Its alumni group numbers more than fifteen thousand and includes many leading businessmen and industrialists.

STUDENT MEMBERS:

Louis Audi
William Beatty
Doratha Brash Bernstein
Howard Bernstein
Thomas Buck
Max Burcky
Nolen Craver
Vern Daehler
Paul Doebel
Richard Erley
Dale Fieldcamp
William Georgeeson
Charles Gibbs
Virgil Goodrich
Douglas Hager
Dallas Hammond

Jerome Hersh
Dalton Hildreth
Neil Hobbs
Harold Hoack
Harold Jacobson
Jean Kaine
Robert Kesler
William Kesler
Eugene Koch
Marvin Leon
Sam Levenson
Milford Lieberthal
Dorothy Litherland
Kenneth Matlock
Roger McCulloch
Harold Meinkoth
Hugo Melvoin

Joseph Mortimer
Norman Nalofski
Robert Newman
Richard Paine
Thomas Payne
Richard Peterson
Richard Ramer
Robert Riemensnyder
Harry Roethe
Jack Ronchetti
Howard Sobel
Jeremy Tenenbaum
Carl Wagner
William Westerbeck
Fred Wilson
George Wilson
Marshall Zissman

HONORARY MEMBERS:

Arthur Anderson
Charles Cameron
Edward Heidrich

Wayne Johnston
Oscar Mayer
Graham McCorkle
Louis Neumiller

George Rosseter
E. H. Volweiler
William Wardall

FACULTY MEMBERS:

Prof. Arthur Anderson
Prof. John Bell
Prof. Ernest Bogart
Dean Howard Bowen
Gerald Brighton
Prof. William Britton
Prof. Pembroke Brown
Emerson Cammock
Prof. Kenneth Carlson
Robert Cole
Prof. Paul Converse
Homer Crouse
Lawrence Desmond
Prof. Essel Dillavou
Prof. Edward Filbey
Prof. Dwight Flanders
Prof. Charles Gaa

Virgil Goodrich
Prof. Horace Gray
Prof. Paul Green
Robert Hedges
Ornis Herfindahl
Prof. Charles Hickman
Harry Jacobs
Harold Jacobson
Charles Lawrence
Dorothy Litherland
Prof. Simon Litman
Prof. A. C. Littleton
Prof. Philip Locklin
Richard Lundquist
Prof. Robert Moutz
Prof. Robert Mayer
Prof. Joseph McConnell

Prof. Robert Mehr
Prof. Robert Mitchell
Prof. Lloyd Morey
Prof. Cecil Moyer
Donald Neumann
Prof. Hale Newcomer
Prof. Frederic Russell
Prof. Charles Schlatter
Prof. Hiram Scovill
Donald Skadden
Prof. George Steiner
Prof. Charles Stewart
William Terrill
Dean Charles Thompson
Laurence Wade
Prof. Nelson Wakefield
Arthur Wyatt
Alpha Delta Sigma is a professional fraternity for advertising students.

Alpha Kappa Psi fosters research in commerce, accounts, and finance.
Top row: Janet Johnson, Barbara Hill, Sally Emisch, Joanna McBride, Margaret Pickard, Marcell Sheppard, Martha Meincke, Nancy Wasker, Michele Kopstein, Helen Robnett, Sarahs Thornton, Judith Reiman, Josephine App.
Bottom row: Ann Pettibone, Myra Podwill, Pearl Schlatmann, Ora Mae Wecker, secretary; Audrey McCabben, treasurer; Laura Donaghe, president; Janet White, Barbara Burnett, vice president; Louise Rosengard, Louise Cott, Marilyn Wemeldorf, Marilyn Ehrlich.

Alpha Lambda Delta encourages superior scholastic attainment among freshmen women.

Alpha Sigma Nu promotes high scholarship and leadership in women's athletics.

Top row: Lorraine Frezza, Marcia Spaeth, Mildred Kuchner.
Bottom row: Jessie Fuentes, Juanita Meumer, president; Mildred Tupper, vice president.
Not in photo: Marilyn Coles, secretary-treasurer. Alice Muschler.
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Alpha Tau Alpha

Alpha Zeta

Top row: William Hancock, George Atteberry, Robert Edwards, Arthur Lappin, Floyd Lankena, William Coon, Loy Miller, Lowell Sims, Max Sparks, Floyd Fuller

Third row: John Peir, Dwight Yockey, Eugene Buskong, Carl Kestel, Dean Paulsmeyer, William Griffiths, Roy Dillon, Glen Fensterman, Cedric Gowler, Ollie Meyers, John Grotti, James O'Harra


Bottom row: Elmer Wilcox, secretary; George Hasenmyer, Clyde Files, Laurel Richter, second vice president; James Stewart, Marshall Scott, advisor; Elmer Schuchmann, first vice president; Eldon Chapman, president; Hobart Hinderliter, Marion Bateman

Top row: Roger Mohrman, Alvin Kobernus, Walter Lemke, Paul Koch, Donald Brakensiek, Gerald Steffen, Charles Marshall, treasurer; Marvin Nordmeyer, George Freik, James Schlichting, Laurel Richter, Orville Dachlauast, secrte

Second row: Bernard Bergquist, John Alderson, Dale Sifer, Donald Hunter, Ralph Taake, William Conrige, Charles Galbraith, Boyce Humphreys, Thomas Jennings, Dean Hopkins

Bottom row: Eldon Chapman, Merrill Ottwein, Raymond Mowers, Hobart Hinderliter, chancellor; Dean Paulsmeyer, Max Sparks, Russell Koster, Forrey Clay, Erroll Rodda, Donald Jacobs

Alpha Tau Alpha aids prospective teachers of agriculture

Alpha Zeta recognizes high scholarship and leadership in agriculture
Beta Alpha Psi encourages service in the accounting profession

Chi Epsilon honors high scholarship in civil engineering
Chi Gamma Iota recognizes returning veterans who have attained high scholastic achievement

Eta Kappa Nu honors students outstanding in the field of electrical engineering
Gamma Alpha Chi promotes interest in advertising

Gargoyle Society promotes scholastic achievement among architecture students
Society of Illustrators honors art students who maintain high scholarship

Nu Beta Epsilon promotes a professional interest in law
Omega Beta Pi furthers the interests of pre-medical students

Omicron Nu promotes scholarship and leadership in the field of home economics
Phi Alpha Delta further the ideals of the legal profession

Phi Chi Theta promotes the cause of higher business education for women
Sigma Tau provides for the recognition of the personal attainment of engineering students, encourages fellowship among colleagues training for the engineering profession, and promotes the interests of the engineering college.

Sigma Tau was founded February 22, 1904, with the desire to be of service to engineering education. The symbols chosen for the fraternity were the Pyramid, the Sphinx, and the Rail Section. These symbols signify the purposes of the organization which are the use of actions rather than words for justification of its existence, progress, and stability.

From a humble beginning of a single chapter, Sigma Tau has grown to 26 active chapters representing many of the major engineering colleges of the United States. It has the distinction of being the first honor society to be admitted to full membership in the Association of College Honor Societies after the formation of the Association in 1925.

Standing: Henry Aoyama, historian; Howard Padgett, corresponding secretary
Seated: James Linder, president; Dale House, recording secretary; Ronald Hoefle, treasurer; Jack Ritt, vice president

Sigma Tau
Phi Eta Sigma is the honorary fraternity for high scholarship among freshman men. Founded at the University of Illinois in 1923, it is rapidly becoming nationwide with 72 chapters on university or college campuses. The fraternity was organized by Dean Thomas Arkle Clark for the purpose of promoting and honoring high scholarship.

To be eligible for membership, a freshman man must maintain a 4.5 average or better during his first semester or by the end of his freshman year. In the fall a smoker is held for men who at that time have a 4.0 average or better in order to encourage them to maintain their high scholarship throughout the year.

Initiation ceremonies, held in the fall and in the spring, include a banquet in honor of the new initiates, the initiation ritual, and a talk given by some eminent personality on the campus. The honor and privilege of wearing the Phi Eta Sigma key is also awarded the newly initiated members.
Phi Epsilon Kappa provides closer social and professional companionship for men in physical education

Phi Kappa Epsilon encourages scholarship, cooperation, and friendship among students from many countries
Phi Upsilon Omicron promotes and advances home economics

Pi Tau Sigma maintains the high ideals of the mechanical engineering profession
Sigma Iota Epsilon furthers the development of science in management

Tau Beta Pi honors distinguished scholarship in engineering
Theta Sigma Phi honors outstanding women in journalism

Zeta Phi Eta promotes and encourages all worthy speech and dramatic enterprises

Top row: Joann Freie, Henrietta Tomlin, Estelle Anderson, Virginia Polzin, Marilyn Keilman, Jo Anne Le Sueur, Harriet Olchansky, Joyce Bresee
Bottom row: Elizabeth Williamson, Georgia Bushnell, second vice president; Carol Koth, corresponding secretary; Jo Anne Eades, vice president;
Lois Kream, Janice Solomon, president; Carol Thomas, treasurer
Not in panel: Noreen Zaks, Phyllis Lucas, Frances Dougherty, Nancy Alexander, Helene Jedlowitz, Prof. Severina Nelson, advisor; Claudia Polk, Nancy Brou, Jane Sullivan, Barbara Pink, Marilyn Coath, Diane Keith, Edith Rosenberg, Leona Sarton
The Agricultural Club is composed of 400 students enrolled in the College of Agriculture or related fields. The Club was founded in 1895 and is designed to promote and develop interest in agriculture. The officers and members direct the many events on the agriculture campus. Some of these events are: the All-Ag Field Day, the Aggie Talent Show, Spring Judging Contests, the All-Ag Spring Open House, and the Plow Boy Prom.

As subsidiary organizations of the Agricultural Club, there are eight clubs which promote particular phases of agriculture. These clubs by name are: the Dairy Production Club, the Dairy Technology Club, the Agriculture Economics Club, the Agricultural Education Club, the Field and Furrow Club, the Horticulture Club, the Poultry Club, and the Hoof and Horn Club.

The presidents of the subsidiary clubs and the editor of the Illini Rural Observer compose the Agriculture Council which coordinates the activities of these clubs.

Agriculture Club
Judging Teams

**LIVESTOCK**  
Right — Top row: Edward Abbott, Gene Schertz, Clarence Ross, coach  
Second row: Glenn Ash, James Schlichting  
Bottom row: John Almburg, John Martine, Roger Simms  
Not in panel: George Frelk

**POULTRY**  
Below — Back row: Francis Nelson, Richard Eaton, coach; Max Moeller  
Front row: Eugene Merkle, Louis Scheraman

**MEAT**  
Lower right — Standing: James Stougger, James Ross, Donald Walker, Lawrence Lefevre  
Seated: James Kemp, coach; Ralph Williams
Agriculture Education Club encourages achievement in agriculture education

A.I.A. promotes greater understanding and interest in architecture
A.I. Ch.E. provides opportunities for the professional development of students in chemical engineering

Alpha Cron honors sophomore independent women who have been outstanding in activities

Top row: Ruth Kehart, Audrey McCubbin, Shirley Smith, Orpha Crow, Martha Menneke, Ann Pryor, Margaret Strout, Lucille Muzzarelli, Florence Schwartz, Joan Jacobs
Second row: Ora Mae Weilber, Carolyn Whitehead, Dolores Muddy, Barbara Murphy, Virginia Erickson, Barbara Baker, Constance Ogan, Miriam Arentsen, Audrey Derker, Roslyn Kahle
Bottom row: Alice Froehling, Marilyn Womeldorf, Maxine Schreiber, Lorraine Cozza, Sandra Victor, Valerie Goldfinger, Donna Green, Dorothy Weilber
Not in panel: Iris Bernstein, Marecella Cheny, Dolores Lapaitis
The aims of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers at the University of Illinois are the advancement of the field and the furtherance of the professional developments of electrical engineering. The local chapter is patterned after the national organization and operates in the same general manner in order to familiarize the students with the national organization for professional engineers.

The principal activity of the branch is to function as an organization under the auspices of the institutes for broadening the technical education of its members. Some main projects on campus are presenting demonstrations and speakers from industry at regular meetings, sponsoring the writing and presentation of technical papers, and working with the Engineering Council to promote the interests of all engineering students. These include senior-faculty banquets, picnics, softball tournaments, St. Patrick’s Ball, and the engineering show, sponsored or supported by the organization.

A.I.E.E.-I.R.E.
Alpha Phi Omega is a national service fraternity composed of college and university men who are or have been affiliated with the Boy Scouts. The members must also have a desire to render service to others and have a satisfactory scholastic standing. The selection of pledges is made by a board consisting of the fraternity officers.

The purpose of the organization is to assemble college men in the fellowship of the Scout Oath and Law. Alpha Phi Omega is governed by an executive council of nine officers and six major committee chairmen. It presents a comprehensive program of service, leadership, and social functions for its members. Some of its major activities are the annual Ugly Man contest for charity, the guide and travel committee for the Illini Union, a vocational guidance conference for high school seniors, and participation in the spring carnival. Alpha Phi Omega works to develop friendship and to serve the youth of America.

Standing: John Kuller, treasurer; Max Beschloss, pledge trainer; Richard Powers, secretary
Sitting: Morris Beschloss, president; Morris Woodruff, vice president

Alpha Phi Omega
American Ceramic Society encourages educational
and social activities among ceramic engineering students

The American Foundrymen's Society combines the work of the foundryman's life with outside activities

Top row: Prof. James Leach, advisor; James Hatch, Charles Faust, Charles Moore, Jack Raymer, Marvin Pohlman, Lawrence Zylstra, Kenneth Dhimmin, David Day, treasurer; James German, president
Bottom row: Eugene Schertz, John St. John, Robert Anderson, John Rice, secretary; Robert Necheles, Billy Campbell, Prof. Carl Schubert, Roger Baker
A.S.A.E. promotes a better understanding of agricultural engineering

A.S.C.E. advances the civil engineering profession
A.S.M.E. advances the mechanical engineering profession

Dairy Production Club promotes interest in dairy science among agriculture students
Dairy Technology Society stimulates interest in the dairy industry

Delta Sigma Pi promotes commercial activities
Delta Sigma Omicron is a fraternity dedicated to the total rehabilitation and social integration of all physically handicapped people, principally thru the media of self-administration, broad and varied participation, and higher education. It has contributed time, money, and knowledge to research in physical medicine and rehabilitation programs. It also sponsors wheelchair football, basketball, baseball, bowling, and other adapted sports and therapeutic athletics in cooperation with the corrective therapy and rehabilitation program.

Delta Sigma Omicron sponsors the Ted Lesley Memorial Scholarship Fund and the Harold Scharper Memorial Benefits Fund. Both are directed to aiding the physically handicapped in many ways.

By their many contributions and vigorous activity, members are fulfilling their motto: "To exercise our abilities to a maximum so as to minimize our disabilities, that we might live most and serve best."
Floriculture Club furers knowledge and interest in floriculture
Illini Forensic Association is devoted to student debate, discussion, and speaking on public affairs
The Isabel Bevier Home Economics Club, the first university home economics club of its kind founded in this country, originated at the University of Illinois. The principles upon which the organization was founded were to further develop interest in home economics at the University of Illinois and to promote social interest among members and faculty. The club also stimulates a basic interest and an increased knowledge of the professional world of home economics and develops appreciation of the home.

Membership is open to home economics majors enrolled in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Agriculture, or Education. Meetings are designed to acquaint the girls with the department through tours, debates, movies, and style shows.

Among the special activities are the All-Ag Field Day and the Plow Boy Pronti. The All-Ag Field Day is held in the fall and is a campus sports festival. Other activities include the Freshman Tea, the Christmas Party, the Home Economics Spring Banquet, and social hours with the Agriculture Club.

The name of the freshman girl attaining the highest scholarship during the year is inscribed on a plaque which hangs in Bevier Hall. Miss Ritta Whitesel and Miss Dorothy Durrell are the club's advisors.

Home Economics Club
The Hoof and Horn Club, one of the subsidiaries of the Agriculture Club, is an organization for agriculture students who are interested in animal science. One of the purposes of this organization is to enable students to become better acquainted with their fellow students, their professors, and a number of outstanding men in the field of animal husbandry. By serving this organization and attending the monthly meetings, the students obtain a much broader view of the animal science industry and become more aware of the latest developments and improvements in livestock production. The experience and knowledge gained in the organization can be applied to classroom work as well as to actual use on the farm.

The club sponsors two large events annually. The Little International, consisting of a quality horse show and other entertainment, is presented in the fall. The funds raised in this show help finance the Intercollegiate Fatstock and Meats Judging teams.

In the spring the club sponsors a Meat and Livestock Judging Contest which is open to all agriculture students. There are prizes awarded and the event offers an excellent chance for livestock judges to show their skill and for amateurs to gain new experience in this field.

**Hoof and Horn Club**

*Top row:* Paul Larson, Robert Loitz, Wallace Reynolds, Glenn Holmes, Lowell Warner, William Whiteside, Dean Kamper, Joseph Stetson, Richard Gale, George Wright, Robinson Lehman, Raymond Kristufek, Donald Johnson, Franklin Willey, Vance Van Tassel, Peter Peterson, Benjamin Pagelby


*Third row:* Donald Masters, Harley Dawson, William Jackson, Lawrence Leite, James Strouffer, David Nelson, Robert Downey, Robert Willerton, Howard Fritter, Ralph Williams, Richard Speer, Richard Wicks, Donald Smith, Ray Pierce, John Almberg


*First row:* Roger Simms, John Duqver, Elmer Bails, Ross Poggenpohl, William Miller, Lawrence Bouslog, Robert Largent, Edward Abbott, Glenn Herzberger, Walter Schlichting, Prof. Upson Carrou, advisor; James Ross, George Frelk, John Martine
All students registered in the University who have received credit for two semesters of accounting are eligible for membership in the Accountancy Club. The purposes of the organization are to inform members of professional and honorary achievements in the College of Commerce, to foster interests in the science of accounting, and to promote understanding and fellowship between faculty and students in the College of Commerce. Monthly meetings featuring talks by prominent accountants are designed to acquaint the members with current trends in accounting.

The executive committee of the Accountancy Club is composed of the Senior and Junior Councils. The Senior Council handles the publicity, the membership drives of the club, and the selection of speakers. Sophomore and Junior members are eligible to serve on the Junior Council.

The Accountancy Club, in promoting understanding and fellowship among the members, sponsors numerous faculty and student athletic events during the year.

Illini Accountancy Club
Illini Insurance Society promotes interest in the field of insurance
Illini Marketing Club brings together students interested in marketing
Illini Masonic Club promotes friendship among Master Masons

Illuminating Engineering Society enhances the growth of the science of illuminating engineering
Indian Student Association promotes fellowship among students from the Republic of India

Industrial Education Society promotes ideas and interests in the field of industrial education
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences
gives the aeronautical engineering students an opportunity to form friendships among men of like interests

Junior Chamber of Commerce of Champaign-Urbana enables students to contact young men in the business and professional world
Keramos stimulates interest in ceramic training and research

Law Seniors is composed of graduating seniors of the College of Law for the school year 1950-51
Second row: Ajean Tornello, Patricia Nickell, Dianne Keith, Kenneth Darre, Robert Mallary, William North, Jo Anne Eades, Virginia Polzin, Phyllis Welsh
Bottom row: Joyce Breere, Allen Andrews, Joann Friede, Richard Schumelpfeng, president; Dianne Davis, secretary; Lois Kram, treasurer; Kent Westrate, Joann Westrate, Genevieve Richardson
Not in panel: Phyllis Bereolos, president; Noreen Zaks, guild board representative; Leona Sarton, Prof. Joseph Scott, advisor

Mask & Bauble develops and fosters a greater interest in the artistic drama

Mineral Industries Society promotes interest in mining and metallurgy
Jo Anne Eades, Diane Keith, Joyce Breene, secretary; Winnifred Taft, vice president; Kent Westrate, president; Joann Westrate, Genevieve Richardson, Prof. Karl Wallace, Robert Mallary, treasurer.
Not in panel: Ned Donahoe, William Johnson, Raymond O'Neill, Prof. Severina Nelson, Prof. Joseph Scott, Prof. Charles Shattuck, Philip Sprading, Prof. Wesley Swanson, George Tuttle, Prof. Karl Windesheim

National Collegiate Players honors students for outstanding work in the theater

Pierrots honors men outstanding in dramatics

Bottom row: George Nelson, Allen Andrews, Robert Mallary, secretary; Scott Bohon, William North, president; Kent Westrate, treasurer; Richard Schimmelpfeng, Fredric Hefter.
Not in panel: James Reveal, Prof. Charles Shattuck, Philip Hanson.
Praetorians is an organization of independent men chosen from various houses on campus. Its purpose is to offer its members the social and cultural advantages of an organized group.

The first chapter of Praetorians was founded at Northwestern University. The local chapter was organized in 1946, and now has affiliated undergraduate and alumni chapters on other mid-western campuses.

Each year Praetorians awards a cash scholarship to a worthy student selected on the basis of need and merit. The funds for this scholarship are raised by yearly dues. The organization takes an active part in intramural athletics and plans an extensive social program for its members. The members also take part in campus solicitations for charity.

Since Praetorians is a relatively new organization it hopes to increase its membership and its number of affiliated chapters, and thereby offer its facilities to a greater number of independent men.
The Rifle and Pistol Club has officially represented the University of Illinois in intercollegiate shoulder-to-shoulder and pistol matches and is a member of the National Rifle Association and affiliated with the Illowa and Midwestern tournaments. For any given match, members compete for positions on the team by a continuous qualification program, with the five high men at the time of the match winning a berth on the team.

Since the renovation of the club in 1946, the teams have taken many titles and trophies among which have been: team first place in the first University of Illinois Invitational; team third place in the Big Ten; Open Championship of the iron sight division of the Illinois State Match; team second in the Intercollegiate Regional with one man winning a position on the All-American team.

All undergraduates, graduates, faculty and staff are eligible for membership. The team firing is done by the undergraduate members.

Rifle and Pistol Club

*Standing:* Donald Simon, treasurer; John Markel, executive officer; Robert Simon, president

*Kneeling:* John Pratt, secretary; James Sheets, executive officer; Richard Phillips, vice president

Top row: John Klussendorf, Gustav Braun, Loy Jones, Donald Wright, Warren Hueler, Harold Cohon, Carl Swanson, Jack Anderson, William Jackson, David Greene


Second row: Richard Bostin, Bruce Weller, Fred Bender, Alfred Mossner, George Lambakis, Garland Smith, Mason Layman, Barbara Roby

Bottom row: William Anderson, Harry Green, Herman Fechter, George Yee, Edward Peslenger, Ralph Bearts, Jerry Springer, Vaughn Craft

Not in panel: Wilbur Thom, Patricia Rush, Maj. James O'Hare, Sgt. Clarence Hodge, David Gobbl, George Anast, Lawrence Mason, Fred Johanson, Huelet Benner, Harry Reeves, Emmett Swanson
Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia furthers music and develops brotherhood among musicians

Scarab furthers the architectural profession
Sigma Alpha Iota encourages and promotes music.

Sigma Delta Chi furthers the profession of journalism.
Shi-Ai, first established at Northwestern University in 1920, is the society which honors sophomore sorority women for outstanding work in all-University activities. Every fall the two most outstanding sophomores from each of the sororities on campus are chosen to become pledges of Shi-Ai. During the pledging period, the two new pledges must do their original stunts at all sorority houses. This honorary society enables these sorority women to promote and strengthen inter-sorority friendship by their exchange of ideas pertaining to matters of common interest.

As welfare projects, Shi-Ai gives Christmas gifts and writes letters to brighten the lives of war orphans overseas. It holds a party for the children at the Huling Orphan's Home in Rantoul. Shi-Ai also sponsors the annual Shi-Ai Sing which is given on the Friday night of the campus Mother's Day weekend. In connection with the sing, Shi-Ai sponsors a milk fund drive. The money received is used to provide milk for needy families of Urbana and Champaign. In cooperation with Alpha-Chron, independent women's honorary, it has helped plan and present a dance. This provides a link between independent and sorority women. The girls of Shi-Ai play a significant part in university life by contributing their time toward university and community service.
Skull and Crescent is a national fraternity honoring sophomore men who are outstanding in activities and scholarship. Its members are chosen from the twenty-five oldest fraternities on campus, and its primary objective is to create and promote interfraternity fellowship and to encourage freshmen to excel both in scholarship and campus activities.

One of the main activities of the fraternity is the annual pajama race held in the armory. This year thirty-four fraternities competed in the relays with Alpha Tau Omega taking first place honors and Sigma Alpha Epsilon taking the second place cup.

Bi-monthly dinner meetings are held on a rotating host basis at the member houses, where various subjects are discussed in an effort to further good will among fraternities. Other social events sponsored by the organization are an annual dinner dance at the Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, a pledge banquet, and an exchange with the members of Shi Ai, the women's sophomore honorary.

Each year the new initiates earn Skull and Crescent pins, which are passed down from the previous members, and they in return present the alums with an honorary paddle. The success of Illinois' Helmet chapter this year, as always, depended on the support and enthusiasm of its members; and it continues to maintain its traditions as it has for over thirty years.

Skull and Crescent
Star and Scroll

Star and Scroll is a sophomore activity honorary society which was founded at the University of Illinois for the purpose of creating and promoting interfraternity fellowship, raising freshman scholarship standards, and perpetuating the traditions of the University.

Two men are chosen each year from each member fraternity on the basis of their freshman scholarship and their potential success as a campus leader in extracurricular activities.

Star and Scroll highlights in the school year of 1950-51 included the annual formal dance, which was held on November 3 at the Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, the selection of a Star and Scroll queen from the candidates representing each of the member houses, and the presentation at the dance of the scholarship trophy to the house that possessed the outstanding freshman scholarship average for the past semester. At present, the organization is planning an extensive expansion program with the purpose of incorporating other fraternities on the campus into the organization, and also an increased social program with various sororities and other women's groups.

The combined efforts, enthusiastic support, and close cooperation of all the members resulted in a successful dance and is indicative of the interfraternity spirit of fellowship that exists in Star and Scroll.
Tomahawk is an activity honorary which recognizes the achievements of independent sophomore men. Members are chosen at the end of their freshman year by the recommendations of their particular activity. Each activity leader recommends three outstanding freshmen who show promise of further advancement in the activity. From these names the members of Tomahawk choose those whom they consider the most capable of carrying on the high standards of the pledge and constitution. All of the major activities on campus in which men may participate have representatives in the organization.

The purpose of Tomahawk is to give recognition for outstanding work in activities, to inspire those persons chosen for membership to greater achievement during their remaining years at the University, to act as a service organization on the campus, and to strengthen bonds of friendship among independent men.

The organization of Tomahawk at Illinois has a history extending through two decades. It was not until 1949, however, that Tomahawk became a national fraternity. At that time it united with student groups from Indiana and Purdue, taking the name of Tomahawk as the official national title. Since that time, Iowa State has become the fourth member of the group, and several other schools have petitioned for membership.
Society for Advancement of Management promotes and encourages education in the field of management

Society of Automotive Engineers brings automotive engineering students into contact with outstanding engineers
Student Veterinary Medical Association promotes friendly relations and high ethical standards among veterinary students.

United World Federalists strives for the achievement of world federation.
Pershing Rifles is a national honorary military society honoring members of all the military units on campus. Company C-3 was organized at Illinois in 1931, and since that time has maintained a reputation of having one of the largest and most active units in the country. Members are selected from basic corps cadets in the Army, Navy, and Air Force ROTC units by instructors in the military department on the basis of military scholarship, leadership, and ability. The officers of the organization are elected and appointed from the advance corps members in the organization.

Pershing Rifles has many interesting and varied activities. For the past several years, Pershing Rifles has furnished the color guard for football and basketball games and for various military ceremonies on the campus. It has also maintained a Drum and Bugle corps which is often called upon to lead pep rallies and parades. It has an organized rifle team and an excellent drill team which last year took second place in the Third Regimental drill meet. During this year, a saber drill platoon and a German drill platoon were added. Each year Pershing Rifles selects an honorary sponsor for the unit. One very important annual function held by the organization is an overnight maneuver which is similar to an actual military combat operation.

Pershing Rifles
Scabbard and Blade is a national military honorary and professional fraternity. The members are chosen each semester from the advanced corps of the Army and Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps. Each member is selected on the basis of his all round merit. The society has one hundred and five companies or chapters all over the country. These companies are organized into nine regiments with a total membership of nearly fifty thousand.

Company F at the University of Illinois received its charter in 1909 and was the fifth company organized in Scabbard and Blade.

The primary purpose of this organization is to raise the standard of military education in American colleges and universities and to unite their military departments more closely. Scabbard and Blade encourages the qualities possessed by good officers and promotes friendship among the cadet officers. This friendship is fostered through the various social and service activities sponsored by the organization. Although the organization has its own social functions to further its purposes, Scabbard and Blade gives full cooperation to the other campus activities to aid in the success of their work.

National officers are elected each year at a national convention. Future policies are also discussed and petitions for new companies are voted on.

Scabbard
And Blade
Phalanx honors men in military training

Phi Chi Eta furthers knowledge about the quartermaster corps
Tau Nu Tau stimulates professional knowledge and interest in army engineering

Transportation Club stimulates the cadet's interest in the transportation corps
Zeta Sigma Alpha perpetrates the ideals of the American Cavalry leaders

Distinguished Military Students are junior cadets outstanding in leadership and scholarship
Arnold Air Society promotes the interest of cadets in the University Air R.O.T.C.

Air Force Senior Class

Bottom row: Major Karl Benson, advisor; William Sears, squadron commander; John Alderson, executive officer; George Riedle, operations officer; John Maritonne, adjutant recorder; William Fetter, air council representative
Not in panel: Eugene Ziegler, secretary-treasurer
Air Force Junior Class

Top row: Dale Sollars, Wright Catlow, Philip Ratcliffe, Kenneth Wilk, Jean Camney, Delbert Alexander, Richard Kenna, Harley Lewis, Harold Lewin, Eldon Sund, William Gunning, Robert Cornell
Bottom row: Richard Ims, Roy Dillon, Mike Myers, Marvin Berschet, Thomas Brown, Donald Kuleta, James Tovvillon, Niel Belnap, Frank Shappert, Harold Kaplan, Lyle Schertz, Paul Parisot, Emery Dial
The Battalion

Navy Senior Class

Top row: Richard Williams, Laurence Dwyer, Homer Ash, Roger Trapp, Robert Bills, Robert Rosendale, Roger Gurthet, Richard Middendorf, Robert Clark, Syle Jane, Charles Schmulbach

Second row: Darrell Johnson, Harold Baker, Arthur Grimm, Edwin Kuhn, Robert Piette, William Murphy, John McEnery, Roger Henry, Glenn Oliver, James Lyon

Bottom row: George Lemen, Robert Heffron, James Anderson, Harold Kieler, Robert Kohn, Fred Kondzeila, James George, Robert Malcolmson, Guy Packard, Harold Clark, Charles Hand
Navy Drill Team encourages perfection in close order drilling

Yardarm Staff publishes the midshipman's newspaper
There are three teams firing in national competition representing the University of Illinois Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

During the 1949-50 academic year, the Army ROTC Rifle Team continued its fine record in national competition. The team won the Fifth Army championship in the William Randolph Hearst Matches for the ninth time since 1935. The Fifth Army championship in the Army Intercollegiate Matches was won for the fourth time. In addition, 40 postal matches were fired with other universities and colleges throughout the country, of which the team won 36 and lost four. In shoulder-to-shoulder competition, 34 opponents were met and the Army ROTC team was victorious over 19 of them.

The Air Force ROTC Rifle Team was organized for the first time during the 1949-50 academic year. Eleven postal matches with other Air Force ROTC units were fired, of which the Illinois team won five. A very good nucleus for a 1950-51 team was formed and an extensive firing schedule was planned, including entrance in national competition, the William Randolph Hearst Matches.

The Naval ROTC Rifle Team has been organized since 1945 when the NROTC program was instituted at the University of Illinois. During the academic year 1949-50, the NROTC Rifle Team fired 42 postal matches with other NROTC teams throughout the country. The number of these matches in the win column was 19. The team also entered the William Randolph Hearst Matches and finished sixth nationally. It competed in the Secretary of the Navy Match. In shoulder-to-shoulder competition, the team fired in the Annual University of Illinois Invitational Tournament. Midshipman James Grimes won the championship in the Individual match in this tournament.

Army

*Top row:* Harold Schofield, Edward Svoboda, George Tikalsky, Paul Wilkinson, captain; John Hooker, Robert Coffeen, David Day
*Bottom row:* John Cortland, Bob Levitt, Sgt. Clarence Hodge, coach; Donald Olivieri, Allen Johnson, Joseph Dvorak
*Not in panel:* Richard Brown, Robert Schaefer, Jackie Webster, Roy Ganote, William Western, Robert Largent
Top row: William Sears, Robert Wilkins, Harold Kaplan, Capt. Keith Warren, Melo Myers, Howard Lumpkin, George Bristol
Not in panel: Michael Pompilio, Donald Brantingham, Robert Newlin, Dale Fahlbeck

Air Force

Navy

Top row: Donald Wilson, Lynne Hall, Royle Heyl, Richard Bartunek, Virgil Cobb, Thomas Bates, George Angus
Bottom row: Ronald Brush, Wade Brown, Daniel Urish, Jesse Mathewy, Raymond Ericch, Frank Harris
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation seeks to provide a religious, cultural, and social center for the Jewish students enrolled at the University. It offers the students Jewish life and fellowship through the observance of the Sabbath and other Holy days; Jewish creativity through the medium of activity groups, such as the choral group, Foundation of newspaper, and dramatic group; and Jewish learning through forums, study groups, and University-approved credit courses. The Foundation maintains a large library of Judaica and a library of recordings, both classical and Jewish. Hillel is organized as the all-embracing community of Jewish students and is administered by the Director, his staff, and student leaders who comprise the Hillel Student Council. It functions as the spokesman for Jewish students in all matters of a religious nature and as the medium through which students are taught to cooperate with other Foundations in the cultivation of a moral and spiritual life. It is the purpose of Hillel to develop leadership for future Jewish life in America and to enable the Jewish community to contribute to the heritage of society. It is toward this that the Hillel Foundation is striving.

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
The Illini Christian Fellowship group at Illinois consists of Christians of every conceivable denomination. There is, however, a sense of unity through a common eagerness to know Christ better and to make Him known as Savior and Lord. The group considers spiritual and moral problems of the day through group discussion, study of the Bible, prayer, and weekly lectures given by outstanding Christian men from many fields. One of Missionary endeavors of Illini Christian Fellowship is the conduction of Bible studies for foreign students. Understanding is fostered further through the sharing of ideas at regional, national, and international conferences during the summer and on weekends during the school year. Illini Christian Fellowship is one of more than three-hundred chapters of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, an international organization. Although the spiritual and intellectual is emphasized, it recognizes the social needs of its members by sponsoring regular socials and an annual spring formal banquet. Thus the Fellowship makes a contribution to many phases of campus life. The faculty sponsors are the Professors Secord, Morgan, and Morrill.

Illini Christian Fellowship


Third row: Neil Elshammer, Donald Miles, Dale Siller, Shirley Grace, Donald Pennington, Laverne Battagli, Raymond Eckman, Mazel Stask, Royle Heyl, Maria Sudefit, Harry Sklar, Carol Nelson, Howard Sandlund, Joy Wardle, Ann Lund, Ella Richards, George Herr, Glen Bogost.


Not in panel: Jeannine Bare, Gordon Johnston, James Kay, Clyde Kaatz, Robert Laubs, Frank Luere, Martha Luers, Robert Nemasmarch, Jeanne Rechelt, Donald Wilden, Frank Tickey, Elaine Carr, Richard Anderson, Marlon Gray, Fulton Harag, Dan James, Roger Swankland, Joyce Thoell, Paul Seta, Martha Allen, Roger Brown, Henry Bwch, Rosa Carlson, Sarah Cash, Mary Hagopian, Grace Kaechele, Mary Lamson, Franklin Lane, Anna Mae Marton, Donald Martin, Mary Peters, Paul Grabill, Jay Poppenga.
The Newman Foundation is the Catholic student center at the University. Its purpose is to deepen the spiritual and enrich the temporal life of its members. The foundation’s program is under the direction of the Rev. Edward Duncan, assisted by the Rev. Edward O'Rourke and the Rev. Edgar Taylor. First among the foundation’s activities is the work of St. John's Catholic Chapel, which offers its students three masses daily. Also, the foundation offers courses in dogmatic, moral, and ascetic theology; liturgy and scripture; church history; and philosophy.

The Newman Club, official organization of Catholic students on campus, sponsors a series of lectures on topics of vital interest for Catholics through its Te Deum and Aquinas forums and its Christopher conferences. The Newman Club is affiliated with the National Federation of Newman Clubs and is a branch of the National Catholic Welfare Conference. A well-balanced social program consisting of intramural sports, dramatics, corporate communions, discussion groups, and coffee hours is offered to its members. Traditional events include an annual formal and a picnic to Turkey Run State Park each spring.

Newman Foundation
Baptist Student Fellowship is the church home and social center for all Baptist students.

Lutheran Student Association provides for students of the National Lutheran Council, offers transportation to church, sponsors Sunday supper clubs, Bible studies, daily devotions, and recreation for its members.
Harry Bokenkamp, Thomas Folkerts, Dorothy Mennecke, Carl Mennecke, William Chandler, George Chandler, Carol Chandler, Beverly Provo, Fern Bese, Darlene Geddan, Eleanor Marshall, Grace Straw, Donna Straw, Harold Straw

Sixth row: Wallace Eberhardt, David Brandt, David Schoenrock, Arthur Heins, Harold Harrelbrink, Robert Funke, Lloyd Engelbrecht, Paul Leacraft, Henry Rommelmann, Donald Jensen, Wilma Alrutz, Alice Bokenkamp, Robert Bokenkamp, Steve Bokenkamp, Orville Dickhaut


Fourth row: Barbara Hull, Orcott Frost, Robert Alexander, Richard Mayne, Martha Firebaugh, Paul Showman, Lorra Player, Donald Brakensiek, Terry Jackson, Keith Page, Elson Sims, Prof. Natalie Belting, Wanda Casts, William Henderson, Vice President; Mary Day, President; Dorothy Tex- ton, Secretary; Kenneth Bell, Treasurer; Marilyn Schuler, James Barry

Bottom row: Gerald Ocock, Irene Hubbard, Joseph Hubbard, Peter Svendsen, George Elser, Patricia Elser, Melvin Davis, Delmar Strelow, Robert Ulrich, Donald Klein, Max Mesmann, Miriam Mueller, Bernita Schewe

Lutheran Student Center serves students of the Lutheran Synodical Conference

McKinley Foundation Student Council guides and directs all activities of the Presbyterian Student Center


Third row: Barbara Hull, Orcott Frost, Robert Alexander, Richard Mayne, Martha Firebaugh, Paul Showman, Lorra Player, Donald Brakensiek, Terry Jackson, Keith Page, Elson Sims, Prof. Natalie Belting, Wanda Casts, William Henderson, Vice President; Mary Day, President; Dorothy Tex- ton, Secretary; Kenneth Bell, Treasurer; Marilyn Schuler, James Barry

Bottom row: Gerald Ocock, Irene Hubbard, Joseph Hubbard, Peter Svendsen, George Elser, Patricia Elser, Melvin Davis, Delmar Strelow, Robert Ulrich, Donald Klein, Max Mesmann, Miriam Mueller, Bernita Schewe


Third row: Barbara Hull, Orcott Frost, Robert Alexander, Richard Mayne, Martha Firebaugh, Paul Showman, Lorra Player, Donald Brakensiek, Terry Jackson, Keith Page, Elson Sims, Prof. Natalie Belting, Wanda Casts, William Henderson, Vice President; Mary Day, President; Dorothy Tex- ton, Secretary; Kenneth Bell, Treasurer; Marilyn Schuler, James Barry

Bottom row: Gerald Ocock, Irene Hub bard, Joseph Hubbard, Peter Svendsen, George Elser, Patricia Elser, Melvin Davis, Delmar Strelow, Robert Ulrich, Donald Klein, Max Mesmann, Miriam Mueller, Bernita Schewe

Not on panel: Patricia Price, Betty Flatts
Seabury Foundation is the student organization for Congregational-Christian and Evangelical-Reform students

Wesley Foundation is the university center for Methodist students, with a church-related program directed by a student council, providing opportunities for religious thinking and living and training for responsible leadership.
Administrators
In Memory of Glenn C. Law

The sudden death of head wrestling coach Glenn C. Law on May 1, 1950, came as a surprise to both the students and faculty of the University of Illinois. Glenn Law, better known as Newt, had been a member of the Illinois coaching staff for 21 years. He served as assistant wrestling coach until 1944 when he became head wrestling coach succeeding H. E. Kenny. In 1943 he was appointed assistant football coach and one year later assumed the duties of Athletic Association personnel director.

Newt was permanently appointed head wrestling coach in 1948 when Kenny became assistant to the director of the School of Physical Education. During Newt’s six years as head wrestling coach his teams won 26 dual meets, lost 14, and tied two. Newt’s 1946 team established him as one of the best wrestling coaches in the country, when they won the Big Ten wrestling championship and finished third in the NCAA meet.

In 1950 Newt realized two of his greatest accomplishments. He was elected secretary-treasurer of the National Rules Committee, and in the spring Newt held his first state high school wrestling coaches’ clinic.

Newt was very interested in youth activities and served as faculty advisor to both Alpha Phi Omega, honorary Boy Scout fraternity, and to the Tribe of Illini, Illinois letterman’s organization.

Newt was well liked and highly respected by all the men he coached and by those he met in competition. Illinois lost a fine man and an excellent coach at the untimely death of Newt Law.
Conference Medal Winner and Athlete of the Year

Russ Steger, who has long been noted as one of the most colorful athletes in the history of the University of Illinois, finished his career as an outstanding Illini by winning the Athlete of the Year award and the Conference Honor Medal. He was awarded the Conference Honor Medal on the basis of his proficiency in athletics and scholarship.

Steger won the 1950 Athlete of the Year Contest to become the ninth winner of the Lion Gardiner Award which is presented on the basis of student vote.

Russ received eight varsity letters, four in football and four in baseball. In 1947, when he was only a sophomore, he was named to the all-American football team for his outstanding play as a fullback on the Illinois squad. Russ played both outfield and first base for the Illini baseball team. The members of the 1949 baseball squad voted him the Most Valuable Player of the season.
Tony Klimek received the greatest honor his teammates could bestow when they voted him Most Valuable Player of the 1950 football season. Tony's election to the presidency of the Tribe of Illini, Illinois lettermen's organization, is a good example of the high esteem held for him by his fellow athletes. Klimek earned his "most valuable" title as one of the two Illinois players to play almost every minute of this season's games. Tony was a rugged offensive player and gained a reputation in Big Ten circles for his outstanding defensive play.

The Illini end was chosen as a first team end on the Associated Press all-Big Ten eleven. Tony also received honorable mention in the Associated Press all-American listings. As a finale to his college football career Tony was selected to play in the Blue-Gray game.
Cheerleaders

The new spark added to the cheering section of the Illini this year was the return of girl cheerleaders to the cheerleading squad. The demand for girl cheerleaders, absent from the cheering squad since before the war, rose until the idea met fulfillment.

Somersaults, cartwheels, and other tumbling stunts were all a part of the yells led by the spirit raisers. New yells, including a tom-tom yell, were received with enthusiasm by fans.

Jim Downs, in his third season as Chief Illiniwek, continued to boost the interest of ardent football fans by his traditional Indian war dance, his leadership of “Hail to the Orange,” and his peace pipe ceremony sometimes shared with cheerleaders of opposing teams.

In addition to leading cheers at football and basketball games, the Illini cheerleaders took part in numerous pep rallies and athletic activities.

The combination of Block I, the great football band, a strong Illini football team, and the enthusiastic cheerleaders resulted in a colorful and successful football season for Illinois.
Football

Coach Ray Eliot and Captain Bill Volanska

Charles Purvis, Butch Ingwersen, Mel Brewer, Ray Eliot, Robert King, Ralph Fletcher, and Lou Azezi - Illinois' coaches
Ohio University

Outclassing Ohio university all the way, the Fighting Illini racked up their most decisive victory of the season in their 28 to two 1950 opener.

After the opening kick-off, Illinois had the ball only three minutes before Sam Piazza shook loose on a 40-yard touchdown sprint. Sam Rebecca added the extra point. With four minutes to go in the second quarter, Wayne Siegert laid the key block that enabled Dick Raklovits to sprint 25 yards to the goal.

Early in the third quarter, Johnny Karras passed to Joe Vernasco in the end zone for the third Illinois touchdown. Five minutes later Al Broskey intercepted a Bobcat aerial. Two plays later Karras skirted around end for the score. Rebecca's kick made it 28 to 0, completing Illinois' scoring. Ohio scored its two points on a safety by breaking through and catching Don Henss behind the goal line on an attempted pass.

1950 Big Ten Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Lost</th>
<th>Tie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rain and the Wisconsin Badgers combined to darken a damp day at Memorial Stadium as Wisconsin wrung out a 7 to 6 victory over the Illini.

Illinois received the kick-off and marched 87 yards up the rain-soaked field for their only touchdown. Rebecca tried for the conversion, but the pass from center went into the mud. He attempted to run it over, but was dropped on the Wisconsin four-yard-line. In the second quarter, the Illini were moving steadily downfield when Major faded to pass. The ball was partially deflected by a Wisconsin lineman, and it dropped into the arms of Badger Bob Radcliffe, who trotted 31 yards down the sideline for the score. Cotta kicked the waterlogged ball through the uprights for the extra point, giving Wisconsin the game winning 7 to 6 lead. Statistics showed the Illini offense gained 242 yards in contrast to 92 yards gained by the Badger offensive unit.

Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illinois</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 Ohio University</td>
<td>2 Ohio University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Wisconsin</td>
<td>7 Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 UCLA</td>
<td>6 UCLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Washington</td>
<td>13 Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Indiana</td>
<td>0 Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Michigan</td>
<td>0 Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Iowa</td>
<td>7 Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Ohio State</td>
<td>7 Ohio State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Northwestern</td>
<td>14 Northwestern</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UCLA

The Illini played in 100 degree temperature under the lights of the Los Angeles Colosseum to defeat their 1947 Rose Bowl opponent 14 to 6. Illinois struck quickly in the opening period when the second of two long Major-to-Klimek aerials capped a 72-yard touchdown drive. The second quarter featured good defensive play by both teams. Don Laz's punting repeatedly placed the Golden Bears deep into their own territory.

Early in the third period, Dick Raklovits exploded through the center of the line on a 76-yard sprint over the Bruin goal. Rebecca converted for the second time, giving the Illini a 14 to 0 lead. The Illini concentrated on defense for the remainder of the game; kicking many times on the first down, and keeping passes to a minimum. These tactics stifled the Bruin offense until UCLA scored late in the fourth quarter on Florence's touchdown pass, making the final score 14 to 6.

Washington

Sparked by Johnny Karras's 183 yards from scrimmage, Illinois won an exciting 20 to 13 decision from the previously unbeaten Washington Huskies in a hard-fought offensive battle.

The Huskies opened the scoring in the second period with a 25-yard pass from Heinrich to Early. Illinois rallied immediately with Karras's 39-yard dash off tackle, sparking a 71-yard touchdown drive which made the score 7 to 6. Minutes later Hugh McElhenny leaped up between two Illini defenders to make a spectacular end-zone catch of Don Heinrich's 25-yard pass, and the Huskies lead 13 to 6. Illinois countered with Major's screen pass to Raklovits which moved the ball to the Washington two. Karras smashed over for the score. Joe Hall's interception of a Husky pass set up the final Illini touchdown. Dick Raklovits scored from the three-yard line.
Indiana

Illinois, sparked by Johnny Karras' running and Fred Major's passing, defeated a highly-rated Indiana team 20 to 0 before a Homecoming crowd of 65,000. The perfect fall weather allowed the Illini to play their best brand of football, mixing quick opening plays with strategic passes. Time after time the Illini defense stopped a potent Hoosier passing attack deep in Illinois territory.

Both teams made long marches early in the first quarter, but neither could muster a scoring punch. The first break for the Illini came when Al Tate recovered a Hoosier fumble on their 22. Then the ground attack began to roll. Several quick dashes by Karras and Raklovits put the ball on the Indiana three, and then Clark cut off tackle for the touchdown. Neither team was able to score in a hard-fought second quarter and the half-time score was 7 to 0.

Illinois kicked off to start the third quarter and the Hoosiers, sparked by Lou D'Achille's passing, rolled to the Illini 33 before the Orange and Blue forward wall stiffened. Seconds later Johnny Karras exploded through right tackle for 67 yards and a touchdown. Five minutes later the Illini, paced by Steven's running and Major's passing, marched 77 yards downfield. Raklovits tallied from the six-yard-line. Rebecca's kick was good, making the final score 20 to 0.
Michigan

The Fighting Illini traveled to Ann Arbor and played a very cool, defensive ball game on a very cool day in a blinding snowstorm. Illinois gained a 7 point edge in the first half, and through stalwart defensive play, turned it into the margin of victory.

In the first quarter, both teams tried to start ground attacks that just wouldn’t start—then they punted and played for a break, but the break never came. In the second period, Rocky Raklovits started the winning drive with a 32 yard dash to the Michigan 48. Three plays later Don Stevens, filling the shoes of the injured Johnny Karras, drove 21 yards to the Michigan 6. On third down, Fred Major lobbed a very slippery ball to Tony Klimek in the end zone for the winning touchdown. Rebecca’s placekick split the uprights, making it 7-0.

In the second half, Illinois did not try to score, took no chances, and played only to keep Michigan from tallying. Coach Ray Eliot directed a very cautious, scientific type of game, frequently having Don Laz punt on first down to keep the Wolverines deep in their own territory. The staunch Illini defense, sparked by tackle Al Tate, linebacker Joe Cole, and halfback Herb Neathery, held well on the frozen gridiron and prevented the Wolverines from threatening throughout the final half.
Iowa

The Orange and Blue offense scored three quick touchdowns in the first eight minutes of the opening period at Iowa City. With just two minutes of the first quarter gone, Al Brosky ran a Hawkeye punt back 61 yards for the first score. Immediately after the next kickoff Lynn Lynch recovered an Iowa fumble on the Hawkeye 24, and two plays later Major fired a screen pass to Dick Raklovits in the end zone. Only five minutes more had elapsed when the Illini again took over possession of the ball and Raklovits sprinted up the middle on a quick opening play for 61 yards and the third touchdown. Sam Rebecca kicked his third successful conversion, making the halftime score 21 to 0.

In the third period, the Iowans climaxed a 73-yard march with a 14-yard touchdown pass to make the final score 21 to 7. In the fourth quarter a forward-lateral penalty canceled a 61-yard touchdown run by Don Stevens.
Ohio State

The Fighting Illini whipped the Buckeyes in the game that was billed as the “battle for the Big Ten Championship.” Illinois’ defense, then rated as third best in the country, held Ohio State’s powerful offensive team to one touchdown, while Fred Major passed to Don Stevens for two, giving Illinois a 14 to 7 victory.

The first quarter was a rugged see-saw battle with both squads fighting hard, but gaining little ground. The fireworks began in the second quarter when Major flipped a 20-yard pass to Stevens who caught it on a dead run and raced the remaining 32 yards to the goal line. Five minutes later the Illini, sparked by the timely running of Karras and Stevens, marched 42 yards to the Buckeye five, where Major fired a pass to Stevens in the end zone for the winning touchdown. Ohio’s all-American, Vic Janowicz, proved his ability as his running carried the Buckeyes on an 83-yard touchdown drive for the only Ohio State touchdown.
Northwestern

An inspired Northwestern team crushed Illinois Rose Bowl hopes by scoring two second-half touchdowns to defeat the Illini 14-7. On the first play from scrimmage Al Brosky intercepted a Wildcat pass on the Northwestern 43. Illinois marched to the 14 and then Karras swept right end to make it 7-0 at the end of the first three minutes.

The Illini then played cautious defensive ball, punting frequently, but in the third period the Wildcats drove to the Illinois 20 where Athans sped off guard for the tying touchdown. The Illini, who refused to pass, couldn't muster a sustained drive. In the fourth period the Wildcats started a 54-yard drive which ended when Miller went off tackle for the winning touchdown. The 14-7 final score left Illini fans with no reward for their three hour vigil in the near-zero temperatures.
Although the Illini neither won the Big Ten Championship, nor played in the Rose Bowl, they had a better than average season. Their hopes of annexing the Champion’s crown and of taking the California trip were not smashed until the last half of the Northwestern game — the last game of the season.

In conference tilts, the Illini won four and lost two, but they also captured two non-conference games. Illinois outscored their opponents 137-56, and until the Northwestern game were rated the third best defensive team in the country.

Center Bill Vohaska was named all-American by the Associated Press. He was also voted best center in a players poll. Other Illini honored in the poll were: Chuck Brown — best offensive guard, and Johnny Karras — best running halfback. Al Tate made Look magazine’s all-American second team, and Lynch and Karras were rated all-Midwest by Colliers.

Lynn Lynch
Herb Neathery
Basketball

Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illinois</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Marquette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Oregon State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>DePaul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Washington State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>DePaul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Purdue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Ohio State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Purdue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Ohio State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Northwestern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Michigan State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Kansas State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In most pre-season estimates, Illinois was not ranked as a strong contender for the Big Ten Cage Championship. The team was considered too young and too inexperienced to be able to beat out such strong contenders as Iowa and Indiana. However, early in the season, after impressive victories over Marquette and Oregon State; it became apparent that the Fighting Illini were going to go places in the Big Ten.

The next two games tested the Illini much more than the previous two, and the Illini emerged with a loss to Toledo, a one point victory over DePaul, and much confidence and experience gained.

During the Christmas vacation the Illini continued to hold regular practice and played four non-conference games here in Champaign. They won three of the games by rather decisive scores and lost a return game with DePaul by only three points. The Illini were then ready to embark upon their regular conference season and the race for the Big Ten Championship.
The Illini opened conference play by beating three of the main contenders for the crown—Wisconsin in an overtime, Minnesota by eight points, and Iowa by two points. This unpredicted feat set the Illini up as the team to beat in the Big Ten. The Illini continued their quest for the title with a victory over a none-too-powerful Michigan. However, the Hoosiers managed to take the Illini for their only conference loss by a rather decisive 11 point margin.

The Illini came back strong and took their next five opponents with relative ease. At this point in the season the Cagers were virtually tied with Indiana for first place, Indiana having picked up one loss at the hands of Minnesota. If the Illini could defeat Indiana, they would practically have the championship in their possession, save an upset, which is only too possible in the Big Ten.
When Indiana came to Champaign, the Illini were waiting for them. Illinois capitalized on Indiana's weaknesses, played a rough game under the boards, and kept their wits about them at all times. After an exciting 40 minutes, the game ended with Illinois having a six point edge. Now the Fighting Illini had undisputed possession of first place and only three games left.

Illinois won the first of these three games from Ohio State at Columbus with very little difficulty. However, Northwestern, who likes to spoil Illini title hopes, put up a real battle against the Cagers in the Chicago Stadium, but fell short of a victory by four points.

Michigan State, the last obstacle for the Illini, gave Illinos fans a real scare as they led all the way before yielding to a last minute scoring splurge which gave the Illini their final margin of victory. However, Michigan State did hold the Illini to 49 points, their lowest score all season.
During the regular season the Illini had a won-lost record of 19 and four. They ended the season with a trip to New York to participate in the NCAA playoffs in Madison Square Garden.

Eleven men on the 1950-51 basketball squad were awarded letters at the close of the season. They were seniors Don Sunderlage and Ted Beach; juniors Rod Fletcher, Mack Follmer, and Herb Gerecke; and sophomores Jim Schuld, Jim Bredar, Max Baumgardner, Irv Benoras, Clive Follmer, and Bob Peterson.

Captain Don Sunderlage was voted the most valuable player of the season and Rod Fletcher was elected captain of the 1951-52 squad.
### 1950-51 Big Ten Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Lost</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>.214</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Captain Don Sundelage
Cross Country — The story of the 1950 cross country team at Illinois was largely the story of one man — George Lynch.

Lynch was the only man to win a cross-country letter, he was the only Illini to place in the Big Ten meet, and he was the only bright spot in the most gloomy harrier season in many years.

Indiana swamped the Illini in the first dual meet of the season, but Lynch, improving steadily from the beginning of practice, came in fourth. The Illini next faced Michigan and lost again, but Lynch came in third. In a triangular meet Illinois beat Purdue and lost to Wisconsin. Lynch finished second for his best showing of the year.

In the Big Ten meet, Lynch finished sixth, the best showing made by any sophomore in the meet.

Captain Lawton Lamb did not do nearly as well as he did as a sophomore in '49 and Ocie Trimble, another letterman, was hampered most of the season with an ankle injury. The remainder of the team: Stacey Siders, Milt Brown, and Henry Cryer, were middle distance men and had difficulty in the long races.
Indoor Track

The intra-squad track meet was the first unofficial look at the indoor track team. The results of the meet were nothing out of the ordinary with the varsity beating the freshmen 68½ to 45½. However, three new records were set that afternoon, including Don Laz's 15-foot pole vault.

In the first dual meet of the season, the underdog Illini surprised a much-publicized Ohio State team by beating them 73½ to 40½. The high point of the meet was when Walt Jewsbury set a new Illini record with a 4:13.9 mile.

Illinois beat a strong Michigan team at Ann Arbor by a slim margin of 62 to 52. The meet wasn't won until the final minutes when the Illini mile relay team emerged with a victory, and Lou Irons added the clincher by winning the broad jump.

Traveling next to Minneapolis, the Illini defeated a none-too-powerful Minnesota team by the score of 68½ to 43½. At this point in the season, injuries and sickness were plaguing Coach Leo Johnson's track men. Johnson felt that the prospects for the future were very poor, and the most he hoped for was sixth place.

However, in spite of injuries, the Illini had little trouble in outscoring Iowa, Purdue, and Northwestern in the armory. Irons and Jewsbury were both taken off the sick list for these meets, although they weren't up to their usual form, while Jerry Slack was still sidelined. The outstanding performance of the afternoon was turned in by Laz who pole vaulted 14 feet 5½ inches, to set a new armory record.

In the Conference meet held here at Illinois, the Illini placed third, only 4½ points behind first place Ohio State and 1½ points behind second place Michigan.
Outdoor Track

The outdoor track season looked none too bright for the Illini when it started. Don Laz was in a slump and hadn't cleared 14 feet in some time; and Lou Irons and Roger Swank, anchor men on the mile relay team, were still suffering from injuries incurred during the indoor season.

As a result the Illini were soundly trounced by Indiana in their first dual meet of the outdoor season. The only bright spots of the meet were Don Laz's return to form with a 14-foot 1-inch pole vault and the excellent performance in the 880 by Jim Studzinski, who had come from obscurity at the beginning of the season to be Illinois' top middle distance man.

The Illini started to show improvement, however, when they beat Michigan and Northwestern in a triangular meet in Illinois' Memorial Stadium. Dick Upton breezed through the quarter mile in 49.8 seconds, the best time of his career. Also, Captain Lou Irons assured himself of a trip to the Coliseum Relays in California with his 6 foot 4 1/2-inch high jump.

Illinois next proceeded to upset highly rated Ohio State in a dual meet at Columbus. Don Laz vaulted 14 feet 3 3/4 inches to break the Ohio State stadium pole vault record and turn in his best performance of the season. The Illini mile relay team gave their most impressive performance of the meet when they won their event in 3:20.0. Illinois also dominated both the high and low hurdles by collecting 16 out of a possible 18 points in these events.

In the Big Ten championships held at Northwestern, the fighting Illini were the surprise of the meet when they finished up in second place. Vic Twomey ran the two-mile distance in the best time of his career, 9 minutes and 19 seconds.
1950 Big Ten Standings

Indoor
Ohio State ............................................. 35
Michigan ................................................. 32 ½
Illinois ................................................... 31 ½
Purdue .................................................... 24 ½
Wisconsin ............................................... 19 ½
Minnesota .............................................. 18 ½
Indiana .................................................. 13 ½
Iowa ...................................................... 11 ¼
Northwestern ......................................... 8

Outdoor
Indiana .................................................... 37
Illinois ................................................... 36
Minnesota .............................................. 36
Wisconsin ............................................... 31
Ohio State ............................................. 25 ½
Michigan ................................................. 23
Iowa ...................................................... 14 ½
Purdue ................................................... 12
Northwestern ......................................... 10
After starting the 1950 baseball race with high hopes for a top season, the Illini wound up with a six-win five-loss Big Ten conference record, netting themselves fourth place honors. Of the nineteen games played during the season, the squad won 13 and lost 6, faltering somewhat during mid-season due to pitching difficulties.

Strong hitting was one of the stellar factors in favor of the Illini, for they pounded out 191 runs netting themselves a ten-per-game average. The team’s batting average for the season was a strong .300, including 19 home runs, which is the greatest number per season in Illini baseball history.

Twelve lettermen, including captain Herb Plews and first baseman Ruck Steger, were back this season to bolster the team. Plews, playing his last season for the Illini, sparked the team with his outstanding fielding ability and wielded a strong bat at the plate to average .397 with 30 hits. This average was second only to Ruck Steger’s scorching .447 conference average and .407 all season average. Steger, in undoubtedly his best season, won the team's award for the most valuable player, receiving the honor in virtue of his outstanding coverage of first base and his terrific batting average.
Foul ball — strike two!

George Parenti  John Neal  Burdette Thurlby
Another returning veteran, Rocky Raklovits, did his share of the work at the plate by pounding out 7 homers, 31 runs and leading the squad in the total number of hits.

Veterans Alby Plain and Juny Tangman led the squad on the mound, with Ed Zinker and Herb Agase back of them in relief positions. Plain had his best season to date, winning 5 games and losing 2. Tangman, although hampered by control problems in the initial part of the season, managed to settle down and finish the season in top form. Herb Agase, with a three-win record, was the only Illini hurler with an unmarred slate.

Starting off their season with an impressive four-game victory over the U.S. Naval Station at Memphis, Tennessee, the Illini rolled into what they hoped would be a championship season. Maintaining their winning streak, the tribe next came from behind in a fifth inning rally to beat Valparaso by a score of 10 to 6.

Spirited by a good beginning, the Illini launched into Big Ten conference play, but dropped their first game to Iowa 6 to 3. However, avenging their setback, the tribe, paced by veteran Alby Plain, roared back to trounce Iowa in an 11 to 0 shutout with Lou Krantz and Steger knocking one apiece over the fence.

The next series saw Illinois split a twin bill with Northwestern. After a 4 to 0 shut out in the first game, the Illini were handed their second setback in conference play by the Wildcats. Steger slammed out a tremendous 450-foot homer with the bases loaded to account for four of the tribe’s tallies; however, the score ended in an 8 to 5 loss for the Illini.
Illinois traveled to Minnesota for their next conference series, but due to freak weather conditions only one game was played. The Illini won this game 11 to 2, with John Neal taking the batting honors by slamming a home run and a triple. The following week found Illinois facing the league-leading Michigan Wolverines who were undefeated at the time. The Wolverines took the first game by a close 6 to 5 margin but the next day the Illini hit their stride behind Plain and swamped Michigan 9 to 2. Rocky Raklovits homered in the eighth with three on to help cinch the game and hand the Wolves their first defeat of the season.

After losing to an underdog Arkansas team 12 to 9, the Illini resumed their conference series at Ohio State, in a non-conference tilt. The Bucks managed to squelch the Illini in both games of the two-game series by the close scores of 4 to 3 in the first and 12 to 11 in the second. The first game was a pitchers' duel and the second a slugfest with both teams collecting 14 hits.

Conference play ended in a series at Indiana with the Illini taking both games. With a scant seven hits, including a home run by Hank Anderssohn, they overcame the Hoosiers 6 to 3 in the first game. The second game saw Tangman in his last conference game, and he proved himself by leading the Illini to a 10 to 9 victory. The tribe accounted for 10 hits that game, one a homer by Ruck Steger.

The Illini wound up the season with a double win over the Irish of Notre Dame. In the first game the squad emerged with a 21 to 0 shutout on 18 hits, handing the Irish the worst beating they've ever received. The next day the Illini made it two with a 4 to 1 win over Notre Dame.
Tennis

1950 Big Ten Standings

Northwestern ........................................... 19 1/2
Illinois ....................................................... 17
Michigan .................................................... 14
Wisconsin ................................................... 7 1/2
Indiana ....................................................... 5
Purdue ...................................................... 2 1/2
Minnesota .................................................. 1
Iowa .......................................................... 1
Ohio State ................................................ 0

With four returning lettermen, Coach Howie Braun's 1950 tennis squad managed to capture second place in the Big 10 Conference. During the season the squad won 8 and lost 1. Illinois started out the season with wins over Iowa, Vanderbilt, Ohio State, and Michigan State. The squad fell to Michigan, the third place team in the Big Ten, but rose to win their last four matches from Northwestern, the conference leader, Wisconsin, Purdue, and Indiana.

Big Ten honors went to the doubles team composed of lettermen James Moses and Wilson Besant, who took the number 3 doubles division, and to sophomore Robert Bennorth who won the number 6 singles division.
Swimming

1950 Big Ten Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdue</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coach Ed Manley's 1950 swimming team opened a successful season with a victory over Bowling Green and a loss to Indiana. In the following two meets Illinois trounced the University of Cincinnati and edged out a strong Northwestern team. The Illini won two of the remaining three dual meets, whipping De Paul and the University of Louisville, and losing to a determined Boilermaker squad.

Top performances by Captain Bob Branch, Homer Ash, high point man for the Illini during 1950, and Don Clooney were the essential reasons for Illinois' successful season. The Illini terminated the dual meet competition with a record of five wins and three losses.
Illinois' long-suffering golf team received a hopeful sign of better things to come when the new 18-hole championship course was opened this season. Playing on the new course, Illini linksters posted a better-than-average seven win, four loss record in dual meet competition. However, in the Big Ten meet, which determines the final standings, the Illini finished sixth. First man, Dave Logan, paced the bag-toters in this meet with a four-round total of 295. Other Illini finishers were Gene Peterson, George Dayiantis, Ray Kimpel, Pete Fletcher, and Rod Fletcher. Dayiantis was the only Illini to go as far as the second round in the NCAA meet, and he was defeated in that round.
Fencing

1950 Big Ten Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Illinois varsity fencing squad, led by Coach Max Garret and Captain Robert Forsythe, finished a very successful 1950 season with a record of six wins, three losses and one tie. The Illini won the Big Ten Championship held at Ohio State, bettering last year’s performance when they placed second. Coach Garret’s squad ended competition with a trip to Detroit where they placed third in the N.C.A.A. Championships.

Forsythe, named “most valuable” player for the 1950 season, was the best individual performer for the Illini during the regular season and also at the N.C.A.A. championships where he captured tenth place in the epee.
Coach Newt Law built his 1950 wrestling team around four returning lettermen. During the regular season the team showed considerable strength in all their dual meets. They started with wins over Wisconsin, Michigan, and Michigan State. Their first loss was to Iowa State Teachers College, NCAA champions. The Illini then defeated Iowa, lost to Ohio State, and finished the season with wins over Minnesota, Northwestern, Indiana, and Purdue.

The Illini did not do so well in the Big Ten Championship Meet because of injuries and ineligibilities that prevented the whole squad from taking part in the meet.
1950 Big Ten Standings

Purdue ........................................ 33
Ohio State .................................... 16
Michigan ...................................... 15
Minnesota ..................................... 15
Iowa ............................................ 12
Northwestern ................................. 7
Wisconsin ...................................... 7
Indiana ........................................ 5
Illinois ........................................ 4
For the second year in a row Coach Charles Pond produced a championship gymnastics team. The squad, composed of four lettermen and several outstanding newcomers, took both the Big Ten title and the NCAA title. The Illini started their season by defeating Ohio State. However, in their second meet they ran into a surprising upset at the hands of Kent State. Illinois came back to win over Wisconsin, Michigan State, Indiana, Chicago, and Minnesota.

The Illini far outscored their opponents when they took the Big Ten championship and the NCAA crown. Outstanding on the squad was Frank Dolan. Other outstanding men on the team were Irvin Bedard, Joe Fina, and Robert Sullivan. Several Illini scored in the National AAU meet with Irv Bedard winning his third tumbling championship. Bob Sullivan placed second and Joe Fina placed fourth in the meet.
1950 Big Ten Standings

Illinois ........................................... 66
Michigan ........................................... 37
Minnesota .......................................... 32
Iowa .................................................. 13
Indiana .............................................. 5½
Ohio State ......................................... 0
Wisconsin .......................................... 0
Northwestern ...................................... 0

Top row: Joe Howell, manager; Charles Pond, coach
Bottom row: Charles Hlinka, Ray Linder, captain; Richard Palmer, Joe Fina, Frank Dolan
Illinois can boast of one of the finest intracollege athletic programs in the nation. Sponsored by the Athletic Association, this program includes almost every imaginable sport, organized under separate, cooperating intramural, recreational, and co-recreational managerial departments.

These latter two departments led the way in IMREC expansion during the 1949-50 year by nearly doubling individual and team entries. An all-time high in total participation was also set with 15,000 entries being taken for 1,670 teams, which included men and women in all three departments.

The extensive athletic equipment and broad facilities of the University of Illinois are all made available to the students and faculty seven days a week through the IMREC office. This includes eight gymnasiaums, four swimming pools, two golf courses, an indoor and an outdoor track, a bowling alley, numerous handball and tennis courts, and softball and football fields.

The IMREC division is led by faculty supervisor Allen B. Klingel, an assistant supervisor, an office staff of three, and a student staff of 16 managers headed this year by senior managers Sonny Bradley and Chuck Marshall. The IMREC Board, composed of the supervisor and assistant; the senior and junior managers; the chairman of the Officials; and representatives of MIA, IF, Indee House Managers’ Council, and Greek House Managers’ Council, sets all policies of the program.
A similar representative group, the Protest Board, handles all disputes of IM contests in a judicial manner. Physical Education students are given valuable experience as paid game officials through the IMREC Officials’ Association.

Entry fees are charged for IM sports, but these fees are used almost entirely for the many trophies awarded to league, independent, fraternity, and all-university champs. The large remainder of operating expenses of the IMREC program are made up by the Athletic Association in keeping with their policy of “sports for all.”

The annual race for the highly-coveted giant achievement trophy, awarded to the house with the greatest number of IM points at the end of the year, has become a matter of extensive activity for the numerous competitors. The race is perennially close, with the winner usually dependent upon a victory in IM outdoor track, the last event of the year.

The Fourth Annual MING Festival, was held in Huff Gym in April of 1950, with IM champions from Navy Pier and Chicago Medical School meeting the Greek and Indee winners from Urbana. The Greeks came out on top by a slim margin gained in a total of 13 events.
1950 Intramural Champions

Spring Semester

Basketball ........................................... Sherwood Lodge
Table Tennis ...........................................
  singles ........................................... Huebner, Delta Sigma Phi
  doubles .......................................... Wachs-Kipnis, Phi Epsilon Pi
Gymnastics ........................................... Theta Xi
Bowling ............................................. Newman Club
Volleyball ........................................... Phi Delta Theta
Swimming ........................................... Delta Chi
Softball
  12 inch ........................................... Pi Kappa Alpha
  16 inch ........................................... Barons
Golf ................................................... Anderson, Alpha Tau Omega
Horseshoes
  singles ........................................... Dankert, Triangle
  doubles .......................................... Dankert-Unterberg, Triangle
Outdoor Track ...................................... Sigma Chi

MING Festival

Winner .............................................. Greeks
Basketball .......................................... Navy Pier
Volleyball .......................................... Greek
Softball ........................................... Greek
Badminton
  singles ........................................... Huebner, Greek
  doubles .......................................... Kipnis-Wachs, Greek
Golf ................................................... Medical
Touch Football .................................... Indee
Fall Semester

Tennis
singles ............. Bishop, Chi Phi
doubles ............ Bishop-Collings, Indee
Touch Football .... PGU Block 15

Badminton
singles ............. Beach, Phi Delta Theta
doubles ............ Beach-Erickson, Phi Delta Theta

Handball
singles ............. Heiman, Phi Sigma Delta
doubles ............ Ennert-Shumard, Sigma Phi Epsilon

Water Polo ....... Delta Phi
Wrestling ........... Delta Chi
Volleyball .......... Sigma Chi
Indoor Track ...... Sigma Chi
Turkey Run ....... Delta Gamma-Alpha Tau Omega

1949-1950 Leaders

Fraternities

Phi Delta Theta ........................................ 276
Alpha Tau Omega ....................................... 261
Sigma Chi ............................................. 247
Delta Chi .............................................. 240
Tau Epsilon Phi ......................................... 227
Sigma Pi .................................................. 217
Alpha Delta Phi .......................................... 176
Theta Xi .................................................. 168
Phi Gamma Delta ......................................... 155
Beta Theta Pi ............................................. 150

Independents

Barons .................................................... 194
PGU Tee-Dees .......................................... 135
Newman Hall ........................................... 128
PGU Champs ............................................ 113
Four Columns .......................................... 90
Women's Athletic Association

The W.A.A. has been organized to present a program of sports so varied as to satisfy the needs and preferences of all the women students on campus. Its goal is to promote good sportsmanship as well as physical fitness. Any woman is eligible to join the W.A.A. on the successful completion of one sport season. The school year is divided into three or four sports. The W.A.A. program throughout the year is complete and continuous.

Individual and team sport competition are offered for the women interested to provide the greatest possible development. For the women interested in inter-class and inter-organization competition there are hockey, baseball, swimming, basketball, soccer, and volleyball. Individuals are provided for with such sports as archery, tennis, fencing, badminton, bowling, table tennis, and apparatus work.
W. A. A.

Award winners—Top row: Jennora Fisher, Carolyn Krabill, Betty Hoskins, Marjoree Goves
Bottom row: Mildred Tupper, Lillian Kimura, Joy Biska, Lois Kruger, Betty Smith, Myrna Hale
W. A. A.
P. E. Major Club

The P.E. Major Club functions to promote social and professional advancement of women majoring in physical education. The activities of this club endeavor to arouse better understanding, stimulate interest, and foster higher standards of relationship in the field of physical education.

In its effort to further friendship and understanding in the organization, the club publishes a manual containing a calendar of the year's activities and addresses of the P. E. faculty and majors. The club also publishes a newspaper with information on the latest research and developments in the field of physical education.

President Juanita Meunier's executive board consists of Betty Hoskins, vice-president; Lucille Muzzarelli, secretary; Clementine Clark, treasurer; Kit Crampton, senior representative; Evelyn Wahls, junior representative; Shirley Hoff, sophomore representative; and Doris Lightfoot, tentative freshman representative. Mrs. Lorraine Nielson is the faculty supervisor.
The Tribe of Illini is a social organization founded to better acquaint the lettermen of the varsity sports. It operates to further good relations between the “I” men and the rest of the student body. The Tribe strives in every way possible to place athletics at Illinois on the highest level. Membership is limited to those men who have earned a major letter in athletics at the University. New members are elected and initiated after awards are presented in each sport.

During the football season the Tribe sponsors the showing of the movies of the out-of-town games. Members of the football team alternate as narrators at the movies. The Tribe also presents a winter formal and a spring formal dance each year.

Tribe of Illini

Top row: John Swisher, Vince D’Orazio, Stayton Roehm, Marvin Berschet, William Bennoth, Jerol Flood, Peter Riggins, Marvin Schwartz, Raymond Pipozzi, Carl Swensen, Ervin Bedard, David Palmer, Billy Barnes, Jorge Quinon, William DeWitt


Bottom row: John Walker, Donald Clooney, Ronald Meyer, Donald Sunderlage, Anthony Klimek, Albert Tate, Donald Low, Hale Newcomer, Richard Picard, Donald Stevens

Not in panel: John Neal, secretary-treasurer; Paul Douglas, public relations
"Orchesis" is a Greek word meaning "to dance." The purpose of the organization is to offer to men and women of the University the opportunity for creative dance study, composition, and performance, and to stimulate appreciation and understanding of the art in the community.

The yearly concert is the major activity and is given in conjunction with the Contemporary Arts Festival in March. A portion of the proceeds from the concert is allotted annually for a scholarship to be awarded to a member of the group for summer study at a school of dance. Other activities include sponsoring concerts by famous dance artists, organizing symposia in which neighboring colleges are invited to participate, and lecture demonstrations for the music and art departments and for clubs on campus. The group is also invited to present concerts throughout the state. Orchesis participates in productions which combine the efforts of music, drama, and dance departments.

**Members:** Charlotte Alexander, Marianne Arnold, Mildred Barnhart, secretary; Virginia Bennett, Iris Bernstein, treasurer; Rosalyn Boxerman, Megan Bocarz, Marilyn Chambers, Wayne Cowan, Marie Culbert, Jacqueline Devanny, Barbara Evans, Donald Franz, Sarah Gilden, Shirley Gould, Roger Hansen, Mary Ellen Higgins, Emma Jean Hodie, William Hug, John Jenkins, president; Austin Jones, Vera Kanavoff, Paula Maddox, Iris Marcus, production manager; Betty Matthews, Helen Mouloukos, Louise Muenzer, Sylvia Multin, Betsy Nardi, Dolores Pye, vice president; Jerome Riepecki, Sophia Schmidt, Audne Wilkins, Virginia Freeman, faculty advisor.
Terrapin

Terrapin, established on this campus in 1923, is an honorary swimming club for University women. Pledges to the club are selected on the basis of individual swimming skill, rhythm, and potential water ballet skill.

Members of the club, pledges and actives alike, work during the regular meeting practice periods for improvement in swimming, diving, and stunts. These skills are basic to the annual water show given in the spring during the campus celebration of Mother's Day. The show, consisting of integrated water musical routines, is written and produced by club and associate members.

Terrapin Club sponsors the annual Women's Interhouse Swimming Meet and trips to other campus swimming meets. Members participate in the annual Dolphin Club show and the Annual Women's Aquatic Forum held in Hollywood, Florida. The club supports all swimming events on the campus and acts as a parent to Guppies.

Guppies, supervised by an officer of the Terrapin Club, is designed to help the student who is interested in improvement of skills for the sake of improvement alone, or for the assistance it gives in preparation for Terrapin Club tryouts.

Terrapin Club is sponsored by the Department of Physical Education for women and is an affiliate of the Women's Athletic Association.
Dolphins

Dolphins, a national swimming fraternity, was organized in 1912, by E. J. Manley, present coach of the University of Illinois swimming team, for the purpose of promoting aquatic activities. Its members are chosen from men who display outstanding skill in all phases of water sports and who demonstrate devotion to the purpose of the fraternity. In the years after the first World War, the Dolphins became a national organization.

Since the fraternity’s founding, the Dolphin Watershow has been an annual event. As a highlight of the show, a Dolphin queen is selected from a number of candidates. With the proceeds of the annual aquacade, the fraternity is able to promote interest in aquatic activities on the campus and throughout the state.

As only sophomores, juniors, and seniors have been able to participate in the larger swimming meets of other colleges, Dolphins hopes next year to try to send their freshman members.

This year Dolphins sent 15 students and six faculty members as representatives to the 14th annual National Aquatic Forum held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Six members represented Illinois in the East-West swimming meet in which the West won.

In addition to promoting such activities as water polo, the Dolphin members aid in the officiating at swimming events and meets on the campus.
LLL-NOISE
Joanne Herschbach
Barbara Burnett
Jill Staran
Jo Ann Unsell
Mona Amtman

Photo by Ralph Zuccarello
Above: Dottie Peskind, May Queen; Cadet Col. Neil Van Dyke

Illinois'

Left: Normalee Cook, I.F. Ball Queen; Thomas Hagan
Lower left: Marilyn Grosby, Dolphin Queen; Sally Lane, Pat Wagner, Barbara Burnett
Below: Marlene Crocker, Jerry Dillon, Jene Freyermuth, Judy Hoffman, Millie Fogel, Homecoming Queen; Julie Moore, Joann Jones, Joann Herschbach, Corrinne Ranney
Royalty

Above: Shirley Milbrant, Noreen Zacks, Joanne Lomax, Estelle Anderson, Military Sponsors

Upper right: Georgia Busnell, Military Ball Queen; Brig. Gen. G. E. Gates

Right: Janice Newlin, Marilyn Polk, Barbara Thiebaud, Plowboy Prom Queen; Ellen Meyer

Lower right: Bill Sommer, Harriet Fink, Spring Carnival King and Queen

Below: Beverly Allen, Pershing Rifle Queen; Capt. David Hunter
Official welcome from President Stoddard

Registration

Starting them young
Cutting a Green rug

New additions this cheer!

Smoking in the outer lobby please!
Snow fair
Mine next, Ray!

Activity night has pretty hawkers

Registration Hop

1950

Good lead
Persuasive advertising
Block eyes
Go Illini — Beat Ohio

Fall

Rip gone modern

Congested Stairway in commerce building

Solid
Cheap transportation

Illi-o-boy — beauty that is!
Stunt show tickets going fast

Skull and Crescent P.J. race winners!

Ray coaches the coaches
Clowning rooster

All-Ag Field Day

Mixed quartet

Don’t tractor tension!

Touchdown

Hup-ig!!!
Flower-show nuff!

Gargling
Club Commons

Mum drive

Andrew Sisters, watch out!
Alpha Chi's shoot the works
The male must go through

Homecoming

Kappas and Kappa Sigs take first

ATO accounting major
PGU Hoosier nightmare

Tri Delts and Phi Eps find Mona
Stunt Show beggar gets a patch
Make him pretty, boys

Handsome — isn’t he?
Dental inspection

Keep your eye on the figures!!!

Wood shoe believe it?
Panhellenic Ball

Crowded, isn't it?
Smooth!

Oops — wrong room!
Freshmen Shindig

Hoedown music

And More Dances

Star and Scroll formal
Anticipation

Queen Carol Simenson
MIA-WGS stunt show without props-and-crack
It can’t be that bad!

Dad’s Day

Run around the ——— end!

King dad

D. G. gets the turkey!
Alpha Sigs perform last rites
We didn't want class anyway!

We want Ray!
No school today — hey!

Which one will win?

Remember?

Block "I" — I
Winter

Which is the doll?
Oh, for a bushel basket, D.G. and Theta
Armed Forces Ball, 1950
G.K. is O.K.

"Thanks, captain!"
Engineers' parade

Engineering Weekend

They call them engineers!!

Destination reached?
Understand how it works?

Bud Roderick entertains
Inter Fraternity Ball
Blow hard boys

Duck — here it comes

Claude Thornhill

I. F. Ball

T. G. I. F.
Flamethrowers — State Tournament

Spring

Contemporary Arts Festival
Commerce dance

Extra-curricular activities

Tug of war
Who's your queen

Plow Boy Prom

Share cropping
Ah-ah - - - hands off!!

Feedin' time
Tooty fruits
Pre-carnival construction

Spring Carnival

Oh for a pin!
Step right up — everybody!
Hold that tiger

Pie parade
What a catch

Four of a kind

1950

P.G.U. dance
Mom registers too

**Mother’s Day**

*Honors procession*

Delta Sigs welcome Moms

Terrapin show

Symmetry — Uh-huh!!
Sophisticated couple in Spring Musical
Mammy!!

Military review

Shi-Ai Sing

Style show for Moms
Just a bird in a cage

Senior Ball

Ted Weems’ admirers
Ye old lamplighter

Watcheka Sing

Taxi!
Cadet Hop
Ordnance team

Cadet drill

May 1st

Army

Transportation Corps cadets
Color guard

Airforce

Summer camp classes
Instruction on jet engines

Mechanics of hydraulic landing gear

Arnold Society award
Admiral — junior grade

Naval gunnery class

Navy

Social hour aboard

N.R.O.T.C. class

Looking Aloha
Acaia

501 East Daniel

Active Chapters
Second row: Charles Benton, Robert Sente, corresponding secretary; John Dyer, Dale Hochlet, Roger Eckert, treasurer; William Hammann, president; Donald Hallada, vice president; Mel Tocotny, secretary; Victor Tullio, Edward Stivers, William Rutherford

Alpha Chi Sigma

606 West Ohio
43 Active Chapters
Third row: William McDonald, William Needler, Frank Wodziak, William Jorgensen, Eldon Bergstrom, Duane Lillibridge, Thomas King, Richard Zeckler, Russell Peterson, Robert Bender, George Paul, James Henning
Second row: George Gugich, Byron Sena, William Sommer, corresponding secretary; John Sommer, secretary; James Breen, president; Gerald Udston, Ralph Johnson, treasurer; Roger Smith, vice president; Clark Dean, Glenn Borregard
Not in panel: Jack Huddleston, William Marshall, Robert Weddell, Richard Linsley, Richard Kissack

Alpha Delta Phi
310 East John
27 Active Chapters
Top row: Stuart Schoenburg, Frank Schnierow, Jerald Frankel, Alvin Domash, Herbert Wolf, Thomas Abels, Gerald Levy, Allan Funkelman, Selwyn Jacobson, Myron Singer, David Smith, Ronald Schwarzbrich, Ronald Levy, Perry Chulock, Harvey Hartroft
Second row: William Klein, Sidney Fischburg, David Faucher, Lawrence Sherman, Nathan Brenner, secretary; Robert Stern, vice president; Herbert Sheldon Wolf, president; David Sonenblum, treasurer; Arthur Mostow, member at large; Daniel Cohen, Herbert Mass, Joseph Levinson, David Cohen
Bottom row: Sheldon Green, Leonard Goldstick, Sheldon Cloobeck, Burton Kohn, James Kunen, Robert Abels, Ronald Glink, Arthur Shaffer, Sherman Foulk, Sanford Paul, Matthew Herman, Frederick Mallace
Not in panel: William Wechter, Robert Fostel, Ronald Fishman

Alpha Epsilon Pi
302 East Gregory
54 Active Chapters
Third row: Wendell Kimbrough, William Martin, Donald Walker, commissar; Charles Tomm, John Bigger, Robert Osterbur, chaplain; James Brill, James Ros, William McAllister, William Miller  
Second row: William Demond, William Griffiths, Arthur Seeds, John Almburg, Robinson Lishman, president; Marvin Nordmeyer, vice president; James Schlenting, Charles Finley, Ralph Willhite, Wallace Clark, Hubert Hambrey, Ronald Meyer, secretary  
Not in panel: Leonard Olson, Jay Firth, Glenn Herzberger, William Corrane  

Alpha Gamma Rho  
58 East Gregory  
54 Active Chapters
Top row: Chellis Taylor, Gary Gray, secretary; Peter Couch, Robert Colson, Wesley Knight, Roland Strawn, Walter Kurth, Robert Twardock, Louis Rapp, Glenn Church, David Menzel, Terence Quirke, Bruce Gilbert, Albert Mitton
Second row: Scott Bohon, Herbert Finesike, James Stokes, John Towers, vice president; George Court, president; Floyd Windal, treasurer; Lyle Robbins, Dale Scott, Robert Solem, recording secretary; William Thomas
Bottom row: Allen Bohon, John Page, Tommy Ullom, Lowell McNaught, Jerry Rhodes, James Smith, James Pritchard, Gene Philbrick, Porter Womeldorf, Lloyd Glawe, Frederick Reichert
Not in panel: Charles Doak, David McQueen, Hamilton Riddle, Wilford Weeks, Merle Johnson, Ross McNaught, William Boyer

Alpha Kappa Lambda
401 East Daniel
10 Active Chapters
Bottom row: David Snyder, Charles Wilson, Steve Duncan, corresponding secretary; Joseph Blackwell, president; John McDonald, recording secretary; James Brown, dean of pledges; Lucius Barker, Edward Jones
Not in panel: George Guy, William Jenkins, Robert Stone, treasurer; William Campfield, Kenneth Rogers, Willie Smith, Edward Smith, John Bridges, Clarence Holland, Charles George, Henry Campbell, Charles Duster

Alpha Phi Alpha

1301 West Clark
207 Active Chapters
Top row: Ernest Potter, secretary; Raymond Pigozzi, Robert Potter, Sidney Radcl, Edmund Maras, Charles McDonald, Brian Cunlish, Charles Hand, Robert Eckels, Robert Fite, Eugene Gilstrap


Bottom row: Richard Keys, Kenneth Ekman, Donald Wald, William Baker, Donald Ganschietz, Robert Evans, Robert Ganschinett, Bob Schennan, David Green, Frank Wilkey

Not in panel: John Challas, Donald Dennis, Jerome Klingler, Carl Middendorf, Richard Middendorf

Alpha Rho Chi
1108 South First
6 Active Chapters
Bottom row: John Thompson, John Turtillie, Harold Gegg, Charles Hermann, Bruce Wellek, William Schneider, Robert Alexander, John Watters, Donna Mannwar, Kenneth Podalsky, Ralph Chute, Rodney Phillips, Bruce Odion
Not in panel: Bernard Elser, William Dillman, William Huppert, Rollin Payne

Alpha Sigma Phi
211 East Armory
80 Active Chapters

Third row: Robert Smith, Harold Lankton, president; Walter Lucas, George Kersten, Joel McNulty, John Stoneberg, social chairman; Robert Moore, George Bartosiek, Robert Peterson, Andrew Toth, Kenneth Anderson, Alan Schrader, Donald Young, Kenneth Brown, Fred Wappel, Charles O'Keefe.


Not in panel: Richard Patterson, Charles Palmer, Richard Tarrant, Roy Burt, Dann Wood.

Alpha Tau Omega

1101 West Pennsylvania

109 Active Chapters
Beta Theta Pi

202 East Daniel

06 Active Chapters
Third row: Norman Barnes, Leonard Miller, Harry Cumfer, Larry Spiller, Robert Lenke, John Broerman, James Thomas, Thomas O'Connell, Peter Bachouros
Second row: Ted Zabel, Wright Catlow, pledge master; Paul Clevenger, treasurer; Edward Beach, vice president; Robert Wagner, president; Mahlon Bishop, secretary; Jack Ewels, Lloyd Schrader, Roy Madsen
Bottom row: Leonard Hood, Robert Armstrong, Douglas Montague, David Albright, Jay Kennedy, Lucas Delcour, Henry Williams
Not in panel: James Whitfield, Leonard Martin, William Worrell, Ronald Clark, Richard Upton, John Peterson, John Kevill, Francis Bryant

Chi Phi

303 East Chalmers
33 Active Chapters
Chi Psi

912 South Second

27 Active Chapters
Top row: John Friedlein, Hyman Goldman, Donald Logue, Thomas Logue, Roland Scott, Edmund Hernandez, Sabah Kachachi
Third row: Rudolf Geisler, Ray Fujinaga, Lin Chong, Jorge Quiros, Gordon Stewart, Felix Quiros, Mitsuru Yamamoto
Second row: Mohanned Naseri, Virgil Matthews, Mohkam Sandhu, corresponding secretary, Jacob Hayya, David Amado, Stanley Rodin, David Eisen, Naji Elseaidi
Bottom row: Calvin Lau, vice president; Levente DeWarga, Salman Sassoon, David LePage, recording secretary; Joseph Savitsky, president; Herbert Ciralsky, Casai Peret, Hjalte Emarsi
Not in panel: Thomas Harris, James Lyon, Alexander Manor, Alan Soffin, Victor Zavarella, Cirilo McSween, Souab Gandhi, Albert Grange, treasurer

Cosmopolitan
605 East Daniel
20 Active Chapters


Delta Chi

1111 South First

47 Active Chapters
Top row: Grover Foote, Richard Peritz, treasurer; George Underhill, Oliver Mann, Peter Ayers, Richard Mast, Daniel Robert, Harold Armstrong, John Mortimer.


Second row: Douglas Smith, Richard Blake, Thomas Honetier, Charles Rattch, vice president; Mrs. Franklin Otson, Robert Black, president; James Radike, James Brewster, Howard Poell.

Bottom row: Gene Quermann, Charles Roth, James Carvin, Richard Brush, Harvey Powers, Donald Carlson, Robert Bergland.

Not in photo: John Boyle, Richard Dieterich, William Beeman, corresponding secretary; John Hummer, Kenneth Pearce, Joel Roche, David Schil- lerstrom, Samuel Stout, William Turney, John Waterstreet, recording secretary; Howard Weldon.

Delta Kappa Epsilon

902 South Second

49 Active Chapters
Top row: John Roeser, William Milne, John McClellan, Lloyd Fray, Richard Strockis, William Moe, John Eggert, Carl Heldmaier
Third row: Vernon Fisk, John Michaels, Frank Desimone, Jerome Atkinson, Deane Weihmier, Gene Decker, Charles Loughton
Second row: Edward Medlautska, social chairman; John Bergard, treasurer; Jason Handel, president; William Shehan, vice president; Altin Hughes, secretary; Hugh King, house manager; Alvin Elliot, commissar
Not in panel: Allison Augur, Harlan Corose, Harry Lahtomer, Charles Baker

Delta Phi
1088 South Fourth
16 Active Chapters
Delta Sigma Phi

106 East Daniel

75 Active Chapters
Delta Tau Delta

302 East John
82 Active Chapters
Delta Upsilon

312 East Amory

60 Active Chapters
Top row: Robert Heltsley, Glenn Holmes, Norman Madison, Jerry Crist, John Marshall, Bennett Roodhouse, Wayne Ryan, Ralph Ziegler, Vance Van Tassel
Third row: Robert Curtis, Wayne Elliott, Donald Jensen, Arlan Scheidenhelm, John Wier, James Shoget, Donald Wilken, George Curtiss, Peter Peterson
Second row: Roger Mohrman, Hartford Cryder, Hal Holz, Robert Loitz, secretary; John Bingham, president; Robert Henninger, vice president; Quintin Elliott, business managers; Robert Hoffman, Donald Hunter
Bottom row: LeRoy Sauder, Wallace Reynolds, Joe Stetson, Lowell Warner, Frank Willey, Robert Randall, Ralph Morgan, Gerald Bachman
Not in panel: Dale Bury, Maiden Nesheim

Farm House
809 West Pennsylvania
10 Active Chapters
Top row: Donald Stevens, Benjamin Hooks, Harold Brandon, Jesse Harmon, Edward Gibson, Daniel Smith, Carl Hampton, Benjamin Ross
Third row: William Marion, Lilbern Bigham, Ewen Akin, Thomas Floyd, Sherman Morissette, Maurice Lee, Delon Hampton, Donald Greenlee, John Butler
Second row: Henry Brandon, John Cameron, Robert Larue, Earl Frederick, Clifford McCoy, vice president; Rudolph Thomas, Donald Ryder, Robert Lynn, Lee Watson
Bottom row: Earl Doty, Myles Barnes, Joseph Gibbs, Henry White, Bernard Gentry, Clarence Batten
Not in panel: Fred Crockett, president; Richard Williams, treasurer; Walter Benson, Fernand Foster, social chairman; William Pope, Clark Price, Reuben Huff, Ronald Machen, Amos Jones, John Yeatman

Kappa Alpha Psi

707 South Third
95 Active Chapters
Top row: Norman Kouba, Frank Johnson, Robert Brough, Donn Birmingham, Henry Tomlinson, John Heckel, John Fowlie, Thomas Caldwell, John Powell, Vince Lascard
Second row: Robert Lemersal, Henry Uhlenhop, Howard Neuberg, secretary; John Fioberg, vice president; Garland Smith, president; Charles Cauzione, junior triuine; Sammy Rebecca, Joseph Fenelon, Gordon Whiffled, William Meyer
Not in panel: Russell Miles, James Abbott, Lawrence Duke, Keith Hazard

Kappa Delta Rho

1110 South Second
21 Active Chapters
Kappa Sigma

212 East Daniel

22 Active Chapters
Third row: Fred Elsasser, James Johnson, Donald Gnidovic, Donald Bryan, John VanScheltema, Robert Uhlir, Robert Corley, James Schuld, Marshall Dusenbury, John Statham, LaVerne Cassens, Robert Dickey
Second row: Edward Prislinger, Louis Fanning, James Thomas, Jack Rieke, Russell Phipps, Emil Klingenfus, treasurer; Richard Livermore, president; John Jahnke, vice president; Carl Wahlen, secretary; Glenn Ekman, social chairman; George Megginson, James Scheler
Bottom row: Kenneth Law, Jimmy Pierce, Dale Kaiser, Theodore Ittner, James Chalfant, William Beaver, John Thomas, Thomas Madden, Charles Ross, John Kupka

Lambda Chi Alpha
209 East Armory
137 Active Chapters
Phi Delta Theta

309 East Chalmers

110 Active Chapters
Phi Epsilon Pi

907 South Third
38 Active Chapters
Top row: Harold Childress, Fred Greco, Thomas Brown, Richard Wilson, Robert McKnolly, Hadley Davis, Thomas Schmitz, Gordon Leach, Jay Kenaga, Edgar Chapel, William Barker, Darrell Dicks
Third row: Edwin Little, John Bowles, Charles Brown, Neal Quann, recording secretary; Charles Caughery, treasurer; John Auther, president; Benson Waldworth, corresponding secretary; Glen Brodlender, historian; Richard Norberg, Calvin Perkins
Not in panel: Paul Schumacker, Richard Raklovits, Richard Sienkiewicz

Phi Gamma Delta

401 East John
81 Active Chapters
Top row: Edward Pinger, Steven Wilson, Frank Hruska, Edward Fox, Fred Baxter, Frank Zimmerman, Eugene Bermeier, Robert Huspen, Louis Zeleznikar

Third row: John Crossen, Timothy Mahoney, Conrad Trecker, William Green, James Fitzgerald, Robert Nickels, George Trautmann, Jerome Johnson, Robert Gilho

Second row: George Hale, John Stengel, Rudolph Haas, Kenneth Bugan, secretary; Michael Kondrella, president; Peter Moore, vice president; George Paulison, Gregory Leyden, William Loughman

Bottom row: Charles Wolfenberger, Kenneth Klingele, Thomas Hutton, Louis Lichter, Francis Torres, John Healy, David Mueller

Not on panel: James Janicki, Paul Schmitz, Charles Fox, Thomas Murphy, William Pickett, Arthur O'Leary, Theodore Kyme, Daniel McNerney, treasurer; Edward Finneran, Arnold Bitterman

Phi Kappa

310 East Chalmers

26 Active Chapters
Third row: Lee Siple, James Hill, David McFall, Donald Buck, Wayne Welks, Kenneth Dannovans, corresponding secretary; Carl Lane, John Kerr, Donald Foster, Thomas Hall, William Prichard, Robert Droste, Darwin James, James Kilpatrick, Gerald Hill
Second row: Thomas Shively, Allen Hum, Lee Knowles, Wayne Woltman, recording secretary; John Hemwall, treasurer; Richard Erley, president; John Droste, vice president; Daniel Reese, Robert Doebler, Albert Tate, Robert Welks, Matthew Scott
Not in panel: Ralph Jeangeraud, Harvey Slaughter, William Volaska, John Shugart, Robert Malinsky, Thomas Tierney

Phi Kappa Psi

911 South Fourth

56 Active Chapters
Phi Kappa Sigma

313 East Chalmers

44 Active Chapters
Top row: Richard Marple, Fred Osborne, Norman Pfeifer, George Barr, Elmer Hawkins, Joseph Milani, Kenneth Killian, Gordon Lovestrand, Raymond Rahm, James Schmidt
Third row: Michael Pompeio, Robert Fox, Craig Bishop, Earl Keating, Raymond Walshon, James Minteer, Steven Smith, Homer Chamberlain, Charles Hammond
Second row: Erwin Fox, Kenneth Dittmer, social chairman; Gilbert Banks, treasurer; Leslie Bishop, vice president; Marcus Folis, president; Robert Kotlarz, secretary; Richard Edwards, Donald Brown, Albert Miglin
Bottom row: Pierre Petit, Harry Moore, Robert Nejdl, Donald Martin, Ross Prio, Wendell Doolittle, Ronald Mathis
Not in panel: Dean Stanley, Frederick Bates

Phi Kappa Tau
482 East Daniel
70 Active Chapters
Third row: Herbert Wineberg, Burton Babetch, Marvin Silverman, Morton Ostow, Martin Vigon, Seymour Gordon, Floyd Manslow, Nathan Rothenberg, William Rabin, Joseph Mate, Sidney Gottlieb, Edwin Levitan, Richard Heiman
Second row: Walter Leventhal, Robert Lipschultz, David Goldstein, pledge master; Don Tellung, secretary; Arthur Hoyt, treasurer; Samuel Berger, vice president; Melvin Letchinger, president; David Heiman, David Epstein, Sigmund Skolnick, Paul Gordon, Burton Katz
Bottom row: Burton Witt, Robert Schaefer, Donald Lasser, Samuel Chiprin, Edward Friedman, Jerold Rue, Sherwin Nelson, Ira Horwitz

Phi Sigma Delta

706 West Ohio

24 Active Chapters
Phi Sigma Kappa

1001 South Second

64 Active Chapters
Pi Kappa Alpha

102 East Chalmers

100 Active Chapters
Top row: George Rifakes, Roger Blake, John Brown, Otto Bouc, Carl Blase, Russell Mighell, Lawrence Eaton, Harold Morris
Third row: Harold Steedy, David Cash, David Rogers, Nathaniel Shepard, Wayne Cowan, Jerome Krapelski, Prof. William Putnam, Paul Phinney
Second row: Luke Oberwise, warden; Richard Pratt, historian; John Simpson, treasurer; James Bayne, president; William Shaw, Gerald Walters, chaplain; George Walker
Bottom row: Melvin Wagner, Donald Rogers, John Lignell, Billie Shoulders, William Null, Edwin Clamett, Edward Urycki
Not in panel: Donald Reiley, Dohn Mahlenbacher, John Williams, Prof.; Lawrence Norton, Thomas Kizan, Prof. John Henry, David Kallal, Gerald Miller, Robert Newton, Kenneth Ratcliffe

Pi Kappa Phi

1002 South Lincoln

46 Active Chapters
Top row: Irving Bernsen, Herbert Jacobowitz, Barton Cohen, Allan Lasky, Daniel Kravetz, Jack Zakeemun, Burton Wasserman, Arnold Chernoff, Milton Lefkowitz, David Goldberg, Murray Smith
Third row: Robert Kahn, Seymour Emalfarb, Jacob Sadow, Merwin Auslander, Arthur Berger, Gerald Kien, Raymond Reizner, Milton Steinberg, Irwin Green, Myron Levy
Bottom row: Richard Wise, Arnold Tatar, Marshall Schaeffer, Robert Levitt, Harry Graff, Joseph Berensky, Sheldon Sunbog, Ronald Davis, Donald Kingman
Not in panel: Marshall Auerbach, Jerome Feder, Richard Greenberg, Ralph Rosenzweig, Eugene Roth, Seymour Rubin, Jack Schaffer, Howard Simon, Jerry Stone

Pi Lambda Phi
52 East Armory
37 Active Chapters
Psi Upsilon

515 East Armory

30 Active Chapters
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

211 East Daniel

127 Active Chapters
Sigma Alpha Mu

511 East Daniel

48 Active Chapters


Not in panel: Gene Connor, John Neal, Donald Prichard, Donald Cassady, Ernest Buley.

Sigma Chi

410 East John

120 Active Chapters
Not in panel: Joseph Hale, Charles Lampe, Richard Schwartz

Sigma Nu
1009 West Pennsylvania
108 Active Chapters
Second row: James Little, George Coleder, James Garman, Elmer Hahn, James Snyrd, Elmer Schirmer, Douglas Miller, Roy Wilhelm, Jack Jensen, Raymond Bouches
Bottom row: Arnold Sauers, pledge master, Wolfgang Junkel, Richard Choronzcz, James Ephgrave, business manager; Adolph Bux, president; Donald Hegesby, vice president; William Herdich, secretary; Lefty Davidson, Home Hoving, Robert Beals

Not in panel: John Stephens

Sigma Phi Delta

1103 West Illinois

7 Active Chapters
Third row: Richard Gnut, Carl Peterson, Larry Larson, Robert Brogen, William Wilcox, Richard Rodgers, Donald Lass, Donald Sanderlage, James Nissen, Walter Zaleski, Richard Read, Loren Tate, Edward Clark, George Hoskinson, Robert Haason, Leonelle Garbs, Donald Duncan, Charles Zeman
Second row: Richard Ecklund, Jesse Bushee, George Smith, Marlowe Hattler, Charles Kinney, Richard Campbell, vice president; Warren Kammerer, secretary; William Lockard, president; William Siemert, comptroller; John Corcoran, historian; Charles Emmert, Richard Wulfert, Neale Roberts, Blake Carter, Richard Heitmiller
Not in panel: Theodore Beckman, Donald Ellis, Richard Gucker, Joe Hall, Roger Larson, Frank Sorensen, Robert Strom, Albert Walters, Charles Shumard, Donald Smith, Marvin Hendrickson, Gerald Amenteau, Harold Wentel

Sigma Phi Epsilon

1105 South Fourth
106 Active Chapters
Third row: Roger DeYoung, James Hinkle, Charles French, Robert Vitt, Robert Avery, John Keyser, John Kauflin, Robert Cryer, John Eversole, Kenneth Felderman, Norman Edelson, Richard Williams
Second row: John Greyer, Robert Alexander, James Fleming, Donald Bunnell, secretary; Richard Emu, pledge master; Charles Donnelly, president; Fred Kondreja, vice president; Walter Cryer, treasurer; John Schmidt, Glen Mittlacher, Charles McGaw
Not in panel: Sam Piazza, Robert Peas, Raymond Dannehil

Sigma Pi

402 East Armory

53 Active Chapters
Top row: Richard Sampson, Arthur Goldrich, Stuart Chase, Irwin August, Ronald Richmond, Irving Bemerzas, Howard Franklin, Ronald Dietl, Melvin Cohen, Siebert Solomon
Third row: Melvin Greenberg, Daniel Kirsch, Stanley Freimich, Morris Beschloss, recording secretary; Robert Joseph, vice president; Oscar Siegel, president; Laurence Fordham, treasurer; Richard Garms, Sedgewood Blum, Jerome Seitz, Leonard Davis, Allan Levy

Tau Delta Phi

1105 South First

25 Active Chapters


Not shown: Abraham Bernstein, Eugene Colbert, Benjamin Ruben, Raymond Stern, Roger Zinn, Sheldon Bratman, Yale Lauter, Earl Schneider.

Tau Epsilon Phi

105 East Armory

40 Active Chapters

503


Third row: Spencer Avey, Lowell Roberts, Gunvald Moen, Alan Brumback, Robert Mueller, pledge master; Lyle Snowden, vice president; William Klatt, president; Ralph Pezman, treasurer; Robert Garrels, secretary; Carl Borklund, Donald Hought, James Winc, Arthur Daugherty.


Not in panel: James Cannon, Robert Chaney.
Theta Chi

505 East Chalmers

102 Active Chapters
Third row: Robert Brayson, Charles Miecker, Paul Aney, Kent Spencer, Russell Osmon, John Hollister, Michael Ingrassia, Rudolph Bremer, Joseph Steidl, Flemming Fink
Second row: Lawrence Buskus, Daniel Forrest, Robert Mallory, David Hodgkins, corresponding secretary; Lawrence Vogt, treasurer; John Harvey, president; Webster Crowley, recording secretary; Richard Williams, Larry Wellburger, Benjamin Abuzzo
Not in panel: James McCormack, Robert Bennorth, James Hager, vice president; Douglas Hager, David Jennings, Robert Quig

Theta Delta Chi
501 South Second
28 Active Chapters
Third row: Reverend Elder Taylor, Clyde Grimm, Edmund Harridy, John Barnes, vice president; James Schmitt, president; Basil Cascio, secretary;
Bottom row: Paul Heronck, Edmund Hecker, James O'Connor, Dominick Parisi, Edward Martynowicz, Frederick Mobley, Jay Poole
Not in panel: Claire Brown, Thomas Conley, Frank Dolan, Michael Guinnane, Richard Ryan, Paul Aidesko

Theta Kappa Phi
1011 South Sixth
22 Active Chapters
Top row: Ronald Ferguson, Jerone Slavick, James Cannon, Richard Mueller, James Cleary, Chris Lecon, Bruce Sudinger, Bruce Anderson
Third row: Clifford Hefely, Frank Daymon, Joseph Murphy, Alex Hunter, Lotelle Wustmann, Bruce Brown, Ragnar Swanson, Edward Aldridge.
Neal McIver, Jack Nyhuson, John Bleck, Clarence Magnuson, James Green
Goderich, president: William Holman, treasurer: Richard Durland, Harry Von Huben, Louis Davidson, Robert Cerritich
Bottom row: John Williams, George Karvash, Usko Siminski, Richard Pedersen, Robert Carlyle, Richard Mahry, Robert Howell, James Monacheene,
Robert Gobrello, Robert Schrum, Vincent Lyons
Not in picture: Jack Farris, Allan Eger, Emory Kemp, Paul Schula, Austin Buchanan, Leslie Hover, Lawrence Gerske, Edgar Brock, Norton Smith
Second row: Russell Dankert, Gerald Golin, corresponding secretary; Fred Treyte, Norman Smith, recording secretary; Donald Jones, president; Robert Emrich, vice-president; Gene Groff, treasurer; Bristol Conklin, Harry Hawkins, Arthur Miller
Not in panel: John Kibbe

Triangle Fraternity

112 East Daniel
17 Active Chapters
Top row: Harold Schweig, Harlen Mitchell, Ronald Lundin, Lloyd Zuelzke, Ralph Lyman, Harry Psichogios, Donald Schmeckpeper
Bottom row: William Knueer, Ronald Seidler, secretary; Thomas Menees, president; Harold Hefferman, vice president; Richard Powers, treasurer;
Bruce Eckland

Witanshire

512 East Healey

1 Active Chapter
Zeta Beta Tau

907 South Fourth

45 Active Chapters


Second row: Warren Wright, Clark Touissant, Martin Beng, Edward Wright, vice president; James Watson, president; George Searls, treasurer; Randall Mann, Robert Lee, William Fremuth.


Zeta Psi

201 East John

31 Active Chapters
The idea of using the Parade Grounds as a housing unit was under discussion until the Spring of 1946. At that time action was taken to complete it as a housing project for single men. Working on an appropriation from the Federal Housing Association, the University procured the buildings from Camp Phillips at Salina, Kansas. Construction difficulties delayed the opening of the Units until the Fall of 1947.

At the present time, the Parade Ground Units has 1264 residents. The Unit is composed of seventy-nine buildings, housing sixteen men each. This area is the largest single housing development on any campus in the United States. As an organized student house, it has no numerical equal.
Bastille
1008 West Illinois

Top row: Richard Rippy, Roger Frischcorn, Irvin Webster, William Kritz, Jerry Miller, Kenneth Zagiebski, secretary-treasurer
Bottom row: Joseph Vizek, Donald Johnson, Louis Fadanelli, vice president; Jack Raymer, Donald Ott, Elmer Wilkening

Not in panel: Jerome Krivanek, Dale Wachtel, Wayne Eccles

Barton House
1215 South Fourth

Second row: Otto Kereszty, Victor Karetson, Seymour Feinberg, John Nalde, athletic chairman; Robert Goldberg, Martin Morris, vice president; Earl Cole, president, Myron Jacobson, secretary; Donald Erickson, Robert Keller, Milton Nolz
Bottom row: John Thompson, Donald Hamburg, Anthony Sparta, Albert Tillman, counselor; William Duering, Amund Sloan, Martin Pilka, Eugene Schmidt
Brentwood  
708 South Mathews

The Browery  
1112 West Oregon

Third row: John Noll, Wallace Carr, Joseph Wager, vice president; Edward Straka, Bernhardt Bruggen, Richard Holmberg, Robert Bankert, Joseph Stevenson, Robert Cao, William McNally
Second row: William Martin, Dohn Meilenbacher, Leo Parks, Leon Isrett, Mrs. Charity Pidcock, Ronald Loser, intramural chairman; Robert Romanowski, Neal Duncan, William Henthorn
Bottom row: Frederic Heim, secretary-treasurer; Meredith Worner, Norman Sheffler, Garrison Southard, president; Donald Kinert, Roland Wilhelm

Top row: Dean Paulsmeyer, Elvin Carlson, Robert Malach, Dean Smith, John Wolbom, James Dunn, Richard Barkman
Third row: Milton Brunner, Wilfred Irish, Donald Frack, Marvin Myers, Harold Stanger, Frank Hashbrow
Bottom row: Herbert Byers, social chairman; Dale Henry, athletic chairman; Clyde Warland, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Max Brower, Joseph Lete, vice president; Severyn Bruyn, president.
Not in panel: Frederick Bates, William Hawkins, Philip McCormack, Robert Mieher, Jerry Rubin
Calhoun Hall
509 East Chalmers

Clark House
1215 South Fourth
Top row: Robert Jones, secretary-treasurer; Charles Stegmeir, John Thompson, Richard Johnson, athletic chairman; Ralph Johnstone, Richard Flannery, William Dixon, Boyce Humphreys
Bottom row: Dale Anderson, Robert Morris, Kenneth Anderson, Harry Simms, social chairman, vice president; Stuart Scott, Charles Rennhale, Fred Tharp, president
Not in picture: Joe Laroden

Colonial Arms 1108 West Stoughton

Colonial Manor 305 East Green

Top row: William Rodeck, Jerome Bishkbas, Rudolph Mackey, Thomas Russell, Michael Groziak, Howard Koonz
Third row: Robert Eckels, James Herdicy, Alfred Tracy, William Williamson, Ronald Greve, Donald Jensen, John Rice
Bottom row: Richard Vandermeule, Peter Tremain, president; Ben Mandham, social chairman; Charles Sexauer, social chairman; Burton Ericson, vice president; Donald Davis, secretary-treasurer; John Marshall, Russell Astrouski

518
Dornoch Lodge
1109 South Fourth

Fireside
210 East John
Top row: Richard Row, president; Edward Wolff, Edward Halper, Leo Arms, Donald Kantor, Morton Gordon, Robert Goodman, Richard Calisch, Peter Bukovits, Charles Engels, Arnold Six, Hugh O'Connell, Desmond Colford, Stewart Taubman, Walter Triebel, Eugene Niek, Sherman Neuman
Second row: Larry Ehrlich, Richard Reichenbach, Bernt Gustafson, Alan Turner, Llewellyn Kucera, secretary; Richard Gawlak, Ivan Stern, Theodore Johnson, Alvin Kiel, Elwood Schmidt, Benjamin Rose, vice president; Myron Stetliner, Robert Wilkins
Bottom row: Eli Leshon, Paul Kerstein, Gary Lewis, Howard Kahn, Frank Slepicka, Cameron Carley, Sylvan Janik, counselor; Lawrence Berkove, David Nelson, social chairman; Donald Arneh, treasurer; Randolph Barth, Raymond Llenthal

Flagg House
1215 South Fourth

Four Columns
305 East John

Top row: John Massey, George Marke, Dale Hilton, Joseph Kerston, Donald Gold, Claude Pope, Leonard Levy
Second row: Jerome Schechman, Charles Velzy, secretary; Clifford Dixon, James Knack, Thomas Haining, co-president; Richard Maloney, Asram Gold
Bottom row: Charles Ayres, co-president; Daniel O'Connell, John Wolfski, treasurer; Gunnar Erickson, Douglas Cain, Raymond Bruno
Gar-Men
409 East Green

Granada Club
1004 South Fourth

Third row: Edgar Dunn, John St. John, Robert Bailey, Albert Foussotte, Richard Watterworth, George Schneider, Robert Pausch, Edward Frent, John Myrtle, Dustin Caborn, Donald Harris, Milo Ilitch, William Holwick, Donald Jackson, Robert Swerman, Marvis Klein, William Narwell, Richard Graham
Bottom row: Dan Astrahan, Gordon Gieseke, Gordon Richards, Warren Williams, Robert Hybert, John Rennert, Neal Parmenter, Lawrence Kocal, secretary-treasurer; Hewitt Hater, intramural chairman; James Lonergan, William Maki, vice president; Charles Hanna, president; William Hanelman, William Jewell, social chairman; Ronnie Freivald, Roy Lieber, Edward Sotulay, Andrew Durkin, Louis Zillman, Robert Novak
Top row: Charles Howell, Richard Woodard, George Hahn, James Brim, Ronnie Cross, Max Bradshaw, Thomas Ray, Allen Johnson
Bottom row: Donald Dalton, Ronald Wolfe, Carl Haines, secretary-treasurer; John Stauffer, president; Blaine Swartwout, intramural chairman;
William Chambers, Carl Pfeiffer, vice president; John Kurto
Not in panel: Robert Whalen, Richard Beckenhaugh

Hill Hall 409 East Daniel

Illi-Dell 706 South Goodwin
Lin-Nois Club 902 West Illinois

Lookout Manor 903 West Green
The Mansion
410 East Green

Medea Lodge
412 East Green
North Dormitory, M.R.H. 1215 South Fourth

South Dormitory, M.R.H. 1215 South Fourth
Minawa Lodge 212 East Chalmers

Moore Hall 1112 West California

Second row: William McClure, Loren Shaw, Clarence Currier, John Allison, Carl Swanson, Donald Huffman, social chairman; Arthur Martello, Lewis Melcher, Allan Gregor, George Bookwalter, Richard Walker
Bottom row: Glenn Frenzterman, secretary; Lloyd Englebrecht, Vernon Kamm, president; Walter Finke, Donald Boys, treasurer; Arthur Ahrends, vice president; Andrew Sterck
Not in panel: Donald Koste, Gene Schertz, David Stutsman, social chairman; Albert Wiegand, Fred Meyer, Karl Laneter, John Wills, Thomas Flattery, Edwin Kuhn, Herbert Trenning
Nabor House  
811 West Oregon

Newman Hall  
604 East Armory


Shawnee Club 1004 West Nevada

Son's Home 1116 West California
Tara Hall  1202 West Oregon

Ten-O-One Club  1001 West Illinois

Top row: Arthur Spaulding, Edward Hendricks, Donald Heil, Glenn Johnson, Lowell Sums, Carl Miller, David Gates
Bottom row: William Hancock, Donald Piersol, secretary-treasurer; Kenneth Swanson, intramural chairman; Donald Harding, president; Richard Wentland, social chairman; John Pfeum
Not in panel: Bradley Howe, Robert Swan
Top row: George Baxter, Paul Kermicle, Hans Bossemeyer, Lloyd Gross, Roy Rauchenberg
Second row: Austin Lindley, John McNair, Paul Criswell, John Harding, Jim Hamilton, John Cralley, Charles Tagg
Bottom row: Lloyd Woodworth, Harry Jamison, social chairman; Donald Pennington, secretary-treasurer; James McNair, president; Pak Woon, vice president; Russell Toest, intramural chairman
Not in band: John Helper

Wesmen  308 South Mathews

Relaxing behind Four Columns
High finance in P.G.U.

Pinchhers at Newman Hall

Glad to "Medea!"

"Keep Me Again, Cherie!"
Top row: Barbara Berry, Margaret Hudson, Delores Drennan, Barbara Inman, Joan Howard, Josephine App, Nancy Waxler, Barbara Schultz, Joyce Donner, Patricia Seymour, Janice Belyea, Janet Belyea, Nancy Beebe, Mary Potter
Third row: Carol Koby, Barbara Flanagan, Myrna Hale, Donna Lyons, Mazin Johnson, Ann Everingham, Patricia O'Byrne, Margaret Wildman, Catherine Braun, Corinne Beuckmeier, Mary Lou Campbell, Eleanor Foucek, Pearl Zastrow, Joanne Oliver, Virginia Sullivan, Susan Woods
Second row: Mary Lou Miller, Judith Haeck, Barbara Taylor, Joan Stockdale, recording secretary; Carolyn Green, second vice president; Nancy Hudson, first vice president; Mary Alice Hancock, president; Joanne Gere, Jean Holtzman, Geraldine Dillon, treasurer
Bottom row: Constance Waldman, Betty Cook, Anzolette Eipper, Marilyn Eipper, Barbara Stockdale, Sheila Shissler, Mary Scone, Janice Jordan, Barbara Buckmaster, Kay Johnson

Alpha Chi Omega

504 South Lincoln
77 Active Chapters
Top row: Joanna Potter, Marita Tjeder, Roberta Rosecrans, Carolyn Flecher, June Jove, Barbara Lowry, Winifred Lambright, Phyllis Clark, Katharine Noll, Clarissa Schuyler, Beverly Brown
Third row: Patricia Severn, Grace Mathen, Janet Beedy, Nancy Blaker, Nancy Denes, Martha Orr, Barbara Fahle, Libbe Pickard, Macena Budgett, Emma Guglielmo, Barbara Holmes, Dorothy Kellams, Jeannie Schlucks
Second row: Marilyn Allen, Marcia Piezynski, Maron Boone, Jane Sigwalt, Patricia Connell, treasurer; Elaine Vogt, secretary; Shirley Dreuth, president; Donna Bonar, vice president; Carol Banks, guard; Marilyn Kwan, Elinor McAlson
Bottom row: Gemmaa Muenzer, Ann Engelbrecht, Jean Cowley, Claire Faulkner, Louise Ericsson, Carol Cobb, Suzanne Harper, Doris Hartenstein, Edith Boston

Alpha Delta Pi
1202 West Nevada
78 Active Chapters
Top row: Shirley Chukerman, social chairman; Sallie Pragg, Joyce Spitzer, Marlene Berlin, Ruth Raff, Nina Lundy, Louise Stampler, Reta Byers, Ann Rosenberg, Judith Heiman, Marilyn Sostol
Third row: Marjorie Stamm, Alice Cohn, Sue Lurie, Cynthia Shavin, Joyce Bernstein, Jean Aronoff, Lorabelle Mayerson, Celeste Gettleman, Wilma Levine, Joan Lackeman, Jacqueline Heisowitz
Second row: Gilda Gluskoter, Joan Greenbaum, Judith Grabner, house manager; Marilyn Berger, vice president; Mrs. Rose Halle, Doreen North, president; Sue Faldberg, treasurer; Betty Adler, secretary; Martha Felenthal, Harriet Olschansky
Bottom row: Barbara Callish, Dorothy Auerbach, Toha Press, Marcia Goldben, Joyce Tuk, Joan Kowalski, Renee Polk, Fern Bregstone, Gloria Ziker, Ann Goodman, Helen Levin
Not in panel: Lila Jaffe, Jeni Pabula, Joan Solomon

Alpha Epsilon Phi

904 South Third
36 Active Chapters

536
Top row: Young Goecherich, Nancy Greaves, Barbara Reagan, Merriam Ernst, Nancy Amm, Beverly Allen, Jane Parler, Beverly Bergsten, Patsy Stoot, Barbara Barnes, Nancy McGill
 Third row: Margaret Ross, Sarah Thornton, Gail Stoker, Donna Thosell, Gerie Motsch, Joan Bodenmann, Leona Sarton, Wilma Hahn, Nancy Williams, Joanne Jones, Margaret Dolan, Mary Hoadley, Diane Davis
 Second row: Dorothy Rich, Barbara Fink, treasurer; Virginia Johnson, vice president; Noreen Zaks, Ruth Olin, Miss Emily Riebel, Nancy Broe, president; Barbara Crays, Jean Phaymuth, Marjorie Kilmarcs, Dorothy Mann
 Bottom row: Carol Thosell, Sally McAllister, Virginia Bennett, Louise Van Vleet, Marion Southon, Mary Ann Meyer, June Grafno, Carolyn Clausen, Janette Herrmann, Jane Herrmann, Barbara Butten, Harriet Loomis, Kathryn Grayhill
 Not in panel: Nancy Potter, secretary; Joanne Holt, Dean Henderson

Alpha Gamma Delta

1166 South Lincoln

65 Active Chapters
Top row: Velma Gladney, Sylvia Rainey, Minnie Talley, Diane McElroy, Monica Williams, Betty Latham, Hattie Boyd, Clara McPeace

Second row: Rosario Shinnon, Emma Hodge, Shirley Cartman, Emelda Littleton, Jean Pierce, Clarice Davis, Patricia Smith, Camille Delavallade

Bottom row: Alvina Burke, corresponding secretary; Duva Thomas, vice president; Mrs. Besie Cranshaw, Erline Collins, president; Cynthia Supplies, recording secretary; Camille Moore

Not in panel: Virginia Bush, Audrey Dowling, treasurer; Pearlie Roberts, Willmeda Mathis, June Jackson, Thomasina Adams

Alpha Kappa Alpha
1261 West Stoughton
226 Active Chapters
Top row: Joan McClellan, Shirley Achenbach, Marcia Mulvaney, Mary Lou Hodgecock, Patricia Swain, Mary Jane Fishel, Sandra Weber, Barbara Bassa, Pati Brown, Barbara Dickinson, Leila Plum.
Third row: Carolyn Holdberg, Barbara Niquit, Doins Adamson, Marianne Hallpenney, Ann Cornell, Mary Hagi, Marilyn Luther, Brunell Keine, treasurer;
Second row: Karen Anderson, Joan Pitzer, Joan Weber, Suzanne Rabson, Joan C. Keer
Second row: Helen Carter, Carol Fries, Ann Lavender, Marjorie Hagi, Margaret McCaughney, vice president; Emily Fisher, president; Joan McCaughney, corresponding secretary; Aileen Hagan, recording secretary; Catherine Arondelli, Judittd Mulcaip
Back row: Betty Jo Vance, Dolores Dahlberg, Margaret Aker, Karen Simmons, Janice Sullivan, Joan Canada, Helen Cochran
Not in panel: Paula Mueller

Alpha Omicron Pi

706 South Mathews
50 Active Chapters
Top row: Jean Kaye, Yvonne Perkins, Patricia Newkirk, Betty Jean McDougall, Sabra Mills, Jane Willis, Lorraine Fritze, Roberta McClure, Peggy Glawe, Virginia Stoneback, Susan Evans, Mary Jane Runk, Alice Keller, Barbara Woll, Ruth Woll, Norma Dietz
Second row: JoAnne Unsell, Mary Turner, Ruth Palmer, Wally Bowen, Lucy Logsdon, Patricia Forbes, treasurer; Lelia Kattesberger, vice president; Joan Reeve, president; Paula Norris, house manager; Betty Glawe, recording secretary; Elizabeth Masterman, scholarship chairman; Estelle Anderson, Marilyn Ketterkamp, Suzanne Clark
Bottom row: Greta Erickson, Roberta Story, Kathleen McNamara, Gerry Greenleaf, Barbara Storl, Elizabeth Meek, Mary Ann Dunn, Mary Lou Tullock, Joan Gohde, Jean Crawford, Janet Remington, Shirley Brown
Not in panel: Joy Beka, Nancy Foogde, Bette Kennedy, Elaine Bland, Mary MacFarlane, Delight Chambers, Jacqueline Kirk

Alpha Phi

508 East Armory

50 Active Chapters
Top row: Mary Burr, Norma Howard, Audrue Wilkins, Marilyn Schaeter, Billie Mannhardt, Olga Kiewetz, Doris Rosenau, Joan Prindaville, Valerie Hayat, Nancy Trimperle, Martha Allen

Third row: Mrs. McGillivray, Mary Stahl, Marilyn Keilman, Helen Dowell, Carole Storkan, Janine Mercer, Camille Valero, Barbara Anderson, Barbara Balhoo, vice president, Barbara Wolcock, Barbara Luze

Second row: Mary Hoogman, corresponding secretary; Barbara Humphrey, Patricia Risley, Phyllis Lehn, Geraldine Hurtig, Betty Lou Cary, Patricia Baker, president; Marilyn Augspurger, treasurer; Mary Alice Freis, Marilyn Johns, Joan Van de Steeg, recording secretary; Joan Hallsted

Bottom row: Ann Heitman, Mildred Baumhart, Doris Mann, Susan Stamp, Margaret Blomberg, Catherine Harmon, Grace Wilhelm, Helen Timmen

Not in panel: Frances Harding

Alpha Xi Delta

715 West Michigan

75 Active Chapters


Second row: Alice O'Neil, Jean Bradshaw, secretary; Joan Jenkins, Virginia Edie, Virginia Farrand, vice president; Jane Merriman, pledgemistress; Harriet Weller, treasurer; Barbara Shissler, president; Norma Jennings, Kathleen Fletcher, Jean Hooper, Barbara Luthi, Margaret Reynolds, Claire Wilde,yllam, Jill Staran.


Not in panel: Gloria Trader.
Delta Delta Delta

508 East Chalmers

95 Active Chapters
Delta Gamma

1207 West Nevada

76 Active Chapters
Top row: Joan Newman, Marilyn Ehrlich, Sandra Heckman, June Mandbach, Nancy Rosenthal, Sherry Newman, Marlene Moschel, Beverly Raff, Adele Goldblatt, house manager; Marlene Preston

Third row: Maita Mittleman, Joyce Rosenblatt, Gloria Mages, Rosita Nudleman, Jacky Banowitz, Iris Godfried, Nancy Sakol, Marti Culbert, Arlene Czeka, June Alper, Joyce La Zer

Second row: Renee Goodnick, Gloria Kahn, Shirley Margolin, Joanne Wolfberg, Barbra Handelman, president; Mrs. Dan Kann, Donna Karlin, vice president; Francine Kaye, secretary; Delores Feldman, Edith Rosenberg, Hollis Rizer, treasurer

Bottom row: Judith Karp, Saundra Segal, Phyllis Rogul, Sandra Leavitt, Devera Levanthal, Ann Youngerman, Mona Antman

Not in panel: Carole Newman, Phyllis Schwartz

Delta Phi Epsilon

310 East Gregory Drive

24 Active Chapters
Top row: Mitzi Miller, Frances Daley, Marilyn Hackman, secretary; Joyce Stone, Joyce Strong, Jeanette Saule, Betty Mills, Mary Louise Northcliffe, Jacqueline May, Margaret Collins, Nadine Duerrwachter

Third row: Kathleen Campbell, Barbara Bryngelson, Delphine Piłkowski, Karin Clafford, Jean Davis, Leokadya Kozlowski, Dorothy Boltmann, Nancy Butcher, Barbara Richards, Barbara Corbett, Charlotte Harris, Marion Parker

Second row: Lois Krebber, Elouise Black, Olga Hines, treasurer; Deborah Heron, Virginia Lightbody, president; Mrs. Mann, Barbara Lichtenberger, vice president; Helen Aine, Naomi Swanson, Frances Norling, Gora Reynolds

Bottom row: Catherine Chentes, Geraldine Meyers, Donna Duerrwachter, Janet Barker, Janet Novak, Louise Zingrone, Nancy Bach, Beverly Bryngelson, Janet Zink

Not in panel: Ferol Martin, Barbara Starkey, Barbara Whamby

Delta Zeta

710 West Ohio

70 Active Chapters
Top row: Sara Davison, Nancy Alexander, Jane Rendleman, Marilyn Hartley, Carollee Little, Mary Crawford, Joan Bruder, Frances Dunn, Mary Lee Mefford, Marilyn Lowe, Jeannen Gustavson, Joan Herbstbach, Marilyn Chambers, Joyce Heath, Marilyn Schnarrm.
Fourth row: Karrie Michelman, Phyllis Prust, Leta Ornellos, June Lawler, Marcella Jacoby, Sydney Hill, Barbara Maitson, Marilyn Schueler, Barbara Kuschmann, Barbara Hull, Mary Baze, Nancy Neckers, Kay Bean, Marilyn Goodell, Carol Nicholson, Mary Jane Fouts
Third row: Nancy Burnett, Kathryn Clark, Annabel Etherton, Patricia Price, secretary; Dorothy McCleary, treasurer; Gloria Kramer, president; Betty Wright, vice president; Naomi Streett, pledge advisor; Jacqueline Ingleh, Patricia Barachman, Edna Mihotich, Shirley Milbrandt
Second row: Cynthia Carlson, Jeannine Burnier, Dorothy Martin, Norma Custer, Mary Bills, Jane Coulter, Janice Manns, Marilene Kuschmann, Carol Spoorl, Patricia Davidson
Bottom row: Jean Migely, Georgia Hall, Mary Frank, Barbara Victor, Barbara Hempstead, Joan Jones, Judith Lindstrom
Not in photo: Laura Mollett, Donna Klingbiel, Dorothy Jubelt

Gamma Phi Beta

1110 West Nevada

65 Active Chapters

Third row: Nancy Haas, Martha Penwell, Claris Ritter, Virginia Kraabel, treasurer; Irma Schickelanz, Nancy Wilson, Lois Cederberg, Marilyn North, Jane Mautz, Julie Moore, Elizabeth Ivens, Barbara Johnson, corresponding secretary; Eleanor Sihler

Second row: Barbara Kumpmeyer, Helen Shellabarger, Patricia Frison, recording secretary; Jane Sullivan, Marilyn Toombs, Beverly Wullenweber, Sue Rovelstad, Ann Capen, president; Joyce Drew, vice president; Alice Hauris, Carol Thomas, Nancy Roberts, Angelene Mitchem, Martha Patterson

Bottom row: Carol Conard, Elaine Linford, Cynthia Shob, Patricia Koehler, Ruth Mautz, Constance Cook, Jean Weiss, Louise Drechler, Barbara Huth, Mary Lee Fletcher, Mary Alice Hoyler, Carol Clark, Mary Leahy

Not in panel: Laura Domagher, Florence Kraabel, Sandra Smith

Kappa Alpha Theta

611 East Daniel

74 Active Chapters
Kappa Delta

1204 South Lincoln

78 Active Chapters
Top row: Muriel Boehl, Betty Marrows, Norma Dale, Donna Jean Simenson, Margaret Tarshow, Diane Campbell, Sue Scallon, Nancy Harvey, Marilyn Ketter, Mary Twomper, Jean McGee, Barbara Bennett, Joanne Gardiner, Janet Wyles, Carol Brown, Ann Mace, Joan Williams
Third row: Ann Whitaker, Cecile Rahl, Diane Keith, Barbara Burnett, Joan Christie, Nancy Beck, Betty Smith, Mabry Gelvin, Barbara Bogard, Carol Simenson, Joan Otis, Cynthia Kallsten, Frances Falcon, Josephine Randolph, Suzanne Kuras
Second row: Harriet Parson, Joan Westgor, Phyllis Roberts, Joyce Brunsmeyer, pledge chairman; Georgia Bushnell, house chairman; Joanne Koritz, president; Mrs. Ethel Schmidt, Mary Wilam, vice president; Jean Valentine, treasurer; Mary Nichols, Mary Marsh, Patricia Peterson, Nancy Fricke
Bottom row: Jeanne Berger, Mary Daumore, Jane McCarron, Shelley Chase, Joan Dodds, Jane Whitmore, Barbara Cross, Jean Albro, Dolores McCoy, Ann Thayer, Barbara Pierson, Barbara Guy, Anne McElroy
Not in panel: Olive Goldman, Jean McQuaid, Margaret Glenn

Kappa Kappa Gamma

1102 South Lincoln
82 Active Chapters
Phi Mu

1010 South Third

73 Active Chapters
Top row: Dolores Chenkin, Ruth Blum, Alma Gohrn, Barbara Karzen, Beverly Michelson, Barbara Schackman, Barbara Bruno, Maxine Deutch, Barbara Levin
Third row: Roslyn Boxerman, Deborah Jacobson, Helene Allegan, Joan Kohlenbrener, Marilyn Sigoloff, Audrey Post, Marianne Greenfield, Elaine Gertz, Gloria Medow
Second row: Devera Fisher, Bernice Devak, Beryl Wolf, treasurer; Janice Solomon, secretary; Arlene Genschen, president; Roberts Reeve, vice president; Betty Ann Levin, Kathleen Gindick, Lois Kram
Bottom row: Rosa Feri, Joanne Edwards, Suzanne Weil, Lois Katz, Myra Hamer, Jessica Adler, Emil Mendelson, Janis Ilevitt, Doris Simonson
Not in panel: Elaine Brams

Phi Sigma Sigma
306 East Gregory
24 Active Chapters
Top row: Martha Corbett, Rachael O'Byrne, Cynthia Swanson, Nancy Shuster, Suzanne Wideman, Mary Riley, Virginia McDonald, Henrietta Tomlin, Marianne Geer, Joanne Froik, Lois Tronger, Myrae Baker, Rae Keller, Shirley Gould, Phyllis Black, Dolores Kochnehm, Shirley Locke
Third row: Elizabeth Williamson, Phyllis Hansen, Barbara Schmidt, Carolyn Zipprodt, Marilyn Johnson, Martha Moots, Sally White, Sarah Holder, Carolyn Clark, Ettie Gilliam, Jeanne Breier, treasurer; Marilyn Hindsley, Genevieve Newlin, Mary Ruth Tate
Second row: Betty Kard, Ruth Detting, Jeane Fisherkeller, Joanne Lomax, Mary Hurst, Betty Down, Barbara Witty, president; Joyce Breene, secretary; Sheila McMurray, Phyllis Welsh, Sara Fank, social chairman; June Rucker, vice president; Doris Hames, Mary Von Fossen, Shirlie McVicary
Bottom row: Elizabeth Scott, Anne Beanblossom, Barbara Koelling, Barbara Buford, Janet Wils, Karen Smith, Barbara Webber, Mary Kochnehm, Paula Langfield, Sally Sanford, Mary Alice Miller, Carol Selbert
Not in photo: Margery Tompkins, Jane teen, Loretta Kale, Nancy Webb, Nancy Skelton, Jane Hayes, Ann Lichtenwalter, Mary Lou Heatherly, Sharon Mayhall

Pi Beta Phi
1005 South Wright
97 Active Chapters
Top row: Helga Czerner, Ethel Mae Karon, Barbara Lee Cohen, Lois Lewis, Laverne Jaffe, Sandra Cohon, Margery Cutler, Judith Rosenthal, Roberta Rose, Diane Evans, Barbara Levine, Janet Winner
Third row: Jean Weiss, Sylvia Multin, Barbara Schaller, Eunice Horwich, Barbara Schultz, Roslyn Stern, Gail Wisch, Hermine Gold, Marlene Lisk, Suzanne Cohen, Marilyn Meselman, Gloria Polsker
Second row: Doris Loewenberg, Jean Margoles, Phyllis Evans, secretary; Carmen Lichtenberg, treasurer; Elaine Rosenberg, president; Mrs. Mildred Horwitz, Carolyn Cohen, vice president; Shirley Ann Crook, scholarship chairman; Carol Polk, Marilyn Baker
Bottom row: Geraldine Loewenstein, Lois Sandoff, Joan Shapiro, Barbara Cohen, Miriam Robbins, Beverly Kohn, Susan Glasser, Susan Sideman, Joan Engel, Donna Miller
Not in panel: Naomi Rosen, Audrey Spoden

Sigma Delta Tau

1104 West Nevada
28 Active Chapters
Top row: Barbara Stinson, Jacquelen Devanny, Arden Burns, Patricia Campbell, Cathryn Tasker, Virginia Ritson, Janet Stearn, Janice Hackbarth, Helenita Bebee, Elue Maylath, Lois Smith, Doris Netzey, Joy Holm
Third row: Patricia Crowley, Beverly Fordyce, Marilyn Holmes, Evelyn Tooley, Lois Pieter, Dorothy Schrader, Elizabeth Weston, Margaret Lohr, Joyce Starnaman, Carol Moore, Marjorie Greene
Second row: Shirley Langham, Jo Anne Armstrong, Marilyn Owens, treasurer; Marjorie Malott, first vice president; Marcia Metcalfe, president; Gwen Jean Satterlee, recording secretary; Katherine Wolcott, Jessica Pavlik, corresponding secretary; Mary Lou Schaeffer, second vice president; Barbara Newton
Bottom row: Marlyn Welsch, Marilyn Crawford, Helen Weber, Romeyn Schrock, Margaret Stone, Ramona Sedlacek, Marilyn Mundoff, Elinor Brown, Patricia Steath

Sigma Kappa
713 West Ohio
60 Active Chapters
Top row: Elizabeth Juneman, Joan Graham, Barbara Tourek, Bernice Williams, Anne Jane Solon, president; Patricia Zimmy, vice president; Elaine Cherpeck, rushing chairman; Suzanne Smith, treasurer; Geraldine Counihan, Nancy Buchanan
Bottom row: Imogen Swany, Katrina Berlman, Jane Wieland, Mary Dwyer, Beverly Norris, secretary; Mary Jemmi, Gail Michael, Elinor Theilken, Joan Posateri

Theta Phi Alpha

1007 South Fifth
14 Active Chapters
Top row: Rosemary Capry, Phyllis Blue, Mary Wolfen, Vivian Herr, Shirley Cottrell, Joan Harmon, Nancy Heater, Marion Schoene
Third row: Joan Mueller, Nancy Yujo, Nona Brown, Lucille Bermeur, Barbara Hood, Marion Malewits, Ellen Gromen, Carol Crouch, Audre Hoy
Second row: Gloria Burns, Marilyn Newton, treasurer; Ajean Tomello, Juanita Schulte, vice president; Helen Ross, president; Elaine Davis, secre-
mary; Priscilla Pearson, Delphine Bartmirewicz, Phyllis Brown
Bottom row: Natalia Kochan, Lois Enright, Betty Young, Carolyn Swinney, Lois Ganschow, Yvonne Frase, Mary McKinnie, Marianne Benson
Not in panel: Shirley Alverson, Constance Dukes

Theta Upsilon
303 East John
22 Active Chapters
Zeta Tau Alpha

808 West Vermont
86 Active Chapters
"Oh, you know him—the red convertible!"

Ace is high at A O Pi

The mad women of Shy-O

Hannah, my Delta Gamma

Off the record at Alpha Phi
Cagle Hall

301 East Armory
Top row: Cynthia Denbo, Mary Falkner, Jean Mae Ott, Sherilyn White, Mary Brown, Opal Dancier, Gertrude Danaher, Jeanne Choppening, Helen Robinson, Anne Shapiro, Dorothy Omeri, Eleanor Stein, Lisa Rathling, Emil Pottou
Third row: Mary Ethel White, Thelma Springer, Fern Holden, Ellen Fales, Martha Garling, Donna Campbell, Lorraine Spangler, Barbara Etnoyer, Jean Cook, Judy Powell, Anne Morah, Virginia Schreud, Mary Heineken
Second row: Vera Oshorn, Myra Wolfe, Carolyn Sledd, Louise Kondrack, Ruth Golder, Delores Janas, Olga Golosonee, vice president: Norma Deck, Barbara Coffen, Vida Vainuane, Carol Edworthy, Kea Kaltm, Marie Buergemann, Marcell Steck, Margaret Case
Bottom row: Jacqueline Jones, Joan Grab, Mary McNeil, Sally Lane, Rosemary Johnson, Diana Haskell, Lucille Mutaclelli, Priscilla Alden, Jane Francis, Nancy Wolfe, Janet Bernhardt, Marianne Bryant, Carol Findelock
Not in panel: Thomasina Adams, Jan Aasman, Megan Borth, Beverly Beseris, Frances Broadway, Ruby Chum, Joan Cinader, Nancy Degner, Alice Darsow, Mere Emerse, Wilma Flower, Jean Foye, Barbara Frank, Joanna Friede, Carol George, Jeanette Gilchrist, Ruth Goldfin, Faye Goldstein, Donna Gordon, Dorothy Hazen, Anne Heidtitter, Lois Heywood, Elizabeth Hines, June Hirsch, Betty Houskas, Lynette House, Kathleen Ide, Pauline Jewell, Marcia Kelley, Delores Liptash, Audine Lang, Alice Lindgren, Rosalyn Linter, Dorothy Miele, Marilyn Okey, Sally Paterski, Frances Paukste, Jane Reste, Gloria Ross, Patricia Ryan, Ellen Salem, Margaret Stout, Kathryn Trimmer, June Westman
Evans Hall
1115 West Nevada
Top row: Arlene Weiss, Eileen Fried, Maurine Weinstein, Miss Sarah Friedlander, Rochelle Weinstock, social chairman; Elaine Travis, Francine Goldberg, Serene Sacher
Bottom row: Donna Linsky, Betty Hirsch, Barbara Dreebin, Joyce Marcus, Shirlene Lezan, president; Phyllis Malkin, Helene Borowick, Ruthe Gold, vice president; Roslyn Worth
Not in panel: Ellyn Wallace

E.K.T. Club
1166 West Oregon

WGS

564
Top row: Helen Brubaker, Shirley Erickson, Earlene Collins, Barbara Murphy, Marjorie Fry, Muriel Faw, Virginia Sinclair, Martha Large, Rita Brazier, Edith Bassler, Nellie Rockoff, Winona Leseur, Eva Woodall
Third row: Elvia TarMe, Lois Crawford, Jane Herzberger, Jean Olson, Darlene Guderjan, Ann Fryer, Barbara Thiebaud, Orpha Crook, Mary Sinclair, Martha Gotvandenber, Lorna Springer, Renee Doderlein, Delores Parrott
Second row: Mary Hauber, vice president; Marian Wirtz, secretary; Charlyn Lmeer, house manager; Joanne Lager, president; Rita Kapraun, Patricia Dowling, Roberta Smith, Rosemary Shepherd, Patricia Feaster, Rosemary Archibald, treasurer
Bottom row: Polly Sanders, Patricia Jackson, Anna Lu Meyer, Martha Blaund, Janet Bayles, Caryl Townley, Dorothy Drakeford, June Greasley, Dianne Mathor, Joyce Bolton

4-H House
202 East Green
Top row: Sandra Balin, Rita Lev, Lynne Mallen, Roberta Adler, Beverle Horwitz, Adrienne Brill, Gloria Shell, Barbara Miller, Charlotte Bender, Natalie Wenig, Betty Ann Langer
Third row: Johanna Weisz, Judy Daskal, Audrey Taymor, Adrienne Klapman, Georgine Mandl, Ira Bernstein, Michele Lopstein, Racelle Miller, Elaine Cooper, Phyllis Kaufman
Second row: Delores Hillman, Nan Silver, Syril Weiss, Rosalyn Summer, Maryann Rothert, recording secretary; Joan Gold, vice president; Zella Edlin, president; Lenore Rosenfeld, treasurers; Barbara Bahcall, corresponding secretary; Barbara Bokser, Dolores Rubner, Betty Lipsitz, Roselyn Levinberg
Bottom row: Audrey Wilsey, Marlene Geiderman, Sandra Nemkoff, Louise Rosengard, Rochelle Stein, Roslyne Greenblatt, Helene Rubin, Arlene Glasson, Marilyn Mayer, Eileen Kirsch, Joan Sue Kne, Sheila Elson

Indeco
1106 South Third

WGS
Top row: Joan Sugar, Betty Schwartz, Luba Paule, Roberta Fine, Carole Pohn, Audrey Fox, Vivian Schlis

Third row: Lois Poljak, Rea Doggett, Arlene Pasy, Eleanor Tunick, Marilyn Bankier, Elsie Bloch, Iris Prince

Second row: Dena Schwartz, Nancy Liss, Marilyn Grosky, Terez Miller, Naomi Katz, Sandra Victor, Jacqueline Katz, Charlotte Bell

Bottom row: Ina Pivitz, Marilyn Katz, treasurer; Lois Lerner, secretary; Marilyn Katzen, vice president; Sandra Dwork, president; Lois Mandel, social chairman; Millicent Brown, Joan Fishman

Not in panel: Roberta Libin, Madlene Bemfeld

Laurel House

307 East John

WGS
Top row: Marilyn Parke, Nancy Fitzgerald, Dolores Seigert, Nancy Von Berschot, Mary Edwards, Alice Wouter, Pearl Wood, Joretta Marchello
Third row: Marigot Eise, Louise Swanson, Rosemary Trager, Jeannine Tuige, Chamaine Husach, Gladys Whynot, Rosemary Boys, Beverly Bunting, Doris Cromley
Second row: Vida Kersch, Joanne Parke, social chairman; Lois Wilmot, treasurer; Betty Leslie, secretary; Lois Siver, president; Barbara Meyer, vice president; Carol Hondlik, Audrey McCubbin, scholarship chairman
Bottom row: Barbara Chase, Jean Millington, Anne Siemens, Priscilla Willman, Peggy Crum, Irma Cavins

Leeman Lodge
309 East John
WGS
McKinley Hall
801 South Wright
Top row: Dianne Scovel, Margaret Tappan, Elizabeth Ricks, Lorraine Kratuvil, Eleanor Warren, Margot Tabbet, Shirley Meyer, Claudia Polo, Nancy Camelight, Nellie Mae Weber, vice president, Mary Roseborough, Colene Woodmeney, Norma Jasper, Mary Ann Myers, Vlasta Marek, Laurel Strickland, Nancy Wilson, Norma Anderson
Second row: Carolyn Coddington, Barbara Matinson, Marilyn Rosney, Florence Guy, Barbara Bunn, Nancy Buchanan, Delores Gillan, Helen Kennedy, Louise Hoffman, Jeanne Kamberg, Kay Neumer, Charlotte Geelho, Gwynn Ben, Betty Rae Bese, Carol Smooson
Second row: Barbara Bucholz, Beth Smith, Mary Lou Vickers, Jeanne Dodd, Beverly Davis, Betty Sparked, Dorothy Kiemat, social chairman; Sydeny Berry, president; Mrs. Amanda Phillips, Frances Smith, Virginia Kays, Shirley Smith, secretary; Jean Harslager, Shirley Blue, Barbara Poehlmann
Bottom row: Nancy Holland, Peggy Beach, Joyce Hays, Yvonne Hamilton, Julia Olmstead, Barbara Edwards, Athene MacFarlane, Dorothy Weber, Faith Pechman, Gertrude Califf, Marilyn Mueller
Not in panel: Naomi Bundgaard, Marilyn Colborn, Mary Lechuck, treasurer; Barbara Midden, Joyce Ann Thurber

Top row: Dianne Scovel, Margaret Tappan, Elizabeth Ricks, Lorraine Kratuvil, Eleanor Warren, Margot Tabbet, Shirley Meyer, Claudia Polo, Nancy Camelight, Nellie Mae Weber, vice president, Mary Roseborough, Colene Woodmeney, Norma Jasper, Mary Ann Myers, Vlasta Marek, Laurel Strickland, Nancy Wilson, Norma Anderson
Second row: Carolyn Coddington, Barbara Matinson, Marilyn Rosney, Florence Guy, Barbara Bunn, Nancy Buchanan, Delores Gillan, Helen Kennedy, Louise Hoffman, Jeanne Kamberg, Kay Neumer, Charlotte Geelho, Gwynn Ben, Betty Rae Bese, Carol Smooson
Second row: Barbara Bucholz, Beth Smith, Mary Lou Vickers, Jeanne Dodd, Beverly Davis, Betty Sparked, Dorothy Kiemat, social chairman; Sydeny Berry, president; Mrs. Amanda Phillips, Frances Smith, Virginia Kays, Shirley Smith, secretary; Jean Harslager, Shirley Blue, Barbara Poehlmann
Bottom row: Nancy Holland, Peggy Beach, Joyce Hays, Yvonne Hamilton, Julia Olmstead, Barbara Edwards, Athene MacFarlane, Dorothy Weber, Faith Pechman, Gertrude Califf, Marilyn Mueller
Not in panel: Naomi Bundgaard, Marilyn Colborn, Mary Lechuck, treasurer; Barbara Midden, Joyce Ann Thurber

Palamar
607 East Daniel

WGS
Presbyterian Hall

405 East John

Not in panel: Betty Trehune
Top row: Marilyn Meyer, Marilyn Munks, Mary Barlow, Shirley Smith, Conine Ranney, Loretta Beeka, treasurer; Charlotte Huchel
Second row: Greta Orr, Virginia Davidson, Edna Brooks, social chairman; Nancy McCullough, president; Dorothy Ozier, secretary; Margaret Miles, Joan Blum
Bottom row: Dolores Mayh, vice president; Lucille Meyer, Frances Closer, Mariana Byerly, Joan Doman, Sharon Mayhall, Vera Koehler

Price Club
707 South Sixth

Third row: June Jove, Susanne Schmidt, Virginia De Acetis, Abbey Johnson, Marilyn Korhn, Helen Kromat, Janet Moldenhauer, Mary Ann Goebel, Nancy York, Joanne Lalla, Melba Beckmeyer, Jo Anne Purkey, Virginia Seilimacher, Shirley Donney.

Second row: Helen Clark, Carla Leode, social chairman; Helen Peterson, Dolores Kouka, Dixie Werheim, treasurer; Helen Georges, Mrs. H. Robinson, Evelyn Benzel, Joan Thomas, vice president; Patricia Makkanda, Evelyn Kasprzak, social chairman; Constance Duncan, secretary; Geraldine Henneberry, president.

Bottom row: Nancy Heard, Mary Ann Wolfner, Ruth Hoke, Dorothy Olson, Constance Dirkes, Deleores Bultinck, Ruth Sabine, Jodell Brewster, Ela Payne Estes, Barbara Wright, Marlene Brehmer.

Not in photo: Barbara Andreas, Lilian Barkos, Mary Goold, Marjorie Johnson.

Sherwood Lodge
313 East John
Top row: Irma Nelson, Phyllis Reynolds, Virginia Bohn, Vera Tomcik, Doris Dusenberry, Elizabeth Siebermann, Betty Walker, Fern Brase, Frances Mollet, Mary Boer, Chiye Kurose, Mary Eckdahl, Carol Davis
Second row: Sandra Anderson, treasurer; Wanda Bloomquist, secretary; Jacqueline Borland, vice president; Mrs. Beatrice Harlan, Virginia Carter, president; Georgia Bonnell, Barbara West, social chairman; Phyllis Larson
Bottom row: Ruth Dobbs, Nancy Chong, Sofia Hlywa, Marjorie Cleven, Lin Shen, Patricia Blue, Mary Mersereau
Not in panel: Betty Hicks, Elizabeth Kerr, Mary Dusenberry

Stratford House

312 East Daniel
Top row: Iris Marcus, Bettie Brunnemeyer, Nancy Claypool, Patricia Mueller, Wilma Cluver, Dulcena Purvis, Beverly Lemmoe, Jane Hayes, Florence Lacy, Barbara Goldman, Marion Parks, Eva Kalish, Gwynn Baumgarten, Phyllis Sherman, Margaret Egelick
Fourth row: Velima Single, Patricia Reboldinger, Angeline Tsevelekos, Marilyn Miller, Joan Mors, Sally Cohen, Marilyn Shyer, Phyllis Seifer, Judith Kelinson
Third row: Pearl Sacks, Sarah Lindsay, Marcel Walls, Gloria Kruglick, Betty Hembrough, Evelyn Handwerker, Joan Reiger, Katherine Smith, Norma Howe, Myrna Bie, Roberta Rein, Rosemary Laskowski, Helene Behl, Marilyn Fell, Bertelle Kaufman, Cozy Johnson
Second row: Kathryn Clifford, Rhoda Ratner, Lela Johnston, Irene Mott, Eliner Jones, Lois Peary, Betsy Cohen, Jacqueline Riley, social chairman; Marjorie Hen, Marilyn Block, Ettie George, Marilyn Cees, Nancy Weir, Evelyn Dexter, Lela Jean Kussart
Bottom row: Lois Iversen, Iris Paulshock, Gloria Wassel, Alice Solomon, Lorraine Weinberg, Maxine Kroil, Dolores Schwartz, Clementine Clark, Wilma Vaught, Anne Novosad, Joyce Ramek, Doris Pinchuk, Iren Corpset, Maxine Scheiber

Lincoln Avenue Residence
North Dorm
1003 South Lincoln
Lincoln Avenue Residence 1005 South Lincoln
Top row: Joan Mortrud, Irma Payne, Betty Leeth, Eugenie Jones, Betty Levene
Second row: Jesse Arvedson, Silvia Prodan, Constance Ogan, Patricia Smith, Mary Ellen Hall, Patricia Curran
Bottom row: Betty Lepp, house manager; Doris Sandlund, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Buerke, Ramona Rogers, president; Barbara Williams, freshman advisor
Not in panel: Patricia Modlin, social chairman

Alpha House  1207 West Springfield

Beta House  901 South Lincoln

Top row: Elizabeth Real, Marie Hans, Elizabeth Huck, Betty Lou Kapco, Helen Lind, Shirley Grove, Mary Ann Reese, Dorothy Anderson, Rosemary Campbell
Second row: Alice Froehling, Ora Mae Welcher, Eleanor Deffley, Delores Loper, Anita Peschang, Marilyn Swartwauter, Wanda Williamson, Juanita Gilbert
Bottom row: Gloria Thurow, social chairman; Betty Montrose, secretary-treasurer; Ruth Knight, president; Jacqueline Swanson, vice president; Edith Mitchell, freshman advisor
Top row: Patricia Ricklefs, Mairiam Wenzowski, vice president; Carolyn Whitehead, Thelma Danisch, Betty Abraham, Marilyn Handrock, Lois Kruger, freshman advisor; Anna Noland
Bottom row: Evelyn Smith, secretary-treasurer; Verla Smith, Jeannine Claey, social chairman; Joyce White, president; Sally Emrich, Ruth Kehart, Winifred Stone, Carol Nelson

Gamma House
1210 West Springfield

Hoste House
505 West Nevada
Lvria 1116 West Nevada

Keeler Kottage Klub 909 West Illinois

Top row: Francine Horn, Marilyn Hoffman, Jeane Reidboym, Adrienne Bloomberg, Rosalind Juris, Ilz Saunders, Suzann Cohen, Marilyn Engberg
Third row: Nancy Engle, Lila Fishman, Lenore Bogolub, Helene Baker, secretary; Ann Greenberg, Deena Kover, Betty Blumenthal, Geraldine Lambert, Roberta Stein, treasurer
Second row: Beverly Shapiro, Ilene Braun, Joyce Berger, social chairman; Ursula Frankel, Elaine Cohen, Blossom Berman, Georgia Simon, president
Yetta Bucovitz
Bottom row: Sylvia Weinstein, Joan Bober, Valerie Goldfinger, Judith Krugly, activity chairman; David Berman, Paula Semiat, Betty Hyman
Not in panel: Fern Shapiro, Judith Toubes, Lorraine Lee, Lois Simon

Top row: Maxine Marcus, Arlene Arenberg, Janet Kaim, Elaine Levy, secretary; Korina Haritonoff, Marilyn Wasserman, Renetta Greenbert, Susan Einhorn
Third row: Marie Wygodski, Norahelle Kaplan, treasurer; Joan Klugman, Audrey Spoden, Thelma Allegan, Shirley Baskin, Marilyn Coplan, Genevieve Stern, Joan Jacobson, Helen Becker
Second row: Pauline Feldman, vice president; Lila Cohen, Gloria Simon, Phyllis Dicker, president; Sandra Perly, Alice Troxman, Janet Menacker
Bottom row: Revelle Goldman, Joyce Weber, Lenore Grubstein, Sally Huebsch
Not in panel: Pearl Schlafter, Carol Greenspan
Top row: Donna Barclay, Olive Connolly, treasurer; Beverly Gaines, Sara Sherman, Harriet Watson, president; Doris Gerson
Second row: Virginia Davis, Patricia Gordon, Gonnice Michaeloff, Neva Lydel, secretary; Marian Freyer, Barbara Anderson, Mary Adams
Bottom row: Nancy Fouglo; Bette Kennedy, Mrs. Alice Dunn, Margaret Clark, vice president; Barbara Schollten, Mary Kode
Not in panel: Barbara Stevenson

Kirkwood  906 South Sixth

Leinad Manor  307 East Daniel
Petite Maison

406 East Green

Reeter Club

907 South Sixth

Top row: Eleanor Begemann, Joan Cautherly, Iris Garrett, Patricia Johnson, Irma Williamson, Betty Trayn, Marilyn Weinstein
Second row: Marabeth Bach, Wilma Grzetez, Patricia Clancy, Nancy Gloh, Mary Zander, Mary Lany, Doloresa Perino, Mildred Novosel
Bottom row: Mildred Kornegger, social chairman; Peggy DeWald, Edith Short, Patricia Parsons, Joan Ross, president; Joanne Zeilbeck, treasurer
Not in panel: Joanne Howe, Irene Peters, vice president; Krana Tkatch, Alice Grochowiak, secretary
Summit House
312 East Green

Wescoga
1209 West Green
CHICAGO PROFESSIONAL COLLEGES
Dental-Medical-Pharmacy Building
The 1950-51 academic year was one of notable achievement at the University of Illinois Chicago Professional Colleges.

Enrollment at the Chicago Professional Colleges reached an unprecedented high of 1,573 undergraduate and graduate students, surpassing the previous peak of 1,559 recorded in 1931. Research activities were expanded, thanks to the receipt of almost a million dollars from private, public, and governmental firms and agencies. Public service contributions were unexcelled from the standpoint of the handling of more than 191,000 outpatient visits in the Illinois Research and Educational Hospitals—the highest total of any institution in the state.

Several academic developments are worthy of note. In medicine, the Departments of Public Health and Preventive Medicine were established. In dentistry, a teaching curricula in radiology was provided and the use of television as a media in postgraduate instruction was successfully employed. In pharmacy, a complete revision of the curriculum was made, involving modernization of courses in the health sciences and the addition of courses in the social sciences and in business administration. In the Graduate College, the curriculum was expanded to include work in 20 fields of instruction.

Chicago Professional Colleges

Dean Allan G. Brodie, dentistry; Dean Earl R. Series, pharmacy; Dean Stanley W. Olson, medicine
Administrative Officials

Maurice J. Galbraith
director of student affairs

E. Elizabeth Geiger
director of University of Illinois
Cook County School of Nursing

Paul A. Hartley
associate director of non-academic personnel

Howard A. Hazleton
business manager

Margaret D. Johnson
manager of the Chicago Illini Union

Thomas S. Jones
director of illustration studios

John E. Milliren
administrator in the research and educational hospitals

Harry W. Pearce
superintendent of building and grounds

Wilma Tovell
librarian

C. Lincoln Williston
manager of public information
Addition to the Research and Educational Hospitals

Modern Design For Residence Hall
Second Unit, Dentistry Medical Pharmacy Building

The Professions

Medical Center Steam Plant
Secondary to its mission of instructing students in the arts and sciences of the profession, the College of Dentistry has the responsibility of correlating the rapidly advancing biological and technological aspects of this field, including them in the curriculum and making the findings available to the practicing dentists. Continued devotion to this end has won the College of Dentistry the position of a reliable beacon to which practitioners from all over the world look with respect and confidence.

The mental and physical facilities of the college attract research problems and personnel from private practice, private and public institutions, and national and federal organizations. Manufacturers of technological instruments submit products for investigation and recommendations.

Proximity to the facilities of the related biological fields permits closest co-ordination of allied sciences with the potentialities of the dental sciences in the accomplishment of its end of attainment and maintenance of health emphasizing the student-practitioner and other members of the health team.
With commencement this spring, the College of Dentistry graduates its first class under the new curriculum. This program was initiated four years ago, and allows students to see patients and gain clinical experience during the freshman year. It has proved to be very successful in enabling students to correlate the theory of the basic sciences and the dental sciences with actual clinical practice. Formerly, the student received all the theory in his first two years, and the infirmary work was crowded into the last two years. The University of Illinois College of Dentistry was one of the first schools to institute this new plan. This is probably the only school in the country which has a basic technics course for freshmen students. This beginning course enables the student to develop his digital dexterity and to learn instrumentation and procedures before actually going ahead with dental work.

The clinics of the university are of the utmost in modernity. They serve a two-fold purpose: patients are accepted primarily for teaching purposes, and at the same time the policy of the school is to give high quality dental work. This provides a definite service to the patient at a minimum cost and also furthers the community health programs. Patients are referred to the clinics from all over the state. In the admitting clinic, of 8200 patients interviewed during the past year, 4500 were accepted for treatment by 260 students in the College of Dentistry.

The clinics are also renowned for their research projects and post-graduate work. All parts of the world have been represented by post-graduate students in previous refresher courses. One example of the University's attempt to keep the dental practitioners abreast of the latest advances in dentistry is through the telephone extension project. In this revolutionary teaching technic, discussions originate at the University and are transmitted over 25,000 miles of long distance telephone lines to more than 10,000 dentists in 235 cities including 13 cities in seven provinces of Canada.
Eleanor Solos, secretary; Robert Barnes, president; Herbert Gordon, vice president; Ian West, treasurer

Dental Seniors

Howard Apple .......... Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega

Robert Edward Barnes ........ Aurora
Psi Omega, Illini Union Social Committee,
Dental Student Council, Executive Student Council

J. Russell Ayres .......... Case
Psi Omega

Sanford Allen Bear ........ New York, N.Y.
B.S.
Gerald Harrison Borden .... Champaign
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta, Illio Committee

Thomas Edward Bradfl. .... Tucson, Arizona
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta

Allan Gibson Brodie, Jr. .... Chicago
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta, Dental Student Council

Byron Glenn Butt ......... Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega, Phi Eta Sigma

Charles William Cantrell .... Harrisburg
B.S.
Phi Eta Sigma, Psi Omega

Charles Worthington Carman .... Chicago
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta

Forrest Wayne Cothern .... Clinton
Delta Sigma Delta

Vernon R. Damir ......... Chicago
B.S.
Psi Omega

Harlan Eugene Feigert .... Bloomington
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta

Jerold Fein ......... Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega

James Russell Fordyce ....... Galena
Psi Omega

William Friedian ......... Chicago
B.S.

Frederick Wilton Gibson .... Riverside
Delta Sigma Delta

Paul Frederick Grimm, Jr. .... Chicago
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta, Illio Committee

John Robert Grimson ......... Chicago
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta

Herbert Jack Gordon ......... Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega

Eldon Francis Hamler ......... Greenville
B.S.

Susumu Haragawa ......... Chicago
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta
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Dental Student College

Top row: Ned Ring, Clifford Sperry, Ted Pribyl, Ralph Boone, Robert E. Lee, Charles Thomas, Kenneth Norgaard
Bottom row: Frank Ireland, secretary; Allan Brodie, treasurer; Norman Jacobs, Robert Barnes, president; Gerald Burkett, Sam Fantozzi, Raymond Marme
Upsilon Alpha dental social sorority

Alpha Omega promotes dentistry, professionalism, fellowship, and fraternalism
Founded, University of Michigan, 1882
Rho Chapter, 1901
33 Active Chapters

Delta Sigma Delta

Third row: Robert Goshgarian, Walter Schneider, Victor Varral, Chester Toton, Clifford Sperry, Gerald Borden, Grant Nielsen, Homer Hedmark, Curtis Fisher, Frank Powles, Bert Pomatto, Joe Nakayama, Norman Hollman
Not in panel: Ronald Koster, Robert Lee, Charles Nichols, Richard Rost, Gerald Michels, Charles Masters, Edward Marbara, Vincent Fioce, Harmon Loub
Psi Omega

Founded, Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, 1892
Beta Alpha Chapter, 1903
33 Active Chapters

Top row: Robert Dahman, chief inquisitor; Donald Maxwell, senator; Robert Sprague, editor; Kendall Rowe, social chairman; David Lichtenwalter, chief interrogator; Charles Maras, house treasurer; James McIntire, historian
Bottom row: Gordon Stastny, secretary; Frank Ireland, grand master; Arthur Didea, treasurer; Charles Thomas, guardian
Not in panel: Robert Wallace, junior master; Wade Swan, house manager; Marvin Sparks, chaplain

Top row: Fred Choissier, Henry Barhum, Archie Woolard, Eugene Unti, Kermet Miller, Kendall Rowe, Richard Zelenka, Frank Psota, Jerry Balaty, Sam Fantozzi, William Stone
Fourth row: James McIntire, Robert Dahman, Richard Georges, William Dausmann, Donald Maxwell, James McMahon, Melvin Genaze, Charles Crooks, Buii Gecker, Leonard Powlowski
Second row: Charles Maras, Raymond Marme, Charles Thomas, J. R. Ayers, Marvin Sparks, Ian West, James Schell, Robert Barnes
Bottom row: Thomas Suta, Eugenio Rankin, David Lichtenwalter, Arthur Di Dai, Frank Ireland, Robert Underwood, Gordon Stastny, Milton Knapp, Sam
Not in panel: Vernon Damer, Theodore Mason, Wade Swan, Donald Swanson, James Thomson, Robert Wallace, Darwin Barrett
The University of Illinois College of Medicine is one of the leaders in furthering the process of modern medicine. The College of Medicine is an integral part of the rapidly-expanding medical center district on Chicago's near-west side. Its work in medical research and its clinic aid thousands of patients yearly.

Dr. Stanley W. Olson is the new Dean of the College of Medicine, replacing Dr. John B. Youmans. Dr. Olson is one of the youngest men ever to hold such a responsible position in the medical field.

During the 1950-51 school year work continued on the new Research and Educational Hospitals near the present college buildings. These new hospitals are designed to assist the college in providing better medical care for its patients and better medical education for its students and to further its program of medical research.
Admission of New Patients

Surgery
Medical Seniors

Lyle Eugene Adams............. Buskell Medical Student Council; Pi Kappa Epsilon.

Joseph Dean Akers............. Decatur B.A.; B.S. Christian Medical Society

Charles D. Akers............. Xenia B.S. Phi Rho Sigma; Pi Kappa Epsilon

George Edwin Armbruster........ Decatur B.S. Phi Rho Sigma; Phi Mu Phi; Pi Kappa Epsilon

Bernard Baker............. Chicago B.S. Phi Lambda Kappa

Joe A. Baker............. Champaign B.S. Phi Beta Pi; Medical Student Council; Masonic Club

Kenneth A. Baker............. Springfield B.S. Phi Beta Pi; Student A.M.A.
BERNARD NATHAN BECKLER, Los Angeles, Calif.
A.B.; B.S.
Phi Delta Epsilon; Phi Mu Phi

CHARLES M. BERTFIELD.........Tucson
B.S.
Pi Kappa Epsilon; Medical Student Council

BENNETT IRENE BERNSTEIN........Chicago
B.S.
Phi Delta Epsilon

DEAN ROBERT BORDEAUX..........Pensia
B.A.; B.S.
Christian Medical Society

JOHN RONALD BOSWELL.........Anna
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

CARL E. BORGO...............West Frankfort
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

CHARLES ROY BURBROUGHS.......Harrisburg
B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma

EDWIN FORREST BUZAN.........Alton
B.S.
Phi Chi; Pi Kappa Epsilon

OLIN M. BUTLER..............Chicago
B.S.

JOE WESLEY CANNON...........Mrs. Sterling
A.B.; B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Medical Student Council

THOMAS WILLIAM CARTER.........Moline
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Phi Beta Pi; Newman Club; Student A.M.A.

RUSSELL FREDERICK COMPTON.....Chicago
B.S.; Ph.B.
Phi Sigma Nu; Phi Mu Phi; Newman Club

LOUISE CONVERSE..............Urbana
A.B.
Alpha Epsilon Iota; Alpha Omega Alpha

HANAN CONTEFF................Pensia
B.S.; B.B.
A.I.M.B.; Phi Lambda Kappa; Alpha Omega Alpha

LOUIS ERNEST CONWAY...........West Frankfort
(2) B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

JAMES WALTER DAVIS.............Paris
(2) B.S.
Phi Beta Pi

JUNE ELOISSE DE WOLF.........Berwyn
B.A.; B.S.
Alpha Epsilon Iota

EDWARD T. DOMINO...............Chicago
B.S.; M.S.
Nu Sigma Nu; Alpha Omega Alpha
Earl Kenneth Dore ............... Chicago
B.S.; R.E.I.

James Pendleton Dunlap, Jr. .... Maywood
B.S.
Phi Beta Pi; Illio Picture Committee

Jack Walter Doppz .............. Chicago
(2) B.S.
Phi Beta Pi

Fred S. Elesh ..................... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Delta Epsilon

George Effers ..................... Richmond
B.S.
Nu Sigma Nu; Pi Kappa Epsilon; Phi Mu Phi

John R. Erickson ............... Chicago
A.B.; B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Pi Kappa Epsilon

Aaron Jay Fink ................... Chicago
B.S.; M.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Pi Kappa Epsilon; Phi Delta Epsilon

Albert Fishe ...................... DuQuens
(2) B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Masonic Club

Rudolph P. Froehlich ............. Illinois, North Dakota
B.S.
Nu Sigma Nu; Pi Kappa Epsilon; Phi Mu Phi

Leo Roy Paul W. Froetscher ... S. Elgin
(2) B.S.
Masonic Club

Leonard George Gangeness ....... East Grand Forks, Minn.
(2) B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Kappa Psi; Masonic Club

Ruth B. Goyle ..................... Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; A.I.M.S.

Herbert E. Gotian ............... Chicago
B.S.; M.A.

Victor Gofory ..................... Chicago
B.S.
A.I.M.S.

Donald Hochman ................. Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Phi Lambda Kappa

John Oliver Harley .............. Ottawa
(2) B.S.
Nu Sigma Nu

Alvin Harris ...................... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Pi Kappa Epsilon

Donald E. Hartman .............. St. Malo
(2) B.S.
Phi Beta Pi
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Nora Kirschman ............Algonquin
B.A.
Alpha Epsilon Iota

Alex Kishi .................Hanover
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Masonic Club

Nathan Walter Kronenberg
Los Angeles, Calif.
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa

Jan Josef Kukral
Prague, Czechoslovakia
M.D. (Charles University)
Alpha Kappa Kappa

Harry Edward LaPlante ....Park Ridge
B.S.
Nu Sigma Nu

Robert Eugene Leip ......Kentucky
(2) B.S.; M.S.
Nu Sigma Nu; Pi Kappa Epsilon; Alpha Omega Alpha; Illini Union Social Committee

Bert Grover Leigh ......New York, N.Y.
(2) B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha

Herbert Irving Lerner ........Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Phi Mu Phi; Phi Lambda Kappa; A.I.M.S.

Evelyn June Lorenzen......El Reno, Okla.
(2) B.S.; Ph.D.
Sigma Xi; Alpha Epsilon Iota

Mary Frances Lyon ............Targe, Korea
B.S.
Christian Medical Society

David Walter MacFarlane ......Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

Chas. Wesley Magnuson .........Chicago
B.S.

William Charles Maslow ......Chicago
(2) B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa

Seymour Masor ...............Chicago
B.S.

Sam Matlin .................Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa

Robert Edward McElroy .........Chicago
B.S.

Henry M. McLaughlin .........Winchester
B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma

Cyriel Emmanuel Mendelson ....Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Medical Student Council
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MARSHALL JEROME ORLOFF.............. Chicago
B.S.; M.S.
Phi Delta Epsilon; Alpha Omega Alpha; Pi
Kappa Epsilon; Medical Student Council

RICHARD D. OSLAND................. East St., Louis
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

MARJORIE HORTIN OTERO............. Albion
B.A.; B.S.

GEORGE HENRY PERSIE............... Riverton
B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma

EDWARD WARREN PELIKAN............. Oak Park
B.S.; M.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

ROBERT FRANCIS PENN................. Chicago
B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

JAMES A. PETRUSEN................. Dannebrog, Nebraska
B.S.
Christian Medical Society

ERNST A. PHILPP...................... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa

ISIDORE PETESKY..................... Chicago
B.S.; M.S.
Sigma Xi; Phi Mu Phi; Phi Lambda Kappa;
Illini Union Social Committee
William H. Poggemeier, Crystal City, Mo., A.B.; M.S.
Phi Rho Sigma; Phi Mu Phi

John Thomas Pollard, Jr., Chicago
B.S.
Christian Medical Society

Herzel Don Ragins, Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Phi Lambda Kappa

Bernard Phillip Resnik, Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Alpha Omega Alpha; Phi Mu Phi

Walter Frederick Retfberg, Philo
B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma

Simon Roubard, Chicago
B.S.; Ph.D.
A.I.M.S.; Sigma Xi; Alpha Omega Alpha

Dean S. Rossen, Chicago
B.S.; A.B.
Phi Delta Epsilon; Pi Kappa Epsilon; Phi Mu Phi

Alexander Max Roter, Chicago
A.B.; B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Phi Mu Phi

Lawrence Sason, Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Alpha Omega Alpha

Jerome Kenneth Schaefer, Los Angeles, Calif.
(2) B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa

John Williams Schaller, LaGrange
(2) B.S.
Phi Beta Pi; Phi Mu Phi

Frank A. Schultz, Decatur
A.B.; B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma; Medical Interfraternity Council; Pi Kappa Epsilon; Student A.M.A.

Sheldon Schonberg, Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Phi Mu Phi

Natalie Harriet Schuckmuller, Oak Park
A.B.; B.S.
Alpha Epsilon Iota; Alpha Omega Alpha

Melvin Norman Siegel, Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; Illio Pi Picture Committee

Wesley Russell Shaw, Hanki, North Dakota
B.A.; B.S.
Phi Beta Pi; Sigma Xi

Seymour Bernard Siegel, Chicago
B.S.; Ph.B.
Phi Lambda Kappa; A.I.M.S.

Scott L. Smart, Chatham
B.S.
Phi Beta Pi; Masonic Club
Karl D. Venters ............... Herrin
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Masonic Club; Phi Kappa Epsilon

Raymond Vespa ............... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma

Harold Meryle Vizotsky .......... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Lambda Kappa; A.I.M.S.; Alpha Omega Alpha

David C. Voris ............... Fairbury
(1) B.S.
Phi Rho Sigma; Phi Mu Phi; Interfraternity Council

Ralph Weiss ............... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Delta Epsilon

Mary Jane Westcott ............... Bates
A.B.; B.S.
Alpha Epsilon Iota; Phi Mu Phi; Alpha Omega Alpha

Gilbert H. White, Jr. ............... Marion
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Student A.M.A.

Ray E. Wiederanders ............... Collinsville
Phi Mu Phi; Phi Rho Sigma

Kenneth Mitchell Wilcox .......... Rock Island
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Student A.M.A.

Rudolf Ernst Wilhelm
Hannover, Germany
B.S.

Harman Clifford Wood ............... Chicago
B.S.
Phi Chi; Phi Mu Phi

Dallas L. York ............... Carmi
(2) B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Masonic Club

Sherwin Sol Zid ............... Chicago
B.S.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Phi Lambda Kappa

STUDENTS NOT PICTURED
Arlene Nystrohm Alexander
Margaret Netter Alexander
Sydney G. Bild
Clarence Melvin Cobb
Daniel Detrich
Virginia Schoolly Edwards
Jerry Carlyle Fairbanks
Robert Grove Fick
George Louis Freytag
Russell Eugene Gibson
Charles M. Lofdahl
Leonard I. Nye
Robert Edward O'Connor
William Edward Powers
Emmanuel Stolman
Burton McRobert Sutherland
Medical Student Council

Top row: Vernon Wilson, David Griffin, Glenn Flagg, Robert Smith, Al Zimmer, Cyril Mendelson
Not in panel: Morton Notarious, Keith Rabnow
Medical Interfraternity Council

The Interfraternity Council of the University of Illinois College of Medicine is composed of representatives of the fraternities which maintain houses in the Medical Center District. The total membership of these organizations includes more than two-thirds of the total enrollment of the College of Medicine.

Because of the critical housing situation in this area, the Council was first organized informally to assist incoming freshmen to find housing accommodations during the rushing activities. The nature of the academic program made it necessary to concentrate the rushing activities into a relatively short period, and, as a result, a coordinated week of activities was planned. Since then the Council has been the governing body of all rushing activities.

Gradually the activities of the Interfraternity Council have been expanded to include social, athletic, academic, and civic enterprises and have been most instrumental in establishing a healthful spirit of cooperation among the fraternities.

The administration of the University has cooperated with this group and encouraged the formation of a self-governing body for the fraternities. In the past year, it has been organized under a constitution and now is recognized as a guiding organization in campus activities.

The Interfraternity Council serves to formulate policies in matters pertaining to all of the member groups and to act in conjunction with the University administration in carrying out policies pertaining to the fraternities.
Alpha Epsilon Iota promotes good fellowship, scholarship, and professional achievement

Alpha Omega Alpha recognizes high scholarship in the college of medicine
Pi Kappa Epsilon has been an active honorary fraternity at the University of Illinois since 1921. The objects of the fraternity are to further the advancement of medicine and medical education through social intercourse and intelligent thought and discussion of medicine and medical problems and their related scientific, socio-economic and social endeavors. Membership includes male students from the seven medical fraternities and the Independents. Election is by vote of the sophomore class.
Alpha Kappa Kappa


Second row: Ralph Olson, Robert Hoyt, Jan Kukral, Robert Muehsle, Gerald Smith, Robert Miller, Robert Nyquist, David Richenson, John Raffteerger, Edward Hetherington, Harold Lane, Larry Fier, Carl Bursz

Bottom row: Richard Oshard, John Erickson, Lou Fried, Dallas York, William Ireland, Kenneth Wilcox, Lee Cowart, Gilbert White, John Boswell, Joseph Jensen, Robert O'Connor

Top row: Richard Hung, historian
Bottom row: Alvin Watne, secretary; Robert Deiss, president; Harry LaPlante, custodian
Not in panel: Martin Blazina, treasurer

Nu Sigma Nu

Fifth row: Jack Peterson, Robert Ambley, George Elfers, William Hersold, Gordon Graham, Dale Learned, James Robinson, Joe Moonsberg, Theodore Tenczar, William Katz, Fred Brodie, Merril Huffman, Phillip Avalon
Fourth row: John Hadley, Edward Dominis, Cheryl Forrest, Louis Grandi, William Hogan, Raymond Cassady, John Parrott, George Morrow, Cedric Smith, George Kerrihard, John Hill
Third row: George Seizinger, Joseph Tienstra, Clifford Neuman, James Marks, John Varris, David Bristow, Wallace Strow, Edward Herko, Timothy Manning, Rudy Froeschle, Lawrence Lee, Robert Lee, Theodore Apa
Bottom row: Alfred Reschke, Robert Crank, Gordon Johnson, Charles Steadman, James Hopkins, Anton Tochalauski, Lloyd Carnahan
Not in panel: George Bach, Martin Blazina, Hugh Cooper, David Griffin, John Kukrak, Charles Leighton, Robert Spieh, Robert McCay, James Southard, Charles Supple, Karl Kobelt, Walter Mulliken, Al Behan

Founded, University of Michigan, 1882
Eta Chapter, 1892
42 Active Chapters
Phi Beta Pi Medical fraternity was founded at the University of Pennsylvania (now the University of Pittsburgh) on March 10, 1891, which makes it one of the oldest medical fraternities.

Iota chapter of Phi Beta Pi was established at the University of Illinois College of Medicine in March, 1902.

From the original organization started by its 13 founders, Phi Beta Pi has grown into a national organization composed of 39 active chapters which have initiated over 21,000 men at Class A medical schools. Of this roster, over 16,000 members are living and are classified as undergraduate or alumni members.

The fraternity maintains a central office and distributes its own medical publication to the undergraduate and alumni members.
Phi Delta Epsilon

Founded, Cornell University, 1904
Alpha Alpha Chapter, 1918
46 Active Chapters
Founded, University of Pennsylvania, 1907

Alpha Alpha Chapter, 1908

20 Active Chapters

Phi Lambda Kappa

Top row: Jerry Karasch, Sydney Bild, Charles Reach, Norman Rotenberg, Bernard Haukin, Alvin Fink, Bernard Smokler, Alvin Harris, Sam Matlin
Fourth row: Donald Hodesman, Harold Schiffer, Alvin Fish, Ed Spiegel, Daniel Deutsch, Stewart Zaw, Jerry Levin, Alex Roer
Third row: Bob Bratman, Edwin Kissel, Melvin Seglin, Leonard Hoot, Allen Lefstein, George Krull, Robert Pildes, Bill Maslow, Lawrence Saxon
Phi Rho Sigma

Top row: George Johnson, Bill Behrens, Carl Kester, John Przypyszny, Jack Estes, David Fell, Russell Compton, Henry McLaughlin, David Voris, Tom Stivers, Thomas Huson, Ross Hutchinson, Ernest Sotopy, John Mathewson, Wendell Thomas

Third row: Frank Lantii, Robert Woodburn, Kiel Jach, Kelly Sutton, Raymond Voepa, Bruce Thomas, Robert McCambridge, Rex Wiederanders, James Bremer, George Ambrister, John Froehly, Wilfer Retberg, Alvin Karzaker, Carl Lom, George Peddie


Not in panel: Charles Akes, George Bilt, Harold Boska, Fred Bobzien, Martin Case, George Green, Jerry Heath, Hugh McMenamin, Charles Patton, Howard Searight, Darrell Statzer, William Von Roden, Fred Witt

Founded, Northwestern University, 1890
Beta Gamma Chapter, 1894
27 Active Chapters
Association of Internes and Medical Students provides fellowship for medical students
The pharmacist, who has direct contact with the people of this vast country, must be one of the first to modernize his thoughts and practices. He is a member of the health professions, and he must be able to cope with all problems, whether new or old, important or insignificant.

The first step in the modernization program is education. The educational standards must set the pace for the pharmacist and members of the professions. The curriculum of the College of Pharmacy is constantly being changed to keep up with the modern trend. An example of this is the new course in hospital pharmacy, which offers the student practice in manufacturing new drugs, compounding actual prescriptions, and dispensing them to the patient.

Parallel to this advancement in education is a similar advancement in practice. This all-around modernization is increasing the importance of the pharmacist as a link between the physician and the patient.

College of Pharmacy
Pharmacists Of The Future
Pharmacy Seniors

Clem Raymond Balto.............Chicago
A.Ph.A.

Leonard Duane Bannick.........Maywood
A.Ph.A.

Michael Leo Band.................Chicago
Pharmacy Student Council; A.Ph.A.

Paul T. Bayer....................Chicago
Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.

Ray Domenic Benedetti..........Chicago
A.Ph.A.

Richard Orrin Bergson............Butavia
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

Robert Anton Berner.............Evanston
Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.

Sol Bernstein....................Chicago
Delta Kappa Sigma; A.Ph.A.

Melville Beswick................Chicago
Delta Kappa Sigma; Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.
George H. Blinick
A. Ph.A.; Delta Kappa Sigma

Dolores S. Borek
A. Ph.A.; Lambda Kappa Sigma

Mieczyslaw Ludwik Borkowski
A. Ph.A.; Rho Chi

Edward Anthony Borucki
A. Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

Edward Joseph Bruno
A. Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

George Emanuel Bull, Jr.
A. Ph.A.

Joseph G. Cannon
Decatur
I. M. P. O.; A. Ph.A.; Rho Chi; Phi Kappa Phi; Pharmacy Student Council

Glenn John Chekytis
Chicago
I. M. P. O.; A. Ph.A.

Irving Cobert
I. M. P. O.

Melvin H. Cohan
A. Ph.A.

Ellis Edward Confer
Delta Kappa Sigma; A. Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council; Executive Council

Howard Newton Corbett
Kappa Psi; A. Ph.A.

Frank P. Cortilet, Jr.
Chicago

James Marlowe Deckard
Havana
Kappa Psi; A. Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

Robert Moyer Dickman
Rockford
I. M. P. O.; A. Ph.A.; Phi Mu Phi

Allan Hammond Deinet
Sycamore
Kappa Psi; Rho Chi; Phi Mu Phi; A. Ph.A.

Richard M. Domrowski
A. Ph.A.

Paul Emmett Doyle
Chicago
WALTER JOHN FICKENWORTH ..........Chicago A.Ph.A.

CHARLES ELMORE FLEMING ..........Chicago Kappa Psi; Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.

DANIEL DAVID FORRESTER ..........Chicago A.Ph.A.

HOWARD WALTON FRANK ..........Rock Island B.A.
Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council; Executive Council

THOMAS JOSEPH FREEMAN ..........Rock Island A.Ph.A.

LAVENEG GAMS .................Park Ridge A.Ph.A.; Lambda Kappa Sigma

SAMUEL GLAZER .................Chicago Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.

HENRY THOMAS GROSS ..........Chicago Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

THOMAS EDWARD Hackbart.Downers Grove Kappa Psi

ROBERT ARTHUR HALPIN ..........Streator A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.; Pharmacy Student Council

J. JOHN HANES .................Chicago Kappa Psi

ROBERT EARL HAWKINS ..........Downers Grove A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

CHARLES LAWRENCE HEIDE ..........Lawrenceville Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

MICHAEL JOHN HERB ..........Chicago I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

DAVID M. HILL ..........Villa Park Delta Kappa Sigma

EDWARD HOLMES ..........Chicago A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

JOHN THOMAS GUEICK ..........Dunesville Kappa Psi

JOHN PHELPS JACOBS ..........Beitin Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.
Eleanor Mary Jagodzinski ......... Chicago
Lambda Kappa Sigma; Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.

Rudolph Joseph Jarabak ......... East Chicago, Ind.
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

James Bertine Johnson ......... Elgin
A.Ph.A.

E. Dwight Jordan ......... Kenton, Ohio
Phi Mu Phi; A.Ph.A.

Abe Kagan ......... Chicago

Robert Fletcher Kastholm ......... Elmhurst
A.Ph.A.

Robert Koptik ......... Cicero
A.Ph.A.

Jerome Leon Landsman ......... Chicago
I.M.P.O.

Lester Lapin ......... Chicago
I.M.P.O.

Louis Waugh Larson ......... Chicago
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

Russell John Laslema ......... Chicago
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

Ralph Vincent Lavere ......... Chicago
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

Ralph Sigmond Leve ......... Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Willard Benjamin Limbaugh ......... Batavia
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

Kenneth Jerome Liska ......... LaGrange Park
Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.

Mildred Margaret Lozar ......... Juliet
Lambda Kappa Sigma; A.Ph.A.

Walter Maiden ......... West Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Rudolph Ferdinand Major ......... Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.
Henry Robert Morris .......................... Benton
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

John Phillip Marten ....................... Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Charles Merrill Martin .................... Elgin

Waister Henry McBride, Jr ............... Elgin
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

Francis Joseph Michaels .................. Chicago
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

James Clarence Mitchell .................. Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Lorado Thomas Monaco ..................... Chicago
Kappa Psi

Richard Drake Monkmann .................. Chicago
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

Richard Joseph Morava ..................... Cedar
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

Alfred Charles Marabito .................. Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Herbert Theodore Myerson ................. Oak Park
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

Masumi Nakamichi ......................... Chicago
Rho Chi; A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

Takashi James Nakao ....................... Chicago
A.Ph.A.

George Otto Nichuta ....................... Chicago
A.Ph.A.

Herbert Paul Neef ......................... Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Frank Michael Noto ....................... Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

Harry Theodore One ....................... Chicago
A.Ph.A.
Frederick Williams Otvos ........... Minooka

Ronald Joseph Pankau .......... Chicago A Ph.A.; 1 M P.O.

Jeanne Romano ............... Chicago A Ph.A.

Richard Harold Roth ............. Elgin Kappa Psi; A Ph.A.

George Robert Penland ............. Gurnee A Ph.A.

Robert Joseph Rozanski ............. Chicago I M P.O.; A Ph.A.

Emil S. Ruben ................. Chicago A Ph.A.; 1 M P.O.

Edwin Francis Przek .. ........... Chicago A Ph.A.; 1 M P.O.

Robert Allen Phibes ............ Aurora I M P.O.; A Ph.A.

William Charles Schaaf ............. Monticello I M P.O.; A Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

Andrew Richard Ranat ............. Chicago I M P.O.; A Ph.A.

Paul Edward Schuessler ............. Joliet Kappa Psi; A Ph.A.

Marvin Norton Reiner ............. Chicago Delta Kappa Sigma; Illini Union Social Committee; A Ph.A.

Joseph A. Schwiderski ............. Chicago A Ph.A.

Richard John Restow ............. Mt. Prospect A Ph.A.

Anita Irene Shafter ................. Chicago A Ph.A.

George William Roberts ............. Charleston Kappa Psi; A Ph.A.

Leonard Martin Silver ............. Chicago A Ph.A.
QUENTIN FREDERICK SKOULUND — Bensenville
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.

RAYMOND GARRETT SMITH — Waukegan
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

PETER SOLYMOR, JR. — Chicago
I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

RICHARD S. YANOW — Los Angeles, Calif.
Delta Kappa Sigma; A.Ph.A.; Student Affairs Committee

WALTER LEROY TULLEY — Chicago
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.; Masonic Club

PHYLLIS WASSERMAN — Chicago
Lambda Kappa Sigma; A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

S. HOWARD WAXMAN — Chicago
Rho Chi; I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

JAMES VINCENT WHITE — Oak Park
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

JAMES J. WINSTON — Chicago

ROBERT NORTON SULLIVAN — Downers Grove
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

IRVIN RICHARD TCLON — Chicago
A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

NOBERT JOSPH WOJCIECHOWSKI — Chicago
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

ROY FRANCIS WRIGHT — Chicago
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

PAUL IRVING THOMPSON — Evanston
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council; Student Affairs Committee

WALTER LEROY TULLEY — Chicago
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.; Masonic Club

PHYLLIS WASSERMAN — Chicago
Lambda Kappa Sigma; A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

S. HOWARD WAXMAN — Chicago
Rho Chi; I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

JAMES VINCENT WHITE — Oak Park
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

JAMES J. WINSTON — Chicago

ROBERT NORTON SULLIVAN — Downers Grove
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

IRVIN RICHARD TCLON — Chicago
A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

NOBERT JOSPH WOJCIECHOWSKI — Chicago
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

ROY FRANCIS WRIGHT — Chicago
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.

PAUL IRVING THOMPSON — Evanston
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council; Student Affairs Committee

WALTER LEROY TULLEY — Chicago
Kappa Psi; A.Ph.A.; Masonic Club

PHYLLIS WASSERMAN — Chicago
Lambda Kappa Sigma; A.Ph.A.; Pharmacy Student Council

S. HOWARD WAXMAN — Chicago
Rho Chi; I.M.P.O.; A.Ph.A.

JAMES VINCENT WHITE — Oak Park
A.Ph.A.; I.M.P.O.
Pharmacy Student Council

Lambda Kappa Sigma
American Pharmaceutical Association
Independent Men's Professional Organization

furs good will among members of the health professions

Rho Chi honors high scholarship in the pharmaceutical sciences
Delta Kappa Sigma promotes good fellowship and advancement of pharmaceutical sciences.
Kappa Psi fosters high scholarship and pharmaceutical research
Research, the patient, endless pursuit of new knowledge, stimulated by disciplined imagination, is the life line that engenders vitality into the teaching and service programs of a great university. Unless provision is made for the continual addition of new knowledge by the scholarly achievements of faculty and advanced students, teaching may become routine and uninspired, and services to the citizens of the state may become mediocre. Productive research is the life of the Graduate College in the medical sciences of dentistry, medicine, and pharmacy.

One of the functions of the Graduate College administration is to provide research funds for the faculty in order that they may contribute to the storehouses of knowledge. Another is to attract promising young investigators into the medical science research by approving and awarding fellowships. Working in the laboratories with their major advisors, students carry on studies toward Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees and disseminate to the ends of the earth the inventive skills acquired in the laboratories. New centers for the advancement of medical knowledge are in turn established. Thus, the University, through its Graduate College on this campus, contributes widely to the advancement of civilization and to the general well-being of man.

Graduate College
Association Of Philippine Graduate Dentists

Top row: Sol Flores, College of Dentistry president; Aurelio Ramos, Osman Luis
Bottom row: Miriam Pandino, Lourdes Marmiña, secretary-treasurer; Luz Macapanpan
Not in panel: Felix Mahusay

Chicago Illini Union Building
Muscle coordination
For everyday living

Occupational Therapy
Helen Isabelle Baranyi ............Melrose Park
B.S.
Kappa Delta; Daily Illini (2); Theatre Guild (3); Shi-Ai

Cynthia Ethel Clark ............Calumet City
B.S.
Illi-Sota

Carol Ellanora Dillon ............Oak Park
B.S.
Terrapin (2, 3); Illi-Sota

Martha Lou Dreymiller ............Hampshire
B.S.
Alpha Xi Delta; Alpha Lambda Delta; Illi-Sota

Helen Fecenko ...................Chicago
B.S.
Illi-Sota

Corinne Frankel ..................Chicago
B.S.
Phi Sigma Sigma; Daily Illini (1); Theatre Guild (1, 2, 3); Y.W.C.A. Committee (1, 2); Illi-Sota Union Committee (2); Illi-Sota

Lois Marilyn Frase .............Oak Park
B.S.
Zeta Tau Alpha; Illini Theatre Guild (2, 3); McKinley Foundation (3); Illi-Sota; Illi-Sota Union Committee (3)

Alice Ellen Kennedy .......... Wilmette
A.B.; B.S.
Illi-Sota; Alpha Pi Delta; Theatre Guild; Mask and Bauble; Arepo; Mortar Board

Jane Lois Merrill ............. Wilmette
B.S.
Honors Day (4); Illi-Sota

Leila Hoopes Newar ............. Chicago
B.S.
Class Honors (4); Illi-Sota

Ella Jane Rich ................. Chicago
B.S.
Illi-Sota

Susie Ayako Yoshikawa ...........Chicago
B.S.
Illi-Sota
Illi-Sota

Illi-Sota, the Illini Student Occupational Therapy society, was organized in March, 1944, in Urbana as a campus activity. A section was organized at the Chicago professional campus in September, 1945.

The purpose of the organization is to acquaint the students with the professional field of occupational therapy, to identify the members as a group, and to promote the common interests of its members.

The curriculum in occupational therapy consists of ten semesters of study. Six semesters are taken in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences on the Urbana campus, and four semesters are taken in the College of Medicine on the Chicago campus and affiliated hospitals. This course was accredited by the Council on Medical Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association in 1944.
University of Illinois
Cook County School of Nursing

Main Lounge of the Chicago Illini Union Building
Chicago Illini Union

The Chicago Illini Union, known as the “living room” of the professional campus, has become the main center for students, faculty, and staff activities. Policies are set up by the Committee on Student Affairs and the Chicago Illini Union.

The success of the Union Building activity programs which have become more and more popular each year is directly due to the planning and initiative of the display, music, and social student committees.

The student display committee schedules weekly displays. This committee has a variety of interesting displays which attract the interest of the faculty and staff as well as the student body.

Planned record programs are sponsored every Monday and Wednesday noon in the music lounge by the student music committee. In addition, the committee sponsors several noon musicales and “Music Master’s Quiz.” This year, the music committee has scheduled evening programs consisting of operas and great choral works.
The highlight of the Union activities is the annual Campus Carnival which is held during the winter quarter. Organizations from all three colleges participate. The Carnival represents the top achievement from the standpoint of complete cooperation among the various colleges. Not only students, but also the faculty and staff have shown enthusiasm for the weekly coffee hour. Besides the Carnival and coffee hour, the student social committee sponsors a Fall and Spring Formal, three registration dances, and coke dances throughout the year.

Both social and scientific groups schedule their meetings, smokers, luncheons, dinners, buffets, and dances in the dining rooms and lounges. The soda fountain is a popular spot for students and staff during their few leisure hours. During the noon hours the meeting rooms, lounges, dining rooms, and game room are always filled to capacity.
The Dental R.O.T.C. unit was organized in September, 1948, and at present has an enrollment of about fifty students. The Corps is open to all first year male students under 29 years of age, if they are physically qualified, and to upper-classmen who are under 31 years of age and are veterans. Upon completion of the four year course, which includes six weeks of Summer Camp, the students are eligible for a commission as 1st Lt. Dental Corps Reserve of the U.S. Army.

Lt. Col. D. B. McAllister is a graduate of the Kansas City Western Dental College. He served as Dental Surgeon with the 176th General Service Engineer Regiment in Alaska and the Aleutian Islands, and the United States Military Academy at West Point during the war. He received his first commission in the Infantry Reserve from the University of Arkansas and is a member of the Scabbard and Blade.
Medical R.O.T.C.

The Medical R.O.T.C. functions primarily in preparing medical students to be Medical Corps reserve officers. Most of the students remain in the reserve, but a few enter the regular corps. Graduates of the R.O.T.C. have priority in being considered for armed services internships and residencies.

Major James Galvin, M.C., U.S.A.F., is a graduate of Albany Medical College and took over the R.O.T.C. after returning from Germany where he commanded the psychiatric center and served as theatre consultant in psychiatry.

Above: R.O.T.C. students inspect Marchant Respirator

Left: R.O.T.C. students take history of patient
Chicago Campus
Physical Education
And Intramurals

The Department of Physical Education and Recreation of the Chicago Professional Colleges, ably directed by Mr. John Brown, offers to the students and personnel of the University a varied program of sports and recreational activities. These activities are centered in the gymnasium located in the Chicago Illini Union. In addition, facilities which are available include the nearby tennis courts and athletic field and the swimming and handball facilities of the Duncan Y.M.C.A. The activities of the department are grouped in three major categories.

The varsity basketball team last year succeeded in taking six of their eleven games, while the varsity tennis team finished the season with two wins, one tie, and no losses.

The intramural program is the most extensive undertaking of the department. It was very successful last year with competition in four major team sports and seven other sports. More than one-third of the registered student body participated in one or more sports.

The individual recreational program, in addition to the intramural program, provides facilities for all of the major sports. Weight-lifting, archery, and fencing are other activities which are provided in the recreational program.

Through its program, the department provides much-needed and greatly-desired physical exercise as well as mental relaxation and diversion from the strenuous professional curriculum.
Bottom row: Frank Michaels, Jack Cook, Gilbert Haggenjos, John Jacob, Donald Metzger, Charles Thiel, Thomas Hackbarth.

Kappa Psi, volleyball champions — Top row: Jack Cook, Edward Beverly, Richard Roth, Charles Thiel.
Bottom row: Clarence Moreland, Donald Metzger, Harry Jablonski.

Intramurals

Bottom row: Thomas Hackbarth, Donald Metzger, Charles Thiel, Jack Cook, Henry Gross.

Individual intramural champions: George Frabe, tennis singles; Richard Roth, table tennis singles and free throw; Richard Steury, spring golf.
Not in panel: Edwin Brown, Harlan Feicht, fall golf; Benjamin Mack, Raymond Schleuter, table tennis doubles.
Phi Mu Phi promotes musical fellowship and recreation for dental, medical, and pharmacy students.
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"United We Stand"

In This Year 1951, Let Us All Pledge Full Acceptance of Our Responsibility to Our Country . . . .

In the words of Abraham Lincoln in the President's Message to Congress, December 1, 1862 . . . "The occasion is piled high with difficulty and we must rise to the occasion."

In this national emergency, our responsibility to our country is great. So long as conflicting themes of dogma divide people into opposing camps of philosophy, strife will continue in the world. Above all, we people of the United States must acknowledge a one-ness of purpose, must remain united, "one nation indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."

Contradictions are not always what they seem to be. Light and darkness, warmth and cold, land and sea, good and evil, the known and the unknown, seemingly in contrast are but part and counterpart of the whole; the whole of a one-ness — one people, one universe, one God.

The responsibility is ours, this year of 1951!
There's a kind of magic about some men, a sort of wondrous wizardry that empowers them to search out Beauty in its most secret hiding place and bring it within the reach of folks like you and me.

It's the kind of magic that enables the composer to hear a melody in the silence of the night, and to turn it into sound . . . that permits the artist to lure a landscape from the spectrum, and fasten it to canvas . . . that enables the artisan to see an image in a block of oak, and to free it from its prison.

And you and I are quick to recognize the gifted ones, to offer ready pedestal to the Beauty they create.

But, then, we must remind ourselves that much the same skills belong to some who create functionary things. We remember that the designer must have the artist's eye, that the pattern-maker must have the sculptor's touch . . . that all, in art and industry, who aspire to excellence must have two things in common—pride in their work and an "infinite capacity for taking pains."

***

An artisan in his own right, John Deere, more than a century ago, set the standard of craftsmanship for those who have carried on his work, when he said: "I shall never place my name on an implement that hasn't in it the best that's in me."
Who wouldn't thrill to these new **ELGINS** with the Guaranteed **DuraPower Mainspring**!

**BRILLIANT NEW STYLING... THE MIRACLE OF DURAPOWER...**

*IN AMERICAN-MADE WATCHES FAMED FOR QUALITY SINCE 1865*

For beauty and precision greater than ever known in watches of this famous name, select from the new Elgins... Elgins with the exclusive DuraPower Mainspring, guaranteed to never, never break! Made from a wholly new alloy of metals, this miracle mainspring has proved to be the most dependable power for accurate timekeeping ever put into any watch! So look now at the American-made Elgin watches on display at your jewelers... finest in the world. **Stylish Lord Elgins** (21 jewels) and beautiful **Lady Elgins** (19 jewels) are priced from $71.50 to $10,000.

**Elgin DeLuxe** (17 jewels) from $49.75 to $71.50. Other Elgins as low as $33.75. **Prices include Federal Tax.**

**ELGIN GUARANTEES THE** DuraPower Mainspring **WILL NEVER, NEVER BREAK**
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Although fine engraving is mainly responsible for its enviable reputation, G. R. Grubb & Co. (established 1900) is fully staffed to give top service in all types of photography, retouching, creative design and finished are as typified above. Customers . . . using any or all, as needs demand . . . are highly complimentary. You, too, can benefit from this complete service. Why not write or call for full details?
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